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ABSTRACT
Despite the conception of Anthony Trollope as a 
complacent proponent of the status quo, Trollope's vision 
is complexly divided between the attitudes of complacency 
and scepticism, affirmation and rejection, hope and despair. 
Instead of resolving these ambiguities of outlook Trollope 
develops techniques of counterbalancing the light and dark 
visions. This dissertation concerns the unity of Trollope's 
fiction in terms of this complex vision and asserts a basis 
for a new critical assessment of Trollope's achievement.
Chapter I indicates the relevance of studying 
Trollope's fiction in the light of the divisions within 
Trollope's personal nature and outlook.
Chapter II emphasizes the elements of pessimism, 
tragedy, and iconoclasm in Trollope's vision. Trollope 
imposes upon his early misfortunes a double pattern of 
unjust misfortune and merited good fortune. The sense of 
unjust fortune leads toward iconoclasm. Trollope avoids 
iconoclasm through an ideal of dogged endurance of adverse 
fortune which permits affirmation of existence. However, 
Trollope's characters usually achieve "virtuous hypocrisy," 
the mere outward appearance of such doggedness. By exten­
sion, Trollope's fiction which props the minds of worried
iv
V
Victorians is a massive exercise of such virtuous hypocrisy. 
In terms of his divided outlook, Trollope shares his 
audience's need to affirm the status quo which he identifies 
with his personally merited success.
Chapter III considers how the division in Trollope's 
outlook relates to inconsistencies in his literary theory 
and criticism.
Chapter IV concerns Trollope's narrative strategy of 
attenuating reality. Trollope, acting as arbitrary racon­
teur omnipresent on his narrative stage, affects the role of 
objective historian. This paradoxical stance is reflected 
in such aspects of his narrative technique as the ironically 
dual point of view and the handling of narrative time as 
flux within stasis.
Chapter V discusses the centrality of characteriza­
tion to Trollopian narrative. Trollope uses alloyed charac­
ter and exploits disparate character-reader awareness to 
provoke interest in narratives developed within matrices of 
probability toward anticipated outcomes.
Chapter VI considers how Trollope's style supports 
the "spirit of calm recital."
With Chapters I - VI as background, Chapter VII sur­
veys Trollope's fiction from The Macdermots of Ballycloran 
(1847) to Orley Farm (1862)i Trollope does not simply turn 
from tragedy toward attenuated realism. The pattern for 
his novels is one of alternation between relative lightness
and darkness of vision, with the alloy becoming increasingly 
darker.
In Chapter VIII the following novels are considered 
in terms of their continuity with the dark elements in 
Trollope's earlier works, and as responses to changed con­
ditions for literary-critical success: The Way We Live Now,
An Eye for an Eye, John Caldigate, Cousin Henry, Dr.
Wortle's School, The Fixed Period, and Mr. Scarborough1s
Family. Although Trollope still uses his quiet style and 
his attenuative narrative convention, he ignores earlier 
fictive tenets and more fully expresses the darker vision.
He criticizes the deficient values and institutions of the 
period, implying a relativistic ethic of good-heartedness 
which partly negates the conventional bases of moral 
judgment.
The concluding chapter focuses upon two aspects of 
Trollope's reputation while suggesting that criticism can 
profit from an awareness of the relationships between the 
divisions of Trollope's outlook and the alloyed quality of 
his works: the quality of the mind of the writer, and the
emphasis on social depiction at the expense of de-emphasiz­
ing Trollope's psychological portrayal of characters con­
fronting uncertain fortune. The study poses a fundamental 
question for Trollope critics: What is one to make of a
writer whose subtle artfulness is frequently used to restrain 
the potentialities of his material in the act of giving it 
literary expression?
CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM OF THE TWO ANTHONY TROLLOPES
After a casual meeting with Anthony Trollope in 1879, 
Julian Hawthorne termed him "something of a paradox— an en­
tertaining contradiction."^ Since 1879 other commentators
2have noted the paradoxical complexity of Trollope's nature. 
In a study published in 1927 Michael Sadleir, taking Julian 
Hawthorne's remarks as the basis for his own description of 
Trollope's complexity, originated the conceit of the two 
Anthony Trollopes by way of describing a duality of charac­
ter. Sadleir asserted that beneath the gruff, boisterous, 
and robust qualities of the public Trollope there "lurked an 
under-self, a timid, melancholy wraith of past unhappiness, 
of whose existence only the very intimate or the. very per-
3ceptxve were aware."
^"Julian Hawthorne, Confessions and Criticisms (Bos­
ton, 1887) , quoted in Michael Sadleir, Anthony Trollope, A 
Commentary (Boston, 1927), p. 335. —
2 . . . .Frederic Harrison, Studies in Early Victorian Lit­
erature (London, 1895), pp. 197, 201, 203; T. H. S. Escott, 
"Anthony Trollope: An Appreciation and Reminiscence," Fort­
nightly Review, LXXXVI (December 1, 1906), 1097; William 
Coyle, "The Friendship of Anthony Trollope and Richard Henry 




This conceit of two Trollopian selves has been re­
peated and developed by Hugh Walpole and Elizabeth Bowen.
In 1928 Walpole stated his fancy "that we see, behind this
burly, energetic, popular figure, always that little boy,
4dirty, neglected, longing to be loved, hiding." Elizabeth 
Bowen had the narrator of her Anthony Trollope, A New Judg­
ment (1946) ask, "Were there two Trollopes? . . . The 
anxious outcast, the successful man of the world— was the 
first, perhaps, never quite absorbed and lost in the second?
Is it the wistful outsider, somewhere in Trollope's writing,
5who gives that mirage-illusion to the ordinary scene?"
Since Sadleir, Walpole, and Bowen have all traced 
the doubleness of Trollope to his early traumatic experi­
ences, it is surprising that this psychological insight has 
not yet been applied in any extended study which analyzes 
the techniques of Trollope's work. Strangely, however, 
there has been a reluctance to take anything like a psycho­
logical approach to Trollopian fiction.^ Some critics may
^Hugh Walpole, Anthony Trollope (New York, 1928) ,
p. 19.
5Elizabeth Bowen, Anthony Trollope, A New Judgment 
(London, 1946), p. 31.
Exceptions to this statement would include refer­
ence to articles by John Hagan, "The Divided Mind of Anthony 
Trollope," Nineteenth-Century Fiction, XIV (June 1959), 1- 
26 and "The Duke's Children: Trollope's Psychological Mas­
terpiece," Nineteenth-Cehtury Fiction, XIII (June 1958), 
1-21.
3
have been put off from doing so by finding that Trollope did
not become the lop-sided neurotic one might have expected to
7result from such a childhood as his. Consequently there is
gno psychological problem of Anthony Trollope. This atti­
tude has been supported by the complementary view that it 
is, after all, futile to "investigate into the inner nature 
of the man, to turn over what, in his candidly reserved 
Autobiography, he did choose to tell of himself in order to 
find what might to some analytical eye be hidden from him 
and from us." When such studies have been attempted, they
have resulted in no substantial increase in the general un-
9derstanding of Trollope and his work.
Even the Stebbinses' book failed to dispel that kind 
of attitude. A student of Trollope's work, after admitting 
that the book "has recovered much new information," warns 
that its "special psychoanalytical interpretation of 
Trollope's life . . . must be taken into account in con­
sidering the worth of the work."'1’0 Moreover, so prominent 
a Trollope scholar as Bradford Booth feels it necessary, in
*7Ruth Suckow, "The Surprising Anthony Trollope," 
Georgia Review, XII (Winter 1958), 391.
°Ibid., p. 394.
gBeatrice Curtis Brown, Anthony Trollope (Denver,
1950), p. 101.
"^See the unpubl. diss. (University of Illinois, 1958) 




the course of considering the paradoxical "aspects" of
Trollope's nature, to balance his sense that "The artist \must inevitably reveal himself . . .  in the totality of his 
work (else he is no artist) . . . "  against a precautionary 
reminder that only shallow men assume they can wholly com­
prehend the natures of their close friends. ̂
Yet Trollope is after all a writer who specializes 
in maintaining an authorial presence on his own narrative 
stage. How, then, arises the paradox that he keeps his 
personal self so effectively apart from his narratives? In 
actual fact, he does not entirely do so. It is Trollope's 
critics who have been paradoxically inconsistent: they
have been glancingly aware of the presence of Trollope in 
his work at the same time that they have paid slight atten­
tion to the possibility of studying Trollopian fiction in 
the light of the contradictions of Trollope's nature.
Writing in 1961 Gerald Warner Brace points out that 
the definitive estimate of Anthony Trollope, despite the
passing of nearly a century since his death, has not yet 
12been given. It may be that no satisfactory consensus of 
Trollope's reputation can form until his work has been care-
■^Bradford A. Booth, Anthony Trollope, Aspects of 
His Life and Art (Bloomington, Indiana, 1958) , p. 4.
12Gerald Warner Brace, "The World of Anthony 
Trollope," Texas Quarterly, IV (Autumn 1961), 180.
5
fully studied in relationship to the paradoxical complexity 
of Trollope as a person.
AA type of doubleness common to the Victorians seems 
relevant to the problem of approaching some adequate con­
sensus of Trollope's worth. In The' Alien Vision of' Victo­
rian Poetry E. D. H. Johnson regards the Victorian poets 
Tennyson, Browning, and Arnold as "Janus-faced," as torn 
between their sense of allegiance to a public which would 
have them be moral spokesmen for society and their sense of 
allegiance to their own aesthetic sensibilities and visions.
Johnson considers this double orientation "the crux of the
13Victorian literary consciousness."
Did Anthony Trollope, that most representative Victo-
14 •rian novelist, attain his success as a realistic novelist
partly by suppressing an alien vision of existence? Various 
Trollope commentators have expressed opinions that might be 
construed as evidence in support of such a contention.
T. H. S. Escott asserts that "Trollope's superficial rugged-
1 3 . . .  . .E. D. H. Johnson, The Alien Vision of Victorian
Poetry; Sources of the Poetic Imagination in Tennyson, 
Browning, and Arnold (Princeton, New Jersey, 1952), pp. ix- 
xv f.
■^In the first volume of The Trollopian Bradford 
Booth asserts that Trollope is currently (1945) regarded as 
"the apotheosis of his age, and in some measure its spokes­
man," and that "with every adjustment of perspective Trol­
lope appears more clearly representative of an age far more 
complex than popular generalizations about it would indi­
cate. " See "Preface," The Trollopian, I (Summer 1945), 1.
6
ness cloaked thoughts and feelings that never intruded into
his writings, his conversational references to which may
15best be left unrecorded." F. G. Bettany, concurring in 
Escott's reticence, poses the question whether Trollope 
"should not be thanked rather for his reserve than twitted
1 gwith lack of penetration." Harold Child, judging from
Trollope's correspondence, considers him a more spirited
person than his fiction reflects, Trollope "being a little
nervous, perhaps, of that very Victorian public which was
sometimes found, or invented, as a rod for the chastening
17of this ebullient and not so very Victorian author."
Clara C. Park notes of Trollope, "The remarkable thing is
that his vision of life actually altered to fit the market,
18so that his happy endings do not seem false or intrusive."
Hugh Walpole finds that "we have a sense of something
veiled," a sense that "some super-discretion" on Trollope's
19part "kept the best things from us." The Stebbinses
15Escott, "Anthony Trollope: An Appreciation and 
Reminiscence," p. 1102.
"^F. G. Bettany, "In Praise of Anthony Trollope's 
Novels," Fortnightly Review, LXXXIII (May 1, 1905), 1006.
17Harold Child, "Anthony Trollope," in Essays and 
Reflections, ed. S. C. Roberts (Cambridge, England, 1948) , 
p^ 44.
] QClara C. Park, "Trollope and the Modern Reader," 
Massachusetts Review, III (Spring 1962), 589.
■^Walpole, p. 113.
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state that Trollope's "desire was to probe deep into human 
nature and to publish his discoveries, unrestrained by the 
shabby-genteel limitations of his age. Such writing, he 
began to realize, would leave him a poor man and an unread 
author."  ̂̂
The argument as to whether or not Trollope has a 
darker vision is somewhat intensified upon the publication 
of A. 0. J. Cockshut's study of Trollope in 1955. Cockshut 
holds the thesis that "Trollope is a gloomier, more intro­
spective, more satirical, and more profound writer than he 
is usually credited with being; and further, the Barsetshire
series, fine as it is, is not fully characteristic of his 
,,21genius.
Although at least one more recent work has tended to
22support Cockshut's thesis, when first propounded it was 
regarded mainly with the old caution and with dissent. 
Bradford A. Booth's negative reaction to the Cockshut thesis
20Lucy Poate Stebbins and Richard Poate Stebbms,
The Trollopes; The Chronicle of a Writing Family (New York,
1945), p. 143.
21 .A. 0. J. Cockshut, Anthony Trollope, A Critical
Study (London, 1955), p. 9.
22John E. Dustin in his article "Thematic Alterna­
tion in Trollope," PMLA, LXXVII (June 1962), 287, states 
his opinion that the evidence he has discussed "offers a 
prima_.facie confirmation" of Cockshut's theory. "Trollope's 
self-liberation from his earlier 'mechanical' practices is 
one consequence of the same artistic maturity that Cockshut 
sees in the late novels."
8
23may be taken as a representative one. Judging Cockshut's
main thesis to be "wrong-headed," Booth rejects the view
that "Trollope's life was one long 'progress to pessimism,1
that the novels from 1867 reveal each 'a further stage in
the steepening curve of the author's pessimism,' and that
as we watch Trollope we see 'the gradual darkening of his
imagination and failure of his hopes.'" Cockshut's error
"arises from the fallacy of assuming that a creative artist
necessarily reflects his own temper at the moment; it does
not sufficiently consider the force of trends and fashions 
24in art forms." Booth admits as tenable only "the theory 
of some late intensification of Trollope's native hatred of 
sham and dishonesty." He acknowledges that although Trol- 
lope turns his attention to an aspect of English life dif­
ferent from that depicted in the Barsetshire novels, he
25"had always known both."
However, despite the admission that Trollope has al­
ways known the contrasting aspects of English life, Booth 
emphasizes the older conception of Trollope as a complacent,
2 3Booth, Anthony Trollope, pp. viii-ix. See also 
the following critical reactions to Cockshut's Anthony 
Trollope, A Critical Study; W. L. Burn, "Victorian Diver­
gences, " The Twentieth Century, CLIX (January 1956), 43; 
Donald Smalley^ "Anthony Trollope: A Critical Study," Nine­
teenth-Century Fiction, XII (June 1957), 90-92; Hugh Sykes 
Davies, Trollope (London, 1960), pp. 26-27.
24 ...Booth, Anthony Trollope, p. vxxx.
^ I b i d . , p. ix.
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smiling public man. There is in Trollope no deep pessimism,
ionly a native hatred of sham and dishonesty. At the begin­
ning of his own book on Trollope, moreover, Booth indicates 
his acceptance of the attitude that Trollope was the "most 
perfect exponent" of the point of view of the complacent, 
upper middle class Victorian. Though he recalls that "the
ideals, convictions, and prejudices of'the class for which
f
in some measure Trollope was spokesman were not always 
those of the entire country," he nevertheless claims for 
Trollope an orthodox personal life, a serene meliorism, a 
complacent bourgeois ideology, and a tenacious devotion to 
Church and State. In regard to these things, Booth judges, 
Trollope does "adequately and faithfully^" represent the
group of upper middle class Victorians into which he was
, 2 6  .. born.
My opinion runs counter to Booth's. I see Trollope 
as a Victorian divided in mind and spirit, one who does in 
his creation of Barsetshire depict an ordinary England in 
which optimism, peace of mind, and a relatively complacent 
acceptance of the status quo is possible; but who does this 
by suppressing a darker personal vision which involves fa­
talistic pessimism, a recognition of the tragic dimension 
of existence, and even a tendency toward iconoclasm con­
cerning religion and social institutions.
^Ibid. , pp. 3-4.
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Such a conception of Trollope provides a basis for a 
resolution of the elements of disagreement between what may 
be termed the Booth and Cockshut factions of critical opin­
ion. It grants that Trollope's work does not involve a 
progress away from bourgeois complacency toward pessimism 
independently of the literary trends of the time. On the 
other hand, it also grants that Trollope is never so compla­
cent to begin with; that the pessimism, which is inherent in 
his vision from the beginning, is suppressed and then later 
re-expressed as the conditions for literary and popular 
success change. It recognizes that the pattern of Trol­
lope's performance as a writer is complicated by the extent 
to which the interplay between the two Trollopian selves—  
the complacent and the tragic-iconoclastic— interact with 
the other changing conditions which Trollope feels determine 
his success as a writer.
Basic to this dissertation is the belief that the 
elements of division within Trollope, especially the fac­
tors which center in his fear of bad fortune, are relevant 
to the research which must be done before an adequate con­
sensus concerning Trollope's literary significance can be 
achieved. I concern myself initially with the problem of 
the disparate visions, personal and fictive, which are cor­
relatives of the two sides of Trollope's nature. I empha­
size the extent to which a fatalistic pessimism, part of a 
broadly tragic vision that verges also upon iconoclasm, is
11
suppressed or restrained. I consider how the tension in 
Trollope's theorizing between the antithetical modes of the 
realistic and the sublime is a further manifestation of the 
two tendencies of Trollope's nature. Then I attempt to 
describe the technical norm for Trollope's narrative method 
and style, and to define the paradoxical essence of Trol­
lope's realistic fiction.
The novels from The Macdermots of Ballycloran (1847) 
through The Last Chronicle of Barset, finished in September, 
1866, are then viewed as the sequence of works in which 
Trollope develops the method appropriate to the restraint 
of his darker vision. The pattern of Trollope's develop­
ment in later illustrative novels is considered in terms of 
his tendency to diverge more from that method as he desires 
to allow fuller expression to the darker aspects of his 
outlook on life. I hope in this way to throw some new 
light on both the continuity and the variability of Trol­
lope's fiction. In the concluding chapter I apply the in­
sights derived from the preceding discussion to the ques­
tion of Anthony Trollope's significance as a realistic 
novelist.
CHAPTER II
SHIELD AGAINST THE THREAT OF FORTUNE: THE ATTENUATION
OF ANTHONY TROLLOPE'S TRAGIC-ICONOCLASTIC VISION
In commenting on the letters of Anthony Trollope, 
Joseph E. Baker deplores the fact that in them the author 
is so reserved. "As literary historians and analyzers of 
artistry," Baker states, "we must forever regret this false 
modesty in so great a novelist. And we may be reminded to 
be very grateful indeed that in the novels themselves he 
lets himself go and is restrained by no such reticence. 
There he is profound; there he probes deeply; there, only, 
he tells all, in his quiet way."’*'
When due credit has been accorded the subtler depths 
in Trollope's novels, one may disagree that in them Trol­
lope "lets himself go” and is unrestrained by a reticence 
such as Baker finds in the letters. One can even argue 
that when Trollope writes as Anthony Trollope the private 
man he is less reticent than when he writes as the narrator 
of his fictional works; that in writing such as Trollope's
^■"The Letters of Anthony Trollope," Nineteenth- 




correspondence and his autobiography the careful reader may 
detect evidences of a pessimistic, tragic, even an icono­
clastic vision of reality which usually is not given direct 
or emphatic expression in the long series of novels.
The fatalistic pessimism basic to this suppressed
Trollopian vision is plainly reflected in the following
sentiments which were written by Anthony Trollope when he
was about sixty years old:
. . . all is not over yet. And, mindful of that, 
remembering how great is the agony of adversity, 
how crushing the despondency of degradation, how 
susceptible I am myself to the misery coming from 
contempt,— remembering also how quickly good things 
may go and evil things come, — I am often again 
tempted to hope, almost to pray, that the end may 
be near. Things may be going well now—
'Sin aliquem infandum casum, Fortuna, minaris;
Nunc, o nunc liceat crudelem abrumpere vitam.'
There is* unhappiness so grea£ that the very fear of 
it is an alloy to happiness.
One is at first inclined to assume that the fatalis­
tic pessimism of these remarks can be accounted for by 
Trollope's old age, which cast illness and disabilities 
upon him. Trollope had only about seven years more of life 
before him when he expressed these sentiments. But actu­
ally a quite similar outlook is reflected in his account of 
his early life. In fact, it is clear that Trollope had in 
mind the first twenty-six years of his life— "years of suf­
2An Autobiography (London, 1923), pp. 54-55.
14
fering, disgrace, and inward remorse"— when referring to
"the agony of adversity," "the despondency of degradation,"
3and "the misery coming from contempt." Nothing known 
about his later life would justify such extreme terms of 
description.
Anthony Trollope's awareness of his father's fail­
ures, of the poverty which finally sent the Trollopes into 
exile in Belgium, which compelled his mother to labor at 
her writing during intervals she snatched from her nursing 
of sick and dying family members, goes far toward explain­
ing why Anthony Trollope felt insecure in the face of life. 
The Stebbinses also emphasize the neglect of the young
Trollope, especially by his mother, and point out his mis-
4ery in the various schools he attended. With this back­
ground in mind, one hardly need wonder why Anthony Trollope 
was disposed toward a pessimistic outlook on life.
The pessimism reflected in the passage from the 
autobiography previously quoted is quite intense, reminis­
cent of the pessimism in classical tragedy. This becomes 
apparent when, using the plays of Sophocles as a touchstone, 
one relates some of Trollope's sentiments to those in such 
tragic dramas as Oedipus the King, Oedipus at Colonus, and
3Ibid.
^Lucy Poate Stebbins and Richard Poate Stebbins, The 
Trollopes, p. 24" et passim.
15
Antigone.
Oedipus epitomizes the man who suffers from the in­
stability of good fortune. At his fall the chorus observes: 
"Show me the man whose happiness was anything more than 
illusion/ Followed by disillusion./ Here is the instance,
here is Oedipus, here is the reason/ Why I will call no
5mortal creature happy." In the exodos of Antigone the 
messenger asserts to the people of Thebes: "What is the
life of man? A thing not fixed/ For good or evil, fash­
ioned for praise or blame./ Chance raises a man to the 
heights, chance casts him down,/ And none can foretell what
gwill be from what is." These lines express, in essence, 
Trollope's concern'at the rapidity and unexpectedness with 
which "good things may go and evil things come."
Trollope's awareness of his pessimism is evidenced 
by his remark that "There is unhappiness so great that the 
very fear of it is an alloy to happiness." Moreover, his 
recollection that "all is not over yet" and his admission 
that he was "often again tempted to hope, almost to pray 
that the end may be near," reveal his attitude of looking 
to the grave as a refuge from the insecurity of life.
A similar feeling toward death is emphasized by
5E. F. Watling, ed., The Theban Plays (Baltimore, 
Maryland, 1947), p. 59.
^Ibid., p. 157.
16
Sophocles: "Then learn that mortal man must always look to
his ending,/ And none can be called happy until that day
7when he carries/ His happiness down to the grave in peace"; 
"In the accumulation of many years/ Pain is in plenty, and 
joy not anywhere/ When life is over-spent./ And at the last 
there is the same release/ When death appears/ . . .  To 
give us peace. . . . Say what you will, the greatest boon 
is not to be;/ But, life begun, soonest to end is best,/
And to that bourne from which our way began/ Swiftly 
return.
Trollope believed that although violent death may be 
the ultimate misfortune, most harsh fate, natural death
is not necessarily bad. His conception of death is further 
reflected in his objections to Alfred Tennyson's poem, "The 
Two Voices," which dramatizes a person's resistance of the 
temptation to commit suicide as an escape from pain. Trol­
lope observes, "There is nothing to fear in death, — if 
you be wise. There is so much to fear in life, whether you 
be wise or foolish." And apparently-in reaction to Tenny­
son's poetic assertion that "'Tis life, whereof our nerves
are scant,/ Oh life, not death, for which we pant;/ More
9life, and fuller, that I want" — Trollope notes of Tennyson, 
^Ibid., p. 68. ^Ibid., p. 109.
QThe Poetical Works of Tennyson (London, 1953),
p. 34.
17
"He writes as though a life indefinitely prolonged had al­
lurements. Like the characters of Sophocles, Trollope
seems to assume that "In the accumulation of many years/
Pain is in plenty, and joy not anywhere/ When life is over­
spent. "
Trollope's pessimistic outlook deserves emphasis be­
cause it influences his writing even when the direct ex­
pression of it is suppressed. It often enters incidentally 
into Trollope's narratives. To cite a minor example, one 
finds Anthony Trollope's sense of the impermanence of hap­
piness reflected in The Warden in the character Bunce's 
cautious acceptance of Mr. Harding's courtesies: "He knew
the world too well to risk the comfort of such halcyon mo­
ments, by prolonging them till they were disagreeable."'*''*'
Even Trollope1s confident and important characters 
are at times troubled by the anxiety which is born of Trol­
lope's pessimism. Thus, Trollope comments as follows on 
Archdeacon Grantly: "Dr Grantly had been a very success­
ful man in the world, and on all ordinary occasions had 
been able to show that bold front with which success endows _ 
a man. But he still had his moments of weakness, and 
feared greatly lest anything of misfortune should touch him
-------------------
^Bradford A. Booth, ed. , The Letters of Anthony 
Trollope (London, 1951), p. 469— hereafter cited as Booth, 
Letters.
"^London, 1918, p. 27.
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12and mar the comely roundness of his prosperity."
In this instance the happiness of Dr. Grantly in his 
good fortune is "alloyed" by the fear of adverse fortune, 
as Trollope thinks is often the case. One suspects that 
Trollope's pessimism is largely responsible for his general 
sense of the "alloyed" complexity of all reality. As Trol­
lope puts it, "in this world no good is unalloyed, and . . .
there is but little evil that has not in it some seed of
13what is goodly." This sense of a fundamental ambiguity 
of value in all things has implications for Trollope's at­
titudes of tolerance and for his rejection of dogmatic as­
sertion and theorizing. The same sense of ambiguous com­
plexity informs Trollope's use of the adjectives "alloyed" 
and "unalloyed" with reference to the feelings of his char­
acters and to life.^
Also, the pessimism which resulted from Trollope's
early unhappiness is behind his sensitivity to what may be
15termed the "value" of the individual's attitudes and feel­
12Anthony Trollope, The Last Chronicle of Barset 
(New York, 1962), p. 37.
~^The Warden, p. 181.
14See, for example, the following references: Fram-
ley Parsonage (London, 1947) , p. 294; The Three Clerks 
XLondon, 1907) , pp. 284, 561; The Claverxngs (London, 1924), 
p. 235.
15In his book Science and the Modern World (New York, 
1925), p. 131, Alfred North Whitehead writes^ 11'Value' is 
the word I use for the intrinsic reality of an event."
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ings. Thus, in thinking of their problems and frustrations 
Trollope's characters adopt a tone quite similar to that in 
which Trollope tells of his own misery at Harrow and else­
where in his youth. Obviously, then, Trollope's pessimism 
deserves attention.
What I have said of that pessimism thus far might 
almost be summed up as a very basic distaste for change. 
John Hazard Wildman has observed that the England of which 
Trollope wrote was "for the most part conservative, holding
to traditionalism more through fear of the discomforts of
16change than through a frantic idealization of the past."
If true of Trollope's England, this was especially true of 
him individually. He disliked change even in such ordinary 
matters as friendships, concerning which change is inevi­
table.
It would seem natural that Trollope, as he gained 
success and security in his two careers and marriage, would 
have had a more cheerful outlook on life. Yet from beneath 
the surface of that jolly tranquillity the basic pessimism 
extruded. As Michael Sadleir points out, Trollope never 
overcame his pessimism because he never overcame the self- 
conscious feelings of inferiority which resulted from his
1 flAnthony Trollope's England (Providence, 1940),
p. 126.
17Booth, Letters, p. 190.
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youthful insecurity. "A child's agonised knowledge of in-
18feriority had become a man's infirmity." And because he 
had imposed upon this underlying sense of insecurity a pat­
tern of threatening adverse fate, elements of the pattern 
often are involved in Trollope's moments of self-question­
ing uncertainty.
As a result, Trollope was at times reluctant to be­
lieve in what seemed to him inexplicably good fortune. For 
example, he writes as follows about his happy life after 
marriage: ". . . 1  have daily to wonder at the continued
run of domestic & worldly happiness which has been granted 
me; — to wonder at it as well as to be thankful for it. I 
do so, fearing that my day, also, of misery must come;
— for we are told by so many teachers of all doctrines that 
pain of some sort is mans [sic] lot. But no pain or misery
has as yet come to me since the day I married; & if any man
19should speak well of the married state, I should do so."
Trollope's pessimism seems also to have underlain 
his opposition to a proposed system whereby postal workers 
would have been promoted according to merit rather than 
seniority. "From the very wording of the rule," he ob­
serves, "it is apparent that no amount of excellence is 
safe, because a greater amount of excellence must always be
18Anthony Trollope, A Commentary, p. 336.
19Booth, Letters, p. 88.
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possible. No extent of devotion to his duties will secure
any man in his expectation of promotion, because some devo-
2 0tion, supposed to be more extended, may come after him." 
Trollope's use of the words "safe," "expectation," and "se­
cure" manifest his concern lest senior postal employees 
should be made institutionally subject to the threat of bad 
fortune.
Significantly, since it was one of his own means to
success, Trollope considered the career of a writer the
21most uncertain and painful career conceivable. He dis-
22trusted the quality of his own work, appearing to wonder 
at his literary success just as he wondered at his happi­
ness in marriage. Conceiving of literature as a painful, 
perilous profession, and having such basic self-doubts as a
writer, he took great interest in criticism of his 
23writing.
Trollope retained, then, in the midst of his own 
happiness and success a keen awareness of how man may suf­
fer when he faces any insecurity. It was not for Trollope 
just a matter of what one must endure after a fall. It was 
for him also a matter of the difficulty of taking a risk, 
or being subject to the probability of failure, while know-
20Ibid., p. 132. 21Ibid., pp. 279-280, 315-316.
22Ibid. , p. 278. 23ibid., pp. 43-, .273.
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ing beforehand what failure would raean.^ Trollope knew 
that unhappiness might come from both the anticipation and 
the experience of misfortune. Therefore, concerning risks 
he felt much as he has his character Florence Mountjoy re­
mark: "One has to risk dangers in the world, but one makes
25the risk as little as possible."
Trollope knew that at times one must risk failure to 
get at the pleasures of life. Such an occasion of risk was 
the period (late 1881 to early 18 82) of Henry Merivale Trol­
lope's pending membership in the Athenaeum, a club Anthony
Trollope belonged to. Feeling the natural anxiety of a 
2 6father, Trollope sought to make the risk of his son's
failing to be elected "as little as possible" by promoting
his son's membership among the members of the club. Shortly
before the voting he wrote to his wife, "They tell me that
Harry is safe. Though in truth a man is never safe; but in
truth a great many more have written their names on his 
27card." Henry Merivale Trollope was elected to membership 
in the Athenaeum Club by an unprecedented majority, 204
24Ibid., p. 195.
2 5Anthony Trollope, Mr. Scarborough's Family (London,
1946) , p. 629.
2^Booth, Letters, p. 464. 2^Ibid., p. 472.
2^Ibid., p. 473.
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Since Trollope considered literary failure to be the
most agonizing kind of failure, it is only natural that he
showed great sympathy for other writers who did not succeed
in "the profession of Literature." When in 1869 Trollope
addressed the notables attending a dinner for the benefit
of the Royal Literary Fund, he made reference to the sad
condition of such professional writers as the fund would
benefit. On this occasion, behind the sense of sympathy, a
darker outlook asserts itself as Trollope thinks of the
many who "have failed and have fallen, while, alas! so few
have run the race through to the end, and have reached the 
..29goal. . . .
In Trollope's next remarks to those attending the 
fund dinner, the basis of his deeper questioning of exist­
ence, elsewhere so frequently suppressed, becomes apparent:
And perhaps the saddest aspect of all is this—  
that while so much good work has fallen through, 
and been buried in oblivion— while so much that 
would have been useful to us, so much that would 
have enlightened and charmed us, has never been 
permitted to see the light— so much that is com­
paratively poor and trivial has earned good wages, 
and has received that meed of reputation which is 
so pleasant to the possessor of i ^  even though it 
be doomed to live but for a year.
Though Trollope in this passage of his address re-
^Bradford A. Booth, "Trollope and the Royal 
Literary Fund," Nineteenth-Century Fiction, VII (December 
1952), 215.
^Ibid. , pp. 215-216.
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fers directly to the respective fates of good and mediocre 
writers, his point applies to all individual merit. He re­
veals his sense of the mystery of a world in which no de­
pendable justice is to be found. The deserving are not, 
according to Trollope's view, ever assured of success; 
whereas the undeserving are not necessarily repudiated, but 
may actually receive rewards that others deserve to get and 
do not. Trollope, ever aware "how quickly good things may 
go and evil things come," also thinks that the good things 
may never come to some who deserve them. Pervading his ad­
dress is the fear of adverse fortune, which casts its 
blighting shadow upon man's prospects for happiness. As 
Trollope tells his listeners upon that occasion, ". . . m y  
Lords and Gentlemen, fortune has very much to do with it.
It is not always the best nor the most worthy that wins 
this race. . . .
I have noted that this pessimistic fear of bad for­
tune which extended toward all the phases of Trollope's 
life— the personal, the professional, the social, and the 
literary— seems classical in intensity, akin to the quality 
of pessimistic sentiments expressed in Sophoclean tragedy. 
Ultimately one must recognize that Trollope's pessimism, in 
all its ramifications, amounts to a tragic vision of real­
ity. And if that tragic vision resembles the world view
31Ibid., p. 216.
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inherent in classical Greek tragedy, it is reasonable to
suppose that this came about because Trollope, in giving
form to the experiences from which his pessimism derives,
drew upon his familiarity with classical literature in
general and the Greek tragedy in particular.
There is evidence of that familiarity in Trollope's
early novels. In his first, The Macdermots of Ballycloran,
32he alludes to "the Grecian's doctrine of necessity." In
The Warden he alludes variously to many-eyed Argus, Homer's
nodding, Croesus, Apollo, Agamemnon and Iphigenia, "the
rants of a tragedy heroine," Mount Olympus, the Paphian
33goddess, and the worship of Bacchus. These and other 
classical allusions accord with Trollope's tendency to use 
the mock-heroic manner in The Warden. The mock-heroic man­
nerisms are even more pronounced in Barchester Towers.
Also in that novel Trollope states that "Medea and her 
children are familiar to us," alludes to "the fury of the 
tragic queen, and the deep despair of the bereaved mother," 
and compares Mrs. Proudie in her vengefulness against Mr. 
Slope to Medea, "she of Colchis," who "with terrific energy" 
assured "the mijb̂ l Grecian" it was a custom of that country
32Anthony Trollope, The Macdermots of Ballycloran 
(New York, 1906), p. 529.
■^Trollope, The Warden, pp. 16, 17, 65, 74, 128,
160, 167, and 173-174 respectively.
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for those taken captive to be eaten. In addition, refer­
ence is made to the deus ex machina, and to the manner in 
which "men who have Sophocles at their fingers1 ends regard 
those who know nothing of Greek"; and Dr. Gwynne, a charac­
ter, refers to "the Greek play b i s h o p s . I n  The Last 
Chronicle of Barset Trollope refers to volumes of Euripides,
The Seven Against Thebes, Antigone, and to "Necessity" as
35the Greek equivalent for "the hand of Fate." The Rever­
end Josiah Crawley, an accomplished scholar, imparts to his 
daughter Jane "his appreciation of the glory and the pathos
and the humanity, as also of the awful tragedy, of the
3 6story of Oedipus." On another occasion Crawley "shouted
out long passages, lines from tragic plays by the score,"
having no doubt in his mind "as to the due emphasis to be
given to the plaints of the injured heroines, or as to the
37proper meaning of the choruses."
A critical article which Trollope published in 1879 
explains incidentally why the plays of Sophocles particu­
larly appealed to him. Sophocles was, Trollope implies, a
3 8master of pathos second only to Shakespeare.
"^Anthony Trollope, Barchester Towers (London, 1925), 
pp. 224, 321-322, 327, 192, 423.
35Trollope, The Last Chronicle of Barset, pp. 27,
115, 366, 592-593.
^ Ibid. , p. 154. ^ Ibid. , p. 365.
38Anthony Trollope, "The Genius of Nathaniel Haw­
thorne," The North American Review, CXXIX (September 1879), 
204.
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Even better evidence that Trollope had carefully 
studied Greek tragedy is his reaction to some comments con­
cerning classical tragedy which were made by George Henry 
Lewes. Lewes noted that "The subject[s] selected by the 
Greek dramatists are almost uniformly such as to call into 
play the darkest passions: madness, adultery, and murder
in Agamemnon; revenge, murder, and matricide in the 
Choephorae; incest in Oedipus; jealousy and infanticide in 
Medea; incestuous adultery in Hippolytus; madness in Ajax; 
and so on throughout the series. The currents of these 
passions are for ever kept in agitation, and the alterna­
tions of pity and terror close only with the closing of the 
scene. In other words, in spite of the slowness of its 
scenic presentation this drama is distinguished by the very
absence of the repose which is pronounced its characteris-
. < „39tic. "
Each of the subjects of classical drama which Lewes 
considered "such as to call into play the darkest passions" 
would have seemed to Trollope stark examples of what ad­
verse fortune is capable of doing to man. Therefore, it is 
not surprising that Trollope, after reading Lewesls asser­
tion that repose is not of the essence of Greek tragedy, 
wrote to him: "There never was better criticism than that
39G. H. Lewes, The Life and Works of Goethe with 
Sketches of His Age and Contemporaries (London, 1908) , 
pp. 270-271.
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on Greek tragic art in the two first pages of your chapter 
. . . and I make you my compliments. I had felt it all be­
fore, but could not have expressed it."^
Trollope was not only familiar with Greek tragedy 
but also placed a high value upon the achievement of the 
tragic in literature. "As in poetry, so in prose, he who 
can deal adequately with tragic elements is a greater art­
ist and reaches a higher aim than the writer whose efforts 
never carry him above the mild walks of everyday life." 
Trollope found such tragic elements in Scott's The Bride of
Lammermoor, Thackeray's Henry Esmond, and Charlotte Bronte's 
41Jane Eyre.
However, Trollope was capable of perceiving tragedy 
in life as well as in literature. His perception of the 
former is clearly a vision shaped by the latter. For 
example, he imposed the outlines of a classical tragic pat­
tern upon the American Civil War. He saw the conflict as a 
means of divine retribution for the spreading curse of 
slavery in the Southern states. "When there is a pesti­
lence in the land, which no human skill can check, there 
comes some storm in the heavens, threatening men's dwell­
ings, appearing to our finite eyes to be a curse greater 
than that other curse; and lo! the air is clear, and the
40Booth, Letters, pp. 154-155.
41 Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 207-208.
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pestilence has gone! The plague had come from man, but God
42had sent the remedy."
Trollope also found tragic significance in the fates 
of historical personages. He viewed the assassination of 
Abraham Lincoln as both a national and an international 
misfortune, and asserted that it would be senseless for 
Englishmen to tell themselves that "no injury shall come 
from the waste" of Lincoln's great qualities of character.^ 
The tragic pattern of Robespierre's life was for 
Trollope a more complex one. Although Robespierre should 
have become "the Messiah of Freedom," he died in the de­
spair of knowing he had pursued a futile goal. The hamartia 
leading to his downfall stemmed from his lack of Christian 
belief. Lacking such faith, he sought perfection in reason 
and vainly took himself as the epitome of the rational man.
Thus, "he fell into the lowest abyss of crime and misery in
4 4which a poor human creature ever wallowed.
Trollope also found elements of tragedy in the 
history of his family. He considered his father's life, as
4 9Bradford A. Booth, "Trollope and the Pall Mall
Gazette (Part One)," Nineteenth-Century Fiction, IV (June,
1949), 58.
Bradford A. Booth, "Trollope and the Pall Mall
Gazette (Part Two)," Nineteenth-Century Fiction, IV (Sep­
tember 1949), 137-138.
44Anthony Trollope, La Vendee (London, 188?), pp.
268-269.
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it was known to him, "one long tragedy." And he admitted 
that he sometimes meditated for hours upon "the adverse 
fate" of a man "who, when he started in the world, may be 
said to have had everything at his feet."4'*
46In the first three chapters of his autobiography 
Trollope chronicles the tragic decline of the Trollope 
family which hinged upon the failures of his father. The 
fall of the Trollope family is marked by various stages of 
deepening plight, at each of which Trollope concomitantly 
suffered much personal misery. And though he admits that 
the events in that story afford some comic relief, Trollope 
consistently emphasizes two aspects of "adverse fate": bad
fortune as a present unhappy condition and bad fortune as a 
new blow which brings on additional unhappiness, until a 
nadir of misfortune is reached.
The pessimistic fear of bad fortune, which is inex­
tricably tied to Trollope's tendency to see life in tragic 
terms, can be related to both the medieval and classical 
senses of tragedy. Both conceptions of tragedy have in com­
mon a pessimistic sense of the fickleness of fortune. The 
medieval conception is additionally colored by the Christian 
myth of the fall of man, with its consequent primeval curse 
of original sin as a radical explanation of all mutability
45Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 28-29.
46Ibid., pp. 1-53.
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47and mortality. As defined by Aristotle, on the other 
hand, the classical conception of tragedy requires a moral 
element of guilt and retribution. At times, Trollope in­
clined to the classical conception of a tragic hero who by 
guilt or error merited his downfall. But the intensity and 
prevalence of Trollope’s pessimism suggests that, at the 
very least, he shared in the medieval sense that a sudden 
reversal of fortune was tragic, whether or not it was per­
sonally deserved.
Trollope's tragic sense involves another element of 
complexity. Like the writers of Greek tragedy, Trollope 
regarded the evil of personal misfortune to be bound up 
with the mystery of the divine power and will. He knew 
that besides those situations of crime and punishment which 
can be accounted for in terms of poetic justice, there are 
others which seem to call into question the conception of a 
just God. For example, to allude again to the drama of 
Sophocles, there is ultimately no reason for Oedipus1 hav­
ing been foredoomed to incur the guilt of patricide and in-
47In his fiction Trollope uses the myth of the fall 
of man and the doctrine of original sin to explain why 
characters are fatally subject to the temptation to do evil 
things. See, for example, The Three Clerks, pp. 103-104 
and Framley Parsonage, p. 30. As will be shortly discussed, 
a reliance upon these traditional Christian concepts ac­
cords somewhat poorly with Trollope's tendency to overlook 
the effects of guilt man inherited from Adam and blame God 
for the instances of evil which men do not "deserve" to 
suffer.
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cestuous union and geniture, except that divinity decrees 
beforehand that matters will turn out that way. The fate 
of Oedipus points up, moreover, the futility of man's at­
tempting to circumvent the divine will.
Trollope was similarly inclined to hold God respon­
sible for evils in human life which could not be accounted 
for on the basis of what the individual deserves. Although 
this is the kind of sceptical attitude an orthodox Chris­
tian would not have shown frequently in public during the 
Victorian period, it is exactly the one implicit in Trol­
lope's brief comment on the failure of Thackeray's marriage. 
Trollope calls this marriage "grievously unhappy; but the 
misery of it came from God, and was in no wise due to human
fault. She [Mrs. Thackeray] became ill, and her mind 
48failed her." A similar attitude is involved in Trollope's
obituary for Henry O'Neil: "Latterly misfortunes came upon
him, by no means from his fault, and they who loved him
49grieved to think that he was doomed to suffer." That 
sentence contains the ideas of "doom" and "misfortune" which 
the subject did not deserve to suffer— even at the hands of 
God I
One may find the same sense of divine injustice in
48Anthony Trollope, Thackeray (London, 1906), p. 20.
49Quoted by Lucy Poate Stebbins and Richard Poate 
Stebbins, The Trollopes, p. 316.
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Trollope's remarks at the Royal Literary Fund dinner, pre­
viously quoted, once they are placed within the perspective 
of Trollope's tragic vision. As I have noted, for Trollope 
no kind of merit comprises a dependable shield against the 
threat of adverse fortune. However, behind the Trollopian 
conception that "fortune has very much to do with it," one 
finds Trollope pointing an accusing finger at the God re­
sponsible for the creation of a world in which bad fortune 
proceeds so unjustly at times.
Trollope was, if the truth be known, frequently a 
doubter. Occasionally he was tempted to doubt the exist­
ence of God. For example, in his book on Thackeray he 
noted that the sadness of the Christian doctrine of orig­
inal sin, which explains why "true contentment" on earth 
must inevitably be blighted, is "alleviated by the doubtful 
promise of a heaven.
However, for Trollope existence without God would 
have meant a fearful universe ruled over blindly by Fate, a 
conception more terrible than that of a Creator who is at 
times mysteriously unjust. Thus, for the most part Trol­
lope seems to have accepted God's existence while being 
troubled by what he took to be characteristic of the divine 
nature.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Trollope
50Trollope, Thackeray, p. 136-
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should have feared to be considered heterodox. This fact 
goes far toward explaining his suppression of his tragic 
vision of life in his fiction. From that evasion of his 
sceptical and iconoclastic tendencies derives particular 
aspects of Trollope's fictional reticence, such as his 
limited depiction of clergymen.
There is a hint of this in Trollope's apology (in 
Barchester Towers) for his unwillingness to give verbatim 
Mr. Slope's "travesty" of a sermon. Because he deals with 
characters who are clergymen, Trollope admits, he is "to a 
certain extent forced to speak of sacred things. I trust, 
however, that I shall not be thought to scoff at the pul­
pit, though some may imagine that I do not feel all the 
reverence that is due to the cloth. I may question the in­
fallibility of the teachers, but I hope that I shall not
therefore be accused of doubt as to the thing to be 
51taught.” In a similar apology at the conclusion of The
Last Chronicle of Barset, he asserts that he had "no such
liberty” to depict clergymen in their pulpits. "When I
have done so, if I have done so, I have so far trans- 
52gressed.” But the clearest hint as to the basic reason 
for Trollope's reticent depiction of clergymen is given in 
Framley Parsonage. Trollope therein remarks that had he
51Trollope, Barchester Towers, p. 45.
52Trollope, The Last Chronicle of Barset, p. 781
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described "the mode and working of their professional 
careers," "I could hardly have steered clear of subjects on
which it has not been my intention to pronounce an
. . „53opinion. . . .
Thus, Trollope early came to experience those reli­
gious doubts which he seldom mentioned so explicitly as he 
did in a letter written in November, 1879. In discussing 
the possibility of writing a book for the Society for the 
Propagation of Christian Knowledge, Trollope explained that 
he held "opinions on some subjects which I do not doubt are 
opposed to those taught by the Society. Creeping doubts 
have become common among members of the Church of England, 
clergy as well as laity, which 30 or 40 years since, would, 
if declared, have been received by churchmen with scorn. I 
am inclined to welcome such doubts rather than to repudiate
them, (not being a clergyman) and to think, whether I share
54them or not, that they are doing good."
It can easily be recognized how little the posture 
of Anthony Trollope as questioner of God and the universe 
accords with the standard image of Anthony Trollope as a 
complacent Victorian who accepted the status quo.
Though such doubts may be glimpsed in the personal 
utterances of Trollope, in what he writes for an audience
53Trollope, Framley Parsonage, p. 407.
54Booth, Letters, pp. 430-431.
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of novel-readers he seems instead to have suppressed the 
doubts together with the deeper pessimism and the tragic 
vision. He commits himself, if to any philosophical posi­
tion, to a kind of "Christian" hedonism which stresses that 
a man make the most of the acceptable pleasures his posi­
tion in life permits him to enjoy, even should he do so 
within the shadow of that fear which alloys happiness. For 
Trollope such an approach to life is more positive than any 
return to the stoicism of those ancient writers with whom 
he shares so many aspects of a fundamentally tragic outlook 
on existence.
In a passage in Barchester Towers Trollope expresses
his rejection of the "modern stoicism" such as that Mr.
Arabin initially aimed at achieving:
Is not modern stoicism, built though it be on 
Christianity, as great an outrage on human nature 
as was the stoicism of the ancients? The philoso­
phy of Zeno was built on true laws, but on true 
laws misunderstood, and therefore misapplied. It 
is the same with our Stoics here, who would teach 
us that wealth and worldly comfort and happiness on 
earth are not worth the search. Alas, for a doc­
trine which ca^gfind no believing pupils and no 
true teachers I
After giving this explanation of the invalidness of 
modern stoicism, Trollope specifies what should have been 
Mr. Arabin's— and by implication any other man's— goal in 
life from the first. Arabin should "have worked for the
55Trollope, Barchester Towers, p.. 178.
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usual pay assigned to work in this world, and have earned a 
wife and children, with a carriage for them to sit in; to 
have earned a pleasant dining-room, in which his friends 
could drink his wine, and the power of walking up the high 
street of his country town, with the knowledge that all its
tradesmen would have gladly welcomed him within their
«56 doors."
By adding to this list of good things membership in 
London social clubs, riding to hounds, associations with 
publishers and literary colleagues, world travels, and fame 
as a leading writer of the time, one might bring Trollope's 
picture of the life of a fulfilled man very near to being 
an accurate description of the life he himself lived— but 
only on its surface. For the picture leaves out of account 
that tragic dimension, that alloying shadow of apprehension 
cast by the threat of bad fortune— even as, by Trollope's 
own account, he felt such an anxiety in the midst of his 
own good fortune and happiness.
It is frequently assumed that Trollope's personal 
vision of reality is accurately represented in his fiction, 
the fiction of a "realistic” writer. The evidence herein 
presented indicates that, without some qualifications being 
taken into consideration, such an assumption is false.
What one becomes aware of at this point, having begun by
5^Ibid., p. 179.
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giving attention to Trollope's radical pessimism, is a 
problem of discrepancy in Trollope's vision. The problem 
is that of a discrepancy between Trollope's private vision 
of reality and another vision of reality, offered to the 
public in fiction, in which the darkness of the private 
vision is either diluted or excluded.
In dealing with this problem one would not wish to 
repudiate completely the common conception of Anthony Trol­
lope as robust, jolly Victorian. That is certainly one 
part of his complexity. If indeed he managed so much of 
smiling while his heart was shaken by forebodings, then 
the order of the life he achieved is proper matter for the 
admiration of us moderns. The greater the fear fended off, 
the greater Trollope's achievement as a person.
Naturally the student of Trollope's writings will 
also be curious about the implications of that restraint of 
his tragic-iconoclastic vision for his art. Perhaps the 
most fundamental question concerns the nature of the con­
nection between Anthony Trollope's private and fictive 
visions.
In explaining how Mr. Arabin, "a man of pleasantry," 
could give the impression of being in a witty "state of 
mind" despite a sense of disappointment that would seem 
"antagonistic to humour," Trollope points in the direction 
of an answer to that question.
Wit is the outward mental casing of the man, and
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has no more to do with the inner mind of thoughts 
and feelings than have the rich brocaded garments 
of the priest at the altar with the asceticism of 
the anchorite below them, whose skin is tormented 
with sackcloth, and whose body is half flayed with 
rods. Nay, will not such a one often rejoice more 
than any other in the rich show of his outer ap­
parel? Will it not be food for his pride to feel 
that he groans inwardly, while he shines outwardly?
So it is with the mental efforts which men make.
Those which they show forth daily to the world are 
often the opposites of the inner workings of the 
spirit.
This analogy is particularly interesting, especially 
since Trollope extends its significance into a general 
truth of human nature. Moreover, it is quite tempting to 
relate the details of the analogy to Anthony Trollope the 
novelist himself. Though we would not at first think of 
him as an ascetic in any sect, a priest at any altar, we 
are now prepared to consider if he was one whose wit was 
merely "the outward mental casing of the man," having lit­
tle to do with the inner mind of his thoughts and feelings. 
We find ourselves wondering if his work as a writer of 
realistic fiction was a "mental effort" which fed his 
"pride to feel that he groans inwardly, while he shines 
outwardly." We find ourselves curious, also, to know the 
extent to which the feelings Trollope showed forth daily to 
the world, in his life and in his writing, were diametri­
cally opposed to "the inner workings" of his spirit.
In following up these lines of curiosity, I will
57Ibid., p. 179.
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provide in the subsequent portion of this chapter a neces­
sarily extensive gloss of that analogy as it may be applied 
to Anthony Trollope the novelist.
In the latter pages of his autobiography Anthony 
Trollope makes what is for him an unusually direct refer­
ence to the "inner workings" of his spirit. Earthly exist­
ence is existence in "a world in which, according to my
5 8view, there can be no joy. . .
Attention has already been called to some reasons 
life for Trollope, while it permitted uncertain pleasures 
he sometimes denotes as "happiness," might be thought to af­
ford no infallible joy. First, Trollope believed that in 
this life man is always subject to the threat of adverse 
fortune, a threat which is in itself an unfortunate alloy 
to happiness. Second, Trollope believed that much of man's 
fortune, whether good or bad, could not be accounted for in 
terms of individual merit according to a system of poetic 
justice. Last and most important of all, Trollope held the 
God of creation responsible for all of this undeserved for­
tune. Though at times he showed his awareness of the doc-
59 .trine of original sin, according to which mortality is
the inherited consequence of Adam's fall, Trollope in ef­
fect rejected this solution to the "problem" of evil. If
5 8Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 335.
59See note 47, p. 31.
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God is responsible for creation, then He is responsible for 
the injustice inherent in creation. And, although such a 
God and such an order of existence may be variously accom­
modated to by fate-prone man, they can neither be instinc­
tively loved nor affirmed according to any traditional 
creed.
In his autobiography, when he explains why he calls
himself a "Conservative-Liberal," Trollope shows this sense
of divine injustice in a social-political context and also
rationalizes to apologize for God.
It must, I think, be painful to all men to feel in­
feriority. It should, I think, be a matter of some 
pain to all men to feel superiority, unless when.it 
has been won by their own efforts. We do not under­
stand the operations of Almighty wisdom, and are 
therefore unable to tell the causes of the terrible 
inequalities that we see, — why some, why so many, 
should have so little to make life enjoyable, so 
much to make it painful, while a few others, not 
through their own merit, have had gifts poured out 
to them from a full hand. We acknowledge the hand 
of God and His wisdom, but still we are struck with g^ 
awe and horror at the misery of many of our brethren.
Trollope attempts to resolve this problem of divine 
injustice by professing a belief that the "divine inequali­
ty" is balanced by an "equally divine diminution of that 
61inequality." However, unlike the spokesman of Pope's 
Essay on Man Trollope is not a cosmic Tory. He does not 
believe that "whatever is is right." Consequently Trol-
6 0Trollope, An. Autobiography, pp. 266-267.
^ Ibid. , p. 26 8.
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lope's answer amounts to this: though in regard to God's
creation some things are definitely not right, in a manner 
understandable only to Divine Wisdom whatever now seems not 
right is somehow also right because it is part of the "ten­
dency towards equality" which will make it right.62 Ob­
viously , such reasoning amounts to a comforting evasion of 
the basic problem.
In basing his justification of God on a belief in 
the culmination of a "tendency toward equality," Trollope 
is in effect wishing for the earthly paradise of the Roman­
tics. Such a wish is implicit in Trollope's denial that 
social reforms can hasten the corrective process. "Make
all men equal to-day, and God has so created them that they
6 3shall be all unequal to-morrow," he asserts. But in that 
God-achieved, future equality, changelessness will be a 
correlative of the edenic equality of all men. And this 
will be tantamount, indeed, to a final defeat of mutability 
as a tool of bad fortune.
Not only is such a hope irrelevant by way of account­
ing for present injustices, but it is also curious to find 
Trollope the pessimist trusting to the future for anything 
with such apparent confidence. From the vantage point of . 




desired good fortune, lurks over the horizon.
That is why Trollope's conception of time is as am­
biguous as his conception of God. He does occasionally re­
fer to time and the future hopefully, as when he states,
"The whirligig of time brings its own revenges, and wisdom
64xs justxfxed of her children." But Trollope also thinks 
of time as a period in which the prudent man will act in a 
manner calculated to promote the good fortune he desires.
If one acts "in the present stage" with a knowledge of the
C C"circumstances," "the time may be of value." A humorous
version of this attitude is Trollope's joking, conditional
6 6proposal of marriage to Dorothea Sankey. Trollope points 
out to her that although his loving, "most excellent" wife 
is yet living and in good health, "Nevertheless it is al­
ways well to take time by the forelock and be prepared for 
6 7all events." Trollope repeats this reference to taking 
time by the forelock when asserting that a writer who does 
so will generally adjust to the demands of writing for 
periodical publications "without personal loss or incon-
^Quoted by T. H. S. Escott, Anthony Trollope; His 
Work, Associates and Literary Originals (London, 1913),
p. 180.
65Booth, Letters, p. 63.
6 6Bradford A. Booth has asserted that "every in­
formed student considers it [the letter] to be a Trol- 
lopian joke." See p. 87, Letters.
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6 8venience.” In the same spirit he writes in support of
the subscription list for a proposed Thackeray memorial,
69being anxious "lest the time should slip away."
Trollope was conscious of the inherent uncertainty
of any process which, being underway, is proceeding from
70the "womb of time." If his use of this phrase is an echo
71of Iago's use of it in Othello, as seems likely, then
clearly it carries for Trollope connotations of the threat
which the prudent man guards against. Iago's statement,
taken in a general sense, might even be used to epitomize
the fear of an unknown future: "There are many events in
72the womb of time which will be delivered." It may be,
also, that when Trollope elsewhere conceives of a "bourne 
73of time" he is echoing Hamlet's reference to that bourne
74from which no traveler returns, and thereby implicitly
6 RTrollope, An Autobiography, pp. 297-298.
^Booth, Letters, p. 156. ^ Ibid. , p. 62.
71William Coyle, "Trollope and the Bi-Columned 
Shakespeare," Nineteenth-Century Fiction, VI (June 1951), 
33-46, points out that Trollope's early reading of Shake­
speare "furnished him with a constant frame of reference"
(p. 46).
72Hardin Craig, ed., The Complete Works of Shake­
speare (Chicago, 1951), Act I, scene iii, p. 953.
73In The Macdermots of Ballycloran, p. 501, Trollope 
refers to time's quickly slipping away "day by day, to that 
bourn from which no day returns. . . . "
74Craig, Act III, scene i , p. 920.
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identifying the divine spirit with that ambiguous womb 
which delivers future evil as well as future good— as in 
the case of what Iago conceives in malice, sets in motion, 
and then leaves to deliver itself in process of time. At 
any rate, despite whatever benevolence Trollope occasion­
ally attributes to God, he can not help seeing Him also as 
the agent responsible for a certain amount of inequality, 
injustice, bad fortune, tragic outcome— in a word, evil.
Thus, Trollope sees existence as "alloyed" and am­
biguous because he sees the Creator of the universe as the 
most ambiguous aspect of existence. But where in his fic­
tion, with the possible exception of The Macdermots of 
Ballycloran, is that full complexity of God and existence
even hinted at? And because of what factors connected with 
Trollope's fear of being thought heterodox is that com­
plexity of vision not given full expression in Trollope's 
novels?
At times Trollope evidences an attitude that the in­
dividual should control the personal disposition which re­
sults from his outlook on life. That is why he thinks of 
wit as being merely "the outward mental casing of the man,"
and refers to the "mental efforts" men make in shining out-
75wardly while groaning inwardly. That is why, also, he 
remarks that Thackeray "did allow his intellect to be too
75Trollope, Barchester Towers, p. 179.
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thoroughly saturated with the aspect of the ill side of 
7 6things." Such remarks evince the related attitude that a 
person may need to control his outlook on life in order to 
control his consequent disposition.
Trollope and his contemporaries, wishing to retain 
their faith in God and the status quo and be optimistic at 
a time when their creeds and way of life were being at­
tacked from many cultural directions, increasingly found 
themselves striking a shaky balance between disbelief and 
the desire to believe. It seems clear that at times they 
sought to counteract an absence of conviction with accept­
ance of what they wished to believe as the truth. They re­
sorted to strategies of rationalization which, while basic 
to human nature and not uniquely Victorian, did prove rath­
er useful to frightened Victorians. Their need to employ 
such strategies naturally precluded their willingness to 
advertise the fact of their doing so. For this reason, it 
is useful to watch Trollope's characters as they teeter be­
tween honest conviction and self-illusion and as they try 
various modes of rationalization as a means of escaping some 
dark reality which confronts them.
One type of rationalization which recurs in Trol­
lope1 s novels is that of men who "teach themselves" to be­
lieve a particular thing. It may be that Trollope himself
7 Trollope, Thackeray, p. 207.
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exemplifies the practice when, in his autobiography, he at­
tempts to justify the ways of God by an appeal to the 
future- In his fiction Trollope usually shows up the self­
teaching of an attitude or belief on the part of his char­
acters as a willed deception of self which turns out to be 
foolishly mistaken. For example, Julia Brabazon of The 
Claverings rejects her true love, Harry Clavering, and mar­
ries the cruel, dissolute Lord Ongar because she "had
taught herself that romance could not be allowed to a woman
77m  her position." Trollope terms her guilt to be the be-
7 8trayal of her own heart.
An equally simple device is to avoid thinking about 
79a troublesome matter. Lady Ongar, when told that she
77Anthony Trollope, The Claverings, p. 27. A some­
what analogous instance of a character's self-teaching in­
volves Adolphus Crosbie in The Small House at Allington 
(London, 1948) , pp. 224-225: "He had discussed the matter
in this way within his own breast, till he had almost 
taught himself to believe that it was his duty to break off 
his engagement with Lily; and he had almost taught himself 
to believe that a marriage with a daughter of the house of 
Courcy would satisfy his ambition and assist him in his 
battle with the world." See also The Last Chronicle of 
Barset, p. 485 and The Golden Lion of Grandpere (London, 
1946), p. 235.
7 fiThe Claverings, p. 129.
79Trollope agrees with Francis Bacon's opinion, with 
reference to such natural disasters as floods and earth­
quakes, "that it is not good to looke too long upon these 
Turning Wheeles of vicissitude lest we become giddy." See 
Michael Sadleir, "Trollope and Bacon's Essays," The Trol- 
lopian, I (Summer 1945), 31.
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thinks too much of her troubles, replies: "People do not
8 0think of such things if they can help themselves." That, 
of course, is the rub. Some troubling thoughts seem un­
avoidable. Yet certain Trollope characters apparently make 
a successful use of this strategy. Thus, Harry Clavering 
thinks that had he become a clergyman and been required to 
deal with theology, he might have lost his faith. However,
as a layman, he will simply not bother his mind about the-
81ological problems.
If the Victorian failed to avoid thinking about a 
troubling matter, he could try the strategy of manipulating 
what he thought about it. For example, Lady Ongar tries to 
focus her attention upon the positive aspect, of her situa­
tion. She attempts to feed her pride on the thought of the
great estate she has gained at the cost of a loveless mar-
8 2riage and loss of reputation. In her case this strategy 
fails badly.
Although these simpler strategies are likely to be 
unsuccessful, Trollope as narrator yet expects his good 
person to be happy and affirmative, no matter what misfor­
tune has been suffered. The attitude is reflected in Trol­
lope's comments concerning Harry Clavering, who is unhappy 
over his initial loss of his beloved Julia Brabazon to Lord
o nTrollope, The Claverings, p. 153.
81Ibid., p. 17. 82Ibid., pp. 120-127.
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Ongar. "Of course we all know that really permanent misery 
was in truth out of the question. Nature had not made him 
physically or mentally so poor a creature as to be incapa­
ble of a cure."^
If Harry Clavering is not happy, Trollope implies, 
it will be his own fault. One may ask how Harry is to be­
come happy if his great disappointment is not to be cured 
by some more favorable turn of events. By the exercise of 
those powers implicit in Harry's nature, Trollope appears 
to answer.
Yet here again one notes ambiguity in Trollope's
thought. Harry Clavering has been given his strength of
character by Nature. In a similar situation, Lucy Robarts
acts so as to show "the peculiar strength which God had 
84given her." Likewise, the wife of the Reverend Crawley,
in contrast to her husband, is described as "being one of
8 5those who are very strong to endure." After all, whether 
or not one is to be a "poor creature" depends upon the basic 
nature which has been given to one by nature's God.
Trollope expects his worthy characters to show dog­
gedness in the face of adversity. Giles Hoggett advises 
the Reverend Josiah Crawley in The Last Chronicle of Barset:
^ Ibid., p. 10.
84Trollope, Framley Parsonage, p. 203.
n cTrollope, The Last Chronicle of Barset, p. 78.
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"It's dogged as does it. It's not thinking about it." Ac­
cording to Hoggett, the man who is dogged can bear any- 
8 6thing. After some thought, Crawley interprets the con­
cept of doggedness as "self-abnegation— that a man should 
force himself to endure anything that might be sent upon
him, not only without outward grumbling, but also without
8 7grumbling inwardly."
But in actual practice this ideal of doggedness is 
one that some of Trollope's best characters cannot fully 
live up to. Though they put up the outward front of reti­
cence, it is precisely a front to hide the actual unhappi­
ness that is locked within them. They continue to feel 
their inward unhappiness but simply do not show it.
Because of his awareness of such "mental efforts," 
Trollope repeatedly pcfints up a contrast between the out­
ward and inward bearing of his characters. In The Macder-
mots Father John McGrath affects a happy face to hide the
8 8anxiety of his heart. Such self-control is also the 
final intention of Julia Brabazon Ongar. She can never 
have the happiness of being the wife of Harry Clavering. 
Significantly, when Harry, married to another woman, states 
that he hopes to see Julia "happy before long," Julia re­
plies: "I don't know much about happiness, Harry. There
^ Ibid. , p. 584. ^ Lod. cit.
88Trollope, The Macdermots of Ballycloran, pp. 91-92.
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comes a dream of it sometimes, — such- a^ you have got now.
But I will answer for this: you shall never hear of my
o gbeing down-hearted. At least not on my own account. . . . "OJ
Such resoluteness is shown by Lucy Robarts when she thinks
9 0she will never wed Lord Lufton, the man she loves. Simi­
larly, Trollope has the jilted Lily Dale reply to her 
mother's statement of inability to forget the love and en­
gagement that had been between Lily and Adolphus Crosbie,
"God forbid that it should be possible inwardly . .
91But it is possible outwardly." Concerning George Bertram 
in The Bertrams Trollope writes: "He met Miss Baker re­
peatedly in London, and learned from her how Lady Harcourt 
bore herself— how she bore herself outwardly, that is. The
inward bearing of such a woman in such a condition it was
92hardly given to Miss Baker, to read."
On initial consideration, this maintenance of the 
appearance of happiness in its absence seems akin to the 
stoicism which in Barchester Towers Trollope rejects. 
Trollope, however, thinks of this maintenance of a facade 
as requiring a rather positive moral effort on the part of 
the individual, an effort intensified by the fear of addi-
89Trollope, The Claverings, p. 513.
90Trollope, Framley Parsonage, p. 203.
91 —Trollope, The Small House at Allington, p. 304.
92Trollope, The Bertrams, A Novel (New York, 1867),
p. 527.
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tional bad fortune. Thus, he injects at a later point of 
Lily Dale's story, "Sorrows such as that of poor Lily's 
leave the heart sore at every point, and compel the suf­
ferer to be ever in fear of new wounds. Lily bore her 
cross bravely and well; but not the less did it weigh 
heavily upon her at every turn because she had the strength 
to walk as though she did not bear it. Nothing happened to
her, or in her presence, that did not in some way connect
93itself with her misery."
I have noted that in The Claverings Trollope asserts 
of a strong character that permanent misery was out of the 
question. On the one hand he would have his readers be­
lieve of his strong characters that time heals all their 
heart wounds. Yet he is not consistently convinced of this. 
The case of Lily Dale is especially instructive because one 
sees her again years later in The Last Chronicle of Barset. 
And if "really permanent misery" is too strong a phrase to 
apply to the resolute Lily Dale, at least one can claim for 
her a permanent frustration because of her initial love for 
Adolphus Crosbie.
When in The Last Chronicle Lily must decide whether 
or not to encourage a new proposal from Crosbie— the wife 
he married after jilting Lily having died in the interim—
9 3Trollope, The Small House at Allington, pp. 323-
324.
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Lily agrees with her mother to have nothing more to do with 
him. However, she denies that she could forget what has 
been between her and Crosbie in the past: "Do you think
that I have ever spent a night from that time to this with­
out thinking of him? Do you imagine that I have ever 
crossed our own lawn, or gone down through the garden-path 
there, without thinking of the times when he and I walked 
there together? There needs no fostering for such memories 
as those. They are weeds which will go rank and strong 
though nothing be done to foster them. There is the earth 
and the rain, and that is enough for them. You cannot kill
them if you would, and they certainly will not die because
94you are careful not to hoe and rake the ground."
Lily Dale is doomed to suffer thus, to bear her
cross of "true misfortune," for the remainder of her life,
and what really makes her admirable to Trollope's eyes is
her ability to do so "without much outer show of ship- 
9 ̂wreck."
Time and again the characters Trollope finds admira­
ble put up a front of happiness which amounts to what may 
be called a virtuous hypocrisy. Their motivation for doing 
so, and the motivation for Trollope's finding them admira­
ble, is no simple matter. Doggedness as proclaimed by
94Trollope, The Last Chronicle of Barset, p. 204.
9 RIbid., p. 142.
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Hoggett and as interpreted by Crawley is not quite identi­
cal with the Christian virtues of fortitude and patience.
At least, it could as well be practiced on Trollope's terms 
by a non-stoic pagan capable of firm self-control and aware 
of the full force of human emotions. And while the effort 
required to pretend to be happy in spite of an anguished 
heart elevates doggedness— or the show of it— above stoicism, 
the dogged person might possibly be motivated by no higher 
feeling than pride— by an unwillingness to admit fully to 
the ignominy of his misfortune, if that can be avoided. 
Trollope apparently sees his characters who have been vic­
tims of adverse fate as by their wills wresting a kind of 
moral victory from their defeats. Yet the effort this semi­
victory costs them proves that Trollope does think a kind 
of misery might last throughout a person's life, even 
though that person is a splendidly resolute creature who 
will not let it show.
In Chaucer's The Knight's Tale Theseus advises that 
the person who experiences misfortune should make a virtue 
of necessity. This, however, is a kind of resignation 
which follows from the feeling that, in effect, whatever is 
is right. When a person is no longer convinced of such 
general rightness in things, he may need to follow the men­
tal strategy which I have called "virtuous hypocrisy." By 
pretending to be happy when in fact they are not, Trollope's 
strong characters manage to affirm existence and to help
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maintain the illusion that necessity is virtuous, an illu­
sion demanded by respectability once conviction is either 
gone or shaken.
By depicting such characters Trollope is also de­
picting an order of existence which can be affirmed. This 
seems to be what he gains at the cost of diluting or sup­
pressing his tragic vision. How Trollope's policy in this 
regard is tied up with his own early experiences as well as 
with a consideration of his audience, becomes clearer as 
one considers the case of the potentially tragic Josiah 
Crawley.
The Reverend Crawley's suffering in The Last Chroni­
cle of Barset stems from the circumstance that he cannot 
recall how he obtained a check he has cashed. Therefore he 
is charged with theft, although those people who know the 
integrity of his nature find it impossible to believe in 
his guilt. Trollope himself considered the circumstance 
which brings misfortune upon Mr. Crawley a weakness in the
development of his novel's plot. Nevertheless, he took
9 6pride in his psychological portrayal of Crawley.
Mr. Crawley certainly considers his own case a 
tragic one. He classes himself with Polyphemus, Belisa- /
rius, Samson Agonistes, and Milton. He finds their story 
is a common one: "Great power reduced to impotence, great
96Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 251.
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glory to misery, by the hand of Fate— Necessity, as the
Greeks called her; the goddess that will not be shunned!
At the mill with slaves! People, when they read it, do not
97appreciate the horror of the picture."
Ernest A. Baker has stated that in The Last Chroni­
cle "Tragic power is certainly exhibited, but the case it­
self is not tragedy. Mr. Crawley is not a man hounded by 
his wrongs and by utter despair into the commission of a
felony. He is guilty of no crime, only of a strange but
9 8perfectly intelligible lapse of memory."
This is true enough from one point of view. The ac­
cused minister exaggerates his situation, feeding his pride
upon a hyperbolic statement of his case. Trollope's indict­
ment of Crawley's pride reads as follows: "He pitied him­
self with a commiseration that was sickly in spite of its 
truth. It was the fault of the man that he was imbued too 
strongly with self-consciousness. He could do a great
thing or two. . . . But he could not forget to pay tribute
99to himself for the greatness of his own actions . . . ."
Yet the reader who has in mind Trollope's own fear 
of unjust fortune will perhaps be more convinced by the
97Trollope, The Last Chronicle of Barset, pp. 592-
593.
98Ernest A. Baker, The History of the English Novel,
VIII (London, 1937), 141.
99Trollope, The Last Chronicle of Barset, p. 582.
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truth of Crawley's self-commiseration than by the sickness 
of his pride in it. Though Crawley has not been hounded by 
his wrongs, he has been hounded by the wrongs done him. He 
has been a victim of misfortune even before the check theft 
case arises. He, the most pious minister of the Church of 
England in all Barset (with the possible exception of Mr. 
Harding), a scholar, a priest who is able and hard-working, 
has long been subjected to poverty so extreme that he can 
not afford a decent suit of clothes. Moreover, the hard­
ship of an impoverished life for himself and his family has 
contributed to his eccentricity of mind. Therefore, one 
feels more sympathy than criticism for this character who, 
"when accepting with an effort of meekness the small pay­
ment made by the world to him, in return for his great 
works," is unable to forget "the great payments made to 
others for small work."^"^ Surely Josiah Crawley is right 
in disapproving of a system of church preferments which 
operates so badly. His sense of mistreatment recalls for 
the reader Trollope1s personal conviction that the world 
can be very unjust in its gifts.
Josiah Crawley clearly deserves good fortune, and 
just as clearly he shares Trollope's own desire for a radi­
cal, unearthly kind of justice. This attitude is one ele­
ment in Crawley's reflections upon his colleague, the
100Ibid.
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Reverend Mark Robarts: "Robarts was no scholar, was not a
great preacher, had obtained no celebrity as a churchman—  
had, in fact, done nothing to merit great reward; and yet 
everything had been given to him with an abundant hand."^^^
Although Josiah Crawley's case is not developed as 
an unflinching tragedy of circumstances, it might have been. 
Trollope might have shown the man unjustly crushed by bad 
fortune. The suspicion of check theft is, after all, a 
matter which would never have arisen except for unlucky 
circumstances. Mrs. Arabin, who can provide the explana­
tion which clears Crawley, is traveling on the Continent 
and is not at first aware of the unwitting part she has 
played in the case. Trollope disarms potential criticism 
of his manipulation of these circumstances by having one of 
the characters "literally almost knocked backwards by the 
easiness of the words which contained a solution for so ter­
rible a difficulty.
In this instance it is apparent that Trollope's 
avoidance of really tragic depiction coincides with the 
suppression of his own darker outlook upon life and the 
questioning of the contemporary social order concomitant 
with that outlook— a questioning which, logically extended, 
is ultimately a questioning of God Himself. Trollope
101Ibid., p. 650. 102Xbid., p. 665.
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avoids emphasis upon these aspects of the situation by at­
tributing them to the sick pride of the Reverend Crawley.
The explanation for Trollope's attributing all such 
extreme unhappiness to a sick pride is to be found in the 
context of Trollope's own need, shared with his characters 
and his contemporaries, to practice the strategy of virtu­
ous hypocrisy. One may certainly criticize Trollope's dark 
conception of existence from a traditional Christian point 
of view. But once it is admitted as the vision he actually 
had of things, then what other alternatives did he have ex­
cept iconoclastic frankness or utter silence? Recalling an 
incident of false accusation from his boyhood fifty years
before, Trollope could admit that "it burns me now as
103though it were yesterday." He does not in his own case
attribute such depth of feeling to false pride. Yet by 
criticizing such pride through his character depiction, he 
could distance himself from the danger of giving full expo­
sition to'his pessimistic, sceptical, tragic outlook. What 
followed was a general lightening of the reality he 
depicted.
In order to understand this tendency toward evasive­
ness, one must realize that Trollope was greatly concerned 
about the moral effect of his fiction upon his readers. In 
his first novel he depicts Feemy Macdermot as the kind of
103Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 5-6.
girl who gets into trouble partly because her reading of
the wrong fiction has filled her mind with unrealistic 
104ideas. Trollope felt that the novelist who would be
moral had especially to avoid the ambiguously appealing 
"outskirts" on the "regions of absolute vice." The latter 
were, in a way, less dangerous because their viciousness was 
so obviously "foul and odious." in particular, Trollope 
feared the danger for the novelist of having the reader so 
sympathize with a character in immoral action that an at­
tractiveness should be "lent" to sin.106 He admitted that 
in his novel Can You Forgive Her?, in having Lady Glencora 
Palliser tempted by the invitation to adultery from Burgo 
Fitzgerald, whom she had really loved, he had been "walking 
no doubt on ticklish ground, leaving for a while a doubt on
107the question whether the lover might or might not succeed."
It is virtually a cliche of our contemporary under­
standing of the Victorians that they inclined toward an ex­
cessive restraint concerning sexual morality. Thus it is 
not surprising that Trollope's "dangerous" treatment of
Lady Glencora Palliser should have resulted in his being
108charged with a "turn away to vicious sensation." But
104Trollope, The Macdermots of Ballycloran, p. 496.
105Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 201.
106Ibid., p. 167. 107Ibid., pp. 166-167.
1Q8Ibid., p. 167.
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how much more devastating to popular faith and morals might 
have been a novel in which Trollope gave free expression to 
his personal complexity of vision?
Besides Trollope's concern for morality, there are 
at least two other factors which are involved in his dilu­
tion of the reality he represents in his realistic novels. 
One of these is Trollope's concern with the myth of suc­
cess, both personal and fictive. The other is the inter­
related factor of the taste of his reading audience.
We have seen that Trollope wished to explain the in­
dividual's misfortune in terms of poetic justice; and that, 
in those other situations where personal misfortune befalls 
a person who does not deserve it, Trollope placed his em­
phasis upon that person's showing the resoluteness inherent 
in a pretense of happiness. But in playing down his scep­
tical outlook, Trollope tended toward ambiguity concerning 
personal responsibility for fortune.
In his autobiography he seems torn between blaming 
his father and blaming "adverse fate" for the chain of 
miseries which befell the Trollopes. He admits, for ex­
ample, that his father was cursed with a fatally irritable
109temper which even those who loved him could not endure.
Yet he finds an insoluble mystery in the fact that a man 
who was "finely educated, of great parts, with immense
109.,,. . -5QIbid., p. 29.
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capacity for work, physically strong very much beyond the 
average of men, addicted to no vices, carried off by no 
pleasures, affectionate by nature, most anxious for the 
welfare of his children, born to fair fortunes," should 
have everything go "wrong with him. The touch of his hand 
seemed to create f a i l u r e ®
Anthony Trollope is also ambiguous about his own 
childhood and adolescent misery. Although he sees reasons 
for being critical of himself, looking back at the period 
of his clerkship in the London post office he is moved to 
ask whether or not there was "fair ground for expecting 
good" from him at that time. His implied answer is "no"; 
that in a situation in which "No allurement to decent re­
spectability" was afforded him, he naturally succumbed to 
temptations, because in "such circumstances the temptations 
of loose life will almost certainly prevail with a young 
man" like him who lacks a mind strong enough to resist 
them.
Through this ambiguity of attitude one senses that 
Trollope is ultimately disposed to regard himself as a tra­
gic victim of bad fortune. Thus, in telling of his fruit­
less early life as a clerk, he emphasizes its "tragic as­
pect" as one of entrapment. "Could there be any escape 
from such dirt? I would ask myself; and I always answered
11QIbid., pp. 28-29. 111Ibid., p. 47.
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112that there was no escape."
Trollope had, in other words, looked upon himself
for most of his first twenty-six years of life as one of
the living damned who must endure the constant misery of
bad fortune. He despaired of being given "a chance" to
113show his merit as a public servant. For this reason he
later felt that his becoming a surveyor's clerk in Ireland 
was "the first good fortune of my life."
This new clerkship marked the turning point in his 
fortune, the start of the path he took toward his own sal­
vation. And since this rise from failure was accomplished 
finally by his own initiative, he felt justified in being 
proud of the accomplishment. He later regarded himself as 
one of those who need not be pained by superior position 
because he had won it by his own efforts. Curiously, at
times he even thought of himself as having been simply "born 
to the superior condition"— "standing on a platform with 
dukes and princes, and all others to whom plenty and educa­
tion and liberty have been given"— seeming to forget that a
decline in family fortunes had made necessary that rise to
116success he took so much pride in.
Having begun as a responsible postal service offi-
112Ibid., p. 48. ■ 113Ibid., p. 42. 
114Ibid., p. 53. 115Ibid., p. 266.
116Ibid., p. 267.
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cial and novelist in Ireland, Trollope went on to make him­
self one of the Elect who are blessed by good fortune. He 
had, curiously, become a Puritan like those New England 
Puritan "ascetics" he describes in his essay on Hawthorne:
The predominating quality of Puritan life was hard, 
good sense, — a good sense which could value the 
realities of life while it rejected the frivolities,
— a good sense to which buttered cakes, water-tight 
boots, and a pretty wife, or a kind husband could 
endear themselves.
On first reading, Trollope's conception of New England Puri­
tanism seems a strange one. But Trollope gives a useful 
hint as to the significance of this conception when dis­
cussing the manner in which Nathaniel Hawthorne differed 
from his New England forebears: "Hawthorne is severe, but
his severity is never of a nature to form laws for life.
His is a mixture of romance and austerity, quite as far re­
moved from the realities of Puritanism as it is from the
117sentimentalism of poetry."
By Puritan austerity, then, Trollope means the per­
sonal discipline of framing and adhering to "laws for life." 
This explains why he emphasizes that in his earlier life as
a young postal clerk in London he had lacked such control,
1X8that no "law of life had been laid down" in his behalf.
His own hard, good sense, together with a bit of initiative
117Trollope, "The Genius of Nathaniel Hawthorne,"
p. 206.
118Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 32.
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on his part, finally brought him out of "loose living" to a 
rationally-controlled existence. He thus earned by his 
good sense and the abandonment of the "frivolities" that 
would have left him trapped in despondent frustration, a 
right to the pleasant "realities of life."
Therefore, in Trollope's thinking the Puritan is 
paradoxically an ascetic and a hedonist. He earns the 
right to certain respectable pleasures by the disciplined 
life which results in the "earning" of such pleasures. The 
buttered cakes, water-tight boots, pretty wives, and kind 
husbands of the New England Puritans correspond, in Trol­
lope's thought, to those ordinary pleasures which, as noted 
earlier, Mr. Arabin of Barchester Towers should have been 
aiming at from the beginning.
Not only does Trollope give this account of his sal­
vation of himself in the first chapters of his autobiogra­
phy, but he gives also, by way of incidental contrast, a 
description of his humorous young friend, W- A-, who failed 
to attain such salvation. This young friend was "unfortu­
nate in all things"; to him "there came no happy turning-
point at which life loomed seriously on him, and then be-
,,119came prosperous.
Trollope's conception of the relationship between an 
austere way of life and deserved success helps one to under-
119Ibid., pp. 50-51.
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stand his motivation and methodicalness as a writer. In an
early notebook journal Trollope expressed concern at the
disorder and lack of method characteristic of himself in
12 0the pursuits and practices of his life. Moreover, as
Trollope makes plain in his autobiography, a main pursuit 
of life in which the early lack of austere method thwarted 
him was the pursuit of success through writing. Trollope 
had a strangely stubborn faith that his metier in life was 
to be that of a novelist. Eventually he became extremely 
methodical in the production of his novels. But during his 
clerkship in London, he most hated his "idleness" for his 
failure to make an attempt at the writing he felt himself 
capable of, the writing which was to bring him out of fail­
ure to success.
Leaving the tragic-iconoclastic dimension apart, one 
finds that the vision of a life of such limited happiness 
as Trollope personally came to is what he mainly presents 
in his earlier "realistic" fiction. This is not, of course, 
a vision of a world free from evil and suffering, although 
there glimmers as a backdrop for this vision a desire for 
such a world. Trollope imposes upon the world of his fic-
120Norris D. Hoyt quotes from Trollope's journal m  
"'Can You Forgive Her?1: A Commentary," The Trollopian, II
(September 1947), 58.
1 ? 1An Autobiography, pp. 48-49, 62-63.
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tion the pattern of his personal rise above misfortune.
This results in a world free of troubling "divine" injus­
tice, a world which operates according to laws of poetic 
justice. The characters who are good enough, however, 
enjoy the three basic goods which Trollope considered the 
reward of the Elect: the good opinion of one's fellow man,
financial security and the ordinary pleasures to be ob­
tained thereby, and the security of love in marriage and 
family relationships. Those who fail to earn these things 
suffer because they deserve to suffer misfortune. The ~ ' 
plots of Trollope's novels often hinge upon the conflicting 
desires of characters who would attain the sources of these 
goods. The novels usually open with the disharmony born of 
such conflicting desires. Then, in the course of the novel, 
the undeserving lose out, are banished, even admit that 
they merit their luck; whereas the deserving prepare to 
live happily ever after in the paradisal harmony to which 
their portion of earth is restored. Any harsher misfortune 
is either minimized or restrained by a non-tragic authorial 
tone.
The extent to which this mythic pattern of success 
was a correlative of a kind of personal wish-fulfillment 
which Trollope realized by the writing of his novels, ac­
cording to an arbitrary conception of realism, is hinted at 
in comments he makes about his early exercise of the fac­
ulty of imagination. In his autobiography he explains how,
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early in his miserably lonely childhood, he began to build
air castles in which he idealized himself. By this means,
and because he carried on his dreams of self-glory consist'
ently, he learned incidentally to "maintain an interest in
a fictitious story, to dwell on a work created by my own
imagination, and to live in a world altogether outside the
122world of my own material life." But significantly, in
transforming himself into the hero of his imaginings he ad'
hered to certain limits of probable fortune. He imagined
himself as a person deserving of good fortune— and yet in
his dreams he was "a very much better fellow than I have
123ever succeeded in being since."
Trollope claimed that in his later fictive imagin­
ing he had done just the same thing, with one difference. 
He dissociated his fictive hero from his personal identity 
In one sense, however, this dissociation was never so 
marked as Trollope believed. To the extent that the pat­
tern of his personal success informed his heroes, heroines 
and villains, he depicted reality as being better than it 
could ever be— even when he did so within the bounds of 
probability.
Moreover, Trollope's writing thereby became one of 
the mainstays of his surface confidence. His sense of sue-
124
122Ibid., pp. 39-40. 123Ibid., p. 39.
~*~2^Ibid., p. 40.
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cess was in effect merely a myth for him, too, because he 
had to exert such an effort to maintain his confidence in 
the face of an underlying sense of insufficiency and an al­
loying fear of possible ruin. Thus, his writing of fiction 
became to some extent a therapeutic ritual directed against 
the disabling anxieties and pessimism which were inherent 
in his personal outlook. Time and again he would reassure 
himself of the version of reality which he used as a shield 
against that darker vision of a universe in which there was 
no dependable security— in which adverse, and possibly un­
just, fate constantly threatened the happiness and success 
of man.
The taste of Trollope's reading audience has been 
already listed as another factor “involved in Trollope's at­
tenuation of his tragic vision. Since Trollope counted on 
literary success as a means by which to earn good fortune, 
it is understandable that he was keenly aware of what his 
potential reading audience desired. This is the most basic
fact Trollope has in mind when he asserts that "The writer
125of stories must please, or he will be nothing," and when
he states that the "first necessity" of the novelist's po-
126sition is "that he make himself pleasant."
This necessity of being pleasant is related to Trol­
lope's emphasis upon the reader’s being able to sympathize
125Ibid., p. 201. 126Ibid., p. 213.
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with the characters depicted. Trollope stresses that the
writer must know his characters "intimately" so as to make
them credible to his reader. Such credibility is basic to
127the possibility of sympathy. But sympathy is ultimately
the sine qua non of successful fiction: "No novel is any­
thing, for the purposes either of comedy or tragedy, unless
the reader can sympathize with the characters whose names
12 8he finds upon the pages."
However, like the young man of Arnold's poem, "The 
Strayed Reveller," Anthony Trollope must have known that 
the seer of visions, even the visions of "realistic" fic­
tion, pays the price of becoming what he sees. Thus, Trol­
lope's intimacy with his characters surpassed a relation­
ship of mere knowledge. It involved imaginative participa­
tion in their fates— in his phrase, living with them "in the
129full reality of established intimacy." If this seems
too romantic a conception to apply to the "beef and ale" 
Anthony Trollope, one needs to recall Trollope's own recog­
nition that his best writing was done when he had imbued 
himself so thoroughly with his characters that his "only 
excitement" was "to sit with the pen in my hand, and drive 
my team before me at as quick a pace as I could make them
127Ibid., p. 212. I28Ibid., p. 208.
129Ibid., p. 212. 130ibid., pp. 160-161.
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There is evidence to suggest that Trollope's readers 
not only became similarly involved with the fates of his 
characters, but on occasion even tended to confuse the 
boundary lines between the fictive and the real, in some­
what the same way that the contemporary middle class audi­
ence weeps real tears and sends real messages of condolence 
for characters in its radio and television serials. After 
all, Trollope claimed to give his readers ordinary life. 
Thus, they might be concerned about the failure of Johnny 
Eames to win the hand of Lily Dale, even as they would be 
concerned about some unhappy suitor among their own circle 
of friends. And, if tradition is to be believed, the pastor
of a prominent church might call from the pulpit for public
131prayers to sustain the Reverend Crawley m  his troubles.
The point to be added is that in addition to the 
need to sympathize with characters, the Victorian popular 
reader wanted to be able to sympathize with their situa­
tions. Like Chaucer's Knight, who interrupted the Monk's 
series of medieval tragedies, they preferred to read stories 
of good fortune rather than ones of tragic decline. This 
was true even when, like the Knight, they had personal ex­
perience of tragic outcome in the lists and tourneys of 
life.
This fact of popular taste is dramatized by Trollope
1 0*1Baker, The' History of the English Novel, VIII, 141.
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in a conversation between characters in The Small House at 
Allington, It is significant to note that the resolute Lily 
Dale opts for non-tragic stories. When her sister Bell de­
clares that novels are "too sweet," Lily admits that is why 
she likes them. "A sermon is not to tell you what you are, 
but what you ought to be, and a novel should tell you not 
what you are to get, but what you'd like to get." And when 
Bell insists that "if we are to have real life, let it be
real," Lily responds, "No, Bell, No! . . . Real life some-
132times is so painful."
Clara C. Park asserts of Trollope as writer of fic­
tion that "The remarkable thing is that his vision of life 
actually altered to fit the market, so that his happy end­
ings do not seem false or intrusive. Conformity and com­
promise worked so well for him that their success affected
1 33his whole outlook."
But because that side of Trollope which was the in­
secure pessimist liked to face up to the full threat of 
tragedy scarcely more than did his popular readers, and be­
cause in seeking success through literature Trollope was 
disposed to take into consideration the taste of his read­
1 *39The Small House at Allington, pp. 422-423.
Clara C. Park, "Trollope and the Modern 
Reader," p. 5 89.
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ers, his personal needs at some point coincided with those 
of his reading audience for an escape from tragedy.
Because of the complexity of his background, because 
of the overlap between the two Anthony Trollopes, he could 
assent to certain demands from his public and publishers 
without completely sacrificing the emotional intensity or 
integrity of his work. He could use in his fiction such 
terms as "fortune," "chance," "fate," "necessity," "fall," 
"nemesis," words which smack of outright tragedy, without 
developing the plot situations in which he used them as 
tragedies complete in pattern and without narrating such 
stories in a heightened tone so as to evoke tragic beauty.
In escaping his own tragic vision he produced the world of 
Barsetshire. That fictional world, even in the twentieth 
century, has had an appeal to readers who are fatigued by 
the darker realities.
This is not to suggest that Trollope did not know 
that he was giving not so much the truth as a selection of
part of the truth of life. Life had posed for Trollope a
crucial question: How is man to react to the threatening
fortune for which God Himself is ultimately responsible by
His having created a mode of existence which, in many cases, 
does not meet the requirements for an elemental moral jus­
tice? As I have indicated, Trollope did not seek answers 
to this question through his fiction because in that fic­
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tion he did not usually give a direct or developed expres­
sion to the outlook from which such questions took their 
origin.
He knew that he evaded the problem, both in his life 
and in his fiction, and at times the evasion must have been 
a matter of self-reproach. Yet it is probable that Trol­
lope also tended to think of his prolific production of 
"realistic" novels as a personal moral contribution toward 
the bolstering of threatened Victorian faith and confidence. 
The positing of such a theory goes far toward explaining 
Trollope's "compulsion" to write, his ability to end a 
novel one day and begin a subsequent one the next.
134By his own insistence he wrote not just for money,
135and not just for readers. It is reasonable to suppose,
then, that his writing also gave him a deep personal satis­
faction. As a matter of fact, in the closing pages of his 
autobiography, Trollope suggests that his writing was his 
main way of sustaining some balance in life. "For what re­
mains to me of life I trust for my happiness still chiefly 
to my work," he writes, "— hoping that when the power of 
work be over with me, God may be pleased to take me from a 
world in which, according to my view, there can be no
l 34Booth, Letters, p. 394. 
135Ibid., p. 446.
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136joy . . . . " Thus, Trollope served himself as well as
his reading audience in the massive exercise of "virtuous 
hypocrisy" which is the creation of his fictive world.
Having considered these relationships between Trol­
lope's biography, his outlook on life, and the manner in 
which they conditioned his approach to his audience and his 
art, one is better able to understand how the analogy of the 
ascetic priest at the altar can be applied aptly to Anthony 
Trollope as realistic novelist. At the altar of literary 
composition Trollope practiced an austere asceticism in 
writing novels at a pace which demanded he be almost un­
sparing of himself. The earlier novels he wrote reflected 
his nature as being that of a gentleman who saw mainly 
humor and pleasantry in life, because in them he depicted 
what is ultimately a non-tragic, poetically just, version 
of life. This version of life, he well knew, differed mark­
edly from the darker vision which always haunted him. Yet, 
because of the various factors I have noted, he took a 
secret pride in his success at making the "mental effort" 
required to "shine outwardly" while "groaning inwardly." 
Moreover, he judged in part from his own case how often the
136Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 334-335. In his 
preface Henry M. Trollope confirms this impression that his 
father derived stability from his writing. "Every day, un­
til his last illness, my father continued his work. He 
would not otherwise have been happy" (p. xix).
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mental efforts which men show daily to the public view are 
really "the opposites of the inner working of the spirit."
It would be an oversimplification, however, to over­
look the further complexity of Trollope's writing career.
One side of himself, haunted as it was by tragic fear, 
would not let the other side of himself be quite content 
with Barsetshire as a picture of reality. Also, beginning 
at the point that he considered his first tragic novel to 
be a failure, the way he went on a quest for Barsetshire 
was a process of experiment and development in the use of 
literary techniques. I will need to trace the path of that 
development after considering Trollope's literary theorizing 
and his achieved norm for narrative method and style.
/
CHAPTER III
REALISM VS. THE SUBLIME: THE DIVIDED MIND OF ANTHONY
TROLLOPE AS A LITERARY THEORIST AND CRITIC
Henry James assumed that Anthony Trollope did not 
theorize about the form of the novel. "Trollope, from the 
first, went in, as they say, for having as little form as 
possible; it is probably safe to affirm that he had no 
'views' whatever on the subject of novel-writing. His 
whole manner is that of a man who regards the practice as 
one of the more delicate industries, but has never troubled 
his head nor clogged his pen with theories about the nature 
of his business."^
That Trollope had troubled his head about the nature 
of his business would be a reasonable assumption on the 
part of anyone who reflects that Trollope sprinkled com­
ments on novel-writing throughout the series of novels he 
wrote, in the process of narrating them. Furthermore, he 
once began a systematic reading of English fiction, intend­
ing to write an authoritative history of the subject.
Though he gave up this scheme after a time, he wrote crit-




ical comments in the margins of his copies of many novels 
and plays. He published some critical articles, as well as 
a lecture entitled "On English Prose Fiction as a Rational 
Amusement." Three chapters of his autobiography are en­
titled respectively "On Novels and the Art of Writing Them," 
"On English Novelists of the Present Day," and "On Criti­
cism. " Other comments concerning literature and the novel 
are given in his autobiography and in his book on Thackeray. 
Moreover, Bradford Booth has asserted of Trollope as liter­
ary critic that "He had standards and was generally con-
2sistent m  their application . . .1 Obviously, Trollope 
thought about the writing of literature and the novel to an 
extent Henry James never suspected.
In contending that Trollope did have views about 
literature, one need not suggest that these views are strik­
ingly original or profound. Nor need one suggest that 
Trollope ever successfully fused all of his views about 
literature into a coherent theory.
In actual fact, Trollope's ideas on literature are 
not coherent and harmonious. Some of his terms are not mu­
tually exclusive but instead create confusion by overlap­
ping. At times he seems to understand multiple and ambigu­
ous meanings for his terms. The problem is further compli-
2Bradford A. Booth, "Trollope on the Novel," Essays 
Critical and Historical Dedicated to Lily B. Campbell 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1950), p. 220.
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cated if one relates the values stressed in Trollope's 
theoretical remarks with the qualities inherent in his own 
novels and with the qualities he praises or rejects in the 
works of other writers.
For example, Trollope is well aware that he himself 
de-emphasizes description of landscape. Asked once to con­
tribute to a travel book on Cornwall, Trollope in reply 
shows how little he thinks of place description in his own 
writing. "I once placed the scene of a very short tale
somewhere on its coast; but I have done the same in refer-
3ence to almost all counties and all coasts." Even when he 
proposes to write a travel article on Australia, Trollope
reflects a similar indifference to the description of set-
4 . . .ting. As m  his fiction, so m  his travel writing: his
emphasis is upon men and women in their social relation­
ships.
Yet, in his enthusiastic reception of George Eliot's 
Romola Trollope finds that "The description of Florence, —  
little bits of Fiorence down to a close nail, and great 
facts of Florence up to the very fury of life among those 
full living nobles, — are wonderful in their energy and in 
their accuracy."^
It is understandable that Trollope should have
"^Booth, Letters, p. 356. ^Ibid., p. 344. 
5Ibid., p. 115.
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praised other writers for doing well things that he con­
siders himself unable to do well. However, one can cite a 
number of instances of Trollope's inconsistency in regard 
to the qualities of fiction he himself generally adheres to. 
Nothing is for Trollope a more routine practice than the 
rejection of suspense concerning plot outcomes. Yet he 
considers that the plot of Orley Farm is flawed by the too- 
early revelation in it of a mystery. When in the middle of 
the novel Lady Mason reveals to Sir Peregrine Orme, her 
lover, that she did forge the will, the plot— according to 
Trollope— has "unravelled itself"— has come "to an end too
gearly in the book." It is as if Trollope in making this 
comment momentarily forgets that he has customarily placed 
his own emphasis upon character analysis rather than on 
plot suspense. Consequently, he criticizes himself for 
failing to do what characteristically he never intended to 
do.
In his Autobiography he expresses his bias against
Dickensian fiction. Dickens has failed at the rendering of
human nature in his character depictions. He has "invested
his puppets with a charm that has enabled him to dispense
7with human nature." Nevertheless, in the Autobiography 
Trollope also praises in his own novels characters which
CTrollope, An Autobiography, p. 152.
^Ibid., p. 226.
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seem strongly influenced by Dickens. He finds "the chief
merit" of The Claverings "in the genuine fun of some of the
scenes. Humour has not been my forte, but I am inclined to
think that the characters of Captain Boodle, Archie Claver-
ing, and Sophie Gordeloup are humorous. Count Pateroff, the
8brother of Sophie, is also good. . . . "  Similarly, in
calling attention to the lively pages of Qrley Farm, Trol-
9lope mentions Mr. Moulder and Mr. Kantwise. Readers chuck­
ling over the scene in the Commercial Room at the Bull Inn, 
which involves Moulder, Kantwise, and Dockwrath, would per­
haps be reminded by them of Dickensian humor characters.
In regard to Jane Austen's Emma Trollope writes, "I 
cannot but notice Miss Austens timidity in dealing with the 
most touching scenes which come in her way, and in avoiding 
the narration of those details which a bolder artist would 
most eagerly have seized.""^ Commenting upon Trollope's 
judgment here, Bradford Booth notes "a certain disparity 
between Trollope's principles and his practice. Cautious 
himself in his treatment of love, he could yet accuse Jane 
Austen of cowardice."'1'̂
Again, Trollope values the absence of "mannerism" or
^Ibid., p. 180. ^Ibid., p. 152.
■^Bradford A. Booth, "Trollope on Emma: An Unpub­
lished Note," Nineteenth-Century Fiction, IV (December 1949), 
246.
■^Bradford A. Booth, "Trollope on the Novel," p. 227.
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"personal flavour" as an ideal quality of good prose style,
although admittedly one difficult of attainment. "I hold
that gentleman to be the best dressed whose dress no one
observes. I am not sure but that the same may be said of
12an author's written language," he explains. In trying to
avoid personal reflection when writing his autobiography he
assumes in writing about himself "that absence of self-
13personality which the dead may claim. . . . 1 Yet in
writing his novels he consistently adheres to a personal
convention of narrative presence, at times commenting in
propria persona.
Equally inconsistent is the criticism Trollope makes
of Thackeray's narrative self-assertions: "I am inclined
to think that his most besetting sin in style . . .  is a
certain affected familiarity. He indulges too frequently
in little confidences with individual readers, in which
14pretended allusions to himself are frequent."
Trollope shows additional inconsistency when sug­
gesting at further length the limitations of Thackeray's 
affected familiarity with his readers. "You feel that each 
morsel as you read it is a detached bit, and that it has 
all been written in detachments. The book is robbed of its
■^Anthony Trollope, Thackeray, p. 200.
13Trollope, An Autobxography, p. 202.
^Trollope, Thackeray, p. 201.
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integrity by a certain good-humoured geniality of language,
which causes the reader to be almost too much at home with 
15his author." If valid criticisms, they would seem to 
apply equally well to Trollope himself as narrator.
Also, Trollope apparently feels that the "dramatic 
form" is "that which is certainly the most efficacious" and 
"the most perfect form of expression." This view is con­
sistent with his own early attempts at play-writing. It is 
also consistent with his finding "the strictly dramatic 
portions" of George Eliot's poem The Spanish Gypsy "stronger 
than those in which she recedes to narrative, — as would be 
naturally the case."^
What seems quite inconsistent, however, is that 
Trollope, despite this high opinion of dramatic form and 
expression, together with his aversion to personal reflec­
tion in a work, should not have contributed to the develop­
ment of objective or dramatic point of view in the novel.
The truth is that Trollope's narrative practice usually runs 
counter to these convictions about literary art.
Another inconsistency may be seen in Trollope's at­
titude toward didactic fiction, an attitude which follows 
from his approval of the avoidance of the mannerism involved 
in the use of the first person point of view. Trollope 
feels that a writer "should avoid the 'I' not only in the
•^Ibid. ^^Booth, Letters, pp. 230-231.
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absolute expressed form of the pronoun, but even in regard 
to the reader's appreciation of your motives. Your reader 
should not be made to think that you are trying to teach, 
or to preach, or to convince. Teach, and preach, and con­
vince if you can; — but first learn the art of doing so
17without seeming to do it."
Trollope's advice here is in the Horatian tradition 
of ars est celare artem, an admonition to the moralist to 
attain that level of art which conceals art. Yet at times 
Trollope also wavers in his conviction on this point. Thus, 
he writes to Arthur Helps, the author of the utopian romance 
Realmah, that "it often comes to me as a matter, I will not 
say of self-reproach but of regret, that I can express what 
I wish to express only by the mouths of people who are cre­
ated— not that they may express themselves, but that they 
may amuse." On this occasion he regards the opposite,
openly didactic procedure as "a more manly fashion," ab-
18stention from which he regrets.
Trollope is also inconsistent in his attitude toward
sensationalism in literature. He clearly recognizes the
19importance of sensationalism to serial publication. By 
the time he writes Chapter XII of his autobiography, per­
haps having been influenced by the popularity of Dickens,
17Ibid., p. 218. 18Ibid., p. 236.
^8Ibid., p. 193.
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Collins, and Reade, he insists that realism and sensation­
alism are not only compatible but equally necessary "in the
20highest degree" for a successful novel. Yet in his own
practice he tends toward restraint. His comment about his
own tendency to exclude or restrain the sensational— "I
never get beyond giving my people an attack of fever or a
21broken leg"— is only a slight exaggeration.
Since Trollope has been praised as a writer who has 
the wisdom to remain within his limitations as a writer, it 
seems reasonable that he is able to appreciate the differ­
ing performances of other writers; that he should praise, 
for example, the descriptions in Eliot's Romola while feel­
ing less capable at the same aspect of writing. But what 
is one to make of those instances in which Trollope is in­
consistent concerning the values that he usually professes 
of his own writing? One becomes aware that as a writer 
Trollope sometimes wavers, in spite of his usual assurance 
in his narrative approach. One becomes aware also of cer­
tain tensions in his critical remarks; of conflicting ten­
dencies to criticize his contemporaries for supposed faults 
which he seems not to recognize in himself as a writer; of 
other tendencies toward a conflict between his theoretical 
convictions and his personal practices.
20Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 2 06.
21Booth, Letters, p. 193.
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To some extent, one may consider the ambiguity and 
contradictoriness of Trollope's literary judgments as symp­
tomatic of the fact that, like other writers who both cre­
ate and critically theorize, Trollope tends to set up as 
essential values some of the accidentals of his own manner 
of writing. Such a natural inclination to prescribe adher­
ence to his own prejudices would help to explain why, in 
the application of his fairly consistent standards, as 
Bradford Booth asserts, "now and again the subjective ap­
proach dominates the objective, the emotional supersedes 
22the judicial." If the inconsistencies of Trollope's the­
oretical and critical ideas can be explained in terms of 
some objective-subjective tension within his nature, those 
inconsistencies ultimately point to a need for some con­
sideration of the relationship between Trollope's theory 
and his practice.
Anyone who is interested in Trollope's principles of 
criticism might logically begin by reading the latter por­
tion of Bradford Booth's book, Anthony Trollope, Aspects of
23His Life and Art. It is my opinion, however, that this 
discussion of Trollope's theoretical principles and prac-
^Booth, "Trollope on the Novel," p. 220.
23 "Part Two: Trollope and the Craft of Fiction,"
chapters 4-7, in Anthony Trollope, Aspects of His Life and 
Art, pp. 135-228. This discussion is much more detailed 
than Booth's earlier essay, "Trollope on the Novel," previ­
ously cited herein.
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tices should be supplemented by some analytical considera­
tion of the inconsistencies which, as I have noted, are 
frequently to be observed in Trollope's criticism and 
theorizing.
Consequently, I propose in this chapter to review 
some of the same points as does Professor Booth, for the 
different purpose of investigating the inconsistencies and 
ambiguities to be found in Trollope's remarks concerning 
literature and the novel. My intention is not to force a 
specious unity upon the conflict of Trollope's views, but 
rather to attempt to explain why those conflicts in Trol­
lope's critical thought developed and why he could not 
resolve them.
In following this line of investigation I will not 
aim at an exhaustively comprehensive discussion of Trol­
lope's literary theory. It would be futile merely to re­
iterate what has already been done well. I will instead 
focus upon the following matters which are particularly 
relevant to the present study: Trollope's conception of
the great moral value of literature; his sense of the need 
for a harmonious relationship between matter and manner as 
relative to the three basic modes of literary expression, 
the ridiculous, the sublime, and the realistic; and finally, 
those factors involved in Anthony Trollope's preference for 
the probability-based realism he sets in opposition to 
poetry, romance and tragedy— the main literary genres com­
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patible with, and subsumed by, Trollope's conception of the 
sublime mode. It is hoped that an analysis of the con­
flicts and ambiguities attendant upon these aspects of 
Trollope’s critical thought will result in a clearer under­
standing of the complex interrelationship between Trol­
lope's conceptions of universe, work, writer, and audience.
The theoretical point which must be first clarified 
is Trollope's evaluation of literature. Henry James is 
probably typical of those who have thought that Trollope 
did not take literature seriously enough. It has long been 
thought that Trollope encourages such a judgment of himself 
by certain of his own comments in An Autobiography. For 
example, he advises young aspiring writers "to avoid enthu­
siastic rushes with their pens, and to seat themselves at 
their desks day by day as though they were lawyers' clerks 
. . . ." Also, he suggests that they "let their work be to
them as is his common work to the common labourer." In yet 
a third passage of his autobiography he relates such pro­
cedure to the nature of his own writing, contending that he 
has succeeded by binding himself "to rules of labour simi­
lar to those which an artisan or a mechanic is forced to 
obey.
But actually Trollope has a very high regard for 
literature. When he projected a history of English prose
^Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 111-112, 333, and 
294-295 respectively.
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fiction, he had in mind the disrepute in which the novel
had earlier been held- Fifty years before, young girls had
had to hide from their elders the novels they were reading,
as did Lydia Languish. Since then, although young people
were generally permitted to read novels, novels were not
fully allowed "that high character which they may claim to
have earned by their grace, their honesty, and good teach- 
25ing." When planning that history, Trollope had intended
to "vindicate my own profession as a novelist, and also to
vindicate that public taste in literature which has created
2 6and nourished the profession which I follow," by showing
2 7that the taste for novels is "neither vicious nor vain."
The full extent of Trollope's high regard for liter­
ature is shown by the comment he makes in North America.
"I regard the literature of a country as its highest pro­
duce, believing it to be more powerful in its general ef­
fect, and more beneficial in its results, than either
statesmanship, professional ability, religious teaching, or 
2 8commerce." Moreover, he considers the "literary charac-
25Ibid., pp. 196-199. 26Ibid., p. 196.
27Ibid., p. 198. In a lecture dated 1870, which re­
flects the knowledge derived from his initial studies to­
ward the writing of a history of English prose fiction, 
Trollope asserts similar bases for the vindication of the 
English novel. See "On English Prose Fiction as a Rational 
Amusement," pp. 94-124, in Anthony Trollope, Four Lectures, 
ed. Morris L. Parrish {London, 1938).
2 8Anthony Trollope, North America, ed. Donald Smal­
ley and Bradford A. Booth (New York, 1951), p. 501.
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ter of a people" to depend on the nature of what is read
29and what is written,
Trollope places emphasis upon the nature of what is 
read because he conceives of printed matter as acting cru­
cially on the human mind so as to shape it. He believes 
that "our inner self is being formed and reformed by what
30we receive,— as is the case with all that we read. . . 
Literature has a great potential for formative influence 
because it "appeals especially to the imagination, and so­
licits the sympathy of the young." Thus, literature is not
31merely recreational but also morally educative.
Literature is significant for the reader's moral 
formation in both a narrow and a broad sense. In the nar­
row sense, the responsible novelist "must have his own sys­
tem of ethics"; must implicitly inculcate, through the dia­
logue and actions of his characters, lessons as to true and 
false values. Also, he must be careful not to give an at­
tractiveness to what is immoral by having his reader sympa-
32thize with such evil. In the broader sense, however, the 
responsible writer of fiction must concern himself with the 
way in which the reader's general outlook upon existence is
29Ibid., p. 493.
3 nTrollope, "The Genius of Nathaniel Hawthorne," 203.
31Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 200.
32Ibid., pp. 200-203.
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influenced by the vision of the writer. Trollope's impli­
cation is that the writer must depict reality in such terms 
that the individual will thereby be helped to affirm 
existence.
With reference to this matter of the writer's con­
ception of reality, Trollope divides literary geniuses into 
two categories: those with round, smooth minds and those
with deformed, rough minds. The minds of geniuses such as 
Shakespeare, Homer, Scott, and Longfellow Trollope charac­
terizes as "round, well-poised, and wholesome"; as "beauti­
fully round, though the circles described were larger or 
smaller." In contrast to such round minds, Trollope sets 
the minds of those writers whose natures are to varying de­
grees "lop-sided."^
The shape of a writer's mind is determined by the 
relationship that writer has had with life, and in turn 
this characteristic outlook is reflected in what is written. 
Thus, just as Byron's ChiTde Harold could only have pro­
ceeded from "a soured nature," so likewise the "seraphic 
excellence" of Longfellow's Hiawatha and Evangeline "could 
have proceeded only from a mind which the world's roughness 
had neither toughened nor tainted." Likewise, having stud­
ied Longfellow's work one would attain, Trollope thinks, "a 
feeling that he is pure because of his nature"; whereas, by
33Trollope, "The Genius of Nathaniel Hawthorne,"
pp. 203-204.
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contrast, the peculiar charm of Nathaniel Hawthorne's works 
derives from the fact that Hawthorne "allowed his mind to 
revel in one direction, so as to lose its fair propor­
tions.
If a reader's mind might be crucially shaped by the 
nature of what he reads, obviously it is better that a 
reader feel the influence of smooth, round-minded, un­
tainted geniuses who have managed to remain in an affirma­
tive relationship to life.
Just as Trollope places the writing and reading of 
literature in the highest niche of a hierarchy of intellec­
tual endeavors, so also within literature he distinguishes 
hierarchically between three "manners" or modes of writing. 
These three modes are the ridiculous, the sublime, and the 
realistic. In his thinking, these three literary modes can
be represented in an independent or mixed manner in a work 
35of literature.
The least important of these modes is the ridiculous,
or burlesque manner. The ridiculous mode involves the use
of grotesque images; it entertains by means of "the easy 
3 6and droll." Although the spirit of the ridiculous or 
burlesque "does not see the grand the less because of the
3^Ibid. , p. 204.
35Trollope, Thackeray, p. 184.
36Ibid., p. 186.
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37travesties which it is always engendering," it lacks "the
3 8power of achieving great results." Moreover, because the 
ludicrous is a matter of taste rather than a matter of the 
intellect primarily, the ridiculous mode is governed by no
given standards. On the basis of personal taste, a man can
3 9like some ludicrous works and dislike others.
This burlesque mode can be attained in varying ways. 
The use of malapropisms and unconventional spelling is one 
source. The device of parody is another. As parody, it is 
basic to the whole work. However, the ridiculous can also 
be a tincture to basically serious subject matter. Thus, 
one can use this mode "to clothe things most revolting with 
an assumed grace and dignity. . . . "  This will not neces­
sarily negate the seriousness; "a sting of satire directed 
against some real vice, or some growing vulgarity," can be 
"made sharper by the absurdity of the language." The ridi­
culous may thereby verge upon "grim humor" or support a
4 0sustained ambiguity, as in Thackeray's Barry Lyndon.
The highest manner of writing, the sublime, Trollope 
finds in those works "in which an attempt is made to soar 
above the ordinary actions and ordinary language of life."4  ̂
Such soaring above the ordinary Trollope associates with
3^Ibid., pp. 32-33. 33Ibid., p. 187.
39Ibid., p. 192. 40Tbid., pp. 192-194.
4‘''Ibid. , p . 188.
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poetry, romance, and tragedy* The sublime manner, he
thinks, admits of "sesquipedalian grandeur"; also for the
sublime one tends to look "rather to poetry than to prose,"
although elements of the sublime can be effectively used in
prose. Moreover, those who desire the soaring nature of
42the sublime manner "try romance." In yet another state­
ment Trollope virtually identifies the tragic and the sub­
lime. He points out that he does not object to tragedy in 
prose fiction. "As in poetry, so in prose, he who can deal 
adequately with tragic elements is a greater artist and
reaches a higher aim than the writer whose efforts never
43carry him above the mild walks of everyday life."
One may note two things basic to Trollope's concep­
tion of the sublime manner which can be used alike in prose 
or poetry, or in poetry, romance, or tragedy. One is the 
implicit conception of a direct relationship between sub­
ject matter and style. In the sublime manner the writer 
uses heightened language with reference to the extraordinary 
actions of extraordinary characters in extraordinary situa­
tions. The second point to be noted is how consistently 
Trollope uses in his discussion of the sublime mode a meta­
phor of transcendence or soaring. Thus, the novelist who 
adequately handles "tragic elements" reaches a "higher aim"
^Ibid. , pp. 186-187.
Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 207-208.
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— his efforts "carry him above the mild walks of everyday
life." Also, to attempt the sublime is to attempt to "soar
44above the ordinary actions and ordinary language of life."
Trollope's conception of realistic subject matter 
and realistic style, in contrast to his conception of sub­
lime subject matter and style, hinges equally upon the 
antithetical metaphor of the earthbound. The realistic 
writer restricts himself to the ground level or the ordi­
nary. Thus he appropriately uses a subdued, ordinary, even 
conversational style.
A more detailed consideration of what Trollope means 
by the realistic mode can best be given later, when atten­
tion is directed to the conflict in Trollope's thought be­
tween the realistic and the sublime modes.
One can incidentally observe, however, that Trollope 
feels that the minds of writers and readers differ espe­
cially as to the ability to attain and appreciate the modes 
of the realistic and the sublime. He states that "as there 
are novelists who cannot descend from the bright heaven of 
the imagination to walk with their feet upon the earth, so 
there are others to whom it is not given to soar among 
clouds." As with authors, so with readers. "There are 
many who are carried into a heaven of pathos by the woes of 
a Master of Ravenswood, who fail altogether to be touched
44Trollope, Thackeray, p. 188.
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by the enduring constancy of a Dobbin." Trollope is not 
willing to argue that those who demand poetic fiction do
45not "enjoy the keenest delight which literature can give."
However, he does consider that an inability to appreciate
the "grand language" of Hamlet must be explained as the
46fault of a reader. Nevertheless, he asserts that a read­
er "must please himself, and make his selection" if unable
47to enjoy both the realistic and the sublime.
In addition to his sense of the importance of lit­
erature, and his division of literature into these three 
modes of expression, Trollope has other ideas about fiction 
which are germane to the present study. Trollope most 
basically insists upon the need for the lifelikeness and 
credibility of the characters in a fiction. The characters 
must be more than "wooden blocks" if the reader is to feel 
empathy toward them, because "No novel is anything, for the 
purposes either of comedy or tragedy, unless the reader can
sympathize with the characters whose names he finds upon
. -l „ 48the pages.
This sympathy of the reader for the character who is 
suffering some distress is the source of pathos, a quality 
of literature very important to Trollope. The charm of
^ Ibid. , p. 94. ^ Ibid. , p. 191.
^Ibid. , p. 94.
4 8Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 207-208.
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pathos derives precisely from the reader's conviction that 
he is sympathizing with "men and women with flesh and 
blood" as they "are struggling amidst their woes." Trol-
49lope insists upon this "human truth as to men and women."
In Trollope's thought, the emotional distress at­
tendant upon his characters' woes ranges along a scale of 
intensity from pathos up toward full-scale tragedy. This 
relative intensity of the characters' emotions of distress, 
of course, is proportionate to the nature of their unfortu­
nate situations. Beginning in a minor emotional key, 
pathos may rise occasionally to the level of "tragic sor­
row." Thus, the plot of his first novel, The Macdermots of 
Ballycloran, essentially a deterministic tragedy, Trollope
considers to have been the plot most "susceptible of pathos"
50that he ever devised.
A work might contain elements of "tragic sorrow" 
without being developed fully as a tragedy. In fact, Trol­
lope prefers something more restrained than direct tragedy. 
For this reason, he extols the pathos of Longfellow's poet­
ry, a poetry which is devoid of passionate passages, and
which does not depend for its appeal upon either the "charm
51of love" or "an idea of suffering."
I have noted already how Trollope classifies literary
49Ibid., p. 208. 50Ibid., p. 64.
^Anthony Trollope, "Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,"
The North American Review, CXXXII (May 1881), 386.
genius into the disparate categories of round, smooth, and 
misshapen, rough minds. One comes to understand how the 
word "smooth," with what it connotes as to the avoidance of 
any passionate feeling, is a key term for Trollope's criti­
cal mind set. Writers like Longfellow have smooth minds 
"which the world's roughness" has "neither toughened nor 
tainted." Such writers depict a serene, positive, affirma­
tive universe in their writings. Theirs is a restrained 
pathos.
This key term "smoothness, under the synonym of
"softness," informs Trollope's preference for pathos and
his tendency to reject intense passion and tragedy. "A
soft melancholy, which may rise indeed sometimes to tragic
sorrow, but which never loses its softness and never ceases
52to be tender, is necessary to pathos."
Only in the light of these Trollopian ideas can one
fully understand Trollope's statement that "A novel should
give a picture of common life enlivened by humour and sweet-
53ened by pathos."
It would seem that those things which Trollope tends 
to exclude or attenuate within his fiction— suspense con­
cerning plot mysteries, intense poetic feeling, sharp sat­
ire, romance involving grand heroes and heroines, tragedy
52Ibid., p. 385.
53Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 116.
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of adverse fate— can all ultimately be related to the mode 
of the sublime which, rising above the common level in mat­
ter and style, approaches the intensity Trollope associates 
with the harshness and severity of fully tragic suffering. 
The truth of this generalization becomes clearer as one 
considers in more detail the central conflict in Trollope's 
thought between earthbound realism, with the exclusion of 
elements it entails, and soaring sublimity, which is all- 
inclusive of such literary elements.
Trollope obviously has in mind the realistic mode 
when he asserts that "A novel should give a picture of com­
mon life enlivened by humour and sweetened by pathos." One 
notices that Trollope is inclined to ignore the possibility 
that the nature of a novel might be differently conceived 
of.
At times it has been assumed that Trollopian "real­
ism" denotes a photographically accurate representation of
reality, and that Trollope depicts the reality of his world
54as directly and completely as does a photographer. This 
comparison of Trollope to a photographer, if pushed too far, 
is inimical to the conception of Trollope as an artist who 
applies personal principles of selection of details. The 
fact that Trollope does practice selectivity in depicting
54See, for example, Walter F. Lord, "The Novels of 
Anthony Trollope," Nineteenth Century, XLIX (May 1901), 809; 
Mario Praz, The Hero in Eclipse in Victorian Fiction, trans. 
Angus Davidson (London, 1956), pp. 283-284, 290, 300.
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life must be stressed not only for the purpose of allowing 
Trollope's claim to artistry, but also for the purpose of 
accurately understanding the nature of his representation 
of reality.
Trollope not only selects details which are to be 
included in his realistic fictions. He also studiously 
"selects out" things which he does not wish to include. It 
is by means of these exclusions that his novels come to de­
pict "a picture of common life."
In commenting on his intention in Rachel Ray, which
he thinks of as illustrating how he has "shorn" his fiction
of "all romance," Trollope insists that he uses "no incident
55that would be even remarkable m  every day life." Im­
plicit in this statement itself is Trollope's awareness that 
his conception of realism demands the exclusion of those 
elements of the unusual which are a part of actual life 
experience.
Trollope tends to shear from his fiction other as­
pects of actual life. He once accused Rhoda Broughton of 
committing a fault of exaggeration common to the young, 
that of "making that which is prosaic in life too prosaic, 
and that which is poetic, too poetic. One understands
easily enough why the novelist must not make the prosaic in 
life seem too prosaic in a fictional representation of life.
^Booth, Letters, p. 138. ^Ibid. , p. 222.
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The result would be tedious to the reader; and, as Trollope
well knew, "a novel, if it fatigues, is unpardonable. Its
57only excuse is to be found in the amusement it affords."
On the other hand, one wonders why in his own fiction Trol­
lope is disposed to exclude completely "that which is poet­
ic" from his depiction of life.
Trollope's exclusions are related to his sense of 
effecting an illusion of common life. As we have seen, 
nothing is for Trollope more a sine qua non of fiction than 
that "human truth as to men and women" which makes possible 
pathos and empathy. Yet in referring to such "human truth” 
Trollope has in mind not so much an ideal of accuracy, as 
one of effective illusion. Thus, he confesses a personal 
scepticism as to the accuracy of his own portrayal of young 
women. "I often think that my young ladies have been popu­
lar, not because they have been true to nature, but because 
they have been lively." However, it is important to note 
his earlier qualifying remark: "But I have had to endeav­
our not only to know what women are in describing them, but 
also to learn to write of them in language that people 
would read. No doubt the second attribute is as effective 
as the former."^
This sense that effectiveness of illusion of reality
57Trollope, Thackeray, p. 191. 
^Booth, Letters, p. 322.
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is more needed than a strictly accurate depiction of real­
ity is reiterated by Trollope with reference to the histor­
ical novel, in such a way that the remark is applicable to 
all novels. Trollope states that "accuracy in a novel is 
by no means the thing needed. Is Ivanhoe accurate? I 
doubt whether Scott prepared himself by reading many mem­
oirs of John's reign. But he had the peculiar gift which
CQmade an hrstorxcal novel palatable to readers."
Trollope's awareness that what he aims at is not 
reality but an illusion of reality is further evidenced 
when, with reference to the nature of the dialogue in real­
istic fiction, he defines the realistic as "that which shall
6 0seem to be real." Thus, "the realistic must not be true, 
— but just so far removed from truth as to suit the errone­
ous idea of truth which the reader may be supposed to enter­
tain,"— so that in dialogue the speech of characters is 
neither stilted and unreal on the one hand nor ludicrously 
low on the other.^
What is thus true of the dialogue in realistic fic­
tion may reasonably be extended to the depiction of all re­
ality in realistic fiction, as Trollope conceives of it.
And in terms of that conception, he hints at a kind of gen­
tleman's agreement that his version of truth will approxi­
^ Ibid., p. 454. ^Trollope, Thackeray, p. 186.
61Ibid., p. 185.
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mate a popular version of truth which is at once "errone­
ous" and desired. One thus comes back, full circle, to the 
most inevitable implication of Trollope's dictum that "The
C pwriter of stories must please, or he will be nothing."
Trollope seems to have settled upon usual, common, 
ordinary experience as a kind of norm of "the erroneous 
idea of truth" he supposes his readers to entertain. This 
ordinary level of experience he stakes out, on common 
ground, between the extremes of being either too poetic or 
too prosaic; too stilted or too ludicrous; too ideal or too 
real. In actual practice, Trollope frequently thinks of 
probability as a basis for such realism.
In setting up probability as, in effect, a basis for 
what is realistic, Trollope focuses his attention upon 
three areas of consideration: probability in terms of what
most writers succeed at doing in their works; probability 
in terms of consistency among the parts of the work; and 
probability in terms of what one expects to find in actual 
life.
First, Trollope takes it for granted that a novelist 
will not be expected to do certain things in his depiction 
of reality very successfully, because novelists so seldom 
succeed at doing them. Thus, novelists generally do not 
succeed in attempts at "word-painted portraits" of rural
6 2Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 201.
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scenes or female characters. Such things are among those 
"things which we do not expect to have done for us in lit- 
erature because they are done so seldom.1 In this in­
stance, Trollope's consideration of what is probable con­
stitutes an apology for the general shortcomings of writers.
Second, Trollope expects a writer so to characterize 
his persons that he prepares for what they subsequently do 
throughout the action of a novel. Trollope finds that 
Thackeray, for example, has not always shown this kind of 
forethought. When Thackeray began writing Vanity Fair and 
first introduced Becky and the members of the Grawley fam­
ily to his readers, he clearly knew "nothing of what was
coming about them when he caused Sir Pitt to eat his tripe
64with Mrs. Tinker in the London dining-room." On the 
other hand, in writing Henry Esmond Thackeray made himself 
so "sure of his situations, of his characters, of his ef­
fects" that he had prepared for all "the passion, the calm­
ness, the virtues, the vices, the rewards and punishments"
65involved in the working out of his novel's plot. "Given
a story thus sad, and persons thus situated, . . .  it is
thus that the details would follow each other, and thus
6 6that the people would conduct themselves." Adequate pro-
^Trollope, Thackeray, pp. 132-133.
64Ibid., pp. 97-98. 65Ibid., p. 123. 
66Ibid., p. 136.
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vision for probability thus results in an impression of in­
evitability.
This kind of internal consistency, when fully at­
tained, is tantamount to the achievement of an organically 
unified structure in the Aristotelian sense. Thus, in con­
trast to novels which are comprised mainly of "strings of 
incidents and memoirs of individuals," Henry Esmond is "a 
completed story." It is "a whole from beginning to end, 
with its tale well told, its purpose developed, its moral 
brought home, — and its nail hit well on the head and
/■ *7
driven in."
The most important aspect of probability bearing 
upon Trollope's sense of what is "realistic" stems from his 
inclination to expect in literature a depiction of what is 
"probable" in life. It seems clear that Trollope goes much 
farther than does Thackeray, the realist who was his mentor, 
in taking probable or average reality as the norm for the 
realistic. Whereas Thackeray takes a somewhat romantic in­
terest in the eccentricities of individual characters, 
Trollope tends to reduce his characters to membership in a 
typical class. Thus, he criticizes an illustrator's con­
ception of Fanny, a character in Thackeray's ballad "The 
Cane-Bottomed Chair," who comes from the past to revisit 
the room of an old bachelor friend. In his remarks Trollope
^Ibid., p. 124.
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denies the possibility that Fanny might be a strikingly
offbeat individual. She is reduced neatly to an average,
6 8probable, ordinary type.
When a character acts in so strongly individual a 
way as to transcend what Trollope assumes is probable for a 
type, Trollope judges the depiction to be absurdly unreal­
istic. For instance, he feels that "No schoolgirl who ever 
lived would have thrown back her gift-book, as Rebecca
[Sharp in Vanity Fair] did the 'dixonary,' out of the car-
69riage window as she was taken away from school." Nor 
does it matter how romantically strong-willed a person 
Thackeray has shown Becky Sharp to be. Such behavior, in 
Trollope's opinion, simply is not realistic for any school­
girl depiction.
The same tendency to depend on what he assumes prob­
able is involved in Trollope's observation that "there can 
be no doubt that a peer taken at random as a companion 
would be preferable to a clerk from a counting-house, — taken 
at random. The clerk might turn out a scholar on your
hands, and the peer no better than a poor spendthrift; — but
70the chances are the other way." Trollope's strong impli­
cation is that the realistic writer should adhere to prob­
able assumptions when depicting peers and counting-house
68Ibid., pp. 179-180. 69Ibid., pp. 95-96.
70Ibid., p. 87.
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clerks* In exactly the same vein Trollope admits, while 
criticizing Thackeray's YelTowplush Papers, that a gentle­
man might "in heart and in action, be as vulgar as a foot­
man. No doubt he may, but the chances are very much that 
he won't."^
But suppose a writer wishes to depict an atypical 
character who, despite title or social position, is as 
crude an individual as a footman? Is not this exactly what 
Thackeray does in creating Sir Pitt Crawley, Baronet? 
Clearly, Trollope is confused as to the Pitt Crawleys in 
"realistic” literature. Not only is Sir Pitt an exception­
al baronet, but also Trollope derives considerable pleasure
from reading about "that crowning absurdity of Sir Pitt
72Crawley and his establishment." Yet, in the course of 
giving almost two pages of comment about this character, 
together with a judicious sampling of quotation, he con­
fesses that "Sir Pitt Crawley has always been to me a
stretch of audacity which I have been unable to under- 
73stand." Another Trollopian remark suggests why the crea­
tion of such a character might be thought of as audacious. 
"I never could understand how Thackeray in his first seri­
ous attempt [at writing a novel] could have dared to sub­
ject himself and Sir Pitt Crawley to the critics of the




Trollope does personally admit the reality of such 
atypical figures as this baronet who is perhaps cruder than 
many footmen. Trollope's literary objections to such a 
character, however, derive from his personal sense of what 
is required by the understanding he has with his own audi­
ence of readers, critics included. To that audience, it is 
part of the respectable Victorian outlook that a pious re­
gard be maintained for those in the higher strata of soci­
ety. After all, society looks to such persons for leader­
ship; and if one admits the unfitness of such leaders, he 
must necessarily come to have doubts about the society they 
lead. If such questioning is once begun, not even the very 
highest level of British society, the monarchy, remains 
secure.
Thus, in commenting upon Thackeray's expose of Brit­
ish monarchs in lectures given in England and America (The 
Four Georges), Trollope reflects this popular "conservative" 
point of view. "If we wish ourselves to be high, we should
treat that which is over us as high. And this should not
75depend altogether on personal character. . . . "  Trollope 
is obviously willing to admit that some of the facts about 
British monarchs are not complimentary. In Castle Richmond 
he alludes vaguely to "a sensual, wine-bibbing, gluttonous
74Ibid., p. 96. 7^Ibid., pp. 46-47.
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  king” who has "toadying friends" and "bullied flunkies"
7 6about him. Yet, in siding with those who criticized
Thackeray for these lectures, Trollope observes, "No one
had suggested that he should have said good things of a
king which he did not believe to be true. The question was
whether it may not be well sometimes for us to hold our 
77tongues."
In line with this policy of reticence, Trollope ap­
parently assumes that critics must react to Thackeray's Sir 
Pitt Crawley as an unnecessary discrediting of the baronet­
cy. Moreover, that Thackeray should risk such a negative 
reaction from the critics before he had established a solid 
reputation as a writer, seems indeed to Trollope to have 
been audacious. After all, one suspects that Sir Pitt ap­
peared to Trollope not so much an absurdity as a risk. 
Moreover, this instance points up the connection Trollope 
sees between his probable realism and "the erroneous idea 
of truth" which he supposes his readers to entertain.
I have suggested in an earlier chapter that Trol­
lope's need to suppress his own dark vision and sceptical 
tendencies and thus affirm the status quo, both terrestrial 
and heavenly, reinforced by his intention to secure and 
confirm personal success as a writer of novels, eventually
7 Anthony Trollope, Castle Richmond, A Novel (New 
York, 1860), p. 10.
77Trollope, Thackeray, p. 48.
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merged with the need of an audience of Victorian readers who 
preferred the pleasant, the affirmative, and the non-tragic 
to the necessity of seeing the whole truth about themselves. 
Additionally, it has been suggested that Trollope might 
reasonably have thought of his own devotion to his "realis­
tic" fiction as a personal manifestation of the "virtuous 
hypocrisy" he admires in his characters. Moreover, if the 
works of literature a person reads help to reshape that 
person's outlook, he should not read works which reflect the 
outlook of a writer whose mind has been tainted by life ex­
perience. Writers should instead depict existence in an 
affirmative light so as to bolster the confidence of the 
individual who is striving to "shine outwardly" even while 
"groaning inwardly." The rationale behind Trollope's de­
piction of a safe commonplace reality would have been, also, 
exactly suitable to such readers as that Lily Dale who 
wished a novel to tell "not what you are to get, but what 
you’d like to get." What is more, Trollope apparently feels 
that a novelist might fail to satisfy these various demands 
of public taste only at the risk of condemnation by the 
critics and consequent failure as a writer.
It is only a short step from the reduction of real­
ity to a safe, probable average to the acceptance of popu­
lar conventions in fiction. As we have seen, Trollope does 
not expect novelists to succeed at doing certain things 
which were seldom done well. The alternative to expecting
Ill
some things not to be done, is to count on what is usually 
done. In just this way Trollope accepts the convention of 
a happy ending for popular novels. He remarks that Thack­
eray, in ending The Newcomes with the ruin of old Colonel 
Newcome, went "contrary to that practice of storytelling 
which seems to demand that calamities to those personages
with whom we are to sympathise should not be brought in at
7 8the close of a work of fiction. . . ."
Not usually being so unconventional as Thackeray, 
and for the most part eschewing tragedy for his own central 
characters, Trollope frequently reminds his reader of the 
conventionality of his narrative procedure, especially with 
regard to happy endings. Thus, he assumes there must be
79for a novel "the customary marriage in its last chapter."
As he states near the end of The Three Clerks, "It need
hardly be told in so many words to an habitual novel-reader
8 0that Charley did get his bride at last." In Barchester
Towers, he contends that "The end of a novel, like the end
of a children's dinner-party, must be made up of sweetmeats
81and sugar-plums." At times, he even goes so far as to 
suggest that the conclusion of a narrative is such a fore­
gone conclusion that the final chapter is unnecessary. Thus
78 79Ibid. , p. 120. Trollope, The Bertrams, p. 150.
p nTrollope, The Three Clerks, p. 554.
81Trollope, Barchester Towers, p. 502.
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he begins the "conclusion" of Castle Richmond as follows:
"And now my story is told; and were it not for the fashion
8 2of the thing, this last short chapter might be spared."
It has been suggested that such remarks by Trollope
evidence his petulant reluctance at being bound by certain
8 3conventions of popular fiction. Doubtless Trollope did 
at times resent such conventions as part of the almost too- 
high price he paid for success as a popular writer. On the 
other hand, one needs to recall that sometimes, in what he 
does in his "realistic" fiction, Trollope is not necessari­
ly doing it to please his readers. Thus, he admits that
readers do "in truth like the heroic better than the 
84wicked. . . . "  But it is nevertheless part of his per­
sonal conviction as a writer that he must depict his char­
acters as unheroic mixtures of good and evil. His refusal
to marry Lily Dale to Johnny Eames is also consistent with
his belief that the outcome of a plot situation should be 
prepared for in the initial description of character. Thus, 
it is most likely that Trollope is also divided within his 
own mind in regard to certain popular conventions of the 
novel.
o 9Trollope, Castle Richmond, p. 470.
8 3See the unpubl. diss. (Wisconsin, 1961) by William 
E. Cadbury, III, "Varieties of Form in the Novels of Anthony 
Trollope," pp. 97-99.
Q ATrollope, Thackeray, p. 92.
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Whatever reluctance to do so he may have felt, it 
seems clear that Trollope adheres to most of the popular 
conventions which accompany non-tragic handling of the 
main characters. In justifying the exclusion of tragedy 
and other elements of the sublime mode from his "realistic" 
novels, Trollope tends to claim that their inclusion would 
violate the "truth."
I have noted previously that Trollope associates the 
soaring or transcendent manner of the sublime mode with 
tragedy, as well as with poetry and romance, to such an ex­
tent that these terms at times become virtually synonymous. 
Underlying all of these associations is the tenet that man­
ner must accord with matter. If the writer soars above the 
level of ordinary experience, he will find it necessary to 
soar above the restrained, ordinary, conversational style 
of expression. This is Trollope's basis for setting realism 
in opposition to the sublime.
At his juster moments, Trollope obviously shows a 
fuller appreciation for the sublime mode. However, when it 
is a matter of his attitude toward the sublime as it is 
specifically manifested in romance, poetry, or tragedy, he 
is inconsistent both in his remarks and in the divergence 
between his remarks and his personal practice as a novelist.
Consider, for example, Trollope's inconsistent atti­
tudes toward poetry. In the first place, Trollope may be 
regarded as an informed judge of poetry. He early read
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poetry by Shakespeare, Milton, Byron, and Scott, among
others. He claims that at the time he became a postal
clerk he could have given "a fuller list of the names of the
poets of all countries, with their subjects and periods"
8 5than many boys his age could have written. Although it 
has been contended that Samuel Johnson lacked the subtle 
sense of rhythm needed to appreciate the quality of Mil­
ton’s Lycidas, apparently this was not true of Trollope.
He states that as a boy he threw a volume of Johnson’s
Lives of the Poets out of his window because he resented
8 6the fact that Johnson "spoke sneeringly of Lycidas."
Since Trollope had early begun to familiarize him­
self with the broad tradition of poetry, it is not sur­
prising that he came to have a very high regard for it. As
he conceives of it, poetry not only partakes of the sublime
mode, but is itself the highest literary genre of all those 
which rise to the sublime level. Poetry not only takes 
"the highest place in literature," but also a poetic manner
of expression transforms what is otherwise mere prose into
8 7a variety of poetry.
Consistent with Trollope's high regard for poetry is 
his high regard for the poet. He considers the ability to 
compose poetry a sign of intelligence, and a "poetic fecun-
8 5Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 37.
86Ibid., p. 49. 87Ibid., p. 197.
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dity of language" the sign of a brilliant talent or intel- 
8 8lect. He recognizes that painstaking effort goes into
the writing of poetry, so that good poetry is not usually
8 9written in haste. Also, he denies that the poetic faculty
tends to incapacitate a man for the requirements of common
existence. Rather, he believes that "A man that can be a
poet is so much the more a man in becoming such, and is the
90more fitted for a man's best work." Thus, it would follow 
from these assertions that a poet is more than ordinarily 
capable of expressing the truth about reality.
Yet in his fiction Trollope has his characters equate 
poetry and the poetic, and romance and the romantic, with 
dishonesty and falsehood. "'Romance and poetry are for the 
most part lies, Mr. Maule,' says his favourite Duchess 
again; and as she says it we feel that it is not the voice 
of the volatile Glencora we are hearing but the gruff ac­
cents of her creator, and we see his scornful eyes flaming
91through the pretty mask." Similarly, Florence Mountjoy 
comments to Harry Annesley that he has thought of her "Only
pQTrollope, La Vendee, pp. 5, 200.
o gGladys Green, "Trollope on Sidney's 'Arcadia' and 
Lytton's 'The Wanderer,1" The Trollopian, I (September 
1946), 46-50.
QflBooth, Letters, pp. 83-84.
91"Trollope's House of Commons; 'The Voice of an 
Epoch,'" The Times Literary Supplement, March 20, 1937, 
p.' 193.
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9 ?in a romantic and therefore untrue sort of manner." Also,
Trollope notes of a heroine in The Claverinqs: "Julia Bra-
bazon had indulged in some reminiscence of the romance of
her past poetic life when she talked of cousinship between
93her and Harry Clavering."
One recalls that in the light of his conception of 
realism Trollope asserts that truth is not "supposed to ap­
pertain" either to poetry or romance. It is this attitude 
which he often gives to his characters. Yet such an atti­
tude is certainly not true to his personal opinion of 
poetry. Moreover, to the extent that the sublime (includ­
ing poetry and romance) can partake of "human truth," Trol­
lope also thinks of it as expressing the kind of truth 
which most matters to a writer. Since Trollope recognizes 
that fiction depends upon illusion, with the effectiveness 
of that illusion in turn depending on the credibility of 
the characters— on that truth as to "human nature"— there 
is finally no valid reason why a reader should not learn 
such truth from either realistic or sublime fiction of 
quality.
This fact is further underscored by Trollope's own 
insistence that the writer of poetry and the writer of prose, 
the writer who soars and the writer who is earthbound, and,
^Trollope, Mr. Scarborough1s Family, p. 628.
93Trollope, The Clavermgs, p. 8.
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therefore, the writer of the sublime and the writer of real­
ism— share in a teaching which "is of the same nature," and 
teach moral lessons which "all tend to the same end." "By 
either, false sentiments may be fostered; false notions of 
humanity may be engendered; false honour, false love, false 
worship may be created; by either, vice instead of virtue 
may be taught. But by each, equally, may true honour, true 
love, true worship, and true humanity be inculcated; and
that will be the greatest teacher who will spread such
<54truth the widest."
However, this Trollopian opinion clashes with anoth­
er opinion demanded by Trollope's dedication to a probabi­
lity-based realism which requires him, after all, to find 
the sublime mode absurd, stilted, uneven, and untrue. Thus, 
Trollope contradictorily contends that sublime fiction is 
inferior to realistic fiction because the former "does not 
come home to the heart, teaching a lesson, as does the 
realistic. The girl who reads is touched by Lucy Ashton, 
but she feels herself to be convinced of the facts as to 
Jeanie Deans, and asks herself whether she might not emu­
late them.
At best, one must assume that Trollope here refers 
not to a universal quality of fiction, but to an accidental
94Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 197-198.
9 Trollope, Thackeray, p. J.87. __ . _
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value demanded by the taste of his own reading audience. 
Arguments drawn from the opposite side of Trollope's per­
sonal taste preclude any other interpretation for his words. 
For ultimately Trollope sees no necessary conflict between 
the sublime and the realistic. On another occasion he as­
serts that "The sublime in novels is no doubt most effective
*when it breaks out, as though by some burst of nature, in
96the midst of a story true to life."
It really seems that in the depths of his heart Trol­
lope believes that the good teaching of the sublime writer 
exerts an impact which is greater in degree, if not in kind, 
than the similar teaching of the realistic writer. As he 
insists to George Eliot, "you must not suppose that I think
the little people are equal as subjects to the great 
97names." Also, Trollope asserts that the sublime writer
attains a "nobility of expression, and all but divine grace
of words"; by his soaring above the earth, he is enabled to
9 8"teach his lessons somewhat as a god might teach." Surely, 
then, by the means open to one who attains the greatest 
mode of literary expression, in the highest literary form,
a writer must find himself among those great teachers who
»
spread the accepted "truth" of reality the widest over the 
intellect of human readers.
^ Ibid. , p. 189. ^Booth, Letters, p. 139.
9 8Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 197.
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The inconsistencies inherent in Trollope's theoreti­
cal attitudes toward the sublime and realistic modes are 
behind the ambiguities of Trollope's attitude toward "that 
crowning absurdity of Sir Pitt Crawley and his establish­
ment." Trollope recognizes that despite those aspects of
Thackeray's novel which he considers absurd, "it has been
99accepted . . . "  Moreover, the other aspects of Vanity 
Fair which Trollope terms "absurdities," including Becky 
Sharp's throwing of her gift dictionary, are of a similar 
order. These are admitted, Trollope claims, because Thack­
eray has "a peculiar gift of making even his absurdities 
delightful." He makes his readers "forgive it all because 
of the t e l l i n g . H o w e v e r ,  Trollope seems never fully to 
have assimilated the fact that once the effectiveness of 
the artistic illusion is granted, such questions of absurd­
ity are irrelevant.
Just as Trollope has mixed feelings about the im­
probable and the sublime, he manifests a closely related 
ambiguity of attitude toward the handling of evil in liter­
ature. He is on the one hand willing to admit that a de­
piction of evil may not only produce a significant moral 
impression, but also one which will be more efficacious 
than even the good, since the novelist is able to present 
effective moral truth by means of negative examples. On
100Trollope, Thackeray, p. 97. Ibid., pp. 95-96.
1Q1Ibid., pp. 204-205.
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the other hand, he is characteristically cautious in his 
references to the negative examples of Becky Sharp and Lord 
Steyne in Vanity Fair. "The abominations of Lord Steyne 
are depicted in the strongest language of which Vanity Fair 
admits. The reader's hair stands almost on end in horror 
at the wickedness of the two wretches, — at her desire for 
money, sheer money; and his for wickedness, sheer wicked­
ness."102
A related conflict of value is involved in Trollope's 
judgment of Thackeray's success in creating in Becky Sharp 
one of the great characters of the English novel: "A most
wonderful sketch, for the perpetration of which all Thack­
eray 1s power of combined indignation and humour was neces- 
103sary!" It was a wonderful act of creativity to give
life to such a heroine. The evil she exemplifies can be 
expected to exert an impact which will redound to the moral 
improvement of those who read about her. Nevertheless, 
Trollope's admiration is clearly shadowed by a curious ele­
ment of discomfort at being imaginatively in the company of- 
such a lady. His use of the word "perpetration" is reveal­
ing.
For an extended example of the same pattern of am­
biguous contradictoriness as it enters into Trollope's 
practical criticism, one might well examine his essay on a
102Ibid., p. 102. 103Ibid., p. 104.
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great writer of prose romances, Nathaniel Hawthorne. As 
late as September, 1879, when one would expect of him a ma­
turity of critical outlook, Trollope published under the 
title "The Genius of Nathaniel Hawthorne" an article-length 
study of the Hawthorne works best known in England.
Hawthorne and Trollope were in basic agreement as to
the fundamental differences between realistic and romantic
fiction. In his preface to The House of the Seven Gables,
Hawthorne points out that the writer of a romance claims "a
certain latitude, both as to its fashion and material,"
whereas the form of the novel "is presumed to aim at a very
minute fidelity, not merely to the possible, but to the
105probable and ordinary course of man's experience." Ap­
parently Trollope read this particular preface when reading 
The House of the Seven Gables. In commenting on this Haw­
thorne romance in his essay Trollope relishes its humor, 
satire, and philosophy (p. 216).
It is significant to find in Trollope's article a 
reflection of the manner in which he and Hawthorne repre­
sent the phenomenon of the writer whose taste in reading 
runs counter to the nature of his own work. Hawthorne had
■^^Anthony Trollope, "The Genius of Nathaniel Haw­
thorne," The North American Review, CXXIX (September 1879), 
203-222. Subsequent page references to this essay will be 
given within parentheses in the text of this chapter.
1 5̂5Nathaniel Hawthorn^, The House of the Seven Ga- 
bles and The Snow Image and Other Twice-Told Tales, III, 
Works, Riverside Edition (Boston, 1883), 13.
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remarked of Trollope, "It is odd enough that my own indi­
vidual taste is for quite another class of novels than 
those which I myself am able to write. If I were to meet 
with such books as mine by another writer, I don’t believe 
I should be able to get through them." However, he finds 
that the "solid and substantial" realistic novels by Trol­
lope "precisely suit my taste." In response to this com­
ment by Hawthorne, Trollope replies, "This is what he could 
read himself, but could not possibly have produced, — any 
more than I could have produced that 'Marble Faun' which 
has been quite as much to my taste as was to his the frag­
ment of common life which he has supposed me to put under a 
glass case in order that the frequenters at my little show 
might inspect at their ease all that was being done on that 
morsel of the earth's surface" (p. 205).
Trollope assumes that the answer to this enigma of 
literary taste and genius is hidden in the general mystery 
of the human personality. In Trollope's case, however, it 
is possible to explain the discrepancy between what he 
writes and what he enjoys reading partly in terms of the 
basic conflict between the realistic and sublime modes re­
flected in his theoretical and critical remarks. This same 
conflict helps to explain the ambiguity of attitude which 
pervades Trollope's essay on Hawthorne's genius as a writer 
of romances.
I have already noted Trollope's conviction that lit­
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erature exerts a morally formative influence on the intel­
ligence of the reader, so that even a work read for pleas­
ure contributes to the making of a soul. The question of 
the impact of Hawthorne's genius through his romances is 
especially problematical to Trollope; precisely because, as 
also previously noted, Hawthorne's mind is the antithesis 
of such minds as those of Homer, Scott, Shakespeare, and 
Longfellow. "When one mind was so round, well-poised, and 
wholesome, why should another, also greatly gifted, be lop­
sided, with all its very excellences tending toward mal­
formation and disease, — as you shall see in a postman's 
legs or a blacksmith's arm, when all the strength collects 
itself in one part?" (p. 204)
After alluding to the morbid natures of Byron, God­
win, and Rousseau; the ill-natured genius of Swift; the 
"impure and flashy" genius of Sterne; the "austere and un­
bending" nature of Milton; and in contrast the "predomi­
nantly pure" genius of Longfellow, Trollope states bluntly, 
"There never surely was a powerful, active, continually ef­
fective mind less round, more lop-sided, than that of 
Nathaniel Hawthorne" (p. 204).
This impression of the extreme distortion of Haw­
thorne's nature is part of the ambivalence that Trollope 
feels toward this favorite writer of his. He is quick to 
deny that by such a remark he intends "aught of dispraise." 
After all, the blacksmith "abnormally strong in his arm,
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gives the world the advantage of his strength." Neverthe­
less, Trollope quickly adds curious supporting details, the 
connotations of which do not serve to dispel completely, as 
intended, the scent of "dispraise": "The poor bird, whose
wretched life is sacrificed to the unnatural growth of that 
portion of him which the gourmands love, does produce the 
desired dainties in all their perfection. We could have 
hardly had 1Childe Harold' except from a soured nature. The 
seraphic excellence of 'Hiawatha' and 'Evangeline' could 
have proceeded only from a mind which the world's roughness 
had neither toughened nor tainted.”
Having evoked the thought of "unnatural growth," "a 
soured nature," and a mind toughened and tainted by life ex­
perience, Trollope makes the point that similarly "from Haw­
thorne we could not have obtained that weird, mysterious, 
thrilling charm with which he has awed and delighted us had 
he not allowed his mind to revel in one direction, so as to 
lose its fair proportions" (p. 204).
Trollope finds several disturbing aspects of Haw­
thorne's vision which he assumes stem from the dispropor­
tions of Hawthorne's mind. Thus, Trollope is concerned at 
what he takes to be an obscuring of the normal lines of . 
moral vision in The Scarlet Letter. Somehow, though she is 
an adulteress, Hester Prynne is also "pure as undriven snow." 
Hawthorne's power is such as to convey to the reader "that 
there has been no taint of foulness in her love, though 
there has been deep sin." The reader so sympathizes with
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Hester that he longs "to take her soft hand and lead her 
into some pleasant place where the world shall be pleasant 
and honest and kind to her" (p. 210)* Even when Hester 
"proposes that she will then elope with the partner of her 
former sin," ". . . n o  idea comes across the reader's mind 
of sinful love. The poor wretch can not live without serv­
ice, and she will serve him." According to traditional 
morality, the apparently imminent outcome of the plot is 
that of a renewed union between the illicit lovers. Trol­
lope notes that for a moment "The reader almost fears that 
he is again about to enjoy the satisfaction of a happy 
ending" (p. 212).
In terms of the general vision of Hawthornesque ro­
mance, Trollope also finds mingled with the beauty of style 
a pervasive element of unhappiness, a reflection of the un­
pleasantness which he has in effect pledged himself to 
avoid in his own works. Thus, Hawthorne's fancies are "not 
jocund as are usually those of the tellers of fairy tales," 
and "with no fearful adventures though so sad, often by no 
means beautiful, without an attempt even at the picturesque, 
[are] melancholy beyond compare, as though the writer had 
drawn all his experiences from untoward accidents" (pp. 205-
206). "He creates a melancholy which amounts almost to re­
morse in the minds of his readers. There falls upon them a 
conviction of some unutterable woe which is not altogether 
dispelled till other books and other incidents have had
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their effects" (p. 206).
Elsewhere in his essay Trollope reemphasizes the 
melancholy and unpleasant aspects of Hawthorne's romance 
writings. His is a "world of melancholy romance, of agony 
more realistic than melancholy" (p. 206). "You are beyond 
measure depressed by the weird tale that is told to you"
(p. 206). "He will have plunged you into melancholy, he will 
have overshadowed you with black forebodings, he will al­
most have crushed you with imaginary sorrows" (p. 2 07). To 
mention specific works, The Scarlet Letter involves an "in­
tensity of suffering" (p. 212). Hawthorne's treatment of 
Judge Pyncheon in The House of the Seven Gables reflects 
both his "ghastly spirit of drollery" (p. 216) and his pre­
dilection for reveling "in an excess of impossible wicked­
ness" (p. 214). Even the "mosses" from the old manse have 
each "enough of virus to give a sting to the tender hand 
that touches it" (p. 220). The story "Rappacini1s Daughter" 
"ends as a tragedy" (p. 218). And concerning the satire in 
the account of Mr. and Mrs. Bullfrog, Trollope wonders that 
Hawthorne "should have brought himself to surround himself 
with objects so disagreeable" (pp. 217-218). It is clear 
that Trollope is troubled to find in Hawthorne's writings 
something quite similar to that "power of blackness" which 
Melville emphasizes, although Trollope in effect disagrees 




Related to this characteristic reflection in Haw- 
thornesque romance of the darker aspects of existence is an 
element of tone which Trollope implicitly regards as stem­
ming from a streak of scepticism in Hawthorne, although he 
does not emphasize the point. Consequently, although Trol­
lope admits that Hawthorne's romances convey to the reader 
a sense of the transcendent and the sublime which can not be 
derived from a reading of one of Trollope's own realistic 
novels (p. 2 07), he attributes this sublimity to what he 
calls Hawthorne's "weird imagination.” Such an imagination 
he associates with Monk Lewis and many other writers whom 
he does not specify. Such writers usually "have been weird 
because they have desired to be so. They have struggled to 
achieve the tone with which their works are pervaded" (p.
207). Trollope finds this true even in the case of Oliver 
Wendell Holmes, who must have "compelled himself to the 
construction" of that "weird and witchlike" story of Elsie 
Venner (p. 208).
In Hawthorne's case the "weirdness" results from an 
intermingling of pathos and satire (p. 207). One needs to 
recall that Trollope considers satire to pertain to very 
marked evil, — so that it is not to be a matter of light 
humor. But in the "touch of burlesque" in The Scarlet Let­
ter, for example, Hawthorne's spirit is not only weird but
106Trollope, Thackeray, p. 115.
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simultaneously mocking, so that "through all this intensity 
of suffering, through this blackness of narrative, there is 
ever running a vein of drollery." This touch of burlesque 
is "not as to the suffering of the sufferers, but as to the 
great question whether it signifies much in what way we 
suffer, whether by crushing sorrows or little stings. Who 
would not sooner be Prometheus than a yesterday's tipsy man 
with this morning's sick-headache? In this way Hawthorne 
seems to ridicule the very woes which he expends himself in 
depicting" (pp. 212-213).
Since the sceptical, Promethean tendencies of Haw­
thorne's romance vision seem to result naturally from the 
warping of his mind, from "his own inner life," and are not 
affected as in the case of writers such as Monk Lewis (p.
2 07), the resulting pleasures for the reader are perhaps 
all the more questionable. Though Trollope admits of Haw­
thorne's weird melancholy that such "woe is of course fic­
titious, and therefore endurable, — and therefore alluring," 
he hints also at the danger of a Promethean pride which can 
be evidenced by the miserable person. "There is a sublimi­
ty in mental and even in corporal torment which will some­
times make the position of Lucifer almost enviable. 'All 
is not lost' with himl Prometheus chained, with the bird 
at his liver, had wherewithal to console himself in the 
magnificence of his thoughts. And so in the world of melan­
choly romance, of agony more realistic than melancholy, to
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which Hawthorne brings his readers, there is compensation 
to the reader in the feeling that, in having submitted him­
self to such sublime affliction, he has proved himself cap­
able of sublimity. The bird that feeds upon your vitals 
would not have gorged himself with common flesh. You are 
beyond measure depressed by the weird tale that is told to 
you, but you become conscious of a certain grandness of 
nature in being susceptible of such suffering" (p. 206).
The point which Trollope does not emphasize, but 
which seems to be involved in his thinking here, is the 
question as to the possibly adverse moral effects on the 
mind of the reader who sympathizes with such Promethean 
pride in Hawthornesque romance. The Prometheus who gains 
sublime stature by his proudly resolute suffering may also 
be a proud rebel against divine rule. At this point one 
recalls how Trollope's own tendency is to exaggerate his 
early suffering, a tendency which leads him to question the 
God of creation. As we have seen, it is for such dangerous 
pride in his suffering of adverse fortune that Trollope 
criticizes the Reverend Josiah Crawley. Also, it is as a 
substitute for such dangerous pride that Trollope stresses 
the difficult ideal of doggedness, and the more possible ap­
proximation of doggedness which has been termed herein 
"virtuous hypocri sy."
When contrasting Hawthorne's romances with his own 
realistic fiction, Trollope reiterates the moral basis of
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his own commitment to such realistic fiction. He not only 
draws pictures of probable, ordinary life, but also pic­
tures which make "every-day good” seem alluring and "every­
day evil" seem repelling. He attempts to do this because 
he believes "that such ordinary good and ordinary evil 
would be more powerful in repelling or alluring than great 
and glowing incidents which, though they might interest, 
would not come home to the minds of readers" (pp. 204-205).
It is in this assertion by Trollope that the romance 
will not have moral impact, not "come home to the minds of 
readers," in spite of inherent interest, that one detects a 
note of falseness. It is the glib assertion of what Trol­
lope would wish very much to be justified in believing; be­
cause, as we have seen, it is upon such an assertion of the 
superior moral value of realism that his long dedication to 
the fictive depiction of everyday, ordinary life must rest.
It is obvious that Trollope finds in Hawthorne's ro­
mances, together with their ability to move the reader,
motes to trouble the mind's eye of the would-be complacent
Victorian. In actuality, Trollope fears that such subli­
mity may come home too effectively to the mind of the Vic­
torian reader. Sympathy with Promethean pride in suffering, 
or with even a mild scepticism or ambiguity of moral values, 
may dispose the reader toward the values of a Prometheus.
In such a case the lop-sided, abnormal if sublime mind of a 
Hawthorne might reshape the mind and heart of the reader in
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a morally distorted way.
This mostly implied anxiety, together with an obvi­
ous appreciation of Hawthorne's literary power, helps to 
explain the consistent ambivalence that runs through Trol­
lope's critical remarks concerning Hawthorne and, in a 
broader context, through all of Trollope's remarks concern­
ing the sublime and the romantic. This ambivalence is 
clearly epitomized in two consecutive statements Trollope 
makes in his essay as he begins his remarks upon The Scar­
let Letter. "It is so terrible in its pictures of diseased 
human nature as to produce most questionable delight. The 
reader's interest never flags for a moment" (p. 208).
The ambivalence Trollope manifests here supports the 
point previously emphasized, that Trollope's conception of 
realism involves an arbitrary editing of real life which 
runs counter to his personal taste in literature. Thus, 
one may well recall that Trollope considers "human truth as 
to men and women" essential to the success of a realistic 
novel; and that at times realizes such truth is possible of 
attainment in works which transcend the common ground of 
ordinary life. In such moods he would have understood 
clearly Hawthorne's declaration that in his works he is 
"burrowing, to his utmost ability, into the depths of our
107common nature, for the purposes of psychological romance."
1 07Hawthorne, p. 386.
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Trollope must then have understood, too, Hawthorne's obser­
vation that like the novel the romance "sins unpardonably 
so far as it may swerve aside from the truth of the human 
heart," though the romance writer has greater leeway to
control the circumstances under which that truth shall be
^  108 presented.
The likelihood that Trollope had read Hawthorne's re­
statement of the conventional distinctions between the 
novel and the romance, brings to the point of recognition a 
truth which Trollope does not make clear in his own theo­
retical remarks. His basic quarrel is never with the ro­
mance form or the sublime mode per se, but with some of the 
aspects of the truth of existence and human nature which, 
as he and Hawthorne recognize, that form and mode of lit­
erature characteristically embody.
Consequently, Trollope writes that the reader's "con­
solation" for suffering the painful story of The Scarlet 
Letter "will be that he too have been able to see into 
these black deeps of the human heart." In these black 
deeps of the human heart are found love, jealousy, hateful 
vengeance, and piercing guilt (p. 208). Significantly, 
Trollope does not charge that these aspects of human nature 
are untrue or unnatural. He objects on that basis only to 
the character of Hester's child, Pearl. "Elf she is, but,
10 8 . n -t ̂Ibid., p. 13.
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being so, is incongruous with all else in the story, in 
which, unhuman as it is, there is nothing of the ghostlike, 
nothing of the unnatural" (p. 211). Only Pearl is "miracu­
lous" and thus untrue in this romance. Hester Prynne, 
Arthur Dimmesdale, and Roger Chillingworth are not then un­
realistic characters; they do not swerve from the truth of 
the human heart. The real basis of objection on Trollope's 
part is that their story presents "pictures of diseased 
human nature (p. 208); that it is redolent "of agony more 
realistic than melancholy" (206).
Likewise, Trollope finds the Pyncheons who are sub­
ject to Maule's curse in The House of the Seven Gables "ab­
normally bad, though very respectable. They not only cheat 
but murder" (pp. 213-214). Similarly, Trollope observes in 
regard to Judge Pyncheon, a character depiction he finds 
"very good,” that Hawthorne likes "to revel in an excess of 
impossible wickedness, and has done so with the Judge" (p. 
214) .
One thus finds at the root of Trollope's theoretical 
and critical inconsistencies a tendency to equate the terms 
"ordinary" and "normal," and to imply that the seriously 
evil and abnormal are not parts of commonplace reality. 
Although such implications support the tacit agreement 
Trollope has with his readers, one need cite no evidence 
more esoteric than the average man's experience to insist 
that the deeper passions, and the deformity and moral ab­
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normality of great evil, are part of the complete picture 
of daily life. One must believe equally on the basis of 
ordinary experience that Trollope's England was not somehow 
miraculously preserved from these aspects of reality.
In his study of the school of "Sensation Novelists" 
which centered on Charles Dickens, Walter C. Phillips em­
phasizes that throughout much of the nineteenth century ro­
mantic fiction was not only "handicapped by popular preju­
dice , by the pedantry of reviewers, and by the vagaries of 
its producers themselves"; but also, that the growth of a 
popular reading audience coincided with a marked smugness 
and prudery in national manners which rendered respectabi­
lity "rampant." This respectability, as it applied to lit­
erature, "meant that if certain topics could be kept out of 
consideration all would be well with its health; vice and
misery were vulgar; telling the plain truth, drawing a man
109as he is, Thackeray said, drove subscribers away."
This consideration of the theoretical and critical 
bases for Trollope's dedication to a respectable, probabi­
lity-based realistic fiction confirms that Trollope's own 
theory and practice clearly exemplify the general trends 
which Phillips notes. However, Trollope's example is also 
significant in the extent to which it makes plain— through
109Walter C. Phillips, Dickens, Reade, and Collins 
Sensation Novelists; A Study in the Conditions and Theories 
of Novel Writing in Victorian England (New York, 1919), 
pp. 92-93.
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the sharply conflicting opinions of his that I have noted—  
how much Trollope is equally disposed toward an opposite 
point of view. On the one hand, he is even more restrained 
in his subjects and techniques than were such fellow real­
istic novelists as George Eliot and William Thackeray, both 
of whom he considered among the greatest novelists of his 
day; whereas on the other hand, he is not actually so
sharply opposed to the sensational novelists of the day as
he sometimes wishes to appear. "The domestic was high-brow 
fiction; the sensational of the Dickensians avowedly popu­
lar," Phillips n o t e s . H o w e v e r ,  Trollope is equally in­
terested in attaining popularity with readers at both 
levels of society. That is why by the time he writes his 
autobiography, this basically unsensational writer profes­
ses a belief that a novel must be equally sensational and 
realistic to be an artistic success, and even makes a
modest claim to having achieved such success in one of his
111own novels. It is evident, then, that Trollope comes to
believe that aspects of the sublime may be accommodated to 
the realistic mode.
li0Ibid., p. 107.
111Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 206. In "On Eng­
lish Prose Fiction as a Rational- Amusement,11 p. 124, Trol­
lope asserts that "as long as a novel be true to life, it 
cannot too strongly convey that feeling which we mean when 
we speak of sensation." Again he obliterates his distinc­
tion between the realistic and sublime modes of literature 
when he adds, "To convey that is the very essence of the 
poet's art, — and also of the novelist's."
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It seems evident, also, that although Trollope is 
much drawn toward the very kind of literature he does not 
write, he is simultaneously deterred from writing it by 
that part of him which wishes to suppress the dark reticent 
vision which prompts Promethean iconoclasm. This part of 
him is therefore doubly willing to give a popular audience 
a selected depiction of contemporary existence which will 
tend to affirm the threatened status quo. Consequently, 
this part of him also tends to reject those literary values 
which are not in accord with an attenuative strategy.
These facts are behind the conflicts in Trollope's theo­
retical and critical judgments. They explain why he exerts 
so little effort in attempting to achieve the qualities 
which he values as they are manifested by some of his con­
temporaries. It explains, also, why he could not resolve 
the contradictions in his theoretical and critical outlook.
Perhaps, then, one need not be surprised that Trol­
lope never fully accounts for his rejection of the sublime 
(including romance, tragedy, and poetry) in the name of 
realism. Nevertheless, Trollope can hardly avoid making 
occasional comments which, when carefully considered, im­
plicitly add up to such an explanation. As a final evi­
dence that Trollope's inconsistencies of theory and practice 
in accepting the sublime-romantic and the realistic as 
polar opposites can ultimately be traced back to his per­
sonal need to share in the reticence which appealed to his
audience, one may consider the implications of a passage 
which appears at the beginning of Chapter XIII of Trollope's 
novel, The Bertrams: "
I abhor a mystery- I would fain, were it possi­
ble, have my tale run through,' from its 'little pro­
logue to the customary marriage in its last chapter, 
with all the smoothness incidental to ordinary life.
I have no ambition to surprise my reader- Castles 
with unknown passages are not compatible with my 
homely muse. I would as lief have to do with a 
giant in my book— a real giant, such as Goliath— as 
with a murdering monk with a scowling eye. The age 
for such delights is, I think, gone. We may say 
historically of Mrs. Radcliffe's time that there 
were mysterious sorrows in those days. They are now 
as much out of date as are the giants.
I would wish that a serene gratification might 
flow from my pages, unsullied by a single start.
Now I am aware that there is that in the last chap­
ter which appears to offend against the spirit of 
calm recital which I profess. People will begin to 
think that they are to be kept in the dark as to 
who is who; that it is intended that their interest 
in the novel shall depend partly on a guess. I 
would wish to have no guessing, an^^herefore I at 
once proceed to tell all about it.
One notices that two sets of contrasted associations 
are implicit in the Trollope remarks quoted above. On the 
one hand mystery, with unpleasant uncertainty and ultimate 
surprise, is related to the extraordinary and the evil in 
setting, character, and action— the “mysterious sorrows" of 
an historical period now passed away for ever. In context 
one understands that such material is that which demands 
the writer attempt to soar to the level of a sublime style. 
On the other hand, the absence of mystery is attended also
112Trollope, The Bertrams, p. 150.
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by an absence of anything which will disrupt the calm seren­
ity of ordinary, pleasant existence. An appropriate style 
of "calm recital," so even in narrative flow that it is "un­
sullied by a single start," is to produce in the reader a 
corollary "flow" of "serene gratification."
These lines are significant because in them one 
finds Trollope commenting simultaneously about the connec­
tions between life in the Victorian age; the subject matter 
of his novels; the essence of the narrative strategy, 
method, and style he employs in treating of that subject 
matter; and the effect he expects such narrative to exert 
upon his readers. The lines are additionally significant 
because upon examination they reveal that the manner in 
which Trollope relates universe, work, artist, and audience 
rests in part upon the specious equation of undisturbed se­
renity and actual Victorian life. When Trollope relegates 
"such delights" as mystery, romantic castles and murdering 
monks, along with "mysterious sorrows," to the time of Mrs. 
Radcliffe, he is in effect asserting that the modern world 
offers no "mysterious sorrows"; that modern life, just like 
a tale calmly narrated, will "run through, from its little 
prologue to the customary marriage in its last chapter, 
with all the smoothness incidental to ordinary life." No 
sorrow, no mystery, no unpleasant surprises, no sudden 
starts— only serene gratification, in art as in life.
Trollope is thereby referring not to a full depiction
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of life, but to a conventional depiction of life which in 
its conventionality is pleasantly safe for his readers, 
ending indeed with a "customary marriage" in the final chap­
ter and having arrived at that conclusion with more smooth­
ness than that actually "incidental to ordinary life"— unless 
one understands for the term "ordinary life" a life which 
has been edited of some* rather basic aspects of existence.
CHAPTER IV
ANTHONY TROLLOPE'S NARRATIVE STRATEGY OF ATTENUATING REALITY
In the initial chapters of this study reference has 
been made to Anthony Trollope as a paradoxical person di­
vided into dual selves which relate to his light and dark 
visions of reality. It has been pointed out that Trollope's 
complacent self held to a conception of realism based upon 
probability, whereas his tragic-iconoclastic self was at­
tracted to the variously romantic elements he associated 
with the sublime. It has been considered that Trollope 
freed himself from some intense personal feelings, such as 
his feeling of "sick pride" in his misfortunes, by objecti­
fying them and criticizing them in his characters.
Paradoxes analogous to those of Anthony Trollope's 
personal nature are inherent in his writing of fiction. In 
narrating that fiction he is at once objective and sub­
jective, a chronicler or historian of reality who is only 
telling a pleasing story. Whereas he appears to rely upon 
traditional techniques of fiction, what results is in some 
strange manner uniquely different. Moreover, these para­
doxes are further supported by the double qualities of his 
narratiye point of view and style, which ultimately cannot
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be isolated from his narrative method.
It must be remembered, of course, that the conceit 
of the two Anthony Trollopes is merely a useful simplifica­
tion. Trollope's nature not only involved these opposite 
tendencies, but also the effort to reconcile them to one 
another. From this resulted his complex vision of a world 
in which "no good is unalloyed" and in which "there is but 
little evil that has not in it some seed of what is good­
ly."'*' Such a vision, however, is not so much the fusion of 
the dual aspects into a complex unity as it is an uneasy 
balance in which the one is used to qualify the other.
Such a counterbalancing seems characteristic of Anthony 
Trollope's temperament, to the extent that his temperament 
is evidenced in his most personal humor.
For example, where Trollope saw a serious threat of 
fortune, whether in small or great situations, he used 
light humor as a means of alleviating the weighty uncer­
tainty. Such a light-serious tone is apparent in his jok­
ingly premature proposal of marriage to Miss Dorothea Sankey. 
"My affectionate & most excellent wife is as you are aware, 
still living— and I am proud to say her health is good. 
Nevertheless it is always well to take time by the forelock 
and be prepared for all events. Should anything happen to 
her, will you supply her place— as soon as the proper period
■^Trollope, The Warden, p. 181.
2of decent mourning is over." Here the serious thing for 
Trollope was that time and' such mutable fortune as the loss 
of a wife were subject only to the psychological control 
which derives from such joking in the face of life's uncer­
tainty.
At other times Trollope relied upon the essence of
the mock heroic style, the mocking of matter by manner, to
dissipate his anxieties about even ordinary problems. One
area of such concern was the matter of personal finances.
"We are taking . . .  a house in London, and are going to
enter into the ruinous pleasures and necessary agonies of
3furnishing it," he wrote. The verbal ambiguity involved 
in the relationship between the nouns and modifiers— "ruin­
ous pleasures and necessary agonies"— expresses his sense 
of the good-bad, funny-serious complexity of ordinary life. 
In statements such as this one, the part of Trollope's mind 
which admits to the desire for a furnished London house, 
seems to be mocked by that other part of his mind which 
registers an appreciation of what this foolish pleasure 
will cost. The mockery controls, although it does not dis­
sipate, the anxiety.
The extent to which Trollope's perception of the am­
bivalent complexity of the ordinary is really inseparable 
from this habit of diminishing the anguish of life's tragic
^Booth, Letters, p. 87. ^Ibid., p. 303.
insecurity by laughing in ̂ the face of disaster, is dramati-
- • .• • _ 'acally exemplified by_ the, humorous remarks Trollope made
about a gra^/e personal misfortune, the onset of deafness in
one ear. " '
. . . I am told that a bone has grown up in­
side the orifice. Oh dear! One does not 
understand at all. Why should any bones grow, 
except useful, working, bones? Why should any­
thing go wrong in our bodies? Why should we 
not be all beautiful? Why should there be dread?
— why death?— and, oh why, damnation? The 
last we get out of by not believing it, but 
when a man has a bone in his ear, so that every­
thing makes a rumbling noise and nothing is 
heard distinctly, he does believe it. But why;
— why is it there? I suppose I have done some­
thing or left undone something, which if left 
undone or if done, would have saved me from the 
bone. But for the moment I cannot.get it out 
of my head. I wish I could! . . .
The subtle lightness of these reactions to the seri­
ous misfortune of deafness is characteristic of Trollope's 
humor. His anxiety, regret, and confusion concerning the 
deafness were obviously considerable. Yet his tone, like 
that of a puzzled, petulant child {"Oh dear!") as he builds 
the questioning of his personal misfortune into a query 
about all evil in the universe— bone in ear, ugliness, 
dread, death, damnation— involves subtle elements of levity 
It is, of course, comic that although religious scepticism 
paradoxically can save one from damnation, it is impossible 
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Ibone in one's deaf ear. The simple explanation of the
w*
cause of the deafness, further supported by the phrase "use-J
ful, working, bone," evokes a ludicrous image. There is 
light humor, too, in the emphatic syntax of Trollope's ex- 
pression^of his supposition that he is being punished either 
for sins of omission or commission, hiS' actual guilt being 
unclear to him. Finally, there is the corni-tragic ambi­
guity of reference of the pronoun "it" both to the actual 
bone and to the thought of the bone: "But for the moment I
cannot get it out of my head. I wish I could!" Such a 
quasi-logical extension of a cliche expression is a humor­
ous device which appears in Trollope's fiction.
The passages quoted illustrate a kind of mock-heroic 
tendency, an understated audacity, basic to Trollope's 
laughter in the face of such misfortune as he ultimately 
could not escape. In the latter quotation one senses, be­
hind the half-comic attitude of puzzlement at the problem Y > 
of universal evil, Trollope's dark sense of the injustice 
of fortune's God. However, Trollope assumes his guilt, 
though he is as ignorant of the charge as is the defendant 
Joseph K in Franz Kafka's The Trial. Unjust or not, his doom 
is troubling and inescapable. Trollope here shows a com­
plex perception of the manner in which the absurdity and 
sadness of his condition are inextricably mixed together.
Such ambivalence of outlook has implications relevant 
to a consideration of Trollope's style. Reserving that
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matter for a subsequent chapter, however, we will need to 
consider next how an analogous doubleness of vision carried 
over into the personal convention of point of view by means 
of which Trollope achieved the goal of his narrative 
strategy. . .
By now there has developed a whole critical tradi­
tion of attack upon, and support of, Trollope's frequent
5authorial "intrusions." For the present I will ignore 
this problem and instead emphasize how Anthony Trollope's 
presence on his own narrative stage is at least immensely 
purposeful in support of his strategy of toning down 
reality.
George Meredith stated that one of the novelist's 
basic lessons is knowing when to dramatize and when to
5A selective bibliography of works in which the 
writers comment upon authorial intrusiveness while making 
particular reference to Anthony Trollope or his Victorian 
contemporaries, would include the following: Praz, The
Hero in Eclipse in Victorian Fiction, pp. 261, 310; Brad­
ford A. Booth, "Form and Technique in the Novel," in The 
Reinterpretation of Victorian Literature, ed. Joseph E. 
Baker (New York, 1962), pp. 74, 79, 96; Ernest A. Baker,
The History of the English Novel, VIII, 130, 136-137, ISO- 
151; Chauncey B. Tinker, "Trollope," Yale Review, XXXVI 
(Spring 1947), 432; Paul Elmer More, The Demon of the Abso­
lute (Princeton, 1928), p. 103; Richard Stang, The Theory 
of the Novel in England 1850-1870 (New York, 1959) , pp. 95- 
99; A. A. Mendilow, Time and the Novel (New York, 1965), 
pp. 99-103, 109-111; Arthur Mizener, The Sense of Life in 
the. Modern Novel (Boston, 1964) , pp. 26-28, 42-43; Edd 
Winfield Parks, "Trollope and the Defense of Exegesis," 
Nineteenth-Century Fiction, VII (March 1953), 265-271. See 
also the references cited in footnote 11 of this chapter.
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gnarrate. In twentieth-century critical parlance, "drama­
tizing" and "narrating" may be understood as authorial "ob­
jectivity" and "subjectivity" respectively. Modern criti­
cism has tended to prefer the objective novelist who drama­
tizes his material.
However, the issue of relative objectivity and sub­
jectivity is no simple one. In The Rhetoric of Fiction 
Wayne Booth comments upon the conception of narrative ob­
jectivity as an absence of the narrator. He contends that 
the narrator's presence is always seen in his narrative be­
cause, "though the author can to some extent choose his
7disguises, he can never choose to disappear." This radi- 
cal presence of the narrator in his narrative, then, must 
constitute for any narrative its most basic source of unity 
and coherence.
There are, perhaps, two fundamental narrative dis- 
guises or poses which the author of a narrative fiction can
assume: the roles of historian and raconteur. Although
for both types of narrators the narrative is a process, the 
historian tells his story in a way which implies that what 
is told about is completed. Like the connected episodes in 
an historical account, the events of the novel have already
®George Meredith, Westminster Review, LXVII (April 
1857), 616, quoted in Stang, The Theory of the Novel in
England 1850-1870, p. 105.
*7The Rhetoric of Fiction (Chicago, 1961), p. 20.
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happened. The material of the novel is ostensibly fixed be­
yond the arbitrariness of the narrator. In the process of
Onarrating nothing can be changed.
On the other hand, the raconteur-novelist is in the 
process of telling about a process. Because his story is 
relatively fluid at many points, he is like the storyteller 
in an oral tradition, who can manipulate his story to suit 
the audience before him. In fact, what establishes the na­
ture of the raconteur pose is not mere use of the first 
person point of view, but rather the use of that point of 
view by an ostensible narrator who thinks of himself as 
presently telling his story in the presence of a reacting 
audience. Among such putative raconteurs are the various 
tale-tellers of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, Fielding's 
Joseph Andrews and Tom Jones, Laurence Sterne's Tristram 
Shandy, not to mention the letter-writers in such epistolary 
novels as Richardson's Pamela and Clarissa.
The potentialities of the raconteur pose have been, 
and may be, exploited to quite various extents. Usually the 
exploitation results in some enrichment of the novel's com­
plexity. Tristram Shandy, perhaps, best exemplifies such 
intricacy. Moreover, the complexity of the novel-telling
gHenry James in Partial Portraits asserts of the 
novelist with reference to Anthony Trollope's procedure,
"It is impossible to imagine what a novelist takes himself 
to be unless he regard himself as an historian and his nar­
rative as a history" (pp. 116-117).
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process is usually in some rough proportion to the complex­
ity of nature of the raconteur narrator. As William C. 
Browriel'l has stated, "Even critics who think it bad art for 
an author to obtrude his personality must admit that the
evil is lessened in proportion to the interest of the per-
9sonality so obtruded." As Wayne Booth also puts it, the 
intrusive author, by the end of his novel, has presented 
himself as well as his story.
For that reason, one is at first puzzled by the na­
ture of the raconteur narrator in Trollope's novels. Even 
some of those who admire Trollope and his work can feel at 
times that his narrative presence is gratuitous.^ Not 
only is it not vividly interesting, but also it seems to 
get in the way of a story that would otherwise have greater
9William C. Brownell, Victorian Prose Masters (New 
York, 1928), p. 16.
~̂QThe Rhetoric of Fiction, p. 218.
■^Critical comment concerning Trollope's authorial 
presence is complicated by the fact that most Trollope crit­
ics are sympathetic with Trollope's nature and find that 
the badness of his intrusiveness is sometimes offset by co­
incidental good effects. Bradford A. Booth, in Anthony 
- Trollope, p. 163, refers to "the kind of chatty author- 
reader familiarity that made Henry James's thinning hair 
stand on end," and which, coupled with his "disconcerting 
carelessness" in plotting and "an unwillingness to make 
necessary revisions," makes "even Trollope's staunchest ad­
mirers become unhappy." See also Robert H. Taylor, "On Re­
reading Barchester Towers," Princeton University Library 
Chronicle, XV (Autumn 1953), 11; Robert A. Donovan^ "Trol­
lope's Prentice Work," Modern Philology, LIII (February 1956), 




interest. What the student of Trollope's narrative conven­
tion must realize is that Trollope uses this narrative pose
12so consistently for the paradoxical reason that it is his 
most fundamental device, and the basis for other devices, 
for restraining his story in the ways he assumes his audi­
ence expects. *
As we have seen, Trollope thinks that the novelist 
muat first of all please his audience. To please his audi­
ence, he must avoid emphasizing what is unpleasant. Conse­
quently, Trollope bases his depiction of ordinary reality 
upon an exaggerated idea of normal probability. He treats 
a subject matter which has been so selected as to allow a 
narrative style of "calm recital." The result is to be a 
smooth narrative flow which, because it is "unsullied by a 
single start," will effect in the reader a corollary mood
12In a few instances Trollope uses a somewhat dif­
ferent narrative point of view. At the beginning of The 
Macdermots of Baliycloran the narrator gives the impression
of repeating a story he has learned from McC , the guard
of the Boyle coach. He introduces his account to the read­
er with the following words: "McC ' s story runs thus."
See The Macdermots of Baliycloran, p. 7. In The American 
Senator Senator Elias Gotobed is intended as an alien per­
sona through whom Trollope can satirize aspects of British 
culture. Also, Trollope once began for the Pall Mall Ga­
zette a report on an ecclesiastical meeting in Exeter Hall, 
from the point of view of "A Zulu in Search of a Religion." 
After writing one paper published under this title, Trol­
lope gave up the scheme. See pp. 184-185, An. Autobiography. 
His most important experiment with point of view was having 
a persona, John Neverbend, ostensibly narrate The Fixed 
Period.
13of "serene gratification."
There is good reason to wonder if Anthony Trollope 
was conscious of any marked difference between the voice of 
Trollope the private man who supported the Victorian estab­
lishment by suppressing his darker vision, and Trollope the 
novelist who supported the Victorian status quo through his 
novels. Trollope occasionally includes in his novels de­
tails of personal recollection which are not imaginatively 
assimilated. He scatters in his fiction apologies for his 
limitations as a writer or for his defiance of his readers' 
wishes. At the conclusion of The Last Chronicle of Barset, 
in particular, he seems clearly to be apologizing for An­
thony Trollope, the creator of Barsetshire. And, although 
one must be careful not to take every statement of opinion 
in a Trollope novel as Trollope's own opinion, in a signi­
ficant number of instances the opinion given is just that.
It might, of course, be argued that the act of writ­
ing a work of fiction involves an inherent self-conscious­
ness which amounts to a kind of assumed persona, so that 
there is inevitably a degree of distance between the man in 
his general private life and in his role as author. If 
generally sound, the point seems less applicable in the 
case of Anthony Trollope, who controlled both the life he 
lived and the life he depicted by similar devices. Thus,
13Trollope, The Bertrams, p. 150.
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although the narrator of Trollope's novels does not represent
all the complexity of Trollope's private life, perhaps more
than the narrator of most novels he represents that aspect
of Trollope's life which is supported by his fiction.
Basic to Trollope's conception of his role as writer,
then, is his sense of a tacit agreement with his readers.
14The terms of that agreement are clear enough. The reader 
is to be Trollope's friend, confidant, and collaborator.
He will be let in on all essential secrets, so that unpleas­
ant mystery and undue anxiety about the adverse fortune of 
the sympathetic characters is precluded. In this way, the 
reader may feel assured of serene gratification. He and
Trollope agree with Lily Dale that "a novel should tell you
15not what you are to get, but what you'd like to get." In 
fact, Trollope and his readers agree to pretend that the 
reality inside the novel matches the reality in the outside 
world. This pretense is implicit in Trollope's claim to be 
a chronicler of reality— in effect, an historian.
A fundamental difficulty, then, in evaluating Trol­
lope's novels is the crucial relationship between narrator 
and narrative. Not even the most innocent-looking details 
are fully understood in isolation from their contexts in a
14The terms of Trollope's tacit agreement with his 
reader are implicit in statements Trollope makes in Bar- 
chester Towers, pp. 129-131 and The Bertrams, p. 150.
"^Trollope, The Small House at Allington, pp. 422-423.
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Trollope novel. Trollope's low-key manner of narrating, as 
well as what he narrates, is part of the novel's achieved 
reality; and furthermore, that manner of narrating crucially 
supports the illusion of what is narrated.
Trollope as narrator, then, may best be described as
X 6a raconteur slightly disguised as an historian. Although
he makes some claim to an accurate depiction of reality, in
actuality he is arbitrarily manipulating that depiction of
reality in the direction of subtle distortions. One can
find ample evidence of the arbitrariness as narrator which
17so disturbed Henry James. This arbitrariness probably 
did not similarly disturb Trollope's early readers because, 
knowing their confidant's nature, they took it for granted; 
or, if they did puzzle their minds about it, because they 
found in it the significance which Henry James simply was 
not prepared to accept, though he sensed it. It was to 
them the basis for Trollope's ability to satisfy their lit­
erary taste,for the comfortable emotions of recognition,
 ̂~ 18 rather than the unpleasant emotions of surprise.
An instance of this Trollopian arbitrariness as nar-
X 6The ambiguity of Trollope's conception of himself 
as simultaneously historian and raconteur is reflected in 
his reference to the Chronicles of Barsetshire as "my re­
cords of a little bit of England which I have myself cre­
ated. . . ." This statement is quoted by Spencer Van Bok- 
kelen Nichols, The Significance of Anthony Trollope (New 
York, 1925), pp. 41-42.
“̂ Partial Portraits, p. 116. ^^Ibid., p. 133.
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rator is found in Barchester Towers. In chapter XXX Eleanor 
Bold has just had her feelings badly hurt by Mr. Arabin, 
though she manages to hold back her tears for the moment.
In commenting upon this scene Trollope not only confesses 
his disregard for the usual, but calls attention to the 
fact that he is manipulating the action in order to set up 
additional plot complications: "Had she given way and
sobbed aloud, as in such cases a woman should do, he would 
have melted at once, implored her pardon, perhaps knelt at 
her feet and declared his love. Everything would have been 
explained, and Eleanor would have gone back to Barchester 
with a contented mind. How easily would she have forgiven 
and forgotten the archdeacon1s*suspicions had she but heard 
the whole truth from Mr. Arabin. But then where would have 
been my novel? She did not cry, and Mr. Arabin did not 
melt."19
Nor does Trollope always let slip the historian's 
mask so obviously as this.
Despite Trollope's insistence on his right to dis­
avow heroes and heroines and depict realistically "mixed" 
rather than.idealized human beings, he showed outside his^ 
novels that he could be equally arbitrary about the alloy 
of human character. Such arbitrariness is reflected in his 
comments about the characters in the novel Nina Balatka:
19Barchester Towers, p. 285.
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"For myself I like Nina better in print than in MS, but the 
man [Anton Trendellsohn, Nina's lover] comes out too black.
I think I'll make him give her a diamond necklace in the 
last chapter."^
Also, at the beginning of Castle Richmond, Trollope 
implies an unusually arbitrary determination to defy popu­
lar taste. Calling attention to the fact that current fash­
ion has turned away from novels set in Ireland, as from 
historical novels, Trollope insists that the "intrinsic 
merit," rather than the setting, should determine the read­
ability of a work. After this appeal for acceptance, he
goes on to do what he has had in mind from the first— to
21„tell a story which has an unfashionable Irish setting.
One needs to remember that Trollope's arbitrariness 
as raconteur narrator goes along with his sense that he, in 
the presence of his audience, is presently telling an inde­
terminate story. Thus, he can comment as follows in Bar­
chester Towers, using the present progressive tense: "Mr.
Slope is certainly becoming of some importance in Barches- 
22ter." Also, he refers to "the time to which I am now re­
ferring" and says to his reader, "We must see how things 
went on in the enemy's camp" or, "I must, however, tell the 
reader the event of which Frank was ignorant, and which, it
20 21Booth, Letters, p. 189. Castle Richmond, p. 7.
22Trollope, Barchester Towers, p. 157.
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appears, Lord Cashel is determined not to communicate to 
him." He habitually uses the present tense and such pro­
nouns as "I," "me," "my," "we," and "our."
By such simple means Trollope achieves important 
rhetorical and artistic effects. The reader is flattered 
into thinking himself a collaborator in the narrative pro­
cess, especially since the narrator seems so honest, friend­
ly, and deferential. Consequently, the reader tends to 
trust the narrator and accept as real the narrator's con­
trived illusion of reality.
Thus, the Trollope narrator takes the place of such 
a narrator as Conrad's Marlow, with the actual reader whom 
Trollope envisages taking the place of those listeners to 
Marlow whom Conrad places on the stage of a story such as 
Heart of Darkness. Unlike Marlow's listeners in Heart of 
Darkness, who may at least interrupt or intrude a feeble 
scepticism, Trollope's listeners can only acquiesce in what 
is told them. Trollope's narrative convention implies that 
the reader can have no reason for objecting to such a man­
ner of procedure. The result is a kind of gentle coercion.
One need not think that Trollope was so naive a 
writer as to be incapable of aiming deliberately at this 
effect. As noted earlier, the raconteur pose has affinities 
with the points of view of the letter-writers in epistolary 
novels. Significantly, in Doctor Thorne Trollope refers to 
the epistolary novel form as a mode of novel-writing which,
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though presently unfashionable, "is very expressive when in
good hands, and which enables the author to tell his story,
or some portion of his story, with more natural trust than
23any other, I mean that of familiar letters." Such "nat­
ural trust" is exactly the basis of rapport between Trol­
lope the raconteur and his reader.
By the same simple means of authorial self-reference 
Trollope achieves another effect. Very simply, he keeps the 
reader aware of his constant presence in the narrative, 
even when he shares the narrative stage with his characters. 
By virtue of that narrative omnipresence Trollope is
J .table to make comments which control the reader's reactions 
to the story material. The relationship between such de­
tails and the rest of Trollope's novel structure is not to 
be ignored in any discussion of Trollope's conception of 
form. It was in part because of such authorial comments 
that he was always very reluctant to revise his novels.
Thus, in objecting to proposed alterations in John Caldi- 
gate, Trollope notes:
. . .  I am bound to say that I have never found my­
self able to effect changes in the plot of a story.
Small as the links are, one little thing hangs on 
another to such an extent that any change sets the 
whole narrative wrong. There are so many infinites­
imal allusions to what is past, that the w ^ l e  
should be re-written or it will be faulty.
^Trollope, 'Dr_ Thorne (London, 1947) , p. 401. 
?/Booth, Letters, p. 402.
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On another occasion, objecting to the idea of making re­
visions, Trollope asserts that "Little passages are sure to 
hang on to what is taken out—  Words occur which are unin­
telligible because of the withdrawal of other words, & the
25labor of rearrangement is worse than the original task."
The passages of authorial comment also condition the 
reader's reactions to the story at their points of initial 
statement. Trollope not only uses them to preclude sus­
pense by anticipating fortunate plot outcomes and foreshad­
owing unfortunate ones, but he also uses them to soften the 
reader's reactions even to relatively minor scenes. Such a 
dilution occurs when he injects his own subjective evalua­
tions of the character or situation: "Poor Fanny 1 how great
an aggravation was this to her other miseries!" " . . .  Anty 
was left alone, to receive her lover's visit. I regret to 
say that he was long in paying it."
As his narrative picks up momentum, so that a char­
acter threatens to gain more of the reader's sympathy or 
disapprobation than Trollope desires him to have, Trollope 
can use his narrative presence to make a comment designed 
to undercut the reader's reaction to the character: "Poor
matron! good honest matron! doing thy duty in the state 
to which thou hast been called, heartily if not contentedly; 
let the fire burn on; — on this occasion the flames will
25Ibid., p. 67.
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not scorch; they shall warm thee and thine. 'Tis ordained
that that husband of thine, that Q. of thy bosom, shall
reign supreme for years to come over the bedesmen of Hiram1s 
2 6Hospital." The sudden change of tone reflected in this 
passage may seem clumsy, but it is also calculated. The 
diction of this stylized outburst, while ostensibly repre­
senting the narrator's sympathetic feelings at the thought 
of good fortune for the Quiverfuls, actually exaggerates 
those feelings by means of the mock heroic mode. The re­
sulting sense of the ridiculous limits the reader's ability 
to sympathize with Mrs. Quiverful. Her zeal for her family's 
welfare is made to seem silly.
Along the same lines, Trollope's ability to inject 
comments is a means by which he is able to maintain the de­
sired "alloyedness" of a character conception in the mind 
of the reader. For example, after luxuriating in the use 
of pejorative epithets against Mrs. Proudie, the she-bishop, 
the argus-eyed, Trollope notes of her: "Mrs. Proudie has
not been portrayed in these pages as an agreeable or an 
amiable lady. There has been no intention to impress the 
reader much in her favour. . ... But she was not all devil. 
There was a heart inside that stiff-ribbed bodice, though 
not, perhaps, of large dimensions, and certainly not easily
2 6Trollope, Barchester Towers, p. 418.
accessible. 1,27
The consistency of Mrs. Proudie's alloyed nature as 
she is seen later in The Last Chronicle of Barset, in which 
she is killed off, is pointed up by another use of this con­
trolling comment by Trollope: "I fear that it may now be
too late for me to excite much sympathy in the mind of any 
reader on behalf of Mrs Proudie. I shall never be able to
make her virtues popular. But she had virtues, and their
2 8existence now made her unhappy."
Trollope's own depiction of himself as being, through
such comments, "leader of the chorus" expresses aptly what 
29he is doing. He is imposing reactions upon the reader.
He assumes that the reader will concur in the opinions of 
his leader.
Trollope is so active on his narrative stage that 
the reader is not allowed to forget his presence there.
The Trollope narrator's point of view thus constitutes an 
enveloping framework for the whole picture of a Trollope 
novel, the component parts of each plot being restrained 
within the narrating consciousness. The texture of that 
filtering consciousness is consequently identical with the 
style in which the narration is "spoken." Thus, as I shall
27Ibid., p. 241.
2 8Trollope, The Last Chronicle of Barset, p. 435.
29Trollope, Framley Parsonage, p. 461.
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consider later in detail, a uniformly maintained tone of 
calm recital is harmonious with a narrative method which 
permits restraint of the narrative material. Ultimately, 
Trollope's narrative strategy, method, and style are in­
separable.
An awareness of this fact is inherent in Henry James's 
comment about Trollope as a writer who gratifies the lit­
erary taste for the emotions of recognition: ". . .he
gratifies it the more that the medium of his own mind,
through which we see what he shows us, gives a confident
30direction to our s y m p a t h y . O b v i o u s l y ,  Henry James draws 
no marked distinction between Trollope the private man and 
Trollope the novelist. Just as clearly, one sees that the 
ultimate setting of a Trollope novel is the narrative con­
sciousness of Anthony Trollope the raconteur.
The fact that the mind of the Trollope narrator en­
velops his narrative to so great an extent, results in a 
significantly double point of~~view— an effect of dual vi­
sion and value which is of the essence of Trollope's narra­
tive strategy. It is difficult at first to decide whether 
this effect may best be described as one of irony or scep­
ticism. The effect is ironic in the sense that there is 
frequently a discrepancy between the point of view of the 
characters and that point of view which the narrator shares
30Partial Portraits, p. 133.
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with his reader; between the subjective values of the char­
acters and the rational standpoint from which the narrator 
is apt to criticize any personal feelings and attitudes.
The effect is sceptical in the sense that Trollope often 
does not accept what his characters think and feel as valid 
because ultimately he does not, paradoxically, regard his 
characters as fully real in the usual extent of poetic 
faith.
Such an effect is subject only to crude analysis.
However, through the duality of point of view and by virtue
' , <
of the way words qualify one another in contexts, even the
poignant dilemma of a tragic hero like Trollope's Thady
Macdermot is placed at a vague remove from the'reader's
full sympathies:
Thady . . , was the blackest looking of the family. , 
Everything was dark within his breast. He thought 
of the ruffians with whom he had leagued himself; 
and though previously he had only considered them 
as poor, hard used, somewhat lawless characters, 
they now appeared to him everything that was iniqui­
tous and bad. Secret murder was their object—  
black, foul, midnight murder— and he was sworn, or 
soon would be sworn, not only to help them, but to 
lead-them on. What he had already done might hang 
him.
Thady Macdermot is correct in having this sense of 
the seriousness of his situation, and he does earn the sym­
pathy of the reader. However, the extent of the reader's 
sympathy is limited by the effect of Thady1s point of view
31Trollope, The Macdermots of Baliycloran, pp. 267-
268.
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being filtered through the Trollope narrator's point of 
view. First of all, one can not sympathize with Thady's 
having associated with "ruffians." The statement that "Ev­
erything was dark within his breast" hits hardest. Then 
the series of descriptive terms— "black, foul, midnight 
murder," coming after the idea of "secret murder," exagger­
ates Thady*s anxieties to the point of melodramatic inten­
sity. One can notice that Trollope carefully uses the 
phrase "might hang," rather than the more definite "would 
hang"— since in fact Thady does die such a death. Also, 
the cumulative effect of word groups such as "within his 
breast," "he thought," "previously he had only considered," 
and "now appeared to him," is to emphasize that these anxi­
eties are subjectively those of Thady Macdermot, who is 
after all dissociated from Trollope and his reader.
Largely because of Trollope's dual point of view the 
Trollopian idiom of lightened seriousness, in terms of both 
attitude and diction, is involved in Trollope's fiction as 
in his personal expressions. The effect is easier to ana­
lyze in Trollope's non-tragic fiction, because in it any 
sympathy shown for the character is more likely to be iron­
ic rather than literal. As a consequence, the discrepancy 
between the character's point of view and the narrator's 
is more distinct. Consider, for example, the following 
passage from Orley Farm:
Dear Lady Staveley was always living in a fever
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lest her only son, the light of her eyes, should 
fall irrevocably in love with some lady that was by 
no means good enough for him. Revocably in love he 
was daily falling; but some day he would go too 
deep,^nd the waters would close over his well-loved 
head.
Such colloquial expressions as "living.in a fever," 
"the light of her eyes," "would go too deep," "the waters 
would close," all lighten for the reader what is for Lady 
Staveley a most serious, even if unjustified, concern. 
Lightness is evoked also by the antithetical balancing of 
"irrevocably" and "revocably" and by the quasi-logical asso­
ciation of the idiomatic expressions relating to love and 
drowning in terms of a "fall." Lady Staveley!s anxiety is 
also deflated by the adjectives used— note in particular
I
the references to "Dear Lady Staveley" and to her son's 
"well-loved head."
The discrepancy between the character's subjective 
point of view and the narrator's objective point of view 
corresponds to the tension between the appeals of the sub­
lime and the realistic for Trollope. Occasionally Trollope 
conceives of his commonplace characters as analogous to 
characters in sublimely romantic literature. Behind his 
depiction of Lady Mason in Orley Farm is his recollection
33of the anguish of Marlowe's tragic hero in Doctor Faustus.
"^Trollope, Orley Farm, I (London, 1935), 270.
33Bradford A. Booth, "Trollope's Orley Farm: Ar­
tistry Manque," in From Jane Austen to Joseph Conrad, Essays
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Mr. Harding in The Warden, at first fearing the storm which
he sees coming upon him, and later "driven from his happy
home, and sent . . .  in his old age to seek shelter under a
strange roof-tree" by a "vile cabal," is reminiscent of the
34ancient Lear who loses his accustomed world. The use of 
the "something is rotten in the state of Denmark" line from 
Hamlet in Dr. Wortle1s School suggests that the little 
kingdom of Wortle's private school is in danger from the in­
fluence there of the teacher who is a party to a question-
35able marital relationship. Julia Ongar of The Claverings,
when considering her guilt for having married for money and
the possibility of suicide as an escape from her unhappi-
3 6ness, calls to mind the fate of Judas Iscariot.
On the one hand Trollope lets his characters react 
to their personal crises as if their problems were as cru­
cial and profound as those of any protagonist of tragedy or 
romance. The reader tends to share in these character re­
actions. But simultaneously the narrator's detached atti­
tude serves as a normative base which anchors the story 
firmly to a level of realistic ordinariness. Thus, when a
Collected in Memory of James T. Hillhouse, ed. Robert C. 
Rathburn ancT Martin Steinmann, JrT (Minneapolis, 1958) , 
pp. 153-155.
34Trollope, The Warden, pp. 64-65, 258.
"^Trollope, Dr. Wortle1s School (London, 1928), p. 18. 
3 fiTrollope, The Claverings, pp. 154, 448.
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character tends to soar in his thought to a romantic level 
of emotional response, the discrepancy between the charac­
ter's and the narrator's points of view reminds the reader 
that what is at stake is, after all, much more prosaic when 
seen from the vantage point of an objective, sceptical ob­
server. Thus, Trollope derives a certain intensity from the 
passions of his ordinary characters, but also restrains 
that intensity through the filtering effects of that narra­
tive consciousness which denies the validity of the romantic.
At other times, to make plain that he as narrator 
considers the character's emotions to be excessive and thus 
laughable, Trollope uses diction which smacks of the senti­
mental or melodramatic. For example, he writes of Mrs.
Fanny Robarts: "She was braver than her husband, but even
she did not wish to anticipate the evil day. On the Satur­
day, just before it began to get dusk, when she was thinking
of preparing for the fatal plunge, her friend, Lady Mere-
37dith, came to her."
Arthur Mizener has called attention to Trollopian 
irony by emphasizing two "habitual ways" in which Trollope 
gives the reader "both a character's own view of his con­
duct and its motives and the commonsense judgment of them"
— what I have referred to as the discrepancy between the 
subjective and objective, or sublime and realistic, points
37Trollope, Framley Parsonage, p. 16. The italics 
are interpolated.
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of view. First, Trollope may let the reader see and hear 
the character, depending "on the reader's own judgment of 
manners to recognize the ironic qualification of common 
sense." Second, Trollope may present the character's 
thoughts along with his actions. “It is vital to Trollope's 
purpose that, however close he keeps to the original 
thoughts of the character, these passages should be given 
in summary, in his own words, because it is his own words 
that here provide the balancing ironic judgment of common 
sense." Mizener asserts that “The technical achievement 
of Trollope's novels consists in the right combination of 
this kind of summary with the direct presentation of 
action."^
It should be remembered, of course, that occasion­
ally Trollope uses the duality of point of view to achieve 
more conventional effects of rhetorical irony. For example, 
in The Kellys and the O'Kellys, after pointing out that the 
Widow Kelly and her daughters conspire against one another, 
Trollope asserts, "Whether the system of domestic manners 
which I have described is one likely to induce to sound re­
straint and good morals is a question which I will leave to
39be discussed by writers on educational points."
3 8Mizener, The Sense of Life in the Modern Novel, 
pp. 42-43.
39Trollope, The Kellys and the O'Kellys (London,
1929), p. 215.
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Trollope is also capable of bestowing ironic praise on a
character such as the Reverend Slope: “My readers will
guess from what I have written that I myself do not like
Mr. Slope; but I am constrained to admit that he is a man
of parts. He knows how to say a soft word in the proper
place; he knows how to adapt his flattery to the ears of
his hearers; he knows the wiles of the serpent, and he uses 
40them." Moreover, Trollope can express indefiniteness
about a trivial matter so disproportionate to his concern
for truth that the consequent humor verges upon ironic
scepticism: "In the latter portion of his life . . .  it
was reported at Ballindine, Dunmore, and Kellys's Court,
— with how much truth I don't know, — that, since her
Majesty's accession, he had been joined with the spinster
sister of a Scotch Marquis, and an antiquated English
Countess, in the custody of the laces belonging to the
41Queen Dowager." The use of such an involved periodic 
sentence heightens the humorous effect.
Understanding the doubleness of Trollope's narrative 
point of view, by means of which he lightens the serious 
and the sublime and achieves ironic and humorous effects, 
is a prerequisite for understanding the paradox inherent in 
his narrative strategy and method. Perhaps the most per­
40Trollope, Barchester Towers, p. 56.
^Tr o l l o p e , The Kellys and the O'Kellys, p. 19.
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vasive irony of a Trollope novel is that which stems from 
the dual point of view. All of the reality depicted has a 
certain truth-value of its own. At the same time all of 
this depicted "reality" is constrained within the envelop­
ing consciousness of a narrator who is, after all, only 
telling a fiction.
The dual aspects of Trollope's personal convention 
of narrative point of view, then, take one back to a con­
sideration of the dual tendencies of Trollope's personal 
nature. These tendencies manifest themselves in terms of 
two contrasting impulses toward the creation of realistic 
fiction. On the one hand Trollope's impulse is to depict 
life as a process of constant flux. On the other hand 
Trollope's impulse is to fix the essence of ordinary exist­
ence as a secure stasis which precludes the possibility of 
unpleasant change. The raconteur narrator's pose is in­
valuable to Trollope because through the use of it he is 
able to reconcile these conflicting impulses, counterbal­
ancing them as he does the conflicting aspects of his 
vision of reality.
We have seen how Trollope was particularly sensi­
tive to change. Because he thought of change as essential 
to life, he found it equally essential to the literary rep­
resentation of life. For this reason, he praised the abi­
lity of a creator of character to effect progression as
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42well as unity of character. For the same reason, he 
looked upon the "string of characters" in his series of 
political novels as "the best work of my life." As the 
characters reappeared in those novels, they were not only 
consistent with their former selves but showed "those 
changes which time always produces," "which come upon us 
all."43
Moreover, Trollope wished for technical devices more 
adequate for the depiction of the rapid changes which occur 
in a short period of time. As early as his second novel, 
this non-innovative novelist seems to be straining toward 
the stream-of-consciousness technique of psychological de­
piction. There is an interesting passage in which he traces
the mutable flow of thought through the mind of the Widow 
44Kelly. In Barchester Towers Trollope regrets that "no
mental method of daguerreotype or photography has yet been
45discovered" for use in the depiction of human character.
The extremity of Trollope's desire for a different tech­
nique is made even clearer by his opinion that even the 
photographic skills of the period are inadequate for the
42Review article in The Fortnightly Review, I, 139- 
140, cited by Hoyt, "‘Can You Forgive Her?1: A Commentary,"
p. 63.
43Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 168-169.
44Trollope, The Kellys and the O 1Kellys, pp. 73-74.
45Trollope, Barchester Towers, p. 168.
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task of portraying "the human face divine.1 ̂  Apparently 
Trollope felt the need for something like motion picture 
photography. Thus, in Doctor Thorne he complains of the 
lack of "a quick spasmodic style of narrative" which would 
otherwise permit him to depict an incident involving the 
actions and reactions of three characters "in five words 
and half a dozen dashes and inverted commas." The differ­
ent technique of expression would be less tedious, more
47economical, and more accurate.
At a larger level of structure, Trollope seems also 
to have desired a technique for expressing the total com­
plexity of multiple plot action at any given moment. The 
best he can do is to suggest by direct comment the simul­
taneity of bits of action in the various plot strands of 
his novel:
The Bishop of Barchester said grace over the well- 
spread board in the Ullathorne dining-room; and 
while he did so the last breath was flying from the 
dean of Barchester as he lay in his sickroom in the 
deanery.
And so Anty was rescued, for a while, from her 
brother's persecution. This happened on the morn­
ing on which Martin and Lord Ballindine met to-
^ Ibid.
47Trollope, Dr Thorne, p. 90. Phillips, in Dickens, 
Reade, and Collins Sensation Novelists, pp. 201-202, sug­
gests that Charles Reade had such a condensed, "spasmodic” 
style. It may be that Trollope's comment in Dr Thorne is 
partly intended as an ironic reference to such novelists as 
Reade. Nevertheless, Trollope recognizes the usefulness of 
a technical ability he does not possess.
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gether at the lawyerls, when the deeds were pre­
pared which young Kelly's genuine honesty made him 
think necessary before he eloped with old Sim 
Lynch's heiress. He would have been rather sur­
prised to hear, at that moment, that his mother had 
been before him, and carried off his bride elect to 
the inn!
[Fanny] . . . sallied forth with Lord Kilcullen [who 
is on the verge of proposing marriage to her]. . . .
At the same moment, Lady Selina knocked at her 
father's door, with the intention of explaining to 
him how impossible it was that Fanny should be per­
suaded to marry her brother [Lord Kilcullen]. Poor 
Lord Cashel! higglife, at that time, was certainly 
not a happy one!
Despite the lack of a more adequate technique for
the depiction of time flux as embodied in avatars of human
action and thought, Trollope has been given some credit for
successful depiction of time flow and changes which develop 
49through time. However, he achieves such success by the 
use of very ordinary means, together with the use of his 
raconteur narrative point of view.
Perhaps the simplest means by which Trollope renders 
the illusion of time's passage is to frame phases of his 
narrative within sequential time references, as the follow-
48The quotations, in the order given, are from the 
following sources: Barchester Towers, p. 364; The Kellys
and the 0 1Kellys, pp. 77, 412.
49Clara C. Park, in "Trollope and the Modern Reader," 
p. 578, asserts that "Trollope added the dimension of time 
to the 'three-dimensional' character." She regards Trol­
lope's ability to render "'the state of progressive change'" 
an innovation in the technique of the novel. See also Brad­
ford A. Booth, Anthony Trollope, pp. 85-86 concerning Trol­
lope's "sense of time" and his accomplishment in making his 
reader "feel the passing decades in terms of basic character 
development. . . ."
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ing excerpts from The Kellys and the O'Kellys illustrate:
An hour or two after Martin Kelly had left Porto 
Bello in the Ballinasloe fly-boat, our other hero,
Lord Ballindine, and his friend Dot Blake, started 
from Morrison's hotel, with post horses, for Handi­
cap Lodge. . . . Here they remained for some days . . .
For a couple of days the excitement attending Brien 
Boru was sufficient to fill Lord Ballindine's mind; 
but after that, he could not help recurring to 
other things.
He had been at Handicap Lodge about a for^ight, and 
was beginning to feel anything but happy.
Trollope also refers repeatedly to earlier events in
the novels or has his characters recall them— even very
trivial things— so that they become reference points in the
movement of time. Such an event is the Mohill Fair in The
Macdermots of Ballycloran. Another is the evening when the
Dale Sisters dine at the Great House and their mother re-
51mains at home "alone to eat or to neglect the peas."
Such repetitions weave subtle unifying links in the narra­
tive and also help to point up the processes of change in 
the situations of the characters who are associated with 
the given event.
In his authorial self-references, also, the sense of 
time-seguence is inherent:
It was, we have said, the first of July . . .
It will of course be remembered that Mary's inter-
cnTrollope, The Kellys and the O'Kellys, pp. 117,
118, 119.
'^Trollope, The' Small House at Allington, p. 50.
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view took place some two or three days subsequently 
to Prank's generous offer of his hand and heart.
We must soon return to him and say something of his 
career as a baronet; but for the present, we may g ^  
back to our more pleasant friends at Greshamsbury.
Because Trollope exercises his narrative role so ob­
viously, one notices how clearly the opposed narrative ten­
dencies of analysis and synthesis fuse within the on-going 
unity of his narrating presence. Each of the transitional 
expressions just considered as containing sequential time 
references epitomizes this in a small way. Moreover, Trol­
lope's narrative movement, since his transitional connec­
tives are given so openly, is frequently that of going back 
a step to pick up the dropped pieces of an alternative plot 
before going forward again with his narrative.
A corollary of such a transitional cadence is the 
sense that aspects of the action are suspended until Trol­
lope again directs his narrative attention to them:
In the mean time we will return to the two broth­
ers, who are still anxiously waiting to effect an 
entrance into the august presence of the Law.
We will now return to Grey Abbey, Lord Cashel, and 
that unhappy love-sick heiress, his ward, Fanny 
Wyndham. Affairs there had taken no turn to give 
increased comfort either to the earl or to his 
niece, during the month which_succeeded the news of 
young Harry Wyndham's death.
^Trollope, Dr Thorne, pp. 66, 85, 279. 
^Trollope, The Kellys and the O'Kellys, pp. 8,
348.
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One might ask how what Trollope is doing as narrator 
differs from the essence of the narrative actions performed 
by other narrators. It would seem that Trollope makes ex­
plicit the arbitrary actions which are implicit in the nar­
rative situations of other novelists. His forthright state­
ments concerning his narrative procedure add up to an addi­
tional element of presented reality. Moreover, these com­
ments form matrices within which he frames, and thereby 
controls, segments of plot action. Thus, the flow of his 
plot action is counterbalanced by the stasis of these 
frames of narrative consciousness.
Perhaps one might best compare Trollope as fictive 
narrator to the projectionist who operates motion picture 
equipment. Trollope is always projecting his motion pic­
ture of "common life enlivened by humour and sweetened by 
pathos" through the subtly distorting lens of his own nar­
rative consciousness. His multiple plots are like separate 
reels of film, parts of which are shown intermittently, 
with the viewer watching not only the pictures but also the 
actions of the projectionist as he switches from one plot 
to another and all the while makes comments about what is 
happening or is to happen. The resulting distortions are 
not markedly noticeable because they tend toward that re­
straint assumed for what is ordinary and commonplace, and 
because all the aspects of the procedure seem appropriate 
to the filtering mind of the narrator. In this way Trol-
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lope's opposite narrative impulses are reconciled.
This analogy, to the extent that it clarifies such a 
reconciliation of conflicting tendencies in terms of a con­
certed narrative strategy, also illuminates the difficul­
ties encountered by critics who attempt to explain how 
Trollope's novels partake of the static, contained nature
of pictures; and yet, in spite of this, are significant and 
54interesting.
Having considered these aspects of the relationship 
between Trollope's narrative strategy and dual point of view, 
one finds that there remains for consideration another fea­
ture of the handling of time in Trollopian fiction. The 
duality of point of view establishes also a dual time sense. 
Within one dimension of time the characters of the novel 
have their experiences. But this duration of time is fil­
tered through a second time dimension identical with the 
duration of Trollope's on-going, open-ended narrative 
action.
Although the plot action of a Trollope novel is a 
matter of sequential process, it is also, when a Trollope 
novel opens, completed past action— like the material the 
historian deals with. But regardless of how many plots are 
involved, and regardless of how many times Trollope shifts
54Henry James, Partial Portraits, p. 106; Jerome 
Thale, "The Problem of Structure in Trollope," Nineteenth- 
Century Fiction, XV (September 1960), 147-157.
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between interspersed plot segments, his narrative of what 
is past is also present; because at any given moment he ap­
pears in the act of presently narrating his story while en­
joying the prerogatives of the raconteur. The significance 
of this double time sense is that it allows Trollope as 
narrator to do in his fiction what he could not do outside 
it: hold the forelock of time in his restraining grasp.
In support of this contention one can notice that
Trollope conceives of the time dimension of his novels as
his personal creature. Thus, he refers to it as "the time
of which we are writing," "the moment supposed to be now
present," and "the time which is about to exist for us as
55the period at which our narrative will begin. . . . "  One 
has here a sense of an Anthony Trollope who can suspend 
that creature time flow and start it up again with a few 
flicks of his writing pen. This attitude on Trollope's 
part helps to explain why, although Trollope usually had a 
sense of a recent period as the time setting of a novel, he 
felt no obligation to adhere strictly to the established 
chronology of particular events within i t . ^
55The Kellys and the 0 1 Kellys, p. 6; Framley Parson­
age , p. 11; Orley Farm, I, 19.
^Frank E. Robbins, in "Chronology and History in 
Trollope's Barset and Parliamentary Novels," Nineteenth- 
Century Fiction, V (March 1951) , 316, states that there are 
too many discrepancies in Trollope's novels "to permit us 
to think that chronological consistency was an object of 
prime importance to the author. . . .  it seems more likely 
that Trollope was content with something less than complete 
accuracy as long as his story did not suffer."
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The sense of the on-going presentness of Trollope's 
narrative is supported by two simple devices which appear 
among the authorial self-references previously discussed.
By means of these devices, Trollope creates the illusion 
that his characters and settings are real in the sense of 
their continuing to exist contemporaneously with him and 
his narrative process, although what he narrates is what 
has happened to them in the past.
The first device is his relating of generalizations 
about life or human nature to his characters. "When a man 
gets into his head an idea that the public voice calls for 
him, it is astonishing how great becomes his trust in the 
wisdom of the public." ". . . it is allowed to young ladies 
to be hypocrites when the subject under discussion is the 
character of a young gentleman." "It is hardly possible,
that the proud-hearted should love those who despise them;
57and Lucy Robarts was very proud-hearted." Because in
making such generalizations Trollope consistently uses the 
present tense, the statements support the impression that 
the character referred to typifies an aspect of currently- 
existing human nature and is just as currently real.
The second device derives its effectiveness simply 
from Trollope's consistent use of the present tense when 
introducing or describing characters and settings. "Indeed
57Trollope, Framley Parsonage, pp. 76, 105, 113.
4-
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the whole parish of Hogglestock should have been in the ad­
joining county, which is by no means so attractive as Bar-
setshire; — a fact well known to those few of my readers
5 8who are well acquainted with their own country." Trol­
lope similarly bestows a sense of actuality upon his set­
tings by indicating their continuity from the past into the 
present time of his narrating: "Such was, and is, the town
of Dunmore in the county of Galway; and I must beg the
59reader to presume himself to be present there. . . ." 
Characters, as they relate to settings, also share in this 
sense of continuing presentness. "Chaldicotes is the seat 
of Nathaniel Sowerby, Esq., who, at the moment supposed to 
be now present, is one of the members for the Western Divi­
sion of Barsetshire."^
Trollope gives by such means the illusion that he 
thinks of his characters and settings as having existed 
from a narrative past into a time which is both beyond the 
time involved in that narrative past and coextensive with 
the point in present time at which the narrator is "speak­
ing" and the reader is "listening." Consequently, at the 
ends of his novels, when plot actions are to be concluded 
and characters disposed of, he often shifts from simple
58Ibid., p. 135.
59Trollope, The Kellys and the O'Kellys, p. 53.
6 0Trollope, Framley Parsonage, p. 11.
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past tense to tenses which result in the impression that 
the novel is open-ended; that the characters live on indefi­
nitely but just happen to drop out of the narrator's sight.
Such a pattern of tense shifts can be illustrated by the
following excerpts from the "Conclusion" of The Kellys and 
the O'Kellys:
We must now return to Dunmore, and say a few part­
ing words of the Kellys and Anty Lynch; and then 
our task will be finished.
It will be remembered that that demon of Dunmore,
Barry Lynch, has been made to vanish: like Lord
Kilcullen, he has gone abroad; he has settled him­
self at an hotel at Boulogne, and is determined to 
enjoy himself.
After his departure, there was nothing to delay 
Anty's marriage, but her own rather slow recovery.
She has no other relatives to ask, no other friends 
to consult.
There was no bishop, no duchess, no man-cook, at the 
wedding-party given on the occasion by Mrs. Kelly.
• •
I have nothing further to tell of Mr. and Mrs.
Kelly. I believe Doctor Colligan has been once 
called in on an interesting occasion, if not twice; 
so it is likely that Dunmore House will not be left 
without an heir.
I have also learned, on inquiry, that Margaret and 
Jane Kelly have both arranged their own affairs to 
their own satisfaction.
It is because of this quality of open-endedness, of 
course, that the volumes of Trollope's Barchester and po­
litical novels, in which some of the same characters and 
settings recur, in effect fuse together to comprise larger
^Trollope, The Kellys and the O'Kellys, pp. 510, 
511, 516.
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novels. However, the implications of Trollope's dual hand­
ling of time are more significant for the present considera­
tion of Trollope's narrative strategy.
The main implications of the dual time sense may be
siammed up as follows. By rhetorical means Trollope shares
with his reader an illusory present time within which he is 
•«, 4
continuously telling his story and his reader is obediently 
cooperating with the narrative process; that same illusory 
time in which narrator, reader, hero, and heroine all live 
happily ever after, as at the end of a fairy story, their 
enemies having been banished and their problems having been 
solved. This present time dimension is a kind of envelope 
whiGh insulates the narrative past, viewed by the narrator 
in retrospect as he is telling about it, just as the narra­
tor's point of view envelopes the points of view of the 
actors on the stage of that narrative past. According to 
the dual past-present time sense inherent in Trollope's 
narrative procedure, it is only in the past that problems 
or the possibility of tragic outcome exist. However, the 
narrator is telling about that troublesome past, after the 
trouble has been cleared up, in an illusory trouble-free 
present. The past told-about is completely enveloped within 
the present telling-about. Moreover, by the use of antici­
patory comments in the present telling-about, the narrator 
lets his reader know that he need not really worry about 
the outcome of the narrative; because for those characters
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who are at all deserving, a tolerable if not pleasant out­
come is anticipated. Thus, the reader of an early Trollope 
novel can vicariously indulge the emotions of pity and fear 
without experiencing the unpleasant harshness of real 
tragedy. He can accompany the narrator into a present- 
controlled past in which evil is both fearful and pleas­
antly harmless, and in which a kind of, poetic justice pre- 
vails.
John Hazard Wildman has given an apt formulation of 
the unifying principle of Trollope's novels. "There is the 
attempt to please through a certain serenity; an attempt
‘.A
to interest through a delineation of the events which dis­
rupt and break through this serenity; and a final solution 
which consists of an imposition of harmony and order upon 
the* small tempests and disturbances which have come up in 
the novel."62
This statement of the principle of unity in Trol­
lope's novels expresses well the essence of what has been 
called in this chapter Trollope's narrative strategy of at­
tenuating reality. It is hoped that the discussion in this 
chapter has also made plain the central importance to this 
strategy of Trollope's omnipresence on his narrative stage 
as presiding raconteur.
The reimposition of "harmony and order upon the
6 2Wildman, Anthony Trollope* s England, p. 18.
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small tempests and disturbances which have come up," of 
course, is just what Shakespeare depicted in a number of 
his more romantic plays, such as A Midsummer Night1s Dream 
and The Tempest. In these plays the disrupted serenity is 
restored by the use of the deus ex machina principle, in 
contrast to Shakespeare's tragedies, in which evil is eli­
minated only after the tragic sacrifice of some good. Be­
cause Trollope eschews romance as he does tragedy, insists 
on being a writer of "realism," and is therefore cautious 
of the improbable and the supernatural, he is unable to use 
the deus ex machina principle. Instead, he has his narrator, 
who is very much like himself, replace such a god. Then he 
uses his particular narrative method and style as a machin- 
ery by means of which that narrator can achieve > quasi- 
naturalistically, an end effect similar to the Jiappy ending 





ANTHONY TROLLOPE'S NARRATIVE METHOD OF 
ATTENUATING REALITY
In considering Anthony Trollope's conception of real­
ism we noted that he restricts his depiction of reality to 
what is ordinarily probable, respectable, and conventional, 
j. Basic to the narrative method which implements Trollope's
narrative strategy is the fact that all the aspects of his 
novels, including the probability of the events which occur 
in his fictive worldry are largely determined by the natures 
of his characters. Consequently, one can best understand 
the relationship between narrator and narrative in a Trol­
lope novel— especially as regards the conduct of plots— by 
previously considering the central importance of characteri­
zation to Anthony Trollope's conception of the novel's na­
ture and structure.
*
Trollope considers character portrayal the most im­
portant function of a work of fiction. Consistent with 
that attitude, he asserts that "perfect delineation of 
character" is the "highest merit" a novel may have. For that 
reason he judges The Last Chronicle of Barset to be his
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best because it contains his best central character.3-
Also, though Trollope thinks of plot as being merely
the vehicle which conveys a picture of common life, that
picture of common life is one comprised mainly of character
portraits. Therefore, for him plot is as much a "develop-
3ment of character" as it is a "series of events."
Trollope regards the central characters as the basis
for both the unity and the individual qualities of a novel.
The "presence and development of a single character" is the
4"central thread of unity" running through his narratives. 
Moreover, a book must have a strong hero or heroine to be a
5strong book. Ideally, the central character must be at-
6tractive as well as strong to be appealing to the reader.
A third consideration is the extent of the character's mis­
fortune the reader can be expected to sympathize with.
Trollope claims that his readers love the jilted Lily Dale
7precisely because her troubles are insuperable. However, 
he remains aware of the conventional expectation that "ca­
lamities" must not befall a centrally sympathetic character
^Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 152.
2Ibid., p. 116. 3Ibid., p. 209.
^Escott, "Anthony Trollope: An Appreciation and
Reminiscence," p. 1100.
5Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 180.
^Ibid., p. 164. ^Loc. cit.
Qat the conclusion of a novel.
Not only does a central character in these ways pro­
vide for unity and sympathetic interest on the part of the 
reader; but also the especially good scenes in novels are 
manifestations of the nature of an impressive character.
Thus Trollope cites as his first good love scene that one 
in which Kate Woodward of The Three Clerks, "thinking that 
she will die, tries to take leave of the lad she loves. . . . 
Because he places so much emphasis upon characterization, 
Trollope thinks that the weaknesses of a novel which is bad 
in its "vehicle" or "telling" may be alleviated by the 
presence of a "special character.
One recalls, also, that Trollope initially conceived 
and planned his novels in terms of the characters. He 
stresses that the crucial forethought required for the 
writing of a novel is that thought involved in the novel­
ist's getting to know his characters intimately by living 
with them.^ Trollope's working notes for novels, a sample 
of which Michael Sadleir gives in an appendix to his study
of Trollope, are little more than a series of brief charac- 
12ter sketches. These notes are an adequate initial guide-
oTrollope, Thackeray, p. 120.
9Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 101.
1QIbid., p. 116. 11Ibid., pp. 211-213.
12Sadleir, Trollope, A Commentary, Appendix IV,
pp. 422-424.
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line for Trollope because, as Henry James notes, "Charac­
ter, in any sense in which we can get at it, is action, and 
action is plot . . ." ; and because Trollope's tales are
written to tell his readers "what certain people were and
13what they did m  consequence of being so."
A comment by Ernest A. Baker focuses attention upon 
the significance to Trollope's narrative strategy of his em­
phasis upon character in both his critical remarks and his 
practice. Baker notes that Trollope tends to ground every 
aspect of a novel in character: "Character is the whole
foundation, and character is the mainspring and the test of
14everything that happens. Chance is thrown overboard."
In line with Henry James's axiom that character is
action, and Ernest Baker's observation that character is
the foundation of everything in a Trollope novel to the
point of excluding any chance occurrence, Sir Arthur
Quiller-Couch states that in Trollope's world good or bad
fortune is caused not by "devastating calamity, but always
by process of inward rectitude or inward folly, reasonably
15operating on the ordinary business of life." In other 
words, poetic justice is made to seem normal in Trollope's 
fiction. What happens is both probable and just on the
13Partial Portraits, p. 106.
1 4The History of the Englxsh Novel, VIII, 149.
■^Charles Dickens and Other Victorians (New York, 
1925), pp. 231-232.
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basis of the moral natures to which it happens.
Therefore, it is easy to see how such character- 
determined action suits Anthony Trollope's strategy of at­
tenuating reality. For Trollope, the crucial choice is one 
of interacting characters. To the extent that these char­
acter conceptions are an entelechy of the completed novel, 
since incident and event follow naturally from character 
and clash of characters, chance event is ruled out. Conse-
v
quently, the content of a Trollope novel, the reader may be 
assured, will be no more unpleasant than the worst potenti­
alities of the characters, the manifestations of whose na­
tures largely constitute the plots. This is the essential 
meaning which may be read into Michael Sadleirls judgments 
that the ability to depict characters is the foremost quali­
ty of Anthony Trollope's art; and that a Trollope novel, at 
its best, is virtually a "distillation" of the essential 
element of characterization.^
Clara C. Park has commented, "Trollope had a low
opinion of disaster, and his novels are full of expedients
17for avoiding it." It is my contention that all of those 
expedients for avoiding disaster depend upon, or cooperate 
with, the manner in which all the aspects of a Trollope 
novel are founded upon characterization. In the latter
X 6Trollope, A Commentary, p. 365.
17 "Trollope and the Modern Reader," p. 577.
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portion of this chapter I will analyze the manner in which 
Trollope's plots are adjusted to his characterizations, in 
close support of his narrative strategy of attenuating 
reality and thereby avoiding poetically unjust disasters. 
Before doing this, however, I will briefly consider two con­
tributory aspects of Trollope's narrative method: the man­
ner in which characterization is a determiner of setting as 
well as plot; and the use of multiple plots as in itself a 
manipulative device.
Various critics have sensed the extremely close con­
nection between characterization, plot, and setting in Trol- 
18lope's novels. In one case the central character of a 
novel, Mr. Harding of The Warden, has been seen as a "dis­
tillation" of the atmosphere of the novel's setting, Bar- 
19Chester. An explanation of how characterization helps to 
determine even the settings in Trollope's novels is sug­
gested by one of Michael Sadleir's incisive comments. He 
points out that Trollope either develops or neglects the 
descriptions of scene in proportion as they "reflect or 
help to express those of his characters that have concern 
with them." Thus, "scenes unusual or unhappy or exaggerated
18Michael Sadleir, "A Guide to Anthony Trollope,” 
Nineteenth Century, XCI (April 1922), 649-650; Wildman, 
Anthony Trollope's England, pp. 11, 18, 28; Hugh Walpole, 
Anthony Trollope, p. 129.
19Sherman Hawkins, "Mr. Harding's Church Music," The 
Journal of English Literary History, XXIX (June 1962) , 213.
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are better visualised than those of mere prettiness, the
former being as they are because their owners make them so,
but the latter owing their charm to age, to floweriness, or
2 0to the fine conception of some architect long dead."
Trollope also has a sense that the setting should be 
appropriate to the nature of the action or scene performed 
within it. This is logical enough if settings be appropriate 
to the characters "who have concern with them," since, as 
Henry James states, character is action. As an example, 
one thinks of the image of the wasted garden of the Claver- 
ing estate. It is there that Julia Brabazon betrays her 
heart and consequently merits a life of "drought." The con­
dition of the garden also suits the unhappy marriage of 
Lord and Lady Clavering. Similarly, the grotesqueness of 
Bowes Lodge, the domicile of Lord Stapledean in The Ber­
trams , mirrors the soul of that embittered, cynical, misan­
thropic nobleman, just as do the eccentric conditions of 
the living he there bestows upon the Reverend Arthur Wil­
kinson, and his later rudeness there toward Arthur's mother. 
Likewise, as Hugh Walpole notes, the darkly romantic at­
mosphere of The Cleeve in Orley Farm provides an appropri­
ate setting within which Lady Mason can make her confession
21of guilt and confront the prospect of her punishment.
20Trollope, A Commentary, pp. 182-185.
Anthony Trollope, p. 129.
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Trollope may have been somewhat influenced toward 
this adjustment of character, action, and setting by the 
positive and negative influences of other novelists. He 
must have noted in the works of other writers that violent 
action occurs in a place which has violent aspects. This-, 
is true, for example, of the cave in Scott's Old Mortality, 
the hiding place of the vengeful Burley of Balfour, from 
whose threats the hero, Henry Morton, on one occasion es­
capes by leaping over a ravine. Trollope had not only read 
this novel, but also comments upon its setting. He finds 
that rural scenes are usually described in less than mem­
orable terms.. Unless "the spot has violent characteristics
of its own, such as Burley's cave or the waterfall of Lo-
22dore, no striking portrait is left."
From the negative point of view, the same sense of 
appropriateness between character, setting, and action is 
implicit in Trollope's derogatory comment about Anne Rad- 
cliffe's The Mysteries of Udolpho. "What may be done by im­
possible castles among impossible mountains, peopled by im­
possible heroes and heroines, and fraught with impossible
23horrors, The Mysteries of Udolpho have shown us."
Trollope not only subordinates setting and plot to 
characterization; but also, as many other Victorian novel­
ists do, builds his novels by interlacing strands of multi-
22Trollope, Thackeray, pp. 132-133.
23Ibid., p. 190.
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pie plots. The "burden of length" to the extent of three
24volumes is "incumbent" upon Trollope, as upon his contem­
poraries. Nevertheless, he is not willing to concede that 
such stretching of the subject to fit the canvas must in­
evitably result in damage to the novelist's intended effect. 
A plot which requires only a few characters can be "so en­
larged as to find its full development in many. There may 
be subsidiary plots, which shall all tend to the elucida­
tion of the main story, and which will take their places as 
part of one and the same work, — as there may be many fig­
ures on a canvas which shall not to the spectator seem to
25form themselves into separate pictures."
Trollope contends that the main plots should involve
the theme of love because novels are "written for the sake
2 6of the love stories." This is so, first of all, because
27the passion of love is universal. Also, the novelist's
2 8wholesome teaching about love is quite significant moral­
ly and socially. "No social question has been so important 
to us as that of the great bond of matrimony," "Because ev­
ery most wholesome joy and most precious duty of our exist-
24Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 216.
25Ibid., pp. 216-217.
26Trollope, Four Lectures, p. 108.
27Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 204.
2®Ibid., pp. 204-205.
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2 9ence depends upon our inner family relations."
Consequently, the central characters of a novel are 
the lovers through whom the novelist can teach the funda­
mentals of wholesome love-making. Although a novel may 
contain "other attractions, and deal with every phase of 
life," "the other attractions hang round and depend on the 
love story as the planets depend upon the sun." Those 
novels in which the sun of a love story is subordinated to
the satellite plot material are novels "out of the course
3 0of nature, and to be spoken of as exceptional."
Arthur Mizener cites The Prime Minister as a good
example of a novel in which Trollope quietly links his
plots and the various characters in them "in a hundred ways,"
while playing "their meanings off against one another." By
such means Trollope simultaneously expresses his acute sense
of English social class differences and his conviction
that basic human emotions are universal. The subtle plot
parallels which bring this out are "an important part of
31what the multiple plot structure exists for."
Jerome Thale comments upon the multiplot structure 
which Trollope uses from a more theoretical point of view 
than Mizener does. "Its aim is not to see its matter in-
29Trollope, Four Lectures, p. 109.
30Ibid., pp. 108-109.
31The Sense of Life in the Modern Novel, pp. 33-34.
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tensely but to see it comprehensively— in as many aspects
as possible, with a large number of variations, contrasts,
counterpoints, shadings. If the dramatic vision has its
function in reawakening us, in driving things home, the
comprehensive vision has its function in reminding us of
the complexity of human affairs, of urging tolerance, of
32making us wary of simple views and monisms."
Thale's remarks represent the favorable evaluation 
of the multiplot structure. The opposite critical judgment 
is exemplified by Bradford Booth, in his criticism of Trol­
lope's use of the interrelated plots of Orley Farm, for 
example. He deplores in particular the loss of that tight, 
intense, dramatic economy which Thale tolerates. "In Orley 
Farm one's attention is constantly diverted, by a series of 
minor characters and issues, from the only matter of impor­
tance, the wretchedness of Lady Mason, the tragic heroine
33whose fatal flaw is ambition for her son."
With reference to Anthony Trollope's use of the mul­
tiplot structure, it may be that one should not take his 
practice as fully exemplary of either the advantages or 
disadvantages of such a structure. It is true that at 
times there is something like a leitmotif connection be-
32,,The Problem of Structure in Trollope," pp. 156-
157.
33Bradford A. Booth, "Trollope's Orley Farm: Art­
istry Manque," p. 147.
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tween characters and situations in Trollope's multiple 
plots. In The Kellys and the O'Kellys diverse situations 
in both main plots involve some type of conspiracy. In Bar- 
chester Towers various character conflicts which are com­
plicated by religious-political alignments are informed 
with the narrator's mock-heroic sense of war and combat.
In The Claverings the idea of "prudence" recurs with such 
frequency as to suggest that the author is raising a ques­
tion of the relative value of human actions.
On the other hand, like the other types of repeti­
tion in contrast which Mizener and Thale call attention to, 
these leitmotifs can not dispel the suspicion that Trollope 
finds the multiplot form useful as an attenuative device. 
This suspicion is merely intensified by Bradford A. Booth's 
suggestion that Trollope was encouraged in the use of the 
multiplot structure by his reading of early English drama, 
"where subplotting is virtually a law."3  ̂ Moreover, T. H.
S. Escott points out that Frances Trollope, when reading 
Shakespeare with her sons, pointed out "the art with which 
the coarse dialogue of the watchmen in Macbeth, the grave­
digger's mirthful memories of Yorick in Hamlet, and the 
nurse's frivolities in Romeo and Juliet are the skilfully 
planned preludes that, through force of contrast, intensify
34Anthony Trollope, p. 70.
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3 Sthe terror and melancholy of the appalling sequel." How­
ever, Shakespeare's plays are great in part because of 
their poetic intensity, and in part because they express 
the complex relationship of good and evil. The poetic qual­
ity is not unrelated to that vision of a world in which 
good and evil are mixed together inextricably.
On first consideration, Trollope's vision of the al­
loyed complexity of existence is similar to that of Shakes­
peare. But unlike Shakespeare he eschews tragic and poetic 
complexity. In fact, as we will see with reference to his 
stylistic values, Trollope avoids complexity in what he 
considers popular style. As in style, Trollope avoids com­
plexity in his management of plots. Though his multiplot 
novels give a comprehensive picture, all the elements of 
that picture tend to be equally restrained within the fil­
tering consciousness of the raconteur narrator. Moreover, 
Trollope is likely to use humorous actions and plot situa­
tions more to tone down what is serious than to "intensify
3 6the terror and.melancholy" of an "appalling sequel."
35Anthony Trollope; His Work, Associates and Liter­
ary Originals, p. 62.
36Although Escott seems correct in suggesting that 
Trollope was aware of Shakespeare's artistry in effecting a 
counterpoint of plots, he is inconsistent in his evaluation 
of Trollope's use of the technique. His sense of its ef­
fectiveness in some Trollope novels is qualified by his 
judgment that Trollope "consistently and to the last, in 
the structure of his novels persevered with a method some­
what apt to try his readers' patience." See pp. 62, 75-76, 
95, 194, 303-305 of Anthony Trollope; His Work, Associates 
and Literary Originals.
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Trollope's conception of realism and his consequent narra­
tive strategy demand the avoidance or softening of what is 
terrible, melancholy, and appalling.
To the extent that Trollope's plots involve depic­
tion of the complexity of existence, he is likely to manage 
those plots in terms that simplify the complexity of exist­
ence depicted therein. The avoidance of poetic effects 
means that no resonances of meaning interact to form a 
meaning larger than that of the component parts. So it is 
with Trollope's multiple plots. A Trollope novel is usu­
ally just the sum of its parts, as those parts are framed 
in the consciousness of the Trollope narrator. Moreover, 
there is seldom more complexity than is implicit in the 
initial plot situations. The sense of complexity derives 
from the thoughts and feelings of the frustrated characters 
involved. From the point of view of the omniscient narra­
tor, the plot actions move steadily in the direction of 
simplification, toward some resolution of conflict which 
results from the natures of the characters involved.
Since character is action in a Trollope novel, it 
is not surprising that Trollope handles character complex­
ity in a manner analogous to that in which he handles plot. 
Hugh Walpole illustrates by the example of Mr. Crawley of 
The Last Chronicle of Barset how Trollope's usual method of 
characterization is essentially one of consistent elabora­
tion of details within the limits of an initial depiction.
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Mr. Crawley combines the character traits of extreme pov­
erty and fanatical personal pride. However, "Crawley is 
not revealed to us in ever-deepening succession of motives, 
contrasts, elemental passions as old Karamazov is developed, 
or the heroine of Smoke, or the beautiful Kate Croy of The 
Wings of the Dove. These two elemental conditions of Craw­
ley are emphasised for us again and again just as Dickens, 
having discovered a red nose or a flowery waistcoat or a
high collar in a character, hammers that on to the table
37and leaves it there."
Walpole suggests, also, how such characterization 
leads to an effect of secure pleasure for Trollope's read­
ers. "We are not startled or horrified, not plunged . . . 
into a kind of outer darkness of loneliness." Instead,
Trollope's readers come to feel that they "know quite as
3 8much of the mystery as he himself does." By avoiding ad­
ditional psychological revelation, Trollope affords the 
reader the kind of serene satisfaction he gives by refusing 
to keep plot secrets from the reader. Moreover, since the 
outcomes of his plots depend upon the characters involved 
in them, Trollope's method of characterization harmonizes 
with his management of plot. In fact, as one critic points / 
out, the relative complexity of Trollope's characters is
37Anthony Trollope, pp. 187-188.
38Ibid., p. 188.
39matched by the simplicity of his plots.
It has been emphasized in the preceding pages of 
this chapter that Trollope implements his strategy of re­
straining reality by using character to determine all of 
the other aspects of his novels, especially setting and 
plot. It has been considered, also, how Trollope's plots, 
as entelechies of his characters, move from complexity to­
ward simplification. Now it will be necessary to consider 
how Trollope exploits this close relationship between plot 
and character, by means of his authorial presence, when
moving his plots toward those happy endings for which he
40has provided the "prerequisites" in the initial depic­
tions of his characters.
I noted earlier that Trollope expects his centrally 
sympathetic characters to provide those centers of interest 
which comprise the unity of his plots. Chauncey B. Tinker 
explains how the plots of Trollope’s novels are in effect 
constituted by questions concerning the problems faced by 
such characters. Two typical questions are used as the
titles for the novels Can You Forgive Her? and Is_ He Popen-
41 ~ .joy? The individual chapter titles in other Trollope
novels provide similar questions. For example, the title 
39Hoyt, "'Can You Forgive Her?1: A Commentary,"
p. 70.
4 0Park, "Trollope and the Modern Reader," p. 584.
41"Trollope," p. 428.
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of the first chapter of The Last Chronicle of Barset,
"Where did He Get It?," focuses attention upon the mystery 
of how the Reverend Crawley obtained the check he is 
charged with stealing. Such recurring questions, by re­
maining "uppermost" in the reader’s mind, at once provide a
continuous interest and serve to tie the parts of the novel 
42together.
In addition to keeping such questions uppermost in 
the minds of his readers, Trollope also uses anticipatory 
devices to condition the reader's expectations as to what 
the probable answers to these plot questions will be.
These anticipatory.remarks may be given by the narrator, by
virtue of his omnipresence on his narrative stage, or by
43 .the characters involved, or by both. When the action is
to issue in a tragic or unpleasant outcome, the foreshadow­
ing lessens the unpleasant quality of what occurs by con­
ditioning the reader to take such an outcome for granted.
Of many Trollope novels that might be cited, The 
Claverings provides useful examples of anticipations of 
disaster which are provided by both the intrusive narrator 
and the characters. Shortly after Harry Clavering hears 
that his uncles Hugh and Archie, incumbent and heir to the 
Clavering estate and title, "are going to Norway in Jack
42T. . - Ibid.
43 HDustin, "Anthony Trollope: A Study m  Recurrence,
pp. 213-216, 223-224,
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Stuart's yacht," Trollope hints that Archie Clavering is an
44inept navigator. Also, Harry immediately reacts, "But 
Jack Stuart's yacht is only a river-boat, — or just big 
enough for Cowes harbour, but nothing more . . (p. 365).
Soon thereafter Trollope has other characters juxtapose re­
marks to the effect that Archie Clavering is a fool and 
that he has a reputation for understanding a yacht (p. 365). 
Sir Hugh Clavering, having been depicted as a very stubborn 
man, is later seen considering the contents of a letter in 
which a friend warns him that Jack Stuart knows nothing 
about such a long voyage, and that the sailing masters 
Stuart hires are too mercenary to consider properly the 
relevant safety factors. This correspondent writes that 
any participation in such a sailing venture as Stuart pro­
poses would be "simple tomfoolery.” But Sir Hugh dismisses 
this warning, thinking among other things: "Jack Stuart
might know nothing about the management of a boat, but 
Archie did" (p. 373) . When later Archie comments that he 
has been getting his traps together for the voyage, Trollope 
makes plain that Archie is a landlubberly sailor: "The
getting of his traps together had consisted in the ordering 
of a sailor's jacket with brass buttons, and three pair of 
white duck trousers" (p. 397).
44Trollope, The Claverings, p. 364. Subsequent ref­
erences to this novel will be given in parentheses in the 
text of this chapter.
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At a farewell breakfast at his club prior to the 
sailing, Archie's friend Doodles is melancholy, distrusting 
Jack Stuart because of what he has heard and consequently 
fearing for Archie's safety. Nor is Doodles reassured by 
Archie's rejoinder that "on this occasion Jack Stuart would 
have the advantage of an excellent dry-nurse, acknowledged 
to be very great on such occasions. Would not he, Archie 
Clavering, be there to pilot Jack Stuart and his boat?"
(p. 4 05). Doodles terms the proposed voyage under such 
circumstances "a tempting of Providence" (p. 406), as in­
deed it is. By the time the reader notices that Chapter 
XLIV of The Claverings is entitled "Showing What Happened 
Off Heligoland,1 it is improbable that he will be shocked, 
as Harry Clavering is shocked, to learn that Uncles Hugh 
and Archie have perished in the sinking of Jack Stuart's 
yacht at sea (p. 460).
Since Trollope is more often concerned to have his 
important characters avoid such dire disasters, he relies 
also upon a device which is the antithesis of the foreshad­
owing which has just been illustrated. He simply uses his 
authorial presence to give the reader an assurance that the 
favored character will not come to an unhappy end. Pos­
sibly the best-known passage of this type is the one in 
Barchester Towers which begins thus: "But let the gentle-
hearted reader be under no apprehension whatsoever. It is 
not destined that Eleanor shall marry Mr. Slope or Bertie
45Stanhope."
Because the reader's concern about plot outcomes is 
so important to Trollope's narrative method, it seems at 
first self-contradictory that Trollope makes it a practice 
to dispel suspense by giving either the implicit assurance 
of misfortune or the explicit assurance of good fortune. 
However, it is more accurate to say that by means of such 
interpolated comments Trollope excludes "terminal suspense" 
— suspense as to ultimate plot outcomes, in contrast to 
"instrumental suspense"— suspense as to how the ultimate 
plot outcome is to be brought about. The fact is that 
while Anthony Trollope makes very little use of terminal 
suspense, he makes a very full use of instrumental suspense.
Trollope knows, for example, that the answer to one 
plot question can serve effectively as a lead-in to a re­
lated one. Thus, even as the reader is told that neither 
Slope nor Stanhope— the two earliest suitors in the field—  
will win the hand of Eleanor Bold, the very eligible widow 
with money, there arises the question as to who will marry 
her. By the time Trollope raises this question in his 
reader's mind, he has already provided the details which 
comprise the basis for a probable answer, even, though he 
does not emphatically assert that whereas Slope and Stan-
45Trollope, Barchester Towers, p. 129. Subsequent 
references to this novel will be given in parentheses in 
the text of this chapter..
hope will not succeed, Mr. Arabin will.
For example, Trollope has earlier mentioned in pass­
ing that Mr. Arabin is "not married of course" (p. 115). 
Thereafter, when Mr. Arabin is coming to Barchester to add 
strength to the church party headed by Archdeacon Grantly, 
and his name is mentioned at the Archdeacon's dinner table, 
daughter Griselda Grantly inquires, "Is Mr. Arabin married, 
papa?" and is told that "the fellow of a college is never 
married." Learning that Mr. Arabin is about forty years 
old, Griselda secretly reflects that he is too old for her 
(p. 116). Further details point to Mr. Arabin as the prob­
able successful suitor before he ever sets eyes on Eleanor 
Bold. The Grantly girls again privately reject the idea 
that any one of them would marry a man so old as Mr. Arabin. 
Then Trollope depicts Arabin as having recently realized 
the invalidness of his prior rejection of worldly pleasures, 
and as now admitting to himself the propriety of his new 
desire for "the allotted share of worldly bliss, which a 
wife, and children, and happy home could give him . . . "
(pp. 178-179). Thus, by the time Eleanor Bold first meets 
Mr. Arabin, Trollope has carefully prepared for the proba­
bility of their eventual marriage. He has made Arabin an 
eligible and willing suitor for the hand of a young widow 
such as Eleanor Bold, especially in comparison to Slope and 
Stanhope.
Nevertheless, even after Mr. Arabin becomes an ob-
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vious suitor for the hand of Eleanor Bold, in answer to the 
question of who is to marry her, there arises new suspense 
as to the means of his winning her consent. How he will so 
triumph remains an intriguing question, since in addition 
to having rivals he is a man so inept and inexperienced in 
matters of the heart.
Without tracing further the factors that determine 
this eventual plot outcome, we have arrived at the basis for 
an initial understanding of the process of simplification 
which is Trollopian plot movement. Trollope answers one
t
plot question so as to raise another one, the final ques­
tion being one of the means to the foretold end. Thus, 
reader interest is not lost.
Trollope is also able to maintain instrumental sus­
pense, even after terminal suspense is dissipated, because 
he exploits disparate awareness. Although his "doctrine" 
is that he and the readers of a novel such as Barchester 
Towers "should move along together in full confidence with 
each other," so that the reader-spectator never becomes a 
dupe by mistaking the Syracusan for the Ephesian, the char­
acters themselves enjoy no such omniscience. They may 
among themselves variously know or not know. As a conse­
quence of limited and disparate knowledge they experience 
the complex anxieties of uncertain fortune. Such dispari­
ties of awareness between author and reader on the one 
hand, and the characters on the other, are underscored by
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the comment with which Trollope concludes his explanation 
of the policy of making his reader a confidant: "I would
not for the value of this chapter have it believed by a 
single reader that my Eleanor could bring herself to marry 
Mr. Slope, or that she should be sacrificed to a Bertie 
Stanhope. But among the good folk of Barchester many be­
lieved both the one and the other" (pp. 130-131) .
Trollope exploits the duality of his narrative point 
of view so as to develop a tension between what he knows 
and what the characters do not know. In the context of the 
involved protagonist's unawareness, Trollope depicts the 
character's thoughts and feelings which hinge upon some un­
certainty. Although he makes his reader his confidant, 
Trollope knows that a reader who really sympathizes with 
the characters of a novel is able to share in their states 
of mental anguish. Nevertheless, the reader's sympathy 
with the characters' anguished uncertainties or errors is a 
source of pleasure because it is contained all the while 
within the easy, confident omniscience the narrator shares 
with his reader.
Even on those rarer occasions when Trollope does not 
specifically tell the reader the answer to a plot question, 
he is able to develop a similar tension in disparate public, 
opinion between the probability of a desired outcome and 
the varied and varying anticipations of a tragic one. Thus, 
in The Last Chronicle of Barset, when the Reverend Josiah
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Crawley is to be tried for the theft of a check, the devel­
oping consensus that he is to be convicted and ruined is set 
against the opinion of those who know him and thus insist 
that he is not guilty, or that he is at least only techni­
cally, but not morally, guilty.
Trollope uses a similar procedure in his first novel, 
The Macdermots of Ballycloran, in which the hero Thady Mac- 
dermot is ultimately unjustly executed for murder. Against 
the probability that Thady will die, Trollope counterbal­
ances the attitudes of those who have at least a faint hope, 
believe that justice will prevail, and make a final legal 
effort to save Thady*s life.
This technique of drawing out the tension between 
authorial foreknowledge of outcome and the uncertainty of 
opinion concerning the characters directly involved in cru­
cial plot situations, Trollope refers to as pressing his 
reader with doubts as to the happiness of the characters.
It is a technique which depends upon Trollope's practice of
4 6being the "leader of the chorus," a matter which has al­
ready been touched on in the preceding chapter.
Trollope as omnipresent narrator, in pressing doubts 
as to the ultimate happiness of characters upon his readers, 
conducts his plots within matrices of probability which are
4 f\Trollope, Framley Parsonage, p. 461. Subsequent 
references to this novel will be given within parentheses 
in the text of this chapter.
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determined by the respective natures of the characters who 
are involved. The narrative process, as noted earlier, is 
one of increasing simplification until a resolution of dif­
ficulties is attained. Each condition of doubtful probabi­
lity corresponds to a question of plot outcome. Each an­
swered question gives rise to another one. The evolving 
plot situation mirrors at each stage of evolution the larger 
tension between foreseen outcome and unforeseen means to 
such an end. How all of this is worked out may be seen 
more clearly from a longer, selective tracing of a Trol- 
lopian plot situation.
A central plot question of Framley Parsonage is 
whether or not Lucy Robarts will be able to marry Lord Luf- 
ton, despite her own pride and the opposition of Lord but­
ton's mother. In his autobiography Trollope refers to 
"what I suppose I must call the plot of Framley Parsonage," 
and to a fabricated hodgepodge "in which the real plot con­
sisted at last simply of a girl refusing to marry the man
she loved till the man's friends agreed to accept her lov-
4 7mgly. Nothing could be less efficient or artistic."
Such a plot outcome, which initially seems not just improb­
able but impossible, because of the characters' differing 
social positions and because of the things they do as the 
result of their respective natures, is made to come about
47Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 130-131.
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so as finally to appear natural enough. Trollope's opinion 
to the contrary, that is scarcely an inartistic accomplish­
ment in narration. Moreover, this Trollope plot is no 
worse than many others, of which it may well be taken as a 
typical example.
Lucy Robarts, the heroine, is introduced in Chapter X 
of Framley Parsonage. In Chapter XVI the reader becomes 
aware that Lucy returns the love Lord Lufton feels for her. 
However, in her pride she fears the world will later say 
that she, the sister of Lady Lufton1s parson, set her cap 
for the young lord and was made a fool of by him (p. 157). 
Therefore, when Lord Lufton tells her he will persevere in 
his proposal until told by her that she does not love him, 
Lucy temporarily evades the issue by telling him a lie to 
that effect (p. 159). However, Trollope strongly hints to 
the reader that the matter will not end thus. "Strong as 
her love was, yet her pride was, perhaps, stronger— stronger 
at any rate during that interview. But how was she to for­
give herself the falsehood she had told?" (p. 159). The 
implication is clear that at some future point her love 
will be stronger than her pride, and also that she will be 
concerned to clear herself of the falsehood, the result be­
ing that Lord Lufton will know she does love him and will, 
being as good as his word, persevere in his love for her 
despite all apparent obstacles.
In the hardship of suppressing her unhappiness at
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the prospect of unrequited love, Lucy admits to her sister- 
in-law, Fanny (Mrs. Mark Robarts), that Lord Lufton has 
proposed to her and that she has falsely told him she does 
not love him. When Fanny agrees that she will not betray 
this secret unless given permission by Lucy to do so, this 
setting of a seemingly insuperable condition constitutes a 
new matrix of probability. The consequent difficulties ap­
parent to the reader counterbalance the reader's desire for 
a happy outcome for Lucy. For the reader does not quite 
believe that Lucy's secret will go no further. Still, the 
way around this impasse is a matter for suspenseful inter­
est (p. 258) .
Subsequently Lord Lufton tells Mark Robarts of the 
proposal and requests permission to see Lucy again. This 
serves to convince Lucy that his love is not an affair of 
the moment, that she need not fear being duped by him (p. 
304). However, only one of the obstacles, it appears to 
her, has now been removed— although Trollope's narrative 
comment at this point again allows the reader to have, be­
yond Lucy's own awareness, a true expectation of what future 
outcome is probable. He writes, "She did not bring herself 
to think that she should ever be Lady Lufton [since the 
elder Lady Lufton1s opposition remains]. She had still, in 
some perversely obstinate manner, made up her mind against 
that result" (p. 304). The modifiers "perversely obstinate" 
again imply that at some future time she will be more rea-
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sonable.
Meanwhile, Fanny has technically betrayed her promise 
to Lucy by telling her husband Mark about Lord Lufton's pro­
posal and Lucy's lie. This exposure of Lucy's secret does 
not alienate the reader, nor ultimately Lucy, because Fanny 
"had done so in words which, had Lord Lufton heard them, 
would have made him twice as passionate in his love" (p.
304). Of course in the future Lord Lufton does become 
doubly resolute in his love for Lucy Robarts.
Simultaneously, another apparent complexity of the 
situation is removed. Because the Reverend Robarts has 
been the protege of Lady Lufton, he usually supports her in 
her opinions. On this basis, he would feel obliged to op­
pose Lucy's hope of ever becoming the wife of Lady Lufton's 
son. Now, however, his wife argues that "they two, let 
their loyalty to Lady Lufton be ever so strong, could not 
justify it to their consciences to stand between Lucy and 
her lover" (p. 305).
Just as this obstacle is cleared away, another ap­
pears. When Lucy is told that Lord Lufton will again pro­
pose to her, but without previously having spoken to his 
mother about doing so, Lucy sets a new condition. She will 
never marry Lord Lufton unless his mother asks her to do so 
(p. 307). This condition sets up a new plot question and a 
new matrix of probability.
By Chapter XLVI Lady Lufton does come to ask Lucy to
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be her son's wife (p. 447). From the beginning Trollope has 
carefully prepared the basis for such an outcome in the 
characters of Lady Lufton and her son, and in the character 
of the relationship between them. Also, by various touches 
he has from the beginning been providing the means for clos­
ing this final credibility gap.
Ludovic, Lord Lufton, is independent-minded and 
forthright, inclined to insist on his rights and to believe 
that he should not have to marry a woman of his mother's 
choosing. Moreover, Lady Lufton knows that her son has in­
herited from his father a habit "of taking the bit between 
his teeth whenever he suspected interference" (p. 123).
She is interfering, of course, because she prefers that 
Ludovic marry that cold beauty, Griselda Grantly. This ob­
stacle to a change of mind on her part is removed when 
Griselda becomes engaged to Lord Dumbello. Lady Lufton 
must then base her opposition to Lucy on her selfish desire 
to have her own way and on her judgment that Lucy lacks the 
appearance of social significance. Such unreasonableness 
on Lady Lufton's part is to be easily disposed of, as it 
turns out.
After her son does recognize her interference, she 
assures him she would not for the world have him marry, 
just to please her, someone he does not care for (p. 286). 
But will Lady Lufton ever approve of the one woman her son 
does care for? This is, of course, the plot outcome whose
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probability the reader has been pondering. Lady Lufton 
says she will approve of anyone her son loves, because she 
relies on his taste not to like anyone who is not "ladylike 
and good." Nor need the bride's wealth be a deciding fac­
tor (p. 287). Thus, unwittingly, Lady Lufton lists cri­
teria which can easily be met by Lucy Robarts. Consequent­
ly, Lady Lufton's further opposition to Lucy must rest even 
more on the unreasonable bases of Lady Lufton's desire al­
ways to have her own way and on her claim that Lucy lacks 
sufficient bearing to be the wife of an aristocrat.
When Ludovic returns from a fishing trip to Norway—  
while he is fishing in Norway Trollope attends to other 
plot threads— he is determined firmly to request his mother 
to ask Lucy to marry him. He broaches the topic by asking, 
"I want to know what you think of Lucy Robarts?" At this 
point one can see particularly well how Trollope weights 
against the factors of probability which are to determine 
the ultimate outcome, the intense feelings in the mind of a 
less aware character: "Lady Lufton became pale and fright­
ened, and the blood ran cold to her heart. She had feared 
more than rejoiced in conceiving that her son was about to 
talk of love, but she had feared nothing so bad as this" (p. 
325) .
Lady Lufton's fears are so intense merely because 
she does not yet know that they are unreasonable. Thus, 
she persists in her opposition to Lucy Robarts. However,
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Trollope informs the reader that "The only thing quite cer­
tain to her was this, that life would be not worth having 
if she were forced into a permanent quarrel with her son"
(p. 329) . This authorial comment obviously hints at her 
behavior in the near future. Her present hope is to pre­
vent the threatened marriage without provoking such a quar­
rel (p. 330). But when Lady Lufton has an interview with 
Lucy Robarts, Lucy steals the initiative and impresses Lady 
Lufton that she is both "ladylike and good." In fact, Lady 
Lufton, prompted by a guilty conscience, finds herself in 
the uncomfortable position of defending herself against a 
charge of cruelty which Lucy has never made (p. 341).
Later, after another interview in which Fanny Robarts 
denies to Lady Lufton that Lucy has been at all to blame in 
her behavior, "Lady Lufton went her way with much real sor­
row at her heart." Yet, at this point Trollope gives an 
important analysis of Lady Lufton's nature: "She was proud
and masterful, fond of her own way, and much too careful of 
the worldly dignities to which her lot had called her: but
she was a woman who could cause no sorrow to those she loved 
without deep sorrow to herself" {p. 402). The qualifier 
introduced by "but" is crucial. Obviously, if such sorrow 
stems only from her unreasonableness, later it will be a 
relatively simple matter for Lady Lufton to act in accord 
with reason.
Ludovic thereafter tells his mother, as though "is-
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suing to her a command," that she must "unsay" what she has 
said to Lucy Robarts. Not only is Lady Lufton thereby 
cowed by her son's behavior, but Trollope also notes con­
cerning her: "There was only one thing on earth which Lady
Lufton feared, and that was her son's displeasure." Juxta­
posed with this authorial comment is Lady Lufton's reflec­
tion that "She would not do wrong . . . even for his sake.
If it were necessary that all her happiness should col­
lapse and be crushed in ruin around her, she must endure 
it, and wait God's time to relieve her from so dark a world. 
The light of the sun was very dear to her, but even that 
might be purchased at too dear a cost" (p. 417).
The intensity of this reflection on the part of Lady 
Lufton, however, stems from the intensity of her stubborn 
pride. It provides dramatic tension concerning a plot mat­
ter in question. However, the issue which seems so pain­
fully doubtful to her is already almost a foregone conclu­
sion for Trollope's reader. No such alienation between the 
mother and son will be necessary. Her submission to her 
son's will and Lucy's condition must, in view of her atti­
tude toward Ludovic, be inevitable. This is especially the 
case when Ludovic answers her objections to his beloved by 
informing her that they arise simply from her not really 
knowing Lucy (p. 419). But, as we recall, Lady Lufton has 
already formed a favorable impression of Lucy in the ear­
lier interview.
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The beginning of the end of Lady Lufton's opposition 
to Lucy occurs, as so often the crucial action of a Trol­
lope novel does occur, in the mind of Lady Lufton. "Would 
it come to this, that there would no longer be a queen at 
Framley? And yet she knew that she must yield. She did 
not say so to herself. She did not as yet acknowledge that 
she must put out her hand to Lucy, calling her by name as 
her daughter. She did not absolutely say as much to her 
own heart— not as yet. . . . the star of Lucy Robarts was 
gradually rising in the firmament" (p. 421).
This example of how Trollope repeatedly presses the 
reader with doubts that Lucy Robarts will marry Lord Lufton 
is typical. In a very similar manner in The Last Chronicle 
of Barset Archdeacon Grantly becomes reconciled to Grace 
Crawley as the wife of his son, Major Henry Grantly. In 
The Golden Lion of Granpere, to cite another example,
Michel Voss in a slightly different situation overcomes his 
unreasonable objections to a marriage between his son 
George Voss and Marie Bromar.
The process of Lady Lufton's becoming reconciled to 
Lucy Robarts as a daughter-in-law exemplifies also how what 
I shall call "qualified assertion" and "alloyed character" 
are essential to Anthony Trollope's exploitation of instru­
mental suspense. Lady Lufton's character is comprised of 
two elements which crucially counterbalance one another.
She is pridefully strong-willed and likes to have her own
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way; yet she will also give up anything, if need be, to 
maintain her affectionate relationship with the son she 
dearly loves. The one element of her mixed character ex­
plains why she finally gives in to her son's will. The 
other character trait explains why it takes her so long to 
do so.
"Strong as her love was, yet her pride was, perhaps, 
stronger— stronger at any rate during that interview."
"She did not absolutely say as much to her own heart— not 
as yet." Trollope's crucially qualifying remarks often 
follow a dash, as in these examples. The initial portion of 
such a statement corresponds to the limited awareness the 
character has. The subsequent qualifier hints at the super­
ior awareness the narrator shares with his reader, an aware­
ness which puts the plot expectations of the reader in a 
markedly different light.
One comes, then, to a fuller recognition of how 
Trollope's omnipresence in his narrative, which effects the 
doubleness of his narrative point of view and also permits 
him to make his anticipatory comments, allows him to con­
duct his stories within matrices of probability which de­
rive from the alloyed natures of his characters. As the 
narrator views his story, the apparent difficulty is a de­
lusion. It is real only subjectively, in the minds of the 
involved characters. The characters interact so as to cre­
ate their problems by the way they think and feel concern­
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ing some issue. As Trollope moves his plot from the initial 
complexity of their wrong-headedness toward the ultimate 
simplicity of their right thinking, he skillfully exploits 
the tension which arises between the reader's sympathy with 
the less aware characters and the reader's superior awareness 
which derives from the omniscient raconteur-confidant.
In a plot such as this one from Framley Parsonage, 
the happy ending which comes about is ultimately at no char­
acter 1s expense. In some cases, even when Trollope's plots 
are handled in a comic spirit, the final happiness of the 
hero and heroine necessitates the misfortune of some other 
characters. In such cases, the narrative pattern we have 
here observed is qualified by the use of conventional poet­
ic justice. The undeserving and unsympathetic characters 
lose to the deserving and sympathetic ones, again according 
to inherent factors of probability.
By means such as this a novel-reader who fears ad­
verse fortune can paradoxically enjoy the dilemmas of char­
acters who suffer the unpleasantness of life's insecurity.
The analysis of narrative method in this chapter has 
incidentally touched upon aspects of Trollope's style, al­
though these have not been emphasized as such. We must next 
pay some attention to_Trollope's style in a more thorough 
and direct manner. Having done that, we will be better able 
to consider how the techniques of Trollope's narrative method 
and narrative style are intermeshed in a larger unity.
CHAPTER VI
ANTHONY TROLLOPE'S NARRATIVE STYLE OF 
QUALIFIED ASSERTION
It has been stated that Anthony Trollope thinks of 
his novel as a long conversation with his readers.'*' Al­
though Trollope occasionally refers to himself as being in 
the act of writing, he also uses such other verbs as "say­
ing," "telling," and "narrating." The latter predicates 
suggest that he intends his personal narrative convention 
to convey an illusion of an oral process of narration.
Thus, it is not surprising that a sense of oral ex­
pression permeates Trollope's comments on prose style. In 
particular, the stylistic quality of harmoniousness which
Trollope considers essential for a popular novel comes
2"from the practice of the ear." The writer who has 
trained his ear is "able to weigh the rhythm of every word 
as it falls from his pen." Not only does Trollope think 
thus of the prose stylist's skill as an oral art, but also 
he draws no essential distinction between effective written
^■Robert Morss Lovett and Helen S. Hughes, The History 
of the Novel in England (Boston, 1932), p. 272.
2Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 214.
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and oral expression. "The art of the orator is the same.
He knows beforehand how each sound which he is about to ut-
3ter will affect the force of his climax."
Further proof of Trollope's conception of style as
oral is the fact that his proofreading of his manuscript
was done orally. At the beginning of each writing session,
he spent thirty minutes in reading the manuscript written
the previous day, mainly to check "the sound of the words 
4and phrases." Trollope claimed that he read every work
5three times in manuscript and at least once in print.
Because Trollope thinks of prose style as depending 
upon an oral sense and uses a personal narrative convention 
which implies a raconteur speaking to a present audience, 
it is apt that a conversational tone has frequently been 
considered basic to his narrative style. Frederic Harrison 
notes that Trollope uses "the language of a man of the
gworld telling a good story well," and that Trollope's 
books "read from cover to cover, as if they were spoken in 
one sitting by an improvisatore in one and the same mood.
7. . ." Hilaire Belloc finds that Trollope's grammar is
3Ibid., p. 215.
^Ibid., p. 249. See also pp. 162-163.
3Ibid., p. 163.




occasionally "conversational, that is, the grammar (not al­
ways logical) which the English gentleman uses when he
gspeaks." Moreover, T. H. S. Escott asserts that the style
of the conversations in Trollope's novels echoes "the very
9tones of his voice and cadences of his talk."
It is unlikely that Trollope's conversational style 
is merely accidental. Trollope not only defines style as 
"the vehicle which a writer uses for conveying his thoughts 
to the public," but also asserts that such a vehicle is 
equal in importance to the ideas thus co n ve y ed . Mo r e ov e r,  
Trollope has obviously done some careful thinking about the 
nature of prose style. In his autobiography and in his 
book on Thackeray, he comments upon style in detail. In 
particular, he discusses the criteria of the "good and 
lucid" style which he equates with a "popular" style, and 
which we may take as being equivalent to Trollope's own con­
versational style. Also, a comment in Framley Parsonage 
reflects Trollope's awareness that a style which depends on 
the use of simple, plain language is attained only with 
some effort. As Trollope observes, "it is not always easy 
to use simple, plain language— by no means so easy as to
8"Anthony Trollope," London Mercury, XXVII (December 
1932),155.
9"Anthony Trollope: An Appreciation and Reminis­
cence," p. 1096.
■^Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 161. ^Ibid.
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mount on stilts, and to march along with sesquipedalian
12words, with pathos, spasms, and notes of interjection."
Trollope includes among the criteria of a popular 
prose style grammatical correctness, easiness, lucidity, 
conciseness, purity, and harmoniousness. His discussion of 
each of these characteristics seems informed by an underly­
ing attitude that the popular reader is unwilling to exert 
more than a minimal effort in reading a novel. In fact, the 
phrase "effortless intelligibility" might be used to epi­
tomize Trollope's most fundamental assumption about popular 
style.
First of all, the writer must be grammatically cor­
rect. "Readers will expect him to obey those rules which 
they, consciously or unconsciously, have been taught to re­
gard as binding on language; and unless he does obey them,
13he will disgust." Such adherence to conventional grammar 
rules permits the writer and his readers to share a fami-
14liar, mutual ground of understanding; to be in "full accord."
Equally important, the writer must achieve easiness.
The language which expresses his meaning must be "so pellu­
cid" as to result in effortless comprehension on the part
12Trollope, Framley Parsonage, p. 379.
13Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 161.
14Trollope, Thackeray, p. 199.
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15of the reader. Trollope recognizes that occasionally, in 
the struggle to make words express all of his meaning, the 
writer may have to sacrifice fullness of meaning to easi­
ness, or vice versa.^
The quality of fully communicating meaning Trollope 
terms lucidity. The reader must not apprehend just any 
"proposition of meaning, but the very sense, no more and no
less, which the writer has intended to put into his 
17words." For example, if the reader comprehends merely that
a flavor is disagreeable, when the writer means to convey
that it is bitter, the writer has to that extent failed to
18attain lucidity.
Whereas Trollope feels that the interrelationship 
between easiness and lucidity is such as to be managed 
without conflict only by a person who has attained some 
mastery of words, by conciseness he has in mind a simpler 
meaning. The writer must not displease the reader by using 
excessive or non-functional words, because this would prove 
tedious.
A fifth criterion of prose style emphasized by Trol-
■^Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 213.
1 6Trollope, Thackeray, pp. 196-197.
17Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 213-214.
18Trollope, Thackeray, p. 196.
19Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 213.
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lope is purity or the absence of "that personal flavour
which we call mannerism." Such lack of mannerism Trollope
associates with an ideal of gentlemanly restraint. "I hold
that gentleman to be the best dressed whose dress no one
observes. I am not sure but that the same may be said of
20an author's written language." One may note in this 
Trollopian metaphor an implicit reciprocity between the 
dress and the wearer of it, between the writer and his 
style. In each case, the restraint of the one is appropri­
ate to the restraint of the other.
It is important, however, to realize that Trollope 
considers this quality of purity an ideal which may be ap­
proximated but never actually realized, not even by the
21great English prose writers. Thus, the fact that purity 
of style is a quality he feels attracted to, rather than 
one which he hopes really to achieve, helps to explain some 
inconsistencies in his attitudes toward the handling of 
point of view by other writers. On the one hand, he rejects 
as dangerous the novelist's reference to himself as "I" in 
his narrative, feeling the reader would suspect the writer 
of either egoism or false humility, both suspicions being 
equally objectionable. Similarly, the writer of fiction 
"should be very chary of giving vent" to his personal feel-
20Trollope, Thackeray, p. 200.
^Ibid. , pp. 200-201.
22ings on "public matters."
Although these points accord well with Trollope's 
preference for restraint, for an absence of personal reflec­
tion, on the other hand he seems to approve of the personal 
authorial reflections he detects in the prose styles of 
some writers. Thus, he is attracted to the kind of gusto 
in narration that he senses in the works of Sir Walter 
Scott. The first half of Ivanhoe is suffused with "a grand 
and joyous motion" "springing from an unsuspected audacity 
of genius, which forbids the reader to lay his finger on a
fault. . . . "  It has been written with "a jocund heart and
23a happy bounding pen." Trollope finds in Thackeray's 
Barry Lyndon a similar reflection of the writer's confi­
dence in his writing ability, as well as an application of
"mental force," of "simply intellectual faculty," which he
24can not imagine another novelist would surpass. Likewise,
Trollope recognizes that a unique, "weird" tone may reflect
the individual bent of a writer's mind, as in the case of
Nathaniel Hawthorne, whose romances are much to Trollope's 
25taste. In all these cases, despite the personal reflec-
^Booth, Letters, pp. 216-217, 218.
23Bradford A. Booth, "Trollope on Scott: Some Un­
published Notes," Nineteenth-Century Fiction, V (December 
1950), 228-229.
24Trollope, Thackeray, pp. 16-17, 18.
25Trollope, "The Genius of Nathaniel Hawthorne," pp.
204-205.
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tion in the writer's manner of writing, Trollope finds some 
positive value.
Harmoniousness of expression, the last criterion of 
a popular style which Trollope discusses, has already been 
related herein to his idea that prose can be evaluated 
orally. Trollope himself admits a difficulty in clarifying 
this term. Consequently, he explains the term by the ef­
fect of its presence or absence, rather than by giving a 
regular denotation. Though a style may simultaneously be
rough, forcible, and intelligible, a rough style of narra-
2 6tive will seldom make for the popularity of a novel.
Within the context of his discussion, the term "harshness"
27is equated to a lack of harmony. If harshness is to be 
avoided, and harmoniousness attained, each word and each 
sentence must be appropriate one to another.
On what basis the words and sentences of a prose 
style should be appropriate to one another, Trollope does 
not specifically stipulate. Not in terms of the order of 
rhythm in music, Trollope makes plain. A girl with a good 
ear and sound training in the art of rhythm, when hearing 
the reading of a Sapphic stanza with two words transposed, 
will detect “no halt in the rhythm"; whereas a schoolboy 
who has familiarized himself with the poet's characteristic
2 6Trollope, An. Autobiography, p. 214.
27Ibid., pp. 213-214.
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2 8meters would immediately discover the irregularity.
On one occasion Trollope refers to style as being
comprised of a writer's individual "little twists and nice- 
29ties." Apparently he means by harmoniousness some regu­
larity of personal nuance, some mutual appropriateness of 
such twists and niceties— in other words, unity of tone.
We will need eventually to inquire as to the individual 
characteristics of Trollopian style which are mutually ap­
propriate so as to result in the harmoniousness which, to­
gether with the qualities of grammatical correctness, easi­
ness, lucidity, purity, and conciseness, results in popular 
or conversational style.
Meanwhile, one needs to recognize Trollope's convic­
tion that such harmoniousness of style is both oral and
rhetorical in basis. Thus, he asserts that the art of the
30prose stylist is identical to that of the orator. By be­
ing always careful "to weigh the rhythm of every word as it 
falls from his pen," the writer eventually develops an in­
stinctive or habitual sense of prose harmoniousness. And 
when the detection of harmoniousness has become habitual to 
the trained ear of the writer, he, like the effective ora­
tor, is able to anticipate "how each sound which he is
31about to utter will affect the force of his climax."
^ Ibid. , p. 215. ^Booth, Letters, p. 188. 
■^Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 215. ^Ibid.
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Like the orator, the prose stylist is capable of so expres­
sing his ideas as to produce a desired impact upon both the 
emotions and the mind of his listener. The idea of such an 
impact is implicit in Trollope's phrase "the force of his 
climax.”
The relevant question to be asked of Trollope's 
popular or conversational prose style is one as to the par­
ticular kind of effect his periods are expected to exert 
upon his readers. It is reasonable to seek an answer to 
this question before considering Trollope's stylistic nu­
ances in detail. Moreover, Trollope hints at the answer to 
this question when he comments as to the general effect 
harmonious prose will produce. The writer who achieves it
will "charm his readers, though his readers will probably
32not know how they have been charmed."
After all, it is not difficult to determine exactly 
how Trollope seeks, through his prose style, to charm his 
readers. One need only recall his narrative strategy of 
attenuating reality, and the basic nature of the narrative 
method which is necessitated by that strategy. In parti­
cular, one can recall the revealing passages from The Ber­
trams that have been previously quoted. In his fiction 
Trollope attempts to depict a smooth, ordinary reality.
For this reason, he limits himself to the realistic mode.
32Ibid., pp. 215-216.
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According to his belief that style and subject matter 
should be appropriate one to the other, the choice of the 
realistic mode means that neither in actions nor in lan­
guage will the writer attempt to soar above the ordinary 
level of common earth. For Trollope, then, non-soaring, 
ordinary language means his popular "conversational" style, 
involving the criteria we have considered— especially the 
quality of harmoniousness. Such a style is correlative 
with the spirit of calm recital. It results in that narra­
tive flow which is "unsullied by a single start," so as to 
produce in the reader a corollary "flow" of "serene grati­
fication." By such a style does the popular prose stylist 
achieve the rhetorical effect of charming his readers.
In support of this contention one may consider the
relative importance Trollope places on style and subject
matter. As we have seen, Trollope not only thinks that
style must be appropriate to. subject matter, but that style
as the vehicle for the ideas is equally important with the
ideas thus conveyed. In fact, at times Trollope actually
considers the style or manner of handling more important
than the subject itself. Thus, although he knows that a
popular Victorian novelist must choose his subject matter
carefully, he professes a belief that "the popularity of a
33book depends more on its treatment than its subject."
"^Booth, Letters, p. 404.
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Trollope recognizes, also, the possibility of con­
flict between what the popular and artistic treatments de­
mand of a given subject. He recognizes that not every
34writer is capable of both popular and artistic success,
since he observes that "The very gifts which are most sure
to secure present success are for the most part antagonis-
35tic to permanent vitality."
Nevertheless, he holds that the writer of genius can 
solve the problem of being simultaneously popular and artis­
tic. This attitude is basic to his advising George Eliot, 
after a reading of her novel Romola, not to 1 fire" too high 
above the heads of popular readers: "You have to write to
tens of thousands, & not to single thousands. I say this, 
not because I would have you alter ought of your purpose. 
That were not worth your while, even though the great num­
bers were to find your words too hard. But because you
must make your full purpose compatible with their taste, 
it 3 6* * •
In recognizing that Trollope's style is designed to 
charm his readers by supporting his narrative strategy, one 
sees further evidence that Trollope himself tends to take
"^Trollope apparently judged that Romola exemplifies 
the novel which is both artistic and popular, since he 
wrote George Eliot that "It will be given to but very few 
latter day novels to have any such life." See Booth, Let­
ters, p. 136.
35Ibid. 36Ibid. , pp. 115-116.
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the easier way of adjusting his purpose as a writer to the 
taste of tens of thousands of readers- Thus, one may re­
call various points which have been previously noted, but 
which additionally illuminate one another when brought to­
gether in a single context. One point is the fact of the 
relationship between Trollope's narrative point of view and 
the nature of the epistolary form: a means of telling a
story with the utmost "natural trust," a relationship of
confidence between reader and writer akin to that of fami- 
37liar letters. Another is Trollope's assertion that it is
not easy to use the simple, plain language which must be
used if one is to avoid the sublime, and its more poetic,
3 8passionate, and frenzied elements. Finally, one can re­
call his point that the reader who is pleased by conversa­
tional (harmonious) prose will probably not really know how
39it comes about that he is charmed by it. By juxtaposing 
these facts of Trollopian attitude, one concludes that there 
is inherent in Trollope's prose style, as in the other as­
pects of his method of writing, a subtle complexity of re­
lationship between purpose and means; and that basic to the 
surface appearance of simplicity is the double effect of 
the reader's being pleased and yet remaining largely un-
37Trollope, Dr Thorne, p. 401.
3 8Trollope, Framley Parsonage, p. 379.
39Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 215-216.
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aware of the means which result in his pleasure.
One must conclude that Trollope's style, far from 
being pure or free of mannerism, is among the most con­
sciously mannered styles in English literature. If this 
seems at first a startling statement, one needs to under­
stand that the Trollopian mannerisms are not blatantly ob­
vious precisely because they tend calculatedly in the di­
rection of calmness and restraint. The authorial nature 
they reflect is that of a narrator whose fundamental pro­
cedure is one of using apparently ordinary means for subtly 
complex ends.
The fact that Trollope's style is so consciously 
mannered that it hides complexity beneath the appearance of 
simplicity provides a basis for new insight into the Trol­
lopian pose of being mere craftsman rather than artist.
Like all great artists, Trollope practices principles of 
selectivity and control of form. However, his principles 
of selectivity and control are relatively inconspicuous be­
cause they result largely in the negative effect of exclud­
ing various literary elements. Meanwhile, the paradox which 
Trollope quietly recognizes of himself is that by succeed­
ing in the use of artful means to an end, he is able to 
maintain the pretense of mere workmanship. This is usually 
all he lays public claim to. Yet all the while he proceeds 
according to the Horatian maxim of ars est celare artem,
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the art that hides art.^
There has been in the past some recognition of the
nature of Trollope's prose style, of its purpose, and of
the fact that this style is one basis for Trollope's claim 
41to artistry. Yet, perhaps because such generalizations 
have seldom been supported by sufficiently detailed analy­
sis of the relationship between Trollope's style and narra­
tive technique, there has been no solidification of criti­
cal judgment as to Trollope's claim as prose stylist. The 
lack of such a consensus is pointed up by the fact that, as
late as the twentieth century, various critics could seri-
42ously contend that Trollope had no prose style. Moreover,
40Trollope was obviously familiar with this maxim.
It is involved in an exchange of letters between him and 
his son, Henry Merivale Trollope. See Booth, Letters, p. 
386. Also, Trollope notes of Lady Mason in Orley Farm, I, 
39: "A very plain dress may occasion as much study as the
most elaborate, — and may be quite as worthy of the study it 
has caused. Lady Mason, I am inclined to think, was by no 
means indifferent to the subject, but then to her belonged 
the great art of hiding her artifice."
41For example, near the turn of the century Frederic 
Harrison praises Trollope's "wonderful unity of texture and 
a perfect harmony of tone." Also, he asserts that "This 
ease and mastery over speech was the fruit of prodigious 
practice and industry both in office and in literary work.
It is a mastery which conceals itself, and appears to the 
reader the easiest thing in the world." Harrison recog­
nizes that "This uniform ease, of course, goes with the ab­
sence of all the greatest qualities of style; absence of 
any passion, poetry, mystery, or subtlety." See pp. 189,
190 of Harrison's Studies in Early Victorian Literature.
^Humphrey House, in "Books in General," The New 
Statesman and Nation, XXX (September 29, 1945) , 215, states 
that Trollope's "style, or lack of it, is so easy; for it
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it is mainly those critics who have risen up to defend 
Trollope against this charge who have taken the first im­
portant steps toward establishing an awareness of the char-
43acteristic nuances of Trollopian prose style.
What, then, is the basic nature of that subtly cal­
culated style which is designed to support Trollope's narra­
tive strategy and method? What are the particular little 
"twists and niceties" which are harmonious with its essen­
tial nature?
Geoffrey Tillotson notes that Trollope's style is
versatile. "It is a style for all purposes, being capable
of handling the trivial and commonplace, and also the noble
and splendid— it can indeed also handle the complicated
when used by one who, like Trollope, always masters com-
44plexity so that it is reduced to its elements."
However, it is more accurate to state that Trollope's
style, which depends upon a particularly characteristic
is impersonal, competent writing rather than a style, and 
this was what he aimed at and admired. . . . "  Raymond Mor­
timer, in "Books in General," The New Statesman and Nation, 
XXXIII (April 19, 1947), 277, explains that because of his 
knowledge of human nature Trollope survives as a writer in 
spite of his lacking "style, wit, trenchancy, fire or poet­
ic feeling." Similar statements are cited by Hugh Sykes 
Davies, "Trollope and His Style," Review of English Litera­
ture , I (October 1960), 74.
^Hugh Sykes Davies, "Trollope and His Style," pp. 
73-85 and Trollope (London, 1960), pp. 28-32. Less detailed 
is an article by Geoffrey Tillotson, "Trollope's Style,"
Ball State Teachers College Forum, II (Winter 1961-62), 3-6.
44Tillotson, "Trollope's Style, p. 5.
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cadence, is actually one of his means of mastering the com­
plexity of the reality depicted. There is here, obviously, 
a paradox: the cadence by means of which Trollope embodies
his vision of complex reality is also the means by which he 
simplifies the reality he envisions. To understand how 
this can be, we will need to consider first of all the na­
ture of the cadence basic to Trollope's style of qualified 
assertion. Then in turn we will need to consider the sim­
plifying effect of Trollope's style at three levels: that
of his diction; that of his sentences; and that of the 
relevance of his style to character-plot relationships.
Beatrice C. Brown cites as the earmark of Trollope's 
prose cadence "the same repetition of a word, the same pick­
ing up and carrying on from one short clause to the next,
so that we have the feeling of continually going back a step
45before we go forward." As Hugh Sykes Davies describes 
this cadence in more technical terms, "its power depends on 
nothing more than a very skilful use of the small word but, 
together with those meanings of and which the diction­
aries call 'adversative', and occasionally such other con­
junctions as though and unless." Davies finds that the 
cadence resembles the "turn of phrase" in the heroic coup­
let of Neoclassical poets, having a similar "power to make 
words modify one another by being held in a pattern of con-
45Anthony Trollope, pp. 41-42.
trast. . . ." 6
To cite an illustrative example, one may note that
Trollope employs such a cadence in describing a character
in The Small House at Allington. "She was certainly very
handsome, but there was a hard, cross, almost sullen look
about her, which robbed her countenance of all its pleas- 
47antness." Trollope employs the cadence again when he re­
marks about Mr. Crawley in The Last Chronicle of Barset
that "All Hogglestock believed their parson to be innocent;
48but then all Hogglestock believed him to be mad." This 
cadence is so characteristically used by Trollope, however, 
that examples are to be noted in any Trollope novel.
Also, part of the simplicity of Trollope's style re­
sults from his use of ordinary, monosyllabic, non-connota- 
tive terms. In terms of emotional significance such dic­
tion is like Trollope's plots in a fundamental way: the
parts do not interact to comprise an effect much larger 
than the mere sum of their parts. Also, Davies notes 
another way in which a trait of Trollope's diction contrib­
utes to the simplicity of his narrative passages. Trollope 
tends to repeat a brief phrase "at brief intervals but with 
such shifts of context, such exaggeration, that it acquires
4 fiDavies, "Trollope and His Style," pp. 76-77.
47Trollope, The Small House at Allington, p. 596.
48Trollope, The Last Chronicle of Barset, p. 33.
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the ironic power conferred in the same manner on the phrase
4 9'honorable men1 in Antony's speech in Julius Caesar."
This effect is akin to that effect produced by the use of 
incremental repetition. It is a gradual, cumulative, and 
therefore simplified approach to the statement of complexi­
ties. In fact, such repetitions exemplify on a small scale 
exactly what Trollope does on a larger scale in his inter­
mittent development of interspersed plots in his novels.
One may also notice how the sentences which move ac­
cording to the cadence of qualified assertion contrast with 
more complexly structured sentences. An elementary lesson 
in sentence structure emphasizes that a compound, loosely 
coordinated sentence expresses thought on a simple level.
In attending to the Trollopian period, the reader's mind 
must grasp one clause idea and then pause before taking in 
the related qualifying clause idea. The process of compre­
hension is cumulative. Nevertheless, at each stage of the 
comprehension process each clause idea is completely under­
standable. The complexity of this counterbalancing of 
clausal statements is simplified by the form of statement.
On the other hand, the complex sentence is the na­
tural pattern of expression for a complexly unified thought. 
Moreover, if the sentence is periodic in form, the reader 
has to hold each part of the meaning in suspension until,
49Davies, Trollope, pp. 30-31.
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at the conclusion of the sentence, he can relate all the 
parts of the statement together in terms of a total, com­
plex idea. No part of the sentence is adequate in itself. 
Naturally when complex sentences occur frequently in a 
prose style, such prose makes for relatively difficult 
reading. Also, the periodic sentence especially reflects 
in a small way the tendency toward mystery and mystifica­
tion which is basic to the style of a complex writer such 
as Henry James. In contrast, the sentence of qualified as­
sertion equally epitomizes the unmysterious, easy, serene 
style of an Anthony Trollope. In either case, at the level 
of sentence structure, one sees how the style of the work 
is appropriate to the vision of reality therein depicted.
One can also notice how the sentence of qualified as­
sertion contributes to the effect of smooth fluency of Trol­
lope's prose. Each clause expresses an idea of relatively 
equal importance. Thus each is given relatively equal atten­
tion in reading. The coordinating conjunctions provide easy 
bridges between clause ideas. Consequently, in reading such 
sentences the mind can move along at a steady, even, un­
troubled pace.
We have noticed that Trollope's style of qualified 
assertion, which proceeds by the addition of slight quali­
fications to previous statements, is frequently evidenced 
by the repetition of key terms, whether words or phrases; 
and that such repetitions with variation in related pas­
sages produce an effect similar to that of incremental re-
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petition. The use of such qualifying repetitions allows 
for great flexibility, because the repetitions can be vari­
ously spaced and can be developed to varying extents, from 
the level of the single sentence, to that of the paragraph, 
and further into blocks of related paragraphs. This cumu­
lative effect is illustrated by the following elliptical 
series of initial sentences of paragraphs:
Of course there was a Great House at Allington.
How otherwise should there have been a Small House?
The squires of Allington had been squires of Alling­
ton since squires, such as squires are now, were 
first known in England.
Such had been the Dales of Allington, time out of 
mind, and such in all respects would have been the 
Christopher Dale of our time, had he not suffered 
two accidents in his youth.
Such in character was the squire of Allington, the 
only regular inhabitant of the Great House.
And now I will speak of the Great House of Alling­
ton.
So much it was needful that I should say of Alling­
ton Great House, of the Squire, and of the village.
Of the Small Housg, I will speak separately in a 
further chapter.
The repetition of key referents exemplified in these 
sentences is, of course, a fundamental device for providing 
coherence within a prose structure. Obviously Trollope is 
not unique in the use of the device. He does seem to be
50Trollope, The Small House at Allington, pp. 1, 
3, 4, and 8 respectively! Chapter 1~of this novel 
occupies pp. 1-8.
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unique, however, in the extent to which he phrases such re­
petitions in his characteristic cadence, and then builds 
them into larger prose structures. Also, because the pat­
tern is so flexible, it can assimilate other patterns of 
expression. And, as the preceding series of sentences read 
together with all their complements would demonstrate, the 
repetitions with variation snowball into ever-larger struc­
tures of meaning. In the example just cited, they form 
first paragraphs and then, taken together, that larger 
structure of meaning traditionally called a chapter— the 
first chapter of The Small House at Allington.
In addition one notices that such qualified asser­
tion is in various ways a correlative of Trollope's narra­
tive procedures. For example, in handling the plot threads 
of his novels Trollope uses transitions which are analogous 
to those passages which employ the cadence of qualified 
assertion. "And now we will go back to Allington," he
writes at the beginning of Chapter XII of The Small House 
51at Allington. Such passages remind us that the narrator, 
too, is continually going back a step before he goes for­
ward.
Also, all of the effects which result from the dou­
bleness of narrative point of view in a Trollope novel are 
narrative analogues to the stylistic essence of qualified
51Ibid., p. 107.
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assertion. Thus, the character's subjectivity is qualified 
by the narrator's objectivity. The value of the fiction as 
reality is qualified by the sense that what is depicted is, 
after all, only make-believe. All of the effects of irony 
and scepticism are qualified assertions, juxtapositions of 
counterbalancing values. That the omnipresent narrator 
characteristically speaks in the cadence of qualified as­
sertion, underscores the fundamental unity between style 
and narrative procedure in a Trollope novel.
As noted earlier, all of the criteria of Trollope's 
popular or conversational style are informed by his atti­
tude that the popular reader must find his reading pleasant 
and effortless to comprehend. Thus, just as there is no 
puzzling, awesome suspense in subject matter, so there is 
neither challenging poetic expression nor complexity of 
sentence structure in style. Recalling again Trollope's 
belief that the style should suit the subject matter and 
the literary mode employed, one is indirectly reminded of 
the contention of some twentieth-century critics and poets 
that modern literature must be complex in style and struc­
ture because modern life is inherently complex. Whether or 
not one accepts this argument, there seems little doubt 
that life as depicted in Trollopian fiction is simplified 
through the use of a simplifying style. In fact, ultimate­
ly Trollope's style is inseparable from his attenuative 
narrative methods. And in turn this identity of style and
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narrative method could come about because, as Hugh Sykes 
Davies emphasizes, the cadence of qualified assertion basic
to both is equally "a turn of thought" and "a turn of
52words." Thus, whether at the level of a single sentence, 
paragraph, chapter, or novel, the cadence of qualified as­
sertion is Anthony Trollope's means of embodying his vision 
of the ambivalent complexity of alloyed reality.
We have yet to consider how the paradox previously 
noted can come about, how the cadence of qualified asser­
tion simultaneously enables Trollope to express and to sim­
plify the complexity of reality. One needs to recognize 
that such.a vision of alloyed reality, like Trollopian char­
acterization and Trollopian character-plot relationships, 
begins at a level of fixed complexity from which one can 
easily move in the direction of simplification. The mixed 
values of an aspect of reality, like the clauses in a com­
pound sentence, are not only given relatively equal stress; 
but also they can counterbalance one another so as to be­
come the basis for dilution of reality. Thus, in effect, 
Trollope restrains the potentially complex by style in the 
very act of giving it expression.
Since ultimately the cadence of qualified assertion 
is basic to Trollopian character description of alloyed 
human nature, and since in turn Trollopian characterization
52Davies, "Trollope and His Style," pp. 77, 84-85.
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determines the probability of ultimate plot outcomes, one 
of the best ways to analyze the effect of qualified assertion 
as it sets the stage for plot movement from illusory com­
plexity to ultimate simplification, is by considering the 
significant plot-character relationships in Trollope novels.
Obviously, the counterbalancing character trait can 
qualify the favorable character traits in the direction of 
tragedy. Thus, although Thady Macdermot is basically good- 
hearted and extremely hard-working, his lack of education 
and sophistication, together with the insuperable obstacles 
he faces, makes it almost inevitable that he will end his 
life on the prison gallows. However, The Macdermots of 
Ballycloran is perhaps unique in the extent to which in it 
Trollope depicts character as interacting with circum­
stances to determine a person's fate. By the time he be­
gins writing his second novel, Trollope is aware of the 
necessity of substituting poetic justice for an unpopular 
tragic vision. Thus, beginning with that novel, character 
becomes the determinant of a protagonist's poetically just 
fate. A passage from The Kellys and The O' Kellys shows 
how, in the act of character depiction, Trollope uses the 
characteristic cadence to point up the counterbalancing am­
bivalences of character in such a way that the possibility 
of tragically evil outcome is precluded:
The devil sat within him [Barry Lynch], and revelled 
with full dominion over his soul: there was then
no feeling left akin to humanity to give him one
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chance of escape; there was no glimmer of pity, no 
shadow of remorse, no sparkle of love, even though 
of a degraded kind; no hesitation in the will for 
crime, which might yet, by God's grace, lead to its 
eschewal: all there was black, foul, and deadly,
ready for the devil's deadliest work. Murder 
crouched there, ready to spring, yet afraid; — cow­
ardly, but too thirsty after blood to heed its own 
fears. Theft— low, pilfering, pettifogging, theft; 
avarice, lust, and impotent, scalding hatred. Con­
trolled by these the black blood rushed quick to 
and from his heart, filling him with sensual desires 
below the passions of a brute, but denying him one 
feeling or gge appetite for aught that was good or 
even human.
Barry Lynch, the character thus described by means 
of qualified assertion, is despicable in his evil nature. 
Yet, like Pope's Atticus, whose willingness to wound is 
nullified by his being afraid to strike, Barry Lynch is 
virtually powerless in his degraded, evil nature. Although 
murder lurks in his heart, "ready to spring," he is "yet 
afraid"; and although his heart renders him "ready for the 
devil's deadliest work," he is too cowardly to successfully 
perform much of it. The hatred in his heart is simultane­
ously "scalding" and "impotent."
In their contexts the character traits used to de­
scribe Barry Lynch interact so as to neutralize one another. 
Thus, the potential villainy of Barry Lynch is watered down 
to a petty baseness. In such a passage Trollope establishes 
a natural basis for probable plot outcome. The attentive 
reader can thus anticipate that Barry Lynch, although he is
^3Trollope, The Kellys and the 0 1 Kellys, pp. 335-336.
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disposed to do great evil and will consequently inconveni­
ence other characters, really lacks the strength of charac­
ter to perform actions which have inevitably tragic conse­
quences. Thus, he can be expected'to fail in the various 
unjust schemes he perpetrates against his sister Anastasia.
Two other general aspects of Trollope's narrative 
style support the manner of qualified assertion, in terms of 
effecting that lightness which qualifies the seriousness of 
the subject matter. The first of these is Trollope's con­
scious choice of informal words and expressions. When the 
diction in Trollope's Caesar was criticized as being "too 
colloquial"— he had used the phrase "thick as blackberries" 
among others— Trollope explained the "spirit" behind his 
choice of such phrasing: "The intention is to evoke that
feeling of lightness which is produced by the handling of 
serious matters with light words, & which is almost needed 
in such a work. I would not admit slang, but such phrases
as may be held to be admissible in ordinary easy conversa-
54tion do not seem to me to be objectionable."
This Trollopian apology for the use of colloquial, 
conversational expressions in a popular history can serve 
as a gloss upon the general tone of Trollope's fiction; 
since it has been pointed out that the Trollopian style is 
actually the same in both his fictional and non-fictional
54Booth, Letters, p. 259.
55works. Again, one recalls how natural it is for Trollope 
to use, as a basic aspect of his conversational style, ex­
pressions which serve to lighten the serious. One may re­
member the passage quoted earlier, in which Lady Stavely's 
fears for her son are filtered through the narrator's ironic 
point of view. This passage illustrates how the use of 
such colloquial expressions, and the cadence of qualified 
assertion, cooperate with the Trollope narrator's dual 
point of view to produce such ironic effects.
One type of light, informal expression Trollope uses 
when referring to some of the most common conditions, rela­
tionships, or aspects of life is the euphemism, even the 
cliche euphemism. The following examples have been gleaned 
from a few of the initial pages of Framley Parsonage:
Death and Salvation: " . . .  poor old Dr. Stopford,
the then vicar of Framley, was gathered to his
fathers, and the full fruition of his rich hopes
fell upon his shoulders."
Son: . . his eldest offshoot, the Rev. Mark
Robarts, the vicar of Framley."
Marriage: "The deed of marrying, the absolute ty­
ing of the knot . . ."
Self-praise: " . . .  and then she^glumed her feath­
ers, and was very gracious . . ."
Sometimes Trollope further exploits the informality 
of such expressions by a very quiet kind of wit-play with
55Davies, "Trollope and His Style," p. 75.
5 6Trollope, Framley Parsonage, pp. 3, 4, 5, and 6 
respectively.
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word and sound repetitions: - . it may well be imagined
that the Devonshire physician, sitting meditative over his
parlour fire, looking back, as men will look back on the
upshot of their life, was well contented with that upshot,
as regarded his eldest offshoot, the Rev. Mark Robarts,
57vicar of Framley."
At all times, the lightness of language accords with
the lightness of the attitude Trollope as narrator takes
toward his character. Thus, with reference to a situation
of political opposition, Trollope writes that "the saviour
of the nation was told that he might swing his tomahawk.
Since that time he had been swinging his tomahawk, but not
5 8with so much effect as had been anticipated."
The final general aspect of Trollope's style to be
considered is the matter of his stylistic "niceties." As
Clara C. Park comments of Trollope, "Again and again by
some trick of style he confounds his defenders by undercut-
59ting the value or significance of what he is saying." 
Besides the use of the informal expressions already noted, 
such Trollopian tricks of style include the use of French 
and Latin phrases, the quotation of lines from poetry and 
song, allusions (direct or oblique) to classical, English, 
and continental literature, echoes of Biblical rhythm, sen-
c 7 coIbid., p. 4. Ibid., p. 15.
"Trollope and the Modern Reader, p. 578.
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timent, and phrasing, the transfer of religious terms to 
secular contexts, the subjection of virtually every aspect 
of Western culture to the mock heroic idiom, the use of 
bits of archaic diction, the use of epithets in reference 
to characters, the use of fantastically unrealistic names 
for characters, the use of trite diction and proverbs, and 
the use of exclamation marks which convey an ironically in­
tense concern with details of the story.
All such mannerisms help to support the reader's 
sense of authorial presence in the narrative. At the same 
time, they characterize the narrator as one who takes a 
half-serious attitude toward his narrative material. Thus, 
they serve to qualify by lightness the ostensible serious­
ness of what he is narrating.
Finally, one concludes that Anthony Trollope's style 
of qualified assertion, while seeming natural to his ambi­
valent outlook on reality, is actually a style which he 
consciously develops and uses in close support of his fun­
damental narrative strategy. Moreover, the closely inter­
related devices which help to implement that strategy are 
so effective that ultimately Trollopian narrative style 
fuses with Trollopian narrative method. But because the 
subtly complex effects of the style result from the use of 
relatively ordinary devices, Trollope expects the inherent 
artistry to be as unobtrusive to his readers as is the 
basic rhetorical effect that artistry supports.
CHAPTER VII
THE ROAD THROUGH BARCHESTER: THE PATTERN OF
ANTHONY TROLLOPE'S DUAL VISION, 1847-1862
In chapters IV through VI of this study, I have at­
tempted to provide a normative description of the elements 
of Anthony Trollope's narrative strategy, method, and style. 
However, Trollope's practices to some extent result from a 
process of experimentation which coincides with his quest 
for success through writing. Thus, novels written at dif­
ferent points in his early writing career will not be equal­
ly accounted for on the basis of such a formulation of the 
relationship between subject matter and the devices which 
implement his narrative strategy. Moreover, Trollope's 
narrative intention varies in proportion to the extent to 
which he wishes to express the dual aspects of his alloyed 
vision.
Since the basic purpose of this study is to clarify 
the relationship between the light and the dark .elements of 
Trollope's fiction in relationship to the dualities of his 
personal nature and vision, it will be useful next to trace 
Trollope's practices as a writer through a formative por­
tion of his career. The novels to be considered in this
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chapter are those published between 1847 and 1862, begin­
ning with The Macdermots of Ballycloran and ending with 
Orley Farm. The latter novel has been chosen as the termi­
nal one for consideration in this chapter because Anthony 
Trollope himself took its publication in 1862 to mark his 
achievement of the success through writing he envisaged 
upon going to London in 1834, and toward which he made his 
initial attempt when he began writing The Macdermots of 
Ballycloran in 1843.^
Anthony Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 152-153.
The novels listed below will be discussed in this chapter. 
All subsequent references to the texts of these novels are 
to the particular editions listed below and will be given 
parenthetically within the text of the chapter:
Trollope, Anthony. The Macdermots of Ballycloran. 
New York: John Lane Co., 1906.
_______ . The Kellys and the O' Kellys. London:
Oxford University Press, 1929.
La Vendee. London: Ward, Lock and Co.,
188?
_______ . The Warden. London: Oxford University
press, 1918.
_______ . Barchester Towers. London: Oxford Uni­
versity Press, 1925.
_______ . The Three Clerks. London: Oxford Uni­
versity Press, 1907.
_______ . Doctor Thorne. London: Oxford Universi­
ty Press, 1926.
_______ . The Bertrams, A Novel. New York: Harper
and Bros., 1867.
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Neither an exhaustive consideration nor a complete 
evaluative judgment of each novel is intended in this chap­
ter. Rather, I will focus upon those aspects of reality 
and those literary qualities which are ordinarily excluded 
or restrained in accordance with Trollope's narrative 
strategy of softening reality. In effect, I will emphasize 
those passages which relate to the pessimism, scepticism, 
tragic sense, or iconoclasm of Anthony Trollope's personal 
vision. This will amount to a kind of distortion, perhaps, 
since these are just the elements of vision which Trollope 
often does not emphasize in his fiction. Nevertheless, 
such a procedure has at least the merit of demonstrating 
that these things are a part of Trollope's vision of real­
ity, however unemphatically he presents them in his early 
novels. Becoming more fully aware of these darker elements 
of vision depicted in the Trollope novels published between
 . Castle Richmond, A Novel. New York:
Harper and Bros., 1860.
_______ . Framley Parsonage. London: The Zodiac
Press, 1947.
 . Orley Farm. 2 yols. London: Oxford
University Press, 1935.
In this chapter I omit consideration of The Struggles of 
Brown, Jones, and Robinson (1861), which was not published 
in book form until 1870. It is today considered to be per­
haps Trollope's worst novel. Even he admits in his autobi­
ography that although he found "some good fun in it," he 
has heard "no one else express such an opinion," and that 
it was "the hardest bargain I ever sold to a publisher."
See An Autobiography, pp. 146-147.
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1847 and 1862, one should be better able to trace some pat­
tern for Trollope's development. Also, looking ahead to 
the subsequent chapter, one should be better able to recog­
nize the extent to which Trollope's darker vision is con­
tinuous between these early novels and the later ones which, 
reputedly, reflect a darkening of Trollope's vision.
Although Trollope accepts the opinion that his first 
novel, The Macdermots of Ballycloran (1847), is a commer­
cial failure, he never rejects it as a total literary fail­
ure. In his autobiography he gives a curiously mixed per­
sonal judgment of this book. "As to the plot itself, I do 
not know that I ever made one so good, — or, at any rate, 
one so susceptible of pathos. I am aware that I broke down 
in the telling, not having yet studied the art. Neverthe­
less, The Macdermots is a good novel, and worth reading by 
any one who wishes to understand what Irish life was before
the potato disease, the famine, and the Encumbered Estates 
2Bill." In a letter Trollope wrote in 1874, his evaluative 
emphasis is perhaps more precise. "The Macdermots had its 
merits, — truth, freshness, and a certain tragic earnest-
3ness being the list of them. The execution was very bad.1
2Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 64.
3Booth, Letters, p. 317. In a bracketed interpola­
tion Booth questions the reading of the word "list" in this 
passage and suggests the word "best" as an alternative.
This reading makes even clearer Trollope's awareness of the 
quality of tragic depiction in his first novel.
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It is important to notice that there exists a funda­
mental connection between the quality of plot, the marked 
pathos which derives therefrom, and the certain tragic ear­
nestness in The Macdermots of Ballycloran. From its earli­
est pages the novel moves toward a deterministically tragic 
outcome, the unjust execution of Thady Macdermot marking 
the culmination of the fall of the house of Macdermot. In 
the narrator's initial description of the ruined Ballycloran 
House, the image of "the rotting joists and beams, like the 
skeleton of a felon left to rot on an open gibbet" (p. 4), 
at once foreshadows the fate of Thady and identifies his ruin 
with that of the family home.
In the course of the novel Trollope makes clear to 
the reader each of the circumstances which helps to deter­
mine Thady's fate. One becomes aware of the stubborn pride 
of the Macdermots (Thady, Feemy, and old Larry the father) 
who cling to the mortgaged, decaying Ballycloran House as 
they do to their illusion of superior social position. One 
learns of Thady's slight education and lack of business and 
professional training; of how his inability to stem the de­
cline of his family makes him gloomy and tyrannical over the 
Ballycloran tenants (pp. 10-11); of his stupidity and lack 
of tact in dealing with his sister and Myles Ussher— a tact­
lessness which mainly results from Thady's having lived so 
little in the world outside Ballycloran (pp. 85-86); of how 
his lack of refinement renders ineffectual the great love
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he has for his sister (p. 30); and of how Thady's life is so 
taken up with the grinding business of "hunting for money" 
that he is too frequently out of the house (pp. 66-6 7).
Equally important in the background of Thady1s fate 
are the natures of Thady's father Larry and his sister Feemy. 
Feemy is shown to be a bold and rudely attractive girl, 
somewhat vain, "ardent and energetic, if she had aught to 
be ardent about" (pp. 11-12); a romantic addicted to the 
reading of such unrealistic works as The Mysterious Assassin 
(pp. 12, 103), who sees in Myles Ussher— a man not to be 
trusted— "all the chief ornaments of her novel heroes" (p.
28); and who generally pays "little or no attention to the 
family misfortunes" (pp. 67-6 8) or to her brother or father. 
Old Larry Macdermot, the father, on the brink of total se­
nility, devotes his time to "a slow, desperate, solitary, 
continual melancholy kind of suction" of whiskey, "which 
left him never drunk and never sober" (p. 65). He is bereft 
of all feeling except "a kind of stupid family pride" (p.
66). He whines about the "wrongs and persecutions" which 
will bring his family "to the ground," but unreasonably 
thwarts his son Thady, who is the only person making an ef­
fort to forestall the family's ruin. Meanwhile, the father 
is "no guide for a girl like Feemy, possessed of strong 
natural powers, stronger passions, and but very indifferent 
education" (p. 66) .
Add to the relationship between the natures of these
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characters and Thady1s situation the circumstance that Pat 
Brady violates the trust Thady Macdermot shows in him and 
schemes against his ostensible master, to the advantage of 
his real masters Keegan and Flannelly— the enemies of the 
Macdermots— and one must accept the probability of the en­
suing fall of Thady Macdermot and Ballycloran House.
Thus, it seems justifiable to assert that this is 
the one novel in which Trollope works out his plot in ac­
cordance with a definite philosophical concept. At least, 
Trollope has Thady Macdermot regard himself in terms which 
imply a deterministic outlook:
Had patient industry and constant toil been able to 
have effected this [the rescue of the Macdermot 
family from misfortune], he would have been, per­
haps not happy, but yet not discontented; this, 
however, circumstances had put out of his power, 
and he felt that the same uncontrollable circum­
stances had now brought him into his present posi­
tion. He knew little of the Grecian's doctrine of 
necessity; but he had it in his heart that night, 
when he felt himself innocent, and was at the same 
time assured that all the kind efforts of his friends 
would not save him from his fate— a hangman's rope 
and the county gallows (pp. 529-530).
Moreover, Trollope has Thady regard himself as a 
fated victim of circumstances. When Thady flees after un­
intentionally killing Myles Ussher, he comes to think of 
his misery as something "he was always doomed to bear." 
Thady arrives at this conclusion by considering his present 
troubles in relationship to his past and his anticipated 
future (p. 419). Also, Trollope refers to those "things 
which conspired" to make Thady's heart sad (p. 211). Later
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Trollope as narrator asks, "Had he bitter hatred in his 
heart for those who had driven him to his fate?" (p. 530)
There is in the depiction of the driven Thady1s psy­
chological states a vividness which is rare in Trollope's 
later novels, because so few of Trollope's later characters 
are confronted by a fate so awful both in its nature and 
its philosophical implications. This power can be seen in 
Thady Macdermot1s horror at the prospect of his execution:
. . . not by God's accomplished visitation— not in 
any gallant struggle of your own— but through the 
stern will of certain powerful men— a hideous, foul, 
and dislocated corse; — to know that at one certain 
ordained moment you are to be made extinct— to be 
violently put an end to; — to be fully aware that 
this is your fixed fate . . . (p. 620).
Also, Thady manifests a despondency and an uncertain faith 
which might reasonably be related to Trollope's own tenden­
cies toward scepticism. Concerning his death, Thady's 
"last thoughts would be wandering between doubtful hopes of 
Heaven's mercy, and awful fears of his coming agony" (p. 
616). Thady even wishes for the possibility of annihila­
tion :
. . .  it was the disgrace, and the circumstances of 
his fate, which made by far the greater portion of 
his misery. Could he be but once quiet in his 
grave, and have done with it all— be rid of the care, 
turmoil, and uneasiness, he would have been content. 
Could he have been again unborn-uncreated! He 
once repined to Father John, that existence had 
been for him a necessary evil; and though checked 
by the priest for the impiety of the thought, was 
it odd if he often thought, that he was one of those 
for whom it would have been better had they never 
been born? (pp. 530-531)
Trollope's sympathetic authorial comment here ap-
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proaches the spirit of Thomas Hardy's reference in Jude the 
Obscure to the coming universal wish not to live. However, 
Trollope compromises as narrator by having Thady finally 
receive from Father John McGrath "final absolution for his 
sins, with a full assurance in its efficacy," adding that 
"if true and deep repentance can make absolution available, 
the priest's assurance was not ill grounded" (p. 621).
Trollope's first novel gives evidence that his ima- 
gination was particularly responsive to the thought of dire 
misfortune. Thus, in The Macdermots Trollope uses unusual­
ly violent figures of expression. For Thady, being in 
company with an idle old man is like "sitting with a dead 
body or a ghost" (p. 418). Dreading his sad future, Thady 
wishes he might "swallow up the next six months and be dead 
and forgotton!" (p. 419). The "voracity" of an old man 
shows that "though he might have no demon thoughts to rack 
his brain, the vulture in his stomach tortured him as vio­
lently" (p. 423) . As Thady waits in a place of hiding, 
fearing apprehension by the law, "every hour seemed like an 
age of misery, [he] waiting till he should be dragged out 
like a badger from its hole" (p. 427). Thady's last day 
prior to his execution is described as "the last time he 
was to watch the light growing out of the darkness--and the 
darkness following the light" (pp. 619-620).
It is significant that most of these examples are 
taken from the latter part of the novel, and that all of
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them have some reference to Thady Macdermot's misery as a 
fugitive criminal or a prisoner awaiting execution. The 
images suggest the manner in which the restrained, unpoet- 
ic nature of Trollope's style follows from the nature of 
his subject matter. It is easy to understand that the rela­
tive exclusion of such powerful figures from Trollope's 
fiction results from the exclusion from it of tragic char­
acters such as Thady Macdermot.
Although violence is also rare in Trollope's novels, 
this first novel contains one of the most violent incidents 
narrated in Trollope's fiction. Trollope details the five 
blows which sever Hyacinth Keegan's foot from his leg and 
then shows Keegan as he "hobbled to the nearest cabin, 
dragging after him the mutilated foot, which still attached 
itself to his body by the cartilages and by the fragments 
of his boot and trousers . . ." (p. 447).
Moreover, Trollope provides definite anticipation of 
this terrible act of mutilation committed against Keegan. 
When the rebels represented by Joe Reynolds try to persuade 
Thady to join their proscribed organization and aid them in 
disposing of the legal agent, Captain Ussher, they suggest 
that in return the members of the gang will protect Bally­
cloran against any attempted seizure by Keegan: ". . . if
he'll stick to us now, . . . sure it's little he need be 
fearing Flannelly and Keegan. By G— , the first foot they 
set in Ballycloran they shall leave there for ever, if
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Thady Macdermot will help rid his father's land of that 
bloody ruffian" (p. 39). Similar proposals are later made 
by Reynolds (pp. 136, 139). When Keegan thereafter does 
set foot on Ballycloran to inform the inhabitants of Bally­
cloran House that the final foreclosure on the mortgage is 
imminent, he is unwittingly ironical when explaining to old 
Larry Macdermot that he has not been around before because 
"I'm so tied by the leg— so much business, Mr. Macdermot; 
indeed, though I was determined to drop in this morning as 
a friend, still even now I've just a word to say on busi­
ness1 (p. 149). When the attack upon Keegan occurs, one of 
the three assailants holds him down by his feet (p. 446).
This act of mutilation incidentally helps to establish the 
official mood that an example is needed' to discourage inci­
pient rebellion, the mood which helps to guarantee that 
Thady Macdermot will be unjustly convicted of premeditated 
murder.
Other incidents in the novel which might be considered 
sensational, at least for Trollope, are the one in which 
George Brown so mismanages his horse Conqueror in a race 
that the "gallant brute" dies after crashing violently 
against a bank (pp. 347-348) ; that in which during an al­
tercation Keegan strikes Thady a blow upon the head (p.
168); the death blows that Thady gives Myles Ussher when 
thwarting an imminent elopement of his sister Feemy (p.
371); old Larry Macdermot's curses against his children (p.
601); and the appearance and death during Thady's trial of 
his pregnant, unwed sister Feemy. A duel which occurs in 
the novel, though it might have been exploited for its sen­
sational effects, is used for the purpose of providing an 
element of comic relief.
Since this first novel commits Trollope to an un­
happy ending for his hero, he provides many comments which 
anticipate Thady's fate. It is hardly an overstatement to 
assert that in the first twenty-one chapters every adverse 
turn of events which contributes to Thady Macdermot1s ulti­
mate entanglement in the web of his fate is foreshadowed. 
Then Trollope builds up the reader's sympathy for the char­
acter so entrapped while developing a tension between the 
probability of that fate and the hopes and desires of those 
who are reluctant to see it become a reality. There is 
even a last-minute attempt made to appeal Thady1s case to a 
higher authority. Only four pages are required to conclude 
the story, once it is reported that Counselor Webb's trip 
to Dublin has been unsuccessful (p. 619). Thus, in this 
novel Trollope effectively exploits both instrumental and 
terminal suspense, not explicitly telling the reader the 
central character's fate, as he inclines to do in his non- 
tragic novels.
Besides the emphasis on elaborate plotting, a gloomy 
deterministic outlook, adverse fate, violence and sensa­
tionalism, suspense, and vivid and structurally functional
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poetic imagery, The Macdermots of Ballycloran is one of 
Trollope's most sceptical and iconoclastic novels. Related
■v.
to Trollope1 questioning in it of the universe as one in 
which outcomes are irrevocably determined, despite the 
meritorious struggles of the tragic victim, are Trollope's 
questioning of society and its institutions, particularly 
the law and legal procedure. Noting the sordid squalor in 
which the poor Irish live, Trollope asserts, "Poverty, to 
be picturesque, should be rural. Suburban misery is as 
hideous as it is pitiable" (p. 127). He criticizes by ref­
erence to Lord Birmingham, a public philanthropist who 
simultaneously fails his own tenant poor, the class that he 
considers largely responsible for such conditions. More­
over, he shows that in the abuses deriving from a reliance 
upon police spies and informers (p. 174), the police are 
scarcely more justified than those who, like Joe Reynolds, 
are ready to oppose any "restrictive society" (pp. 142-143), 
or like Keegan, believe "that what was legal was right"; and 
who "knew how to stretch legalities to the utmost" (p. 147).
The questioning of the law is especially important 
to Thady Macdermot's fate. Thady is obviously guilty of 
homicide. He did strike the blows which kill Captain 
Ussher, the betrayer of his sister. But external circum­
stances— especially the desire of the officials to make an 
example of a prisoner and thus discourage resistance to 
British control of Irish commerce— and fate in the form of
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Feemy's death before her crucial testimony can be given, and 
the conditions contrived by those who conspire against 
Thady, make Thady's act seem like premeditated murder.
Under different circumstances, it is clear, Thady 
would not have been executed, though he might have been 
given a term of imprisonment. This point is made clear by 
the Governor of the prison in Carrick, who considers Thady 
innocent in comparison with another prisoner— "a criminal 
of the blackest dye— a man who had undoubtedly committed a 
cold-blooded, long-premeditated murder"— who had been exe­
cuted four years earlier (p. 611). Also, one is shown the 
charity of the priest to his imprisoned parishioner, a 
charity strengthened by Father McGrath's conviction that 
Thady is innocent (p. 611). Thady himself dies pondering 
the ambiguity of legal judgment: "He knew in his heart
that heaven could not call it murder that he had done; but 
he felt equally sure that man would do so" (p. 420). Thus, 
the ultimate horror of Thady Macdermot's tragic fate is 
that he is driven to a culpable action by circumstances, and 
is then because of other circumstances convicted of a crime 
he is not guilty of— and is thus unjustly deprived of his 
life.
A distrust of lawyers and courts is basic to the 
curious portions of the book in which Trollope caricatures 
the institution of justice. For example, Trollope notes of
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the history of the court in which Thady is tried: "What an
indifferent account . . .  of the veracity of judges and of 
the consciences of lawyers!" (p. 532). Typifying the in­
difference to justice of lawyers is "the great Mr. Alle- 
winde," who "convicts the prisoner not from the strength of 
his own case, but from his vastly superior legal acquire­
ments" (p. 509) .
Despite the discrepancy between the tones of heavy- 
handed satire and tragedy, a basic attitude toward law in­
forms the book. And if Trollope suggests that heaven can 
recognize such a miscarriage of justice, still the fact re­
mains that such earthly injustice comes about partly be­
cause of that adverse fortune which Trollope, in his darker 
personal moments, attributes to the injustice of God. This 
may help to explain why Trollope's questioning of law and 
legal fortune is a frequently recurring theme throughout 
his works.
Although Trollope indicates in his autobiography
that he was unaware that any contemporary critic took no-
4 . . . .tice of hrs first novel, the representative criticisms
5which Lance 0. Tingay has turned up clearly anticipate 
Trollope's later avoidance or attenuation of certain ele-
4Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 68.
5Lance 0. Tingay, "The Reception of Trollope's 
First Novel," Nineteenth-Century Fiction, VI (December 
1951), 195-200.
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ments in his novels. The reviewer for the Spectator found 
that the subject of the book was ill chosen; that the char­
acters were "too coarse and sordid, the incidents too low,
gto inspire much sympathy. . . ." The reviewer for Douglas
Jerrold1s Weekly Newspaper also objected to the coarseness
of The Macdermots. "We wish that the author had thought
proper to modify the coarseness of his narrative, in some
parts, for the looseness does not add one tittle to the
7full development of the story."
A reviewer for the Athenaeum suggested that the 
"terror" and "woe" of the book, characteristic components 
of the Irish novel, were presently so unpopular as to "en­
gender" "reluctance" on the part of prospective readers. 
"The story is told with power and pathos enough to darken 
the sunshine of the most cheerful reader— and to waste the 
spirits of those whom experience of life's real trials 
deter from the consideration of 'poetic' or imagined pains. 
. . ." This reviewer's final comments prophesy the direc­
tion in which Trollope was subsequently to go in the writ­
ing of realistic novels: "If we meet Mr. Trollope again,
we hope it will not be on 'Mount Misery.' He seems to pos­
sess a vein of humour . . . which if duly reined in . . .
gSpectator, XX (May 8, 1847), 449, quoted by Tingay,
p. 197.
7Douglas Jerrold's Weekly Newspaper, May 29, 1847, 
p. 661, quoted by Tingay, p. 19 8.
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might win him success among those who prefer 'the quips and 
cranks' of Mirth's crew to the death-spasms of Crime and
gSorrow."
Eventually Trollope came to have an anxiety about
displeasing readers by reascending Mount Misery. As late
as 1870, for example, he anticipates disapprobation of his
novel Sir Harry Hotspur of Humblethwaite: "Humblethwaite
9is too gloomy and wretched."
Trollope's second novel, The Kellys and the 0'Kellys 
(1848), represents a definite effort to avoid "the death- 
spasms of Crime and Sorrow." Consequently, it is in this 
novel that Trollope begins to make concerted use of his 
various manipulative devices, including the use of multiple 
plots and the use of his narrative presence for the purpose 
of anticipating plot outcomes and engaging in the stylistic 
mannerisms which serve to lighten the seriousness of the 
narrative.
The structure of The Kellys and the O'Kellys is com­
prised of two plots. In the first, Martin Kelly seeks to 
marry Anastasia (Anty) Lynch, who shares jointly with her 
brother Barry the estate inherited from her father. Barry 
Lynch opposes Anty's marriage because he hopes to gain con­
trol of the entire legacy. In the second plot, Francis
^Athenaeum, No. 1020 (May 15, 1847), p. 517, quoted 
by Tingay, p. 199.
9Booth, Letters, p. 277.
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John Mountmorris O'Kelly, Viscount Ballindine, seeks to 
marry Frances Wyndham, who is heiress to a large fortune on 
the death of her brother. Miss Wyndham1s guardian, Lord 
Cashel, disrupts her engagement to Lord Ballindine in the 
hope that his own son, Lord Kilcullen, can marry her and 
thus find a way out of his vast indebtedness. Besides a 
degree of parallelism in the two plots, they are tied to­
gether also by the tenant-proprietor relationship between 
Martin Kelly and Lord Ballindine, which causes these two 
characters to become involved in one another's affairs; and 
by both comic and serious variations on the theme of con­
spiracy.
The plot which involves the conflict between Barry 
Lynch, his sister, and the Kellys gives evidence that Trol­
lope, in adapting the procedures of his first novel for his 
second one, is to an extent feeling his way. Although this 
plot is potentially as sordid and tragic as the central 
plot of The Macdermots of Ballycloran, Trollope as narrator 
brings into use the devices which preclude a tragic outcome. 
First of all, he couples the darker plot with one that is 
less serious. Moreover, this second plot is by far the 
less interesting of the two stories, because its hero is 
relatively passive as he relies upon time, and then an am­
bassador, to effect the desired reconciliation with his be­
loved. This suggests that the darker situation is, at this 
early point in Trollope's writing career, more congenial to
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his imagination.
Barry Lynch, a proud and cruel man, is repeatedly 
associated with the devil: "If, at this moment, there was
a soul in all Ireland over whom Satan had full dominion— if 
there was a breast unoccupied by one good thought— if there 
was a heart wishing, a brain conceiving, and organs ready 
to execute all that was evil, from the worst motives, they 
were to be found in that miserable creature . . ." (p. 60);
. and Terry said that when he tuk the biling wather 
into the room, Mr. Barry was just like the divil— as he's 
painted, only for his ears" (p. 72); "Had Meg seen an ogre, 
or the enemy of all mankind himself, she could not, at the 
moment, have been more frightened" (p. 80); "Towards the 
latter end of the evening, he . . . showed the cloven foot, 
if possible, more undisguisedly than he had hitherto done” 
(p. 116). In the final chapter the narrator refers to 
Barry Lynch as "that demon of Dunmore" who "has been made 
to vanish" (p. 510).
Related to these demonic associations with the char­
acter of Barry Lynch is that description of him as having 
the devil sitting within him and revelling "with full do­
minion over his soul," so that there is "then no feeling 
left akin to humanity to give him one chance of escape . . 
." (p. 335). Previously this passage was quoted in full as 
a basis for explaining the relationship between Trollope's 
style of qualified assertion, his use of alloyed character,
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and the use of such characterization as the basis for pre­
cluding a tragic plot outcome. By means of style Trollope 
shows this devil in the baseness of his evil, but in such a 
manner that the fiend's claws are pared and blunted. Trol­
lope's use of other narrative devices supports this effect 
of restrained evil.
Early in the novel Barry's abuse of his sister is 
particularly violent when, "As she endeavoured to rush by 
him, he raised his fist, and struck her on the face, with 
all his force. The blow fell upon her hands, as they were 
crossed over her face; but the force of the blow knocked her 
down, and she fell upon the floor, senseless, striking the 
back of her head against the table" (p. 65). But, although 
this brutality on the part of Barry Lynch suggests that 
Trollope might have made of him a forceful villain like the 
Heathcliff of Wuthering Heights, Trollope in the same con­
text supplies one of the qualifying details which function 
to restrain Barry Lynch at the level of a cowardly brute. 
Trollope does this by having the following remark precede 
the blow dealt to Barry's sister: "Barry was quite drunk
now. Had he not been so, even he would hardly have done 
what he then did" (p. 65). Throughout the novel Trollope 
has this cowardly, scheming, would-be villain renew his 
courage by drinking. Such frequent reminders of Barry 
Lynch's weakness, despite his malice, vitiate the reader's 
sense of his ability to seriously menace anyone.
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Moreover, in chapter VI, after Trollope has presented 
his basic exposition of the situation of conflict, he fur­
ther attenuates this plot's tragic potential by having 
Barry Lynch consider the various means he may resort to in 
extricating his sister from the Widow Kelly's inn, where 
she has taken refuge with the family of her suitor. Trol­
lope has Barry Lynch show pessimism concerning the chances 
of his success at this objective, and lets the reader fore­
see that Barry's failure in scheming will result for him in 
a way of life which, while not at all admirable, promises a 
minimal fulfillment which would be almost a kind of happi­
ness for such a base person as Barry Lynch. Since Barry 
naturally is an unsympathetic character, the reader feels 
that his ultimate banishment is just. After all, since 
Barry has anticipated every step leading up to his fate, 
and has in advance reconciled himself to such a fate (pp. 
84-86), he can scarcely be seen as a tragic victim.
Barry's sister, Anty, seems especially created to be 
a tragic victim of her brother's cruel mistreatment. But 
after the actual blow which Barry deals her, Anty's suffer­
ing is mainly the melodramatic mental reaction to Barry's 
various threats. Even so, she is laid low by a fever which 
brings her very close to death as she remains in the secu­
rity of the Widow Kelly's inn, among the members of her 
prospective husband's family. The tragic potentiality of 
Anty is further evidenced by the fact that her fear of her
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brother continues in the form of bad dreams even after 
Barry Lynch has departed from Ireland (p. 511). But clear­
ly Barry Lynch is not such a terror to any other character 
or to the reader.
The handling of Anty1s illness, which results from 
the visit of Barry's legal ally, the lawyer Daly, to the 
Widow Kelly's inn, epitomizes Trollope's cat-and-mouse ap­
proach to the narration of unpleasant events— a restraining 
qualification and then reassertion of the reality depicted. 
As a result of Daly's visit, Anty experiences a "dreadful 
feeling of coming evil— a foreboding of misery" (p. 248).
The reader's first reaction is to interpret this feeling as 
a foreshadowing of some "coming evil" of crucial conse­
quence to the outcome of the plot. Anty does go into hys­
terics which lead to the fever that brings her perilously 
near death. But the concluding sentence of the paragraph 
which contains the mention of Anty's premonition, the sen­
tence which ends Chapter XIX, reads thus: "In the after­
noon, Doctor Colligan was called in; and it was many, many 
weeks before Anty recovered from the effects of the attor­
ney's visit" (p. 248). This statement precludes suspense 
as to unfortunate plot outcome because simultaneously it 
announces the commencement of Anty's illness and anticipates 
the process of her recuperation which will subsequently be 
narrated. The latter anticipation sets up a matrix of prob­
ability within which all later concern for Anty's survival
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is restrained. Still, Trollope exploits the dramatic in­
terest which derives from disparate awareness. By page 329 
Anty's death seems certain— she is in "a paroxysm of fever," 
"raving in delirium.1 Though this fever abates, the doctor 
encourages only the faintest hope that Anty will live (p. 
333). But here again Trollope disarms the reader's anxiety 
for Anty: "There were two persons, however, who from the
moment of her amendment felt an inward sure conviction of 
her convalescence.. They were Martin and Barry" (p. 333) .
One wonders how these laymen can have a greater assurance 
than Anty's doctor! Nevertheless, the injected comment 
again precludes, as does the earlier one, the reader's un­
certainty as to Anty's fate. Simultaneously, the comment 
also prepares for the last stage of the conflict between 
Barry and Martin.
Meanwhile, similar controlling devices are used in 
the management of the lighter plot involving Lord Ballin- 
dine's efforts to win the hand of Frances Wyndham. Of the 
many attenuative comments which might be cited, the follow­
ing example will perhaps suffice. By page 125, when this 
hero is very gloomy about his prospects for succeeding, his 
friend Dot Blake offers a reassuring observation which is 
in effect a capsule summary— in anticipation— of the outcome 
of this plot. Blake remarks concerning Ballindine's chances 
of marrying Fanny, "if you really mean to marry her, and if, 
as I believe, she is really fond of you, Lord Cashel and
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all the family can't prevent it." Dot Blake is, of course, 
a good prophet.
Clearly, it is in Trollope's second novel that he 
explores the whole range of attenuative devices which there­
after become standard aspects of his technique. The Kellys 
and the 0* Kellys makes equally clear that these devices are 
a means of precluding the profound villainy which issues 
ordinarily in unpleasant suspense and ultimately adverse 
fate. Thus, it is worth noticing that Trollope, when com­
paring this second novel to the earlier one, finds it "a 
good Irish story, much inferior to The Macdermots as to 
plot, but superior in the mode of telling.
La Vendee (1850), Trollope's only historical novel, 
is significant in that his choice of the period of post- 
Revolution civil war between French Republicans and Royal­
ists necessitates his dealing with many fictional elements 
he later either avoids or minimizes. Inherent in the con­
flicts of this civil war period are dark passions, violence, 
and extreme human suffering. Although this novel is too
uneven and dull to be considered the interesting story Trol-
11lope regarded it as, it is nevertheless interesting to 
the student of Trollope's work as a spectrum of literary 
possibilities. In this novel the reader especially catches 
glimpses of what Trollope might have done as a narrator of
^ A n  Autobiography, p. 69. i:LIbid., p. 74.
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romantic adventure stories, in which the heroes and heroines 
face suspenseful and melodramatic situations.
Henri Larochejaquelin is probably Trollope's most 
dashing hero, being handsome, courageous, and cool-minded 
in moments of crisis. His sister Agatha, "the Rose of Poi­
tou," is like the fabled beauty of some romantic tale or 
poem. In a novel containing such characters one might 
naturally expect to find romance, melodrama, and the depth 
of pathos which approaches the tragic. A markedly melo­
dramatic incident occurs when the enemy Republicans assault 
Clisson, the chateau of the de Lescure family. Henri La­
roche j aquelin , a guest of his friend Charles de Lescure at 
the time of this attack, rouses his fiancee Marie de Lescure 
from her sleep; and, taking her in his arms, makes a last- 
minute escape by leaping from a window, after having crushed 
with the butt end of his pistol the skull of the Republican 
soldier in whose dying grasp the cloak which has covered 
Marie's semi-nakedness is torn away. In another incident, 
the butler and servants of the Marquis Larochejaquelin are 
lined up before a firing squad and react very emotionally 
at the prospect of imminent death, before being spared be­
cause the Republican general, Santerre, does not have the 
heart to give the order for their execution. The unstable 
Adolphe Denot, inflamed with jealousy and feelings of frus­
tration because of his spurned love for Agatha Laroche- 
jaquelin, betrays the Royalist cause and leads the enemy
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against his former friends. He makes cruel threats "like a 
demoniac" against Agatha (p. 101), although he later redeems 
himself for an act of cowardice and this treachery by his 
courage as the "mad," mysterious leader of the Royalist 
guerilla force known as La Petite Vendee. Also, there is 
strong pathos in the scene in which Agatha visits the griev­
ing, aged peasant mother of the dead Cathelineau and quiets 
the old woman's resentment by confessing the love that she, 
a lady of the aristocracy, had revealed to the lower-class, 
popular leader of the Royalist forces on his deathbed.
Some of the accounts of battle in the novel— for 
example the initial resistance in which the remarkable 
postilion, Cathelineau, leads the peopie of St. Florent 
against Republican conscription of their men— are compe­
tently, even thrillingly narrated. However, the more vivid 
scenes stand out like islands in a lake of mainly uncompel- 
ling narration. For the most part, Trollope uses a re­
strained and restraining narrative style— a style clearly 
inappropriate to such romantic subject matter. Especially 
in the latter half of the novel, he seems to become weary 
of the necessity for narrating military episodes. Only when, 
as in the effective scenes already alluded to, Trollope be­
comes engaged in psychological portrayal of his characters, 
do they really come to life. Moreover, as he does when the 
plot he is developing requires him to work toward an unhappy 
ending, Trollope provides numerous anticipations of the ul-
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timately disastrous outcomes of this fighting for the Ven- 
deans (pp. 3, 29, 51, 176, 227, 248, 270, 277, for example). 
As Trollope states in his concluding chapter, "the outline 
of historical facts has been too closely followed to allow 
us now to indulge the humanity of our readers by ascribing 
to the friends we are quitting success which they did not 
achieve, or a state of happiness which they never were al­
lowed to enjoy" (p. 39 0).
La Vendee provides one minor reflection of Trollopian 
heterodoxy. Trollope states in passing that the conven­
tional pictorial representations of heaven and hell "now ap­
pear to be" "abominable" (p. 77). However, he offers as an 
explanation for the tragic failure of Robespierre, despite 
his ostensible virtues, the fact that Robespierre lacked 
faith. Trollope conceives of Robespierre as the epitome of 
the arch-rationalist who believes only in himself. "He 
thought himself perfect in his own human nature, and wish­
ing to make others perfect as he was, he fell into the low­
est abyss of crime and misery in which a poor human crea­
ture ever wallowed" (p. 269). This depiction of Robes­
pierre affirms traditional Christian values. Moreover, 
such an affirmation informs Trollope's consistent sympathy 
for the Royalist cause which pledged loyalty both to king 
and church. The same values are basic to the Royalists' 
reluctance to match the great cruelties the Republicans 
practiced in seeking to exterminate the monarchist-
Christians of La Vendee.
Although it is obvious from a reading of this novel 
that Trollope disliked war, he apparently did not wish to 
shape the book into an implicit statement to the effect 
that in a war everyone loses. Actually, Trollope seems to 
share with his character, Madame de Lescure, a sense of the 
moral ambiguity of war: "How well does the devil do his work
on earth, when he is able to drive the purest, the most 
high-minded, the best of God's creatures to war and blood­
shed as the only means of securing to themselves the lib­
erty of worshipping their Saviour and honouring their king!" 
(p. 177). Thus, if evil, war is nevertheless necessary—  
fought for the sake of religious and political values.
It is within the bounds of this ambiguity of atti­
tude toward war that Trollope has the heading of chapter XXIX 
pose the question, "What Good Has the War Done?" and allows 
some of the minor characters to question the justification 
of war and the heroic values (sacred to some Victorians) 
which were inherent in the popular conception of military 
heroes and brave soldiers. Michael Stein, the pacifist 
blacksmith whose sons must run away from him to join the 
Royalist force, profits from the war through the sale of 
his ability to forge weapons. Ambiguously, he looks upon 
this activity as a means of supporting the Royalist cause. 
Later, as a distressed refugee from the enemy, Stein calls 
the war into question in perhaps the novel's most poignant
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manner when, with reference to his suffering daughter Annot, 
he remarks: " . . .  look at that girl there, and then tell
me, mustn't there be some great blame somewhere?" (p. 344)
When the fortunes of war turn against all of the 
Vendeans, the Royalist aristocrats, like the peasants, lose 
everything they own. However, the aristocrats and their 
supporters resign themselves to their losses by thinking of 
them as necessary sacrifices made in support of a worth­
while cause. Thus, the peasants' sceptical attitude toward 
war is counterbalanced by the aristocratic conviction of 
the Royalist leaders that the values they risk everything 
for are those values sanctioned by Heaven.
The Warden (1855) is a good example of the compact 
story Trollope can tell when he undertakes the "pleasant 
task" of writing a one-volume novel (p. 77). When the 
moral justness of the church sinecure he holds is called 
into question, the Reverend Septimus Harding eventually de­
cides in the "court of conscience" (p. 234) to give up the 
Wardenship of Hiram's Hospital, the basis for the comfort­
able life he leads. Mr. Harding's character is basically so 
upright and charitable that one hardly thinks to wonder at 
the complacency which has allowed him to enjoy the income 
from the Wardenship for the previous twelve years, appa­
rently without a moment's hesitation. Mr. Harding's deci­
sion is complicated mainly by his subservience to Archdeacon 
Grantly, who is Mr. Harding's own son-in-law as well as be-
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ing the son of Mr. Harding's bishop. Another complicating 
factor is that Mr. Harding's daughter, Eleanor, has fallen 
in love with John Bold, the reform-minded doctor who first 
instigates the questioning as to how the income from old 
John Hiram's will should be disposed of.
Because Trollope lets one see the anguish of Harding 
in terms of the gentle man's own fear of losing his good 
name, it seems at first that a tragic outcome is possible.
"He did not discern clearly how things were, but he saw 
enough to know that a battle was to be prepared for; a bat­
tle that would destroy his few remaining comforts, and 
bring him with sorrow to the grave" (p. 115). Moreover, 
Trollope cannot avoid disliking those old bedesmen who, 
encouraged by Attorney Finney, oppose Mr. Harding's inter­
ests in the hope of gaining some small portion of money. 
Trollope terms them a "vile cabal" (p. 258).
Ultimately, however, Mr. Harding is seen not as a 
tragic victim but as a man of integrity who has found the 
strength to obey his conscience despite those close to him 
who would make of him a pawn in the chess game of church 
politics (p. 240). Mr. Harding's justification of himself 
is well worth the consequence of the relative poverty to 
which, as the new rector of St. Cuthbert's at Barchester, 
he has to adjust. None of the dire events which have been 
suggested by his opponents come to pass. His daughter happi­
ly marries her beloved, who in the meantime has gained a
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degree of wisdom and regrets the storm which he earlier 
provoked.
It is obvious how basically the conception of Mr. 
Harding is appropriate to his becoming a triumphant rather 
than an unjustly victimized figure. Although he thereby 
avoids tragedy at the center of his novel, Trollope views 
the corollary fate of the old bedesmen and the hospital in 
tragic terms. Near the beginning of the novel Trollope as­
serts that the old men are already as well provided for as 
they can reasonably expect to be; that they only stand to 
lose some of -their present comfort and security as a result 
of the efforts of those who propose that they be given a 
larger portion of the income from Hiram’s legacy. Even 
John Bold, the reformer who first raises the questions which 
stir their hopes, is aware of this possible consequence 
(pp. 40-41). Once Mr. Harding gives up the Wardenship, the 
anticipated evil days befall both the men and the institu­
tion (pp. 263-264).
Involved in the events which lead to the decline of 
Hiram's Hospital is Trollope's thesis that good and evil 
are radically intermixed in this world. This knowledge, 
which Dr. Pessimist Anticant fails to recognize (p. 181), 
is part of the practical wisdom which John Bold gains. Bold 
realizes that his earlier desire to accomplish public good 
had been tinged with a proud desire for power; that, with 
regard to the case of Mr. Harding, the attack upon the mode
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of operation of Hiram's Hospital has been "indiscreet" (p. 
187). This judgment is borne out well by what happens to 
the old men and to the hospital itself, as I have just 
stated* However, there is the additional moral complexity 
that a morally ambiguous action is seen to produce ambigu­
ous results. The misfortune of the aged inmates of the 
hospital coincides with Mr. Harding's final conviction that 
he is acting in accordance with the promptings of his con­
science.
Trollope's distrust of the legal system is also in­
volved in The Warden. Ironically, the appeal to law for 
the purpose of righting the supposed injustices which have 
stemmed from the fact that a legal document as originally 
drawn up did not adequately provide for certain unforeseen 
circumstances, does not result in the realization of great­
er good for the human beings who are most directly involved. 
Those legal minds who consider the controversial matter, as 
well as the journalists and others who prosper by exploit­
ing public controversies of this sort, consider the ques­
tion in abstract terms which do not allow for a genuine con­
sideration of the existent, real conditions. Moreover, to 
Sir Abraham Haphazard., the great legal mind who is retained 
to advise the diocese of Barchester in the pending litiga­
tion concerning the hospital, "the justice of the old men's 
claim or the justice of Mr. Harding's defence were ideas 
that had never presented themselves" (p. 101). Haphazard's
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expert opinion merely shows how the diocese can legally de­
feat the opposition, because of a weakness in its wording 
of the suit (pp. 102, 114). Therefore, in his conception 
of this legal character, Trollope again embodies his old 
suspicion that legal procedures may well serve to maintain 
the reputation of a legal expert more than they serve the 
cause of truth and justice.
In line with Trollope's strategy of attenuation, 
however, Trollope*s thesis as to the fatal intermingling of 
good and evil, his scepticism concerning the law, and the 
tragic final fate of Hiram's hospital, are restrained by 
being kept in the background or at the periphery of the 
novel, leaving the center stage to the non-tragic drama of 
Mr. Harding's triumph of conscience.
Within the context of the rivalry in Barchester be­
tween the High Church party headed by Archdeacon Grantly 
and the Low Church party headed by Bishop Proudie, the in­
terest of Barchester Towers (1857) stems from a series of 
six interrelated plot issues: Who will succeed to the
bishopric after the death of Bishop Grantly? Who will be­
come the Warden of the newly reorganized Hiram's Hospital? 
Will Bishop Proudie succeed in asserting his authority over 
the ascendancy of his domineering wife? That failing, will 
the balance of the Bishop's power be swayed by his wife or 
by the Reverend Slope? Who will become the new Dean of 
Barchester? Who will marry the widowed Eleanor Bold? The
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development of each of these plot issues is lightened by 
Trollope's adoption of a humorous tone and by his use of 
mock-heroic devices.
Although they are never treated with direct serious­
ness, Barchester Towers nevertheless does touch also upon a 
number of serious matters. Trollope's criticism of church­
men for being either excessively idle or excessively com­
mitted to worldly interests and motives, is unmistakable in 
spite of his frequent laughter. There is an incidental re­
flection of the intellectual attempts to reconcile science 
and religion, as represented by the references to the con­
troversies of Whewell and Brewster concerning spiritual 
life and God's power in the stars and over planets other 
than earth (pp. 163-164). There is also reflected in the 
novel the ferment of religious ideas connected with the Ox­
ford Movement and the reaction to it. In this novel the 
Reverend Francis Arabin, who during that movement has gone 
through a "state of ecstatic agony" (p. 171) before turning 
away from Roman Catholicism and back toward Anglicanism, 
also comes to the radically disturbing conclusion that his 
life goals have been seriously invalid from the beginning. 
Such potentially dramatic matters, however, Trollope gives 
in passages of restrained exposition. Also, Trollope lets 
two of his characters superficially consider the problem of 
the conflicts among Christians (pp. 184-185); whereas he 
himself suggests that the biblical interpretations given by
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some young ministers are doubtful (p. 48) and that the cur­
rent schism in the church is not "an unmitigated evil" be­
cause at least it "teaches men to think upon religion" (pp. 
169-170).
Barchester Towers contains, in addition, various 
statements which are anything but complacent. In a short 
authorial intrusion Trollope injects a mild note of cyni­
cism. "We English gentlemen hate the name of a lie; but 
how often do we find public men who believe each other's 
words?" (p. 312). Archdeacon Grantly, in defending his in­
terest in a church sinecure, unwittingly manifests the 
shaky values of an increasingly materialistic age. "If hon­
est men did not squabble for money, in this wicked world of 
ours, the dishonest men would get it all; and I do not see 
that the cause of virtue would be much improved" (p. 119). 
Tom Staple, a minor character, expresses a basic pessimism 
concerning the changes which are taking place. "Everything 
has gone by, I believe. The cigar has been smoked out, and 
we are the ashes.". Staples elaborates upon this striking 
metaphor by explaining, "It is coming to that, that there 
will be no life left anywhere in the country. No one is 
any longer fit to rule himself, or those belonging to him. 
The Government is to find us all in everything, and the 
press is to find the Government" (p. 330) . Like other 
minor characters in Trollope's novels, and like Trollope 
himself in some moods, Tom Staple is deeply concerned about
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the manner in which change threatens the old order of 
things.
Much of the humor of Barchester Towers derives from 
the family of Dr. Vesey Stanhope, although all its members 
are potentially tragic. Heartlessness is the dominant 
family characteristic, Trollope writes. However, this 
heartlessness is obscured "by so great an amount of good 
nature as to make itself but little noticeable to the 
world." Because of this, and because of the manner in 
which each member of the family succeeds in preventing the 
well-being of the other family members, the actions of the 
Stanhopes are somehow transmuted into comic terms (pp. 63- 
64). Thus, one almost fails to realize that Bertie Stan­
hope, in being a moral neutral who is equally devoid of the 
feelings which "actuate" men to do good or evil, would be a 
fit candidate for Milton's Paradise of Fools (p. 405).
Even more tragic, potentially, is the "asperity of the 
maimed beauty" (p. 127), Madeline Stanhope, better known as 
La Signora Madeline Vesey Neroni. Having been unhappily 
married, and maimed as the result of a savage beating given 
her by her husband, it is not too surprising that she 
should make cynical remarks about love and marriage, as 
when she states, "There is no happiness in love, except at 
the end of an English novel" (p. 249) . The Signora has 
been reduced to deriving her pleasure in life from patently 
transparent lies about the noble blood of her husband and
\
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child Julia, and from a cynical exploitation of her great 
sexual attractiveness to men.
It is interesting to notice how Trollope uses animal 
imagery in depicting the Signora's strategems. She is "a 
powerful spider that made wondrous webs, and could in no 
way live without catching flies" (p. 246); and she spits 
her male victims "as a boy does a cockchafer on a cork" (p. 
246). Treated with full seriousness, the Signora would be 
a tragically unfulfilled woman and a genuine threat to the 
conventional morality and respectability of Barchester.
For example, she proclaims to the Reverend Mr. Slope con­
cerning her estranged husband, "In the council chamber of 
my heart I have divorced him. To me that is as good as 
though aged lords had gloated for months over the details 
of his licentious life. I care nothing for what the world 
can say. Will you be as frank? Will you take me to your 
home as your wife? Will you call me Mrs. Slope before 
bishop, dean, and prebendaries?" (p. 255)
However, as he tones down so much else in this novel, 
Trollope chooses to qualify the threat of this apparently 
voracious spider by pointing out that she cannot really de­
vour the victims she traps, (p. 246). Consequently, a char­
acter who might have been among the boldest in Victorian 
fiction performs the merely comic functions of exposing 
male hypocrisy and helping that inexperienced, honest lover, 
Francis Arabin, to win the hand of that most eligible widow,
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Mrs. Eleanor Bold.
Although ordinarily Trollope does not develop so 
many centrally sympathetic characters, in The Three Clerks 
(1858) the clerks Henry Norman, Alaric Tudor, and Charley 
Tudor are each the center of a plot. Henry Norman's be­
loved, Gertrude Woodward, loses her heart to Henry's friend, 
Alaric Tudor. Norman later settles for Gertrude's sister, 
Linda, whereas Charley Tudor finally wins the love of Katie, 
Mrs. Woodward's youngest daughter. Earlier Charley, very 
much in the pattern of Trollope as a young postal clerk in 
London, has given himself up to an irresponsible life of 
light dissipations and indebtedness, toying with the affec­
tions of the crude saloon girl, Norah Geraghty. Eventually, 
of course, he finds himself, escapes the dire fate of an 
undesirable marriage to Norah, marries Katie after saving 
her from drowning during a boating mishap, and becomes a 
writer.
More seriously evil than Charley's early disreputable 
behavior are Alaric's jilting of Linda Woodward in favor of 
her sister Gertrude, and the ruin to which the ambitious 
Alaric Tudor comes through the malignant influence of Un- 
decimus Scott. In each case, Trollope prepares the reader 
to expect such misfortunes. When commenting as to how Mrs.. 
Woodward trusts her daughters and the young callers to­
gether, Trollope notes: "We cannot say that on this matter
we quite approve of her conduct . . . "  (p. 27). He adds
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that the mother gave her daughters advice "perhaps, too 
much as an equal, too little as a parent" (p. 27). Soon 
thereafter he comments that before reaching the age of 
eighteen Linda "perhaps unfortunately, taught herself to 
think it probable that she might have to listen to vows of 
love from Alaric Tudor" (p. 28). Subsequently, as the two 
young men are joking, Alaric comments to Henry (who loves 
Gertrude), ". . . t o  oblige you, I'll fall in love with 
Gertrude" (p. 29). The tragedy for Linda and Henry respec­
tively, until they again find love in one another, is that 
in fact Alaric Tudor does win the love of Gertrude.
Alaric Tudor, whose motto is "Excelsior," thinks se­
cretly that "Education is nothing— mind, mind is everything; 
mind and the will" (p. 78)— to an extent that reminds the 
reader of Iago’s pride of intellect. Alaric‘s friend,
Henry Norman, having recognized his dangerously ambitious 
nature, urges him: "do not allow yourself to believe that
the end justifies the means, because you see that men 
around you act as though they believed so" (p. 7 8). In 
reply to this suggestion that in his eagerness for success 
he might not adequately evaluate the steps he would take 
toward it, Alaric implies that goodness and greatness are 
at best relative concepts: "What is good? David was a man
after God's own heart, and a great man too, and yet he did 
things which, were I to do, I should be too base to live. 
Look at Jacob— how did he achieve the tremendous rights of
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patriarchal primogeniture?" (pp. 79-80). As these friends 
go off to spend the remainder of that evening together, 
Trollope further underscores his foreshadowing of later sad 
events by commenting that they passed it "in concord to­
gether— in concord so soon to be dissolved, and, ahI per­
haps never to be renewed" (p. 80).
Thinking such thoughts as he does, Alaric Tudor is 
ready-made prey' for that needy Scotch gentleman, Undecimus 
Scott, who "could not afford to associate with his fellow- 
men on any other terms than those of making capital of 
them" (p. 90). When during a mine inspection tour Undy 
Scott persuades Tudor to buy mine stocks on credit, a pur­
chase which will later take on the appearance of Alaric's 
having accepted a bribe, Trollope explains such human cul­
pability in terms of the fall of man. Moreover, he points 
out that although one who prays honestly to avoid temptation 
will not be led to where he can hear the devil's voice and 
succumb, Alaric Tudor has "never prayed to be delivered 
from evil. His desire had rather been that he might be led 
into temptation." Thus, Undy Scott is able to use success­
fully a thinly-veiled bait as he "fished for the honesty of 
Alaric Tudor" (pp. 103-104). Eventually, because of the 
bad influence of Scott, Alaric is given a sentence of six 
months in prison for misappropriating funds from the for­
tune of a woman for whom Alaric has had him appointed a 
legal guardian.
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As Alaric Tudor is increasingly initiated into the 
"utilitarian" world of Undecimus Scott, where the appear­
ance of virtue is often valued more than the reality, Trol­
lope hints at a dismaying prevalence of Tudors and Scotts 
in modern British life: "Alas, alas! how is it that in
these days such men become rogues? How is it that we see 
in such frightful instances the impotency of educated men 
to withstand the allurements of wealth?" {p. 354). Trol­
lope's answer is that such men do so through a commitment 
to expediency, and Trollope apparently thinks that the aris­
tocracy of Britain is thus failing in increasing numbers. 
"Every great man, who gains a great end by dishonest means, 
does more to deteriorate his country and lower the standard 
of his countrymen than legions of vulgar thieves, or name­
less unaspiring rogues."
Trollope indicates that Sir Robert Peel is the arche­
type of such culpable great men because he has so promi­
nently taught the lesson "that a man who has before him a 
mighty object may dispense with those old-fashioned rules 
of truth to his neighbours and honesty to his own principles, 
which should guide us in ordinary life" (pp. 355-356).
Though the adverse effects of such expediency are bad 
enough in political affairs, the detrimental policy of ad­
hering to what is expedient gradually contaminates "all the 
'doings of our daily life" (p. 357).
In some curious lines in which Trollope as narrator
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at least shares the point of view of the nearly-ruined 
Alaric, assuming the comments cannot be attributed solely 
to the narrator, Trollope refers to London as a center of the 
gold-lust which is served by that pervasive doctrine of ex­
pediency: "Oh, the city, the weary city, where men go
daily to look for money, but find none; where every heart 
is eaten up by an accursed famishing after gold; where 
dark, gloomy banks come thick on each other, like the black, 
ugly apertures to the realms below in a mining district, 
each of them a separate little pit-mouth into hell" (p. 443).
In an equally curious and somewhat lengthy comment, 
in which he refers to Undy Scott as "the incarnation of 
evil" who brings about misfortunes, tragedies, and "various 
requisite catastrophes" in The Three Clerks, Trollope com­
pares Scott and Dickens' character Bill Sykes as villains. 
Though both men are alike in ruthlessly preferring vicious, 
dishonest ends as being the most expedient ones, Sykes, un­
like Undy, has had no free choice in the matter. "Bill 
could not boast the merit of selecting the course which he 
had run; he had served the Devil, having had, as it were, 
no choice in the matter; he was born and bred and educated 
an evil-doer, and could hardly have deserted from the 
colours of his great Captain, without some spiritual inter­
position to enable him to do so" {pp. 529-530).
Recalling Trollope's sense of the inequities of for­
tune, one finds significance in the fact that here Trollope
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so explicitly associates fortune and evil in a novel which, 
however uneven, is a remarkable anticipation of the bitter 
spirit of The Way We Live Now, generally considered Trol­
lope' s most harshly satiric novel.
That this latter point is not exaggerated may be shown 
by citation of Trollope's remarks, in The Three Clerks, that 
Alaric, though he has begun to be educated by Scott, has 
yet to attain a full appreciation of "the full value of the 
latitude allowed by the genius of the present age to men 
who deal successfully in money. . . .  he did not yet know 
how deep a man may wallow in the mire . . . and yet be re­
ceived an honoured guest by ladies gay and noble lords, if 
only his bag be sufficiently full" (p. 191).
When Trollope deals with such dark things as he does 
in The Three Clerks, his language tends to become increas­
ingly vivid. Some lines from this novel, written at about 
the time that Darwin was consolidating the theory basic to 
The Origin of Species (1859), suggest an animality and ra­
pacious conflict akin to that of some survival of the fit­
test. Alaric Tudor resists an extortion appeal from Cap­
tain Val because "The appetite of such a shark as that, 
when once he has tasted blood, is unappeasable” (p. 424).
An incident of parliamentary opposition is described in 
terms of the violent sport of using bulldogs to draw a 
badger from his hole (pp. 393-394). The flirtatious Clemen­
tina Golightly's manner is related to that of fishes "whose
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amours we may presume to consist in swimming through their 
cool element in close contiguity with each other" (p. 187). 
Linda Woodward, in her early frustration at losing her 
lover to her sister, thinks of "the cruelty of nature's ar­
rangements, which gave all the lovers to her sister" (p. 
162). Mrs. Woodward, commenting upon the competitiveness 
of modern professional life, exclaims: "The world will
soon be like a fishpond, very full of fish, but with very 
little food for them. Every one is scrambling for the 
others' prey, and they will end at last by eating one an­
other" (p. 124). Buried within Trollope's scorn for such 
philanthropists as Lactimel 4nd Ugolina Neverbend, is a 
reference to St. Giles as the section of London "where the 
poor wretched starving Irish dwell. Their utter misery in 
the middle of this rich metropolis is a crying disgrace to 
the Prime Minister" (p. 430). Not animalistic, but vividly 
expressing a sense of disgust, is Trollope's conception of 
Undecimus Scott's probable death: "at last his. wretched
life will ooze out from him in some dark corner, like the 
filthy juice of a decayed fungus which makes hideous the 
hidden wall on which it bursts . . .." (p. 535).
In his autobiography Trollope states that the plot 
for Doctor Thorne (1858) was sketched out for him by his 
brother— this being the only time he thus depended upon 
some external source for a story thread. Trollope not only 
admits that his brother's plot is a good one, but also
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points out that this novel is (at the time he was writing
12his autobiography) his best-selling novel.
Critics have tended to assume that the sensational­
ism of the events basic to this novel's plot can be ex-
13plained m  terms of that borrowing. Certainly the events 
are sensational in their nature. Henry Thorne, the brother 
of Doctor Thorne, seduces Mary Scatcherd, perhaps after 
having drugged her. Roger Scatcherd, a stone-mason who 
holds dangerously radical views, has been a drinking com­
panion of Henry Thorne. However, when he learns that his 
sister is to bear Thorne's bastard child he confronts the 
man and, inflamed with both drink and anger, kills Thorne 
by striking him a blow with the blackthorn stick he car­
ries. Later poor Mary Scatcherd is persuaded to give up 
her child and seek the anonymity of a life in America as 
the wife of a hardware salesman who is willing to ignore 
what has happened. Then Doctor Thorne, the uncle of the 
girl Mary, has her brought up as his niece, the secret of 
her identity remaining generally hidden.
Perhaps the most sensational element of the novel
12An Autobiography, pp. 105-106.
13For example, Sadleir, Trollope, A Commentary, 
p. 380, "savours an outside influence in the very style of 
portraiture; in the queer colloquies of brandy-rotted par­
venu and gin-sipping, submissive clerk; in the strong shad­
ing of the death-bed scene." Booth, Anthony Trollope, 
p. 45, asserts that Sir Roger Scatcherd "brings into Barset- 
shire elements of Victorian sensationalism which are quite 
out of place."
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proper is the alcoholism of Roger Scatcherd and hi's son. 
Also, Trollope's working out of the plot involves improba­
bility to a degree unusual in Trollopian realism. Grown to 
womanhood, Mary Thorne is loved by Frank Gresham. However, 
as heir to a mortgaged estate, it behooves Frank to marry a 
rich wife. As it turns out, however, Mary's uncle Roger 
Scatcherd has not only become a wealthy contractor but has 
been made a baronet. Best of all, though, Mary Thorne is 
probably to become the heiress to the Scatcherd fortune, 
since it is only too obvious that Sir Roger is drinking 
himself to death. Scatcherd1s son, Louis Philippe, who 
succeeds to the estate, follows in his father's footsteps 
in this regard. After having inherited so much money, Mary 
is then considered a fit wife for Frank Gresham of Greshams- 
bury, despite the social defectiveness of her birth. Thus 
nicely are the lovers united and the estate redeemed from 
the mortgage claims that the Scatcherds have held against 
it. Such an outcome is obvious fairly early in the novel, 
although various moral dilemmas faced by Doctor Thorne—  be­
cause of his uncertainty as to how circumstances will turn 
out— provide elements of dramatic tension despite the fore­
seen outcome.
Sir Roger Scatcherd is one of the more vivid charac­
ters in Trollope's earlier novels. Though he has attained 
wealth and a title, his life is to him a friendless, frus­
trating pretense at fulfillment. "I can do nothing that I
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would choose to do; be nothing that I would wish to be I What 
can I do? What can I be? What gratification can I have 
except the brandy bottle?" he cries out in anguish to Doc­
tor Thorne (p. 127). His son, Louis Philippe, is a pale 
copy of his alcoholic father.
There is in Doctor Thorne an incidental reflection of 
Trollope's awareness that the individual's attempts at men­
tal control of the self are related to an involvement in 
changes which, as signs of the times, are not necessarily 
for the better. Trollope notes, "It is the practice of the 
time to treat all pursuits as though they were only half 
important to us, as though in what we desire we were only 
half in earnest. To be visibly eager seems childish, and 
is always bad policy; and men, therefore, nowadays, though 
they strive as hard as ever in the service of ambition—  
harder than ever in that of mammon— usually do so with a 
pleasant smile on, as though after all they were but amus­
ing themselves with the little matter in hand" (pp. 26 8- 
269).
Although such self-interested hypocrisy is not a 
dominant note in the novel, it is further evidenced by 
Trollope's account of the political contest for a seat in 
parliament. The rival candidates in this contest are Mr. 
Moffat and Sir Roger Scatcherd. In effect, this election 
demonstrates "the great doctrine of purity of election as 
practised in English provincial towns" (p. 195), meaning
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that bribery of voters is circumspectly practiced by the 
supporters of both candidates. Trollope suggests that the 
stringent laws against bribery only "enhance the value of 
such very safe" political managers as Mr. Nearthewind {p. 
267) .
Also reflected in this novel is the questionable 
role money plays in subverting old social and moral values. 
It raises men like Sir Roger Scatcherd beyond their natural 
element, placing them in positions of potential influence 
while in reality giving them "nothing but the mere feeling 
of brute power" as qualification for their new positions 
(p. 270). Also, the daughters of the newly wealthy class, 
such as Miss Dunstable, are seen to be widely honored and 
pursued because of their wealth. Miss Dunstable, being en­
tertained at Courcy Castle, is referred to as "mammon, in 
her person . . . receiving worship from the temporalities 
and spiritualities of the land" (p. 190).
The impact of the forces of change, with industriali­
zation shifting the old agrarian balance of power, is fur­
ther exemplified in Doctor Thorne by the depiction of the 
stagnation of the town of Courcy, once a railroad station 
has been established a mile and a half away from it. Where 
once there had been noisy bustle at the Red Lion Inn, there 
remains nothing but "the present death-like silence of its 
green courtyard!" In a fairly lengthy passage of authorial 
intrusion, Trollope invites the lame hostler who "crawls
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about" "feeding on memory" to "Let us know what are thy 
ideas of the inestimable benefits which science has con­
ferred on us in these, our latter days* How dost thou, 
among others, appreciate railways and the power of steam, 
telegraphs, telegrams, and our new expresses? But indif­
ferently, you say." Although Trollope admits that the lame 
hostler's view of things is limited, in that it completely 
discounts the development of the largely-populated indus­
trial and commercial cities such as Liverpool, Manchester, 
Glasgow, and London, he himself sympathizes with the host­
ler's attitudes. He considers himself as, like the hostler, 
something of an anachronism. "There is nothing left for 
thee but to be carted away as rubbish— for thee and for 
many of us in these now prosperous days; oh, my melancholy, 
care-ridden friend!" (pp. 181-184). Thus does Trollope in­
dicate in Doctor Thorne a degree of scepticism concerning 
Victorian progress.
The Bertrams (1859), the novel which follows Doctor 
Thorne, is interesting in the extent to which it contains 
reflections of a darker and more sceptical outlook, in 
terms of the character-plot relationships and in terms of 
incidental comments made by the narrator. Moreover, it 
touches upon both the religious scepticism promoted by the 
Higher Criticism and Trollope's personal scepticism.
The most obviously tragic element in The Bertrams is 
the initial frustration of the love between Caroline Wad-
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dington and George Bertram, which they bring upon them­
selves largely because of their stubborn pride. In marry­
ing for worldly motives rather than love, Caroline Wadding- 
ton anticipates the unhappiness in marriage of Julia Bra- 
bazon in The Claverinqs. Eventually George and Caroline do 
find a lesser, guilt-shadowed happiness in marriage after 
Caroline is freed from her first marriage by the suicide of 
her estranged husband, Sir Henry Harcourt. This circum­
stance is even more gloomy than the alcoholic deaths of Sir 
Roger Scatcherd and his son, which result in the happy end­
ing for the hero and heroine of Doctor Thorne.
Although Trollope as usual insists on the mixed 
moral quality of his characters, he seems unusually empha­
tic about the badness of various characters in The Bertrams. 
Moreover, the values of these characters run markedly 
counter to orthodoxy and conventionality. Sir Lionel Ber­
tram, George's father, is a cynical, hypocritical hedonist 
who "regarded morality in a man to be as thoroughly the pe­
culiar attribute of a clergyman as a black coat, and that 
there could be no reason for other men even to pretend to 
it when there were no women by to be respected and deceived" 
(p. 132). "Expediency was his god, and he had hitherto wor­
shiped it with a successful devotion" (p. 80). Trollope 
quietly injects a hint that Sir Lionel keeps a mistress (p. 
241). Lord Stapledean, who has been just and honest with 
everyone except his wife and children, from whom he is es-
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tranged, is a cynic who distrusts the justice and honesty 
of everyone else "and regarded all men as his enemies— es­
pecially those of his own flesh and blood" (p. 34). The el­
der George Bertram, the miserly and eccentric millionaire, 
Trollope judges to have been a bad man because he has been 
corrupted by his avarice. "The iron of his wealth had en­
tered into his very soul." "Faustus-like, he had sold him­
self to a golden Mephistophiles . . ." (p. 500). Henry 
Harcourt is not only a hypocrite and a materialist, but 
early in his career professes a belief in relativism: "My
doctrine is, that we have no immutable law of right and 
wrong" {p. 2 6). The younger George Bertram, as the main 
hero of the novel, provides a refreshing contrast in that 
he is not obsessed by the pursuit of wealth and refuses to 
compromise his independence and convictions as a means of 
being named his uncle's heir. However, besides his great 
personal conceit he manifests the scepticism of a liberal 
"freethinker" and verges in his writings and conversation 
upon outright infidelity (p. 216). Moreover, when frus­
trated by Caroline's unwillingness to marry on his limited 
income, he gives himself up to the dissipation of "jovial 
days at Richmond or elsewhere" and of "jovial Bacchanalian 
nights in London" {p. 193). Also, Trollope gives as an in­
cidental catalogue of the vices of the old female rips of 
the time— themselves as bad as the Sir Lionel Bertrams— the 
following qualities: "dishonesty in money-dealings, self­
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ishness, coarseness, vanity, absence of religion, and false 
pretenses" (p. 367) .
In the companion plot of The Bertrams Arthur Wilkin­
son is a rather weak character who pities himself as a vic­
tim of fate when he fails to make the first-class list at 
Oxford, though he has failed through his own fault; and who 
afterwards endures an unpleasant delay before marrying 
Adela Gauntlet, partly through the whims of Lord Stapledean, 
who gives him a living on unusual terms which deny him 
the use of most of the income from it; and partly through 
his stupidity in failing to realize that Adela is quite 
willing to share his poverty. Even this plot, which ordi­
narily would be the lighter, attenuative one, is unusually 
care-ridden, although the ultimately happy outcome is fore­
shadowed in the usual Trollopian manner.
Behind the viciousness of the various characters in 
The Bertrams there lurks Trollope's tendency to find a 
general spiritual weakness in the whole culture and age.
On the first page of the novel Trollope makes the point 
that in this "age of humanity" in England, humaneness is 
directed to "the low externals of humanity," whereas "in 
the inner feelings of men to men" it seems to be "an age of 
extremest cruelty" (p. 5). And even those material wants 
are not always adequately provided for in an English society 
in which children can be seen waiting near the site of a 
fashionable picnic, "expectant of scraps" (p. 109). More-
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over, Trollope finds that an "eternal, grasping, solemn 
love of lucre" "pervades our western marts," though they be 
somewhat redeemed by the society, science, and civilization 
(p. 425); and though England is "not as yet, at any rate, a 
nation of shopkeepers," like those other decadent nations 
of history "to whom the buying and selling of bread and 
honey— especially of honey— has been every thing" (p. 2 89). 
And what is to keep England from such a fate? Trollope im­
plies an answer in the following assertion: "But let us hope
that no English people will be such as long as the roads 
are open to Australia, to Canada, and New Zealand" (p. 289).
Still, the pervasive materialism which Trollope 
fears has already begun to encroach upon England. It is 
epitomized by the avaricious old Mr. Bertram as follows: 
"People preach against it [money], and talk against it, and 
write against it, and tell lies against it; but don't you 
see that every body is fighting for it? The parsons all 
abuse it; but did you ever know one who wouldn't go to law 
for his tithes? Did you ever hear of a bishop who didn't 
take his dues?" (p. 468)
Certainly the struggle for money is central to the 
action of The Bertrams. Wealthy women and the fortune of 
old George Bertram are the targets of a variety of charac­
ters. Also, Trollope points out that it is not the innocent 
ignorance of the world, but its indifference, "which en­
ables the avaricious and the unjust to pass scatheless
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through the world" (p. 338). But then even the most admir­
able in this world are not above at least a limited dis­
honesty themselves. Thus, concerning the good Adela Gaunt­
let, Trollope poses the question: "But then, what is the
use of a lady's speech but to conceal her thoughts?" (p.
309). This comment may be intended more as a note of irony 
than cynicism. But certainly a mild cynicism shows through 
Trollope's incidental remark that the human face is "made 
up for deceit," although on occasions like the reading of a 
will no one really succeeds in his attempts at deception 
(p. 510).
The travel-book quality of portions of The Bertrams 
has perhaps been sufficiently noticed already. Still, one 
might well remember that for Trollope such foreign settings 
are "romantic," in spite of the sceptical attitude he takes 
toward Christian shrines and tourist attractions. Somehow, 
it is the less surprising that improbability and violent 
emotion should be in such a book. Thus, George Bertram meets 
in the course of his foreign travels, and falls in love 
with, the Miss Caroline Waddington who is his own rich 
uncle's ward. And it is this same lady who is later called 
by her estranged husband a "Brazen-faced harlot I" because 
she yet cares for George Bertram more than for this man,
Sir Henry Harcourt, she has sold herself to. "Damn him!" Sir 
Henry cries, and one notices that Trollope does not feel it 
necessary to elide the middle letters of the passionate
word (pp. 415-416).
Since Trollope indicates that Castle Richmond (1860) 
might appropriately be subtitled "A Tale of the Famine Year 
in Ireland" (p. 471) , one would naturally expect to find in 
it scenes which, for a Trollope novel, are unusually har­
rowing. The scenes of mothers and children dying from star­
vation, and the depiction of a state of debility and apathy 
which render the sufferer indifferent to the prospect of 
imminent death, meet this expectation. The incident in 
which Owen Fitzgerald throws Aby Mollett bodily from Hap 
House is an element of violence. Also, Trollope details 
quite explicitly the hunting of a fox and "the fate of the 
hunted animal" with "the head and tail severed from the 
carcase" and "the body thrown to the hounds. . . . "  He 
ends this description with the remark that "the dogs had 
ceased to growl over the bloody fragments . . ." (pp. 2 71- 
273).
Moreover, Trollope evinces an awareness of how this 
incident of the fox hunt might serve as a metaphor for the 
pursuit of various characters by fate, though he never 
fully exploits the figure. Trollope notes that the dogs 
had killed the fox "at the very spot on which Aby Mollett 
had fallen" when thrown from Hap House (p. 273) . This as­
sociation of the Molletts and the hunted fox recurs. Law­
yer Prendergast1s legal pursuit of Abraham Mollett1s father 
is seen in terms of the skillful hunter’s pursuit of the
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fox. "A lawyer has always a sort of affection for a 
scoundrel, — such affection as a hunting man has for a fox. 
. . . And the two-legged vermin is adapted for pursuit as 
is the fox with four legs" (p. 421). Mr. Prendergast is 
repeatedly depicted as following the "scent" of old Matthew 
Mollett, as he finds him and then obtains the legal evi­
dence which finally deprives Mollett of the income of a 
blackmailer.
Abraham and Matthew Mollett, of course, deserve 
their ultimate misfortunes. Thpugh neither is sent to 
prison, Trollope suggests that they do not escape "the just 
reward of their rascality," because "the whole life of the 
professional rascal is one long wretched punishment" (p. 
458). Similarly, Lady Desmond, who in her youth sold her­
self into a loveless marriage to an elderly Lord, and who 
later through similar pride and greed is willing to sell 
her daughter Lady Clara to a wealthy, titled husband, fails 
in her hope to win the love which would save her from a 
lonely, unhappy old age.
A more serious question of the relationship between 
moral desert and bad fortune involves the Irish Potato 
Famine. To the extent that Ireland's national ill fortune 
can be identified with the will of God, Trollope's thinking 
on the subject relates to the kind of ambiguity which is 
reflected in his autobiography. Yet Trollope in this novel 
imposes upon the Irish famine an interpretation consistent
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with the British establishment's point of view. The Irish 
middle class, because it had been inadequately educated, 
suffered from a "want of principle." Men of property as­
sumed that they had no duties. Disastrous idleness and ra­
pacity resulted. As a consequence of such false values and 
irresponsibility, an unjust economic system "maintained one 
class of men in what they considered to be the gentility of 
idleness, and another class, the people of the country, in 
the abjectness of poverty" (pp. 69-70).
At such a time, Trollope asserts, it is wrong to "dep­
recate God's wrath by prayers..'1 What is mistaken as an 
exhibition of God's anger is really the manifestation of his 
mercy. In the case of the Irish famine, God destroyed the 
potato as a means of counteracting the bad effects of human 
folly and "shortness of vision." God's wisdom thus suf­
fices where human wisdom has not been "sufficient" (pp. 68- 
69) .
Here again Trollope is saying, as in his autobio­
graphy, that the apparent eyiL of God's action is not evil 
because it leads to later good. Trollope's implication is 
that such misfortunes sent from God are on the one hand 
necessitated by man's folly and guilt, and are on the other 
hand a purifying mercy shown toward man. Yet, it seems 
clear that in terms of the relative responsibility of the 
respective Irish social classes, those peasants who suf- 
fered most from middle class error also suffer most from
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the famine and the subsequent pestilence (p. 70). Trollope 
does not quite resolve this difficulty in his larger view 
of the situation. " . . .  very frightful are the flames as 
they rush through the chambers of the poor, and very fright­
ful was the course of that violent remedy which brought 
Ireland out of its misfortunes" (p. 71). Yet the "poor cot­
ter" has generally "risen from his bed of suffering a bet­
ter man" (p. 70), being now in improved economic circum­
stances. Trollope passes lightly over the fact that in many 
instances such economic betterment has required the peas­
ant's exile and emigration to "some newer— for him better—  
land" (p. 70).
Human guilt and misfortune are also involved in the 
complex circumstances behind the quadrangular love plot in­
volving Lady Desmond, her daughter Lady Clara, and the 
cousins, Owen and Herbert Fitzgerald, who are Clara Des­
mond's rival lovers. As the situation first stands, Lady 
Desmond opposes Owen Fitzgerald as her daughter's husband 
because he is poor and because she herself loves him. Obe­
dient to her mother's wishes, Clara shifts her affections 
to the rich cousin, Herbert Fitzgerald, who is heir to 
Castle Richmond. Later, by a twist of fate, it appears 
that after all Owen is the true heir to Castle Richmond.
The mother is then willing to sacrifice her own love for 
Owen for her daughter's benefit. However, Clara refuses to 
reconsider and remains true to Herbert Fitzgerald, despite
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the appeals of her mother and of Owen, who yet loves her so 
much that the ultimate loss of her sends him away from Hap 
House forever. It is fortunate that Owen refuses to claim 
Castle Richmond, because a further revelation proves that 
Herbert Fitzgerald is the true heir after all. After Owen 
has left, Lady Desmond is bitter toward her daughter for hav­
ing lost Owen for both of them.
As in Doctor Thorne, there is a story behind the 
story. Lady Fitzgerald had been previously married to a
v
man who deserted her. Thinking him to be dead, she married 
Lord Fitzgerald. When the former husband, Matthew Mollett, 
turns up, he cynically extorts money from the aged Lord 
Fitzgerald, who desperately wishes to protect his son Her­
bert's right to the entail and to keep beside him the woman 
he has believed to be his legal wife. When Lawyer Prender­
gast convinces the old man that they must face up to the 
truth, this hard duty precipitates Lord Fitzgerald's death. 
Herbert prepares to give up the estate to his cousin, 
though Owen refuses to accept it, vainly hoping to trade it 
to his cousin for Clara's love.
At first it appears that a genuinely tragic fate has 
befallen the Fitzgeralds of Castle Richmond. Herbert does 
initially see himself as one severely "knocked about by 
circumstances," and "rudely toppled from his high place .
. ." (p. 446). But then Lawyer Prendergast, tipped off by 
a letter from Aby Mollett, discovers that Lady Fitzgerald's 
marriage to Lord Fitzgerald was valid after all, because
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Matthew Mollett has previously been a bigamist as well as 
an extortionist. Thus Herbert is again considered master 
of Castle Richmond, and the rightful fiance of Clara Des­
mond.
In working out this complex plot Trollope chooses to 
surprise the reader. He does not confide in him from the 
first the crucial secrets of Matthew Mollett1s earlier mar­
riages; although the perceptive reader, noting the ambi­
guities in Trollope's account of the manner in which Mrs. 
Talbot was believed to be genuinely widowed, might connect 
this matter with the melancholy which disturbs Lord and 
Lady Fitzgerald near the beginning of the novel (pp. 50-55). 
Later details imply the existence of some reason for the 
Molletts to consider the amount of money to be extorted 
from Sir Thomas (p. 64) and for the younger Mollett to have 
a lustful interest in Sir Thomas's daughter, Emmeline (p.
67). Still later Trollope identifies Mollett Senior as the 
strange man who has come to pay a call to Sir Thomas (p.
84). There is ah indirect questioning as to Sir Thomas's 
wife and son given in a subsequent exchange of dialogue 
between the Molletts (pp. 151—152). However, it is not 
until Aby Mollett's visit to Sir Thomas Fitzgerald (chapter 
XV) that, in his blunt way, he explicitly connects the extor­
tion scheme and the question of the validity of Sir Thomas's 
marriage to the supposed widow (pp. 172-173). The later 
revelation that Mollett himself was never validly married
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to Lady Fitzgerald— the possibility of this being the fact 
— is made known to the reader only when the contents of Aby 
Mollett's letter are made known (pp. 419-420). Although 
the remaining brief portion of the book becomes then an 
anticlimax, the first announcement of this new reality 
takes the reader by surprise.
The weaknesses of Castle Richmond, despite its po­
tentially exciting romantic plot, can partly be explained as 
follows. By not fully confiding in his reader, Trollope 
prevents him from forming definite expectations as to the 
ultimate plot outcomes. Also, because Trollope makes both 
rival lovers of his heroine somewhat sympathetic, the read­
er is uncertain as to which hero really deserves the cen­
tral importance of becoming Clara Desmond's husband. More­
over, Clara's change of heart from Owen to Herbert is some­
thing less than convincing.
In Castle Richmond there are a few small hints of 
Trollope's tendencies toward heterodoxy. He rejects the 
conception of a God of wrath, and also the practice of de­
precating God's wrath through prayers (p. 68)— not, perhaps, 
with complete consistency. Towards the end of the novel 
Trollope asserts in cryptical interruption of himself: "A
time may perhaps come when even - - -. But stop!— or I may 
chance to tread on the corns of orthodoxy." Judging from 
the context, one may guess that he had been on the brink of 
suggesting that even the dev,j.l might turn over a new leaf,
<
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as Mr. Mollett has at last done (p. 432).
In a previous chapter Framley Parsonage (1861) has 
been discussed at some length as an example of how Trollope 
conducts his comic plots within matrices of probability 
which derive from the alloyed natures of the characters in­
volved. Lucy Robarts overcomes her own pride and the un­
reasonable objections of Lady Lufton and consequently is 
able to marry Lord Lufton. Their problem is really only 
one of moving from unreason to reason concerning the issue.
In a subordinate plot the Reverend Mark Robarts is 
seen as a worldly clergyman who comes to grief because he 
has been infected with the desire for wealth and influence; 
although, as Trollope states, "there is nothing viler than 
the desire to know great people— people of great rank, I 
should say; nothing worse than the hunting of titles and 
worshipping of wealth." He adds, however, a question as to 
how many would, when personally tempted, act in accordance 
with this conviction (p. 30). Also, he finds that those 
women who enter into loveless marriages because of similar 
motives are almost as bad (p. 202).
Such temptations are among the ways in which the old 
moral-social values can be seen giving way to the material­
ism of a utilitarian age. This pursuit of wealth is exempli­
fied by the progressive disforestation of the Chase of 
Chaldicotes, which is, for the most part, Crown property. 
"People still come from afar to see the oaks of Chaldicotes,
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and to hear their feet rustle among the thick autumn leaves. 
But they will soon come no longer. The giants of past ages 
are to give way to wheat and turnips; a ruthless Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, disregarding old associations and rural 
beauty, requires money returns from the lands; and the Chase 
of Chaldicotes is to vanish from the earth's surface" (p. 19).
In these materialistic times there flourish parasi­
tic types such as Mr. Nathaniel Sowerby. "Such companions 
are very dangerous. There is no cholera, no yellow-fever, 
no smallpox, more contagious than debt. If one lives habi­
tually among embarrassed men, one catches it to a certainty.
No one had injured the community in this way more fatally 
than Mr. Sowerby" (p. 32). Sowerby has involved Lord Luf­
ton in gambling debts. Playing upon Mark Robarts1 desire 
to enter the company of the great men of the Duke of Omni­
um's circle, Sowerby causes Robarts to give his name as 
security for a bill of credit. Robarts not only becomes 
increasingly involved in the schemes of Sowerby, but in 
turn becomes involved with the less genial men who buy up 
such debts as a means of speculation. Trollope represents 
the entrapped minister's anguish as follows: "In what a
slough of despond had he come to wallow in consequence of 
his folly on that night at Gatherum Castle 1 . . .  He had 
become unconsciously connected with the lowest dregs of man­
kind, and would have to see his name mingled with theirs in 
the daily newspapers" (p. 321). As Trollope sums it up,
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Mark Robarts' mistake had been his thinking that he could 
touch pitch without becoming defiled by it (p. 408).
In spite of the relative lightness of the main plot 
of this novel, it contains ample evidence as to the pitch 
in English life which is anxious to be touched. And if such 
a rogue as Mr. Sowerby is to be mildly pitied because he is 
somewhat repentant over his own wrong-doings, and yet knows 
well "what changes gentlehood would have demanded from him," 
his link with gentlehood is exactly the thing which makes 
him so dangerous to gentlemen. Because he can pass as a 
genial companion of men in leading social and political 
circles (p. 262), he has superior opportunities for practic­
ing his devices at the expense of gentlemen. As Lord Luf­
ton sizes Mr. Sowerby up, "He is always looking for money;
I believe that in all his hours of most friendly inter­
course . . .  he is still thinking how he can make use of 
you to tide him over some difficulty. He . . . has become 
so clever in his line of life that if you or I were with 
him again tomorrow he would again get the better of us. He 
is a man that must be absolutely avoided . . . "  (p. 430).
Mrs. Harold Smith is the sister of this Nathaniel 
Sowerby and also the wife of the new Lord Betty Bag, through 
whose patronage Mark Robarts is given the sinecure of a 
prebendal stall, an instance of patronage which is later 
blasted by that journalistic Nemesis, Mr. Tom Towers of The 
Jupiter. Being thus related to Sowerby and Smith, Mrs.
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Harold Smith understandably speaks with authority on the 
subject of truth as people of her day regard truth: "We
are so used to a leaven of falsehood in all we hear and 
say, nowadays, that nothing is more likely to deceive us 
than the absolute truth. If a shopkeeper told me that his 
wares were simply middling, of course, I should think that 
they were not worth a farthing" (p. 234).
The central character of Orley Farm (1862) is Lady 
Mason, the tragic heroine who is both forger and perjurer, 
and who in attempting to provide for her son by illegal 
means brings disgrace upon him and upon herself. Although 
the subplots, as usual, are used to dissipate the impetus 
of the main plot, Orley Farm is one of Trollope's better- 
plotted novels because of the extent to which the actions 
of minor characters are linked to the events involving Lady 
Mason.
As Bradford Booth notes, Orley Farm appeared at the
time that the sensation novel was predominant, in the same
year that Lady Audley1s Secret, an exemplar of the type,
14appeared. In his autobiography Trollope not~~only expres­
ses an opinion that the good novel must be both sensational 
and realistic "in the highest degree"; but he also calls 
attention to some typically charming scenes from such good 
1 sensational" novels: that "of Rebecca in the castle with
14Booth, Anthony Trollope, p. 193.
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Ivanhoe; of Burley in the cave with Morton; of the mad lady
tearing the veil of the expectant bride, in Jane Eyre; of
Lady Castlewood as, in her indignation, she explains to the
Duke of Hamilton Henry Esmond's right to be present at the
marriage of his Grace with Beatrix. . . . "  To this list,
Trollope adds the scene from Orley Farm in which Lady Mason
15confesses her guilt at the feet of Sir Peregrine Orme.
Trollope's citation of this scene as sensational re­
minds one that even the sensational incidents in his works 
seem somewhat tame when compared to similar scenes from 
novels by Scott, Bronte, and Thackeray. Nevertheless, one 
can notice that Trollope in his choice of central heroine 
has abandoned his conservative policy of de-emphasizing the 
evil that may be done by those who occupy a place in the 
higher levels of society. Not only has Lady Mason committed 
the crimes of forgery and perjury, but she nearly brings 
disgrace upon that fine old English baronet, Sir Peregrine 
Orme, by the marriage he insists upon. Furthermore, the 
enemy of Lady Mason, the man she has cheated and who de­
sires that she be tried a second time, is the son of her 
deceased husband and the half-brother of her son. Though 
Joseph Mason has justification for his legal action against 
Lady Mason, his motivation is strongly tainted by an irra­
tional desire for revenge. Harsh, inflexible, and unfor­
~^An Autobiography, pp. 206-207.
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giving, like Shylock he desires "to have his pound of flesh 
in all cases" (I, 63, 234). His desire for revenge is 
served by the less justifiable vengeance of the attorney 
Samuel Dockwrath, who resents losing the lease of Orley 
Farm land which Lucius Mason devotes to experimental farm­
ing.
Also, evidence of the extent to which Trollope iden­
tifies the unpleasant with the sensational is found in the 
number of characters in this novel who experience some mis­
fortune. Though she is given a verdict of innocent when 
tried for perjury, Lady Mason ends up as a discredited exile 
living abroad on a small bank account. Because her son 
Lucius feels compelled to restore Orley Farm to Joseph 
Mason, he loses the hand of his beloved, Sophia Furnival. 
Somewhat alienated from his mother, and having neither a 
fortune nor a profession, he goes to Australia to seek his 
living. Peregrine Orme, the young heir to Sir Peregrine, is 
also disappointed in his love for Madeline Staveley. Sir 
Peregrine himself, as the result of his unrequited love for 
the disgraced Lady Mason, loses his zest for life and sinks 
into a sad, enfeebled old age. Samuel Dockwrath and Joseph 
Mason engage in litigation which consumes much of the value 
of Orley Farm and leaves Dockwrath a ruined man. When 
forced by circumstances to leave his business and place of 
residence at Hamworth, Dockwrath leaves behind him the wife 
who is, at least, better off at being separated from such a
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husband. Moreover, these instances of unfortunate plot 
outcome are no longer consistently determined by the prin­
ciple of poetic justice. Although Lady Mason, Joseph Mason, 
and Dockwrath bring misery upon themselves, Lucius Mason, 
the two Peregrine Ormes, and Miriam Dockwrath are mainly 
victims of adverse circumstances.
The handling of suspense in Orley Farm is also de­
serving of attention. Though from the beginning of the 
novel Trollope offers ambiguous details which later support 
the fact of hidden guilt as an explanation of Lady Mason's 
behavior, there is no explicit revelation of her guilt un­
til the scene in which she confesses to Sir Peregrine Orme, 
near the beginning of volume II. Thus, one may somewhat 
discount Trollope's disclaimer that he intended no surprise 
to the reader, lest it result in some revulsion of feeling 
against the character (II, 42). Had he not intended at 
least a certain tension of interest for the reader, Trol­
lope might readily have employed his usual device of making 
the reader a confidant from the first. Moreover, later in 
the novel Trollope carefully exploits the subordinate sus­
pense which depends upon the disparate awareness of Lucius 
Mason and the younger Peregrine Orme as to Lady Mason's g 
guilt. Suspense as to the outcome of Lady Mason's trial is 
also developed, the matter being particularly uncertain to 
the reader, despite some anticipatory details, because the 
trial results in a miscarriage of justice.
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Trollope's awareness of sceptical and pessimistic 
tendencies is also reflected in this novel. At Oxford 
Felix Graham had made himself "notorious by certain ideas 
on religious subjects which were not popular at the Univer­
sity" (I, 175). Mr. Moulder, a pig out of the sty of Epi­
curus, denies a proper Christian fear of death in almost 
the same breath that he requests that the brandy be handed 
to him. His conception of life includes dutiful service to 
his employers and simultaneously devoted enjoyment of the 
pleasures of this life, usually to excess, with no belief 
in or concern for eternity (I, 245-246). In reference to 
young Peregrine Orme Trollope expresses his fear lest "in 
this hurrying and competitive age" such young aristocrats 
as Orme "can be saved from being absolutely trampled in the 
dust before they are able to do a little trampling on their 
own account" (I, 31). Trollope also suggests that the days 
are "no doubt coming, when 'detur digniori' shall be the 
rule of succession to all titles, honours, and privileges 
whatsoever" (I, 31). Lady Mason at one point expresses a 
disbelief in the story of the conversion of the good thief 
on the cross, thinking despondently that she herself is be­
yond repentance (II, 307). Trollope hints at a crucial 
misfortune as being basic to the motivation of her guilt. 
Before she had married Lord Mason, "a fall" had come upon 
her prosperous parents, "as a fall does come very often to 
our excellent commercial representatives" (I, 13).
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There glimmers within this novel, too, a sense of 
the relativity of moral values. Mrs. Orme asserts that God 
has been very good to her by not placing temptation to 
great faults in her way (II, 306). Sir Peregrine, reflect­
ing upon Lady Mason's guilt, asks, "Are we not all sinners?" 
He continues: "And can I say because she did one startling 
thing that the total of her sin is greater than mine? Was 
I ever tempted as she was tempted? Was my youth made danger-: 
ous for me as was hers? And then she did nothing for her­
self; she did it all for another" (II, 396-397). Not only
do these characters suggest that Lady Mason's culpability 
is proportionate to the circumstances of her temptation, 
but she is regarded as less evil in that the unjustifiable 
means she had taken were toward a basically good end. Also, 
her confession of guilt to Sir Peregrine is prompted by the 
fact that he is resolutely proposing a marriage to her 
which would inevitably bring disgrace upon him. The law­
yers on both sides of the case agree concerning Lady Mason 
that "though the woman had deserved the punishment which 
had come upon her, her character was one which might have 
graced a better destiny" (II, 387-388).
At the same time, those characters who are ostensi­
bly righteous in comparison to Lady Mason actually have
blacker hearts. There is no question as to the non- 
Christian spirits of both Samuel Dockwrath and Joseph Mason. 
Even Lucius Mason, the son for whose benefit Lady Mason has
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committed her crimes, seems spiritually inferior to his 
mother. Thus, with reference to his stern manner towards 
her, once he knows her guilt, Trollope observes, "Of all 
the virtues with which man can endow himself surely none 
other is so odious as that justice which can teach itself to 
look down upon mercy almost as a vice!" (II, 357)
Trollope, however, feels concerned as narrator that 
he may owe his readers an apology in asking "their sympathy 
for a woman who had so sinned as to have placed her beyond 
the general sympathy of the world at large. If so, I ten­
der my apology, and perhaps feel that I should confess a 
fault." He explains, however, "that sympathy has grown 
upon myself till I have learned to forgive her, and to feel 
that I too could have regarded her as a friend" (II, 404). 
Bradford Booth accepts Trollope's statement that his atti­
tude toward his character has changed in the course of the 
X 6narrative. It seems entirely possible that Trollope's 
statement is meant to disarm criticism, more than it is 
meant as an admission of inconsistency in the character con­
ception. As I have just noted, there is basic to the en­
tire novel a relative complexity of moral vision which 
transcends the principle of poetic justice. It is the com­
plexity of moral vision which harks back to Trollope's 
sceptical outlook.
Anthony Trollope, p. 195.
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Also basic to Orley Farm, and no less derived from 
that scepticism, is Trollope's criticism of the British 
legal system. Trollope's basic criticism is that this sys­
tem, because of the human agents who implement it as well 
as the force of legal tradition and practice, is fallible 
as a means of arriving at the truth. Mr. Furnival, who 
makes a crucially eloquent speech in defense of Lady Mason's 
innocence— being all the while convinced of her guilt— is 
to Trollope, as are also those Old Bailey specialists Aram 
and Chaffanbrass, a special kind of hypocrite. "Any cause 
was sound to him when once he had been feed for its support, 
and he carried in his countenance his assurance of this 
soundness, — and the assurance of unsoundness in the cause 
of his opponent" (I, 98). Felix Graham, whose conscience 
is tested when he assists Furnival, Aram and Chaffanbrass 
in the legal defense of Lady Mason, early in the novel ex­
presses Trollope's basic sense of the British legal sys­
tem's deficiencies:
'What I do mean is this, that from our love of 
precedent and ceremony and old usages, we have re­
tained a system which contains many of the barbari­
ties of the feudal times, and also many of its lies.
We try our culprit as we did in the old days of the 
ordeal. If luck will carry him through the hot 
ploughshares, we let him escape though we know him 
to be guilty. We give him the advantage of every 
technicality, and teach him to lie in his own de­
fence, if nature has not sufficiently so taught him 
already.1 (I, 178)
Graham's reference to luck carrying a culprit through a
trial is interesting, because Lady Mason's fate in court is
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just the opposite of the legal fate which befell Thady 
Macdermot.
Felix Graham sums up the proper duty of a lawyer as 
follows: "Let every lawyer go into court with a mind re­
solved to make conspicuous to the light of day that which 
seems to him to be the truth. A lawyer who does not do 
that— who does the reverse of that, has in my mind under­
taken work which is unfit for a gentleman and impossible 
for an honest man" (I, 179).
Graham's remarks prepare for the handling of Lady 
Mason's trial and outcome. Though she is undoubtedly guil­
ty, and though the lawyers who defend her are generally con­
vinced of her guilt, through the exploitation of Old Bailey 
legal expertise she is found innocent by the jury. More­
over, the point which is expressed through the mouth of 
Felix Graham is borne out by the novel generally. There 
can be little doubt that it represents Trollope's personal 
and non-complacent point of view. Thus, when referring to 
the unfailing skill with which Mr. Chaffanbrass functions 
in court, Trollope is reminded of an Irish assassin he had 
known and compares Chaffanbrass's virtue to that of "the 
hired bravo who goes through with truth and courage the 
task which he has undertaken" (II, 359).
The points noted concerning the Trollope novels pub­
lished between 1847 and 1862 are quite miscellaneous, and 
do not, as was earlier stated, comprise complete discussions
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of the respective books. Nevertheless, certain generaliza­
tions can be made on the basis of the points just presented. 
A pattern of vision and attenuative rendering of vision 
emerges.
One notices a pattern of development according to 
which Anthony Trollope, beginning with his second novel, 
moves toward the achievement of that fictive landscape 
known as Barsetshire. However, there is no simple movement 
in that direction. Trollope does not develop the devices 
which are most appropriate to the lighter reality of Bar­
setshire and then simply remain peacefully within its 
boundaries when writing his novels. Rather, there is a 
more complex pattern of repeated alternation between what 
one may roughly classify as Trollope's realistic and ro­
mantic, or light and dark novels. Thus, just as The Kellys 
and the O'Kellys follows The Macdermots of Ballycloran, so 
later La Vendee follows The Kellys, The Three Clerks fol- 
lows The Warden and Barchester Towers, The Bertrams and 
Castle Richmond follow Doctor Thorne, and finally Framley 
Parsonage precedes Orley Farm. Throughout this sequence of 
novels the alloy of light and dark elements varies consider­
ably. Nevertheless, it seems as if Trollope, though he 
early finds the way to Barchester, keeps turning back in 
the direction of darker fictive territories.
Moreover, this pattern of alternation continues to 
some extent beyond the completion of Trollope's series of
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Barchester novels. Thus, Rachel Ray is followed by The 
Small House at Allinqton; and Nina Balatka, in which Trol­
lope deliberately aims at romance, precedes The Last Chroni­
cle of Barset, which in turn is followed by The Claverings 
and Linda Tressel. Even so late as 1882 Trollope returns 
to Barchester and the Barsetshire lightness for his Christ­
mas novelette, The Two Heroines of Plumplington.
Thus, it seems clear that Trollope, just as he uses 
lighter plots to counterbalance the gravity of the serious 
plots in the same novels, also tends within the context of 
all his novels to balance the relatively dark depictions 
with the relatively light ones, thus trying to do some 
justice to both aspects of his alloyed vision.
But even when they are merely peripheral and back­
ground elements, the dark matters do get some attention in 
every novel. In fact, one perceives that although Trollope 
claimed to look to the future for the elimination of grave 
inequities of fortune, in the novels he published between 
1847 and 1862 he seems repeatedly concerned about the signs 
that current changes are not necessarily for the better. 
These novels are quietly redolent of Trollope's fear of a 
blighting materialism. Between 1847 and 1862 Trollope 
shows a continuing interest in variously materialistic 
moral-philosophical types. And once they are brought to 
the center stage of critical attention, a large if rela­
tively under-developed gallery of avaricious rogues, oppor­
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tunists, hedonists, parasites, cynics, hypocrites, drunk­
ards, sceptics, relativists, pessimists, misanthropes, and 
adherents of expediency make clear their creator's aware­
ness of serious cancer spots in the society and culture of 
his time*
Of course, the manipulative devices he uses helps 
Trollope to play down the full extent of his personal pes­
simism concerning the England of his day* Also, one parti­
cular way in which Trollope performs the role of writer as 
virtuous hypocrite in order to undergird popular affirma­
tion of the status quo is to imply, by his choice of novel- 
istic settings, that the most starkly evil events occur 
mainly outside the boundaries of England. Thus, three of 
the novels in which darkest events occur are set in Ireland. 
Likewise, the terrors of a civil war depicted in La Vendee 
would not be expected to take place in England as in 
France. Also, two of Trollope's potentially most disrup­
tive characters are associated with foreign settings. That 
sexually disturbing woman, La Signora Neroni, has come back 
to England after having been corrupted by Italian influ­
ences. Undecimus Scott, that cool villain, is after all 
not a proper Englishman but a Scotsman. However, avowedly 
evil Englishmen, such as Matthew and Abraham Mollett, find 
their best opportunities in a foreign setting. Also, some 
of the more disreputable minor characters in The Bertrams 
are members of the international set.
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In such novels Trollope is generally readier to ig­
nore his theoretical rejections of mystery, plot suspense, 
adverse fortune, passion, violence, stark evil, poetic ef­
fects, and improbability— though he never gets completely 
away from using the basic devices of his controlling narra­
tive method and style. In fact, it is by means of those 
devices that he de-emphasizes the shadows which fall, more 
often than one might realize, across Barsetshire itself.
When the Barchester novels are considered as being 
among the lighter novels which alternate with the darker 
ones, it becomes clear that Trollope's supposedly new com­
mitment to sensationalism with the writing of Orley Farm 
is anticipated in various ways in at least half of his 
earlier novels. Moreover, the novels published up to 1862 
clearly look forward to the romahtic darkness and unpleas­
ant situations in Nina Balatka, The Claverings, Linda 
Tressel, The Golden Lion of Granp^re, Harry Heathcote of 
Gangoil, An Eye for An Eye, and John Caldigate, among Trol­
lope's subsequently published novels.
One must grant that from 1847 to 1862 Trollope gives 
little developed expression to the religious and intellec­
tual difficulties which troubled the minds of his contempo­
raries. However, one must still admit, in recognition of 
Anthony Trollope's basic dissatisfactions with the church, 
the government, the law, politics, commerce, and the social 
class structure, that the creator of Barchester was far
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from being a complacent Victorian. Thus it is also not 
surprising if after 1862, in response to changing popular 
and.critical tastes, he should give newly emphatic expres­
sion to the darker facts that he has known from the begin­
ning.
CHAPTER VIII
THE ROAD BEYOND BARCHESTER: THE PATTERN OF ANTHONY
TROLLOPE'S CONVERGING VISIONS, 1862-1882
Michael Sadleir finds that Trollope's Irish experi­
ences had upon him a "queer contradictory effect"— "an ef­
fect half stimulating and half deadening, a bringing alive 
and forthwith a strangulation." Obviously Sadleir is 
troubled by the dark conditions and events depicted in the 
Trollope novels set in Ireland. "Ireland . . . came near by 
her insane absorption in her own wrongs and thwarted hopes 
to choke the very genius that she had vitalised." Conse­
quently, "Ireland produced the man; but it was left to 
England to inspire the novelist."'*'
Sadleir conceives of The Warden (1855) as "the first
Trollopian novel." Thus, the two earlier Irish novels, The
Macdermots of Ballycloran and The Kellys and the O'Kellys,
are "the products of an wholly different mental attitude
alike to life and to authorship." From this point of view
Sadleir considers Trollope's first novel to have been
2merely a false start.
1 2 Trollope, A Commentary, p. 136. Ibid., p. 144.
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As I have indicated in the preceding chapter, it is 
reasonable to believe that Trollope's first novel represents 
a promising and honest attempt to express the pessimism and 
iconoclasm which derive from one of Trollope's basic moods. 
In his second novel, although he begins with a plot that is 
potentially tragic, Trollope uses the attenuative devices 
he is to rely upon throughout his career when composing his 
lighter novels. Certainly Hugh Walpole is correct in find­
ing that in Trollope's second novel "at least every side of
3the later full development of Trollope's art may be found." 
Thus, Trollope's first two Irish novels actually set the 
pattern of alternation for his later works.
After all, what Sadleir fails to realize is that 
both aspects of Trollope's divided nature were influenced by 
his Irish experiences. Trollope, we have seen, is person­
ally torn between divergent outlooks of complacency and 
scepticism, between a pose of success and a fatalistic fear 
of bad fortune. One who realizes this is enabled to see 
that Trollope's fiction represents a counterbalancing of 
the dark and light aspects of his dual vision. Thus, where 
Sadleir finds that the "Trollopian" quality results from a 
completely new approach to both life and writing, one may 
find that the new attitude toward writing is instead one of 
the development and use of techniques which give the illu-
3Walpole, Anthony Trollope, p. 25.
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sion of a new view of life by serving to suppress the old 
one.
The fact is that Trollope knew the universality of 
misfortune. He knew only too well that conditions in Eng­
land as in Ireland might be, for those who suffer misfor­
tune, quite desperate. At least since the early days of 
his own family's tragic decline he possessed this knowledge, 
together with a special sensitivity toward disaster. How­
ever, his initial policy was often one of suppressing this 
awareness. Therefore, it is not surprising if some of the 
best evidence of that dark, fate-ridden outlook only appears 
in print in An Autobiography (18 83) , published after Trol­
lope's death. This work makes plain the fact that Trollope 
was personally troubled in his closing years, as in his 
earlier ones. In that work, too, he evinces his awareness 
that human nature is capable of great evil. "There are 
Jack Sheppards other than those who break into houses and
out of prisons, — Macheaths, who deserve the gallows more
4than Gay's hero."
Just because Trollope so often suppressed his sense 
of the dark things in English life, it is important for one 
who would understand the continuity of his work to recog­
nize that they were for him a lifelong concern. Toward the 
conclusion of North America (1862), writing in praise of
4Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 2 01.
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America and Americans, Trollope shows his pessimistic recog­
nition of the limitations of English institutions and the 
abject misfortune of many of his fellow countrymen. He 
notes that America affords "rights and privileges which we 
could not give; — which as an old country we probably can 
never give." He explains the apparently vain assertive­
ness of Americans in terms of their self-conscious confi­
dence in the "good things" which Americans enjoy. "Men and 
women do not beg in the States; — they do not offend you 
with tattered rags; they do not complain to heaven of star­
vation; they do not crouch to the ground for halfpence. If
poor, they are not abject in their poverty. They read and
5write. They walk like human beings made in God's form."
In a letter written in January, 1873, after a stay 
of almost nineteen months in Australia and New Zealand, 
Trollope again evinces his recognition of great social 
evils in England. He remarks that in Australia and New Zea­
land he has seen "quite a new life, — and, as I think, a 
very much better life than we have here. There a man who 
will work has enough of all that he wants—  The horror of 
this country is that let men work as they will there is not 
and cannot be enough for them all. A man who is not pro­
perly fed cannot be a man fit either for God's work or for 
man's work. But this is a subject infinitely too big for a
5 Trollope, North America, pp. 527-528.
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letter."^
Trollope not only had a continuing sense of the 
reality of poverty and its ill effects as a widespread phe­
nomenon, but he also remained aware that such poverty is part 
of the misery which befalls the victims of that adverse fate 
which does not necessarily respect individual merit. Thus, 
in Orley Farm (1862) Trollope comments as follows upon the 
financial ruin of Lady Mason's parents: "But a fall had
come upon them, — as a fall does come very often to our ex-
7cellent commercial representatives. . . . "
Looking back through a series of Trollope novels al­
ready considered, one finds that behind the facade of com­
placency Trollope's basic pessimism concerning England's 
future appears to increase. As early as The Three Clerks 
(1858) Trollope adumbrates a vision of an English culture 
which is being undermined by an increasingly pervasive lust 
for wealth and the power attendant upon wealth— a lust 
which is served by the doctrine of expediency. In The 
Bertrams (1859) Trollope notes that England is not yet "a 
nation of shopkeepers"; that the English are not yet so 
sensual that they have become a "people deadened, whose 
souls were ever sleeping, whose mouths only and gastric
gBooth, Letters, p. 301.
7Trollope, Orley Farm, I, 13.
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oorgans attested that life was in them." Although this is
not yet the case, there is a danger that it may come about,
because an "eternal, grasping, solemn love of lucre" "per-
9vades our western marts. . . . "  If such a decadence becomes 
imminent, it may be that only emigration to Australia,
Canada, and New Zealand will offset the decline.^ Trol­
lope believes that colonial emigration affords opportuni­
ties for the exile to lead a healthy, vigorous, honest ex­
istence ; as well, perhaps, as a means whereby the poor may 
escape the rapacity of those "rich and thriving people, 
with large mouths and copious bellies, wanting merely the 
salt of life,"^^ who in their depravity prey upon the poor 
and the unfortunate.
As I have noted, by 1873 Trollope considers life in 
such places as Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and North 
America better and more fortunate than life in his native 
England. The corollary of this belief is the opinion that 
emigration has become, indeed, the only basis of hope for 
many Englishmen. To such a state has Victorian progress 
brought England. By 1873, then, Trollope is putting con­
temporary conditions in England almost on a par with those 
in that dark Ireland which, in the 1840's, had been beset
oTrollope, The Bertrams, p. 2 89.
9 10Ibid., p . 425. Ibid., p . 289.
1;LLo c . cit.
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with plague and pestilence. As he comments incidentally in
Castle Richmond (1860), some Irishmen had again prospered
12only after emigrating to a newer, better land. Now Trol­
lope sees a similar prospect as the only basis of hope for 
many of his countrymen. What other escape can there be for 
those beggars, alluded to in Mr. Scarborough1s Family (1883), 
who pick up from the London streets the rice thrown at 
weddings?^
Reflection upon the economic inequities of the time 
usually led Anthony Trollope toward religious scepticism. 
Since Trollope was always careful about expressing such 
dark thoughts, the fact that one can notice an increasing 
Trollopian frankness on this subject is important. Various 
minor rejections of conventional Christian concepts or 
practices, such as the idea of punishment by hellfire and 
the custom of grace before public dinners, are scattered 
throughout Trollope's early novels. In these novels there 
are characters who, like George Bertram, reject orthodox 
doctrines or who, like Harry Clavering, consciously avoid 
thinking of doctrinal matters, lest a shaken faith fade 
away. There are other characters, such as Samuel Dockwrath 
or George Bertram's father, who either make no pretense of 
being Christian or who hypocritically adhere to respectabi-
12Trollope, Castle Richmond, p. 70.
13Trollope, Mr. Scarborough1s Family, p. 576.
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lity for the sake of expediency. In later books characters 
like John Scarborough and John Neverbend, who openly reject 
Christian doctrines and values, are at the center of their 
respective novels.
Whereas in Barchester Towers (1857) Trollope finds 
that "moderate schism" in the Church of England has the
beneficial effect of teaching men to think deeply about re-
14ligion, he later makes plain that not all of his own 
thinking on religion tends toward orthodoxy. As early as 
Framley Parsonage (1861) he attributes to the devil's bid­
ding the tendency to console oneself for personal unhappi­
ness "with the conviction that eternity would make equal 
that which life in this world had made so unequal; the last 
bait that with which the devil angles after those who are 
struggling to elude his rod and line.""^ Such consolation 
denied, the prospect of some future paradisal transforma­
tion of earth's present injustices can seem scarcely con­
soling to the victim of present bad fortune who sees no way 
out of his predicament. By 1873 Trollope is suggesting 
that one may avoid damnation simply by not believing in 
i t . ^  At other times, he seems equally doubtful about 
heaven. In his book on Thackeray (1879) Trollope refers
14Trollope, Barchester Towers, pp. 169-170.
15Trollope, Framley Parsonage, p. 142.
■^Booth, Letters, p. 311.
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(perhaps with calculated ambiguity) to "the doubtful promise
of a heaven" which would alleviate the sadness basic to
existence, and also observes incidentally, "We cannot rest
17on religion merely by saying that we will do so." The
phrase "doubtful promise of a heaven" echoes the reference
to "doubtful hopes of Heaven's mercy" which Trollope uses
18in regard to the hero of his first novel (1847). It 
would seem that the rationalizations upon which Trollope 
bases his shaky optimism are subject to being overwhelmed 
by the dark emotions attendant upon his realization that in 
some instances God can treat, or allow life to treat, His 
creatures unjustly. Having dismissed the idea of Heaven, 
Trollope is left no means of bridging the gap between the 
short and the long run of existence. Perhaps there is no 
God, Heaven, and Hell— only a fearful universe run by blind 
Necessity! By 1879 Trollope admits that he has shared at 
least some of the "creeping doubts" of the last forty years 
and moreover welcomes such doubts as tending toward good.
As Trollope puts the matter tactfully when declining to 
write a book for the Society for the Propagation of Chris­
tian Knowledge, "however near our boats may be," he is not 
in the same boat with the orthodox Christians who belong to
17Trollope, Thackeray, pp. 135-136.
18Trollope, The Macdermots of Ballycloran, p. 616.
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19such societies. At best Trollope is like his character
Mr. Quickenham, who is torn between the desire to believe
20and the sincerity of his doubts. In Marion Fay, a novel 
published in the year of his death, Trollope asserts, "Men 
talk of belief as though it were a settled thing; it is so 
but with a few; and that on^y with those who lack imagina­
tion." 21
These evidences of the continuing pessimism and 
scepticism of Anthony Trollope's outlook imply a definite 
continuity for the dark aspect of his personal vision. 
However, Trollope's critics have not been in agreement 
about this matter. For example, A. 0. J. Cockshut makes a 
distinction between what is permanent and variable in Trol­
lope and entitles the latter portion of his book about Trol
lope "Progress to Pessimism." He finds that Trollope be-
22comes "gloomier" in his fifties.
On the other hand, Bradford Booth prefers, to begin 
with, to consider Anthony Trollope a meliorist rather than 
an optimist. He states that Trollope has always known both 
the Barsetshire and post-Barsetshire aspects of life, but
19Booth, Letters, pp. 430-431.
20Anthony Trollope, The Vicar of Bullhampton (Londgn 
1924) , p. 300. ■>
21Anthony Trollope, Marion Fay, I (Leipzig, 1882),
173.




declines to accept Cockshut's idea of an increasing pessi­
mism as "a thesis by which to explain" Trollope's literary -
i ■ -r 23 life. J
A viewpoint intermediate between those of Cockshut and 
Booth is held by Hugh Walpole. He finds that "the mood of 
irony, and even of bitterness," has been present in Trol­
lope's work from the beginning. He notes that Trollope's
early Irish novels and his late novels share a "poetic
24tragic realisation of life." At times Walpole suspects
that conscious restraint on Trollope's part explains the
absence of such a quality in most of his middle period.
Why is Trollope's picture so dim and restrained at times,
considering what he knows of human passion? Walpole asks.
Is it because Trollope is facilely careless, or because he
25is afraid to frighten either his audience or himself?
However, like many critics before him, Walpole is perhaps 
too impressed by the conception of an honest Anthony Trol­
lope who depicts in his novels just what he sees before 
2 fihim. That is why Walpole seems puzzled by that Trollope 
who in his late works is seen "fumbling and hesitating" as 
he tries to get in touch with "A whole world of new motives, 
analyses of passion, subjective thoughts and deeds" which
2 3Booth, Anthony Trollope, pp. vxii-ix, 15-16. 
2^Walpole, Anthony Trollope, pp. 164-165, 175.
25Ibid., pp. 110-111. 26Ibid., p. 124.
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2 7is "about to invade the English novel at this time."
It is just the fact of Trollope's earlier strategy 
which explains why, in the late novels, he gives the im­
pression of being a somewhat fumbling experimenter. Before 
considering why it becomes necessary for Trollope to push in 
new directions, one may well consider the evidence for con­
tending that there is a continuity in his fictive vision,>
as well as in his personal outlook; that the least common 
denominator for both is precisely his habit of counterbal­
ancing the dual aspects of his vision.
He Knew He Was Right (1869) is in its main plot an 
analysis of the tragic dissolution of a marriage. Trol­
lope's interest in this theme of unhappy marriage is a sus­
tained one. As early as his first two novels, Trollope 
shows an awareness that marriages may be far from ideal. 
Situations of unhappy marriage appear to get increasing em­
phasis as Trollope's novels become increasingly dark. Be­
sides the problems of Bishop and Mrs. Proudie in various 
Barchester novels, the reader is shown the failures or near­
failures of the marriages of the Signora Neroni in Bar­
chester Towers, of the Undecimus Scotts in The Three Clerks, 
of Lord and Lady Stapledean and of the Henry Harcourts in 
The Bertrams, of Lord and Lady Desmond in Castle Richmond, 
of Lord and Lady Mason, Samuel and Miriam Dockwrath, and
27Ibid., p. 174.
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Mr.. and Mrs. Furnival in' Orley Farm, of Mr. and Mrs. Lupex 
-̂n The Smal 1 House at Allington, of the Dobbs Broughtons in 
The Last Chronicle of Barset, and of Lord and Lady Ongar 
and Lord and Lady Clavering in The Claverings— to mention a 
few examples.
There is also a continuity in Trollope's interest in
the theme of criticism of the law and lawyers. Iva G.
Jones states that, with the exceptions of Mr. Prendergast
in Castle Richmond and Felix Graham in Orley Farm, Trollope
"scourges the legal profession" repeatedly in the novels
2 8published between 1847 and 1862. It is important to re­
call that Trollope's early deterministic novel, The Mac- 
dermots of Ballycloran, questions the ability of the courts 
to render judgments of guilt and innocence. Related ques­
tioning of the relationship between legal and conventional 
moral judgments is basic to Orley Farm, John Caldigate, Dr. 
Wortle'5 School, The Fixed Period, and Mr. Scarborough1s 
Family.
A better basis for perceiving the.continuity of Trol­
lope's dark outlook in both his personal and fictive visions 
is the relationship between aspects of The Way We Live Now 
(1875) and pessimistic or critical attitudes previously ex­
pressed in his fictional and non-fictional works. Clearly
2 8See the unpubl. diss (Ohio State University, 1953) , 
by Iva Gwendolyn Jones, "A Study of the Literary Reputation 
of Anthony Trollope, 1847-1953," pp. 24-2 5.
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many of the points basic to the satiric novel which is "of
29almost overwhelming power/1 have been anticipated by 
Trollope at various times. Trollope has long detested the 
attempts made by Lady Carburys to curry favor with such 
literary men as Alf, Booker, and Broune in the hope of get­
ting publication and dishonestly favorable reviews of their 
works. In his autobiography Trollope refers to his own de­
cision, after the publication of his second novel, to "have
30no dealings with any critic on my own behalf." In chap­
ter XIV, entitled "On Criticism," he comments on the same
31problem at greater length. Various incidents m  The Way 
We Live Now involve mercenary attempts to gain a fortune 
through marriage. To cite just one example, in Julia Bra- 
bazon Ongar of The Claverings, Trollope depicts the anguish 
of a woman who has sold herself into a loveless marriage.
As early as 1861 Trollope has shown his awareness of the 
commercial dishonesty of the period. In a lecture given in 
that year he suggests that a person must be sceptical of all 
advertising, and of many professions which depend upon it. 
"Remember how many callings in these days depend in a 
greater or a less degree upon advertisements. And is it 
not the fact that we silently, without the trouble of
29Booth, Anthony Trollope, p. 119.
30Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 70.
^Ibid. ,' pp. 238-246.
32thought, regard every advertisement as a falsehood."
Similar remarks by Trollope suggest the kind of social cli­
mate in which a Melmotte and Fisker, by means of inflated 
investment prospectuses, are able to exploit the aristocracy. 
"Is it not a fact that dishonesty such as that runs very 
far and very wide, till men do not know dishonesty when 
they see it. But as a rule, dishonesty does not come in
our way. Many of us no doubt are dishonest; but if so, we
33go to seek it." Trollope also comments that the members
of parliament, lawyers, soldiers, and tradesmen of the time
may feel virtually compelled by circumstances to be dis-
34honest m  order to survive professionally.
One of the key passages of The Way We Live Now is 
that in which Roger Carbury speaks indignantly to Mr. Hep- 
worth, in the voice of the old-fashioned man of honor, 
about Mr. Augustus Melmotte, whose "position is a sign of 
the degeneracy of the age": "What are we coming to when
such as he is an honoured guest at our tables?" "You can 
keep your house free from him, and so can I mine. But we 
set no example to the nation at large. They who do set the 
example go to his feasts, and of course he is seen at 
theirs in return. And yet these leaders of the fashion 
know, — at any rate they believe, — that he is what he is
32Trollope, Four Lectures, p. 7.
3 3 34Ibid. Ibid., p . 8.
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because he has been a swindler greater than other swindlers. 
What follows as a natural consequence? Men reconcile them­
selves to swindling. Though they themselves mean to be
35honest, dishonesty is of itself no longer odious to them."
As noted previously, The Three Clerks (1858) es­
pecially anticipates the themes of The Way We Live Now. In 
that early novel Trollope laments the lust for gold and the 
weariness and evil that can come from the fruitless quest 
of it. He calls attention to the "frightful instances"
which make clear "the impotency of educated men to with-
3 6stand the allurements of wealth"; and he suggests what 
Roger Carbury is later aware of— that great men who turn to
37dishonesty are more harmful to society than common thieves. 
British society's tolerance of Melmotte is clearly antici­
pated by Trollope's statement in The Three Clerks that 
Alaric Tudor has yet to learn "the full value of the lati­
tude allowed by the genius of the present age to men who 
deal successfully in money. . . .  he did not yet know how 
deep a man may wallow in the mire . . .  and yet be re­
ceived an honoured guest by ladies gay and noble lords, if
3 Qonly his bag be sufficiently full." Undecimus Scott's 
dealings in mine and railroad stock, and bridge-building
35Anthony Trollope, The Way We Live Now, II (London, 
1941), p. 44.
3 6Trollope, The Three Clerks, p. 354.
37Ibid., p. 355. 38Ibid., p. 191.
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schemes, are small-scale versions of Melmotte and Fisker's 
dishonest speculations.
It is obvious, then, that Trollope was aware of the 
basic evils of contemporary British life long before he 
satirized them by writing The Way We Live Now. The same 
point is considered by W. L. Burn. He refers to the earli­
er darkness of The Three Clerks and The Bertrams in ques­
tioning the theory that the satiric bitterness of The Way 
We Live Now necessarily reflects an increasingly pessimistic 
outlook on the part of the aging Trollope. In suggesting 
that the conclusion that English society was then becoming 
worse might well be challenged, Burn.asserts that no finan­
cial scandal of the 1870's was worse than the collapse of
39Strahan, Paul and Bates in 1855. He also points out that 
had Trollope earlier wished to find subjects for bitterly 
satiric works, he might have found them readily available.
Burn mentions such satire-worthy events as the collapse of 
Hudson's railway system in 1849? the notoriously corrupt 
elections of 1852; the frauds of John Sadleir, M. P., which 
were followed by his suicide on Hampstead. Heath, in 1856; 
and, in contrast to Trollope's lightly satiric criticism of 
clergymen and the church, the "ferocious exaggerations" of
40such a satirist of religion as the Reverend W. J. Conybeare.
39W. L. Burn, "Victorian Divergences," p. 42. 
^ Ibid., p. 39.
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As a matter of fact, Trollope was himself somewhat 
hesitant about finding that by 1875 the present age is a 
wholly decadent one. In the autobiography he refuses to 
align himself completely with that "Carlylism" which holds 
"that the English-speaking world is growing worse from day 
to day," and that "the general grand result of increased 
intelligence is a tendency to deterioration." He does ad­
mit to a fear lest "a certain class of dishonesty," "mag­
nificent in its proportions, and climbing into high places,"
may not teach men and women "to feel that dishonesty, if it
41can become splendid, will cease to be abominable."
Trollope builds this ambiguity of judgment of the 
times into The Way We Live Now itself, in the form of a dis­
cussion between Roger Carbury and the Bishop of Elmham. 
Whereas Mr. Carbury accurately gauges the evil influence of 
such a man as Augustus Melmotte, the Bishop points to cur­
rent signs of progress: "There is a wider spirit of jus­
tice abroad, more of mercy from one to another, a more
lively charity, and if less of religious enthusiasm, less
42also of superstition."
Trollope was also reluctant to accept criticisms of 
the times made by other writers. In his poem The Season 
(revised 1869) Alfred Austin criticizes some of the matters
41Trollope, An Autobiography, pp. 323-324.
42Trollope, The Way We Live Now, II, 45-46.
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Trollope satirizes in The Way We Live Now. In commenting
on this poem to Austin in a letter, Trollope indicates that
he does not find "the stuff of the satyre" justified "by
the state of things," and hints that he has a much brighter
conception of "the condition of mankind generally" than
Austin does. Also, Trollope expresses his personal dislike
for "unmixed satyre," implying that he prefers a tincture
of the satiric in a lighter work rather than a work "written
only as such." Moreover, Trollope indicates his belief
that such writings do not achieve any good effects; that
they give an impression of the writer's "cynic disposition,
and power," and that satire "runs ever into exaggeration,
leaving the conviction that not justice but revenge, is 
43desired." Trollope writes Austin on another occasion
that "There is an injustice in satyre which always offends
44me, and robs the work of my perfect sympathy. . .
It is Trollope the attenuative realist who thus ob­
jects to satire. Sharp satire runs counter to Trollope's 
earlier methods in a number of ways. First, if he is to 
emphasize evil, Trollope will be less able to show touches 
of alloying good in even his most evil characters. Also, 
if the whole work is to emphasize attack upon what is evil, 
the usual proportion between dark and light elements will 
be altered. Moreover, Trollope appears to fear that any
43Booth, Letters, pp. 265-266.
44Ibid., p . 306.
approximation of a directly tragic tone may lead him toward 
an unwittingly full expression of the dark outlook he usu­
ally suppresses: "A satirist by trade will learn to sati­
rise everything, till the light of the sun and the moon's 
loveliness will become evil and mean to h i m . A  corollary 
of such dark depiction of reality is a lack of stylistic 
restraint which contributes to the effect: the exaggera­
tion of the darkness may result simply from the satiric 
writer's tendency to strive for increasingly stronger
figures of speech, epithets, or other elements of expres- 
46sion.. Trollope also believes there is "a feeling with the
public that though satire may be very well in its place,"
it should not be made the basis of a work as long and as
47important as, for example, Thackeray's Vanity Fair.
Finally, because Trollope considers it important that the 
reader be able to sympathize with the characters of a 
novel, he is cautious of a mode of writing toward which 
even he, as author, cannot feel full sympathy.
The evidence suggests, therefore, that the increas­
ing darkness of The Way We Live Now results as much from a 
change in Trollope's artistic intention as it does from any 
great increase in the darkness of his personal outlook.
45Trollope, Thackeray, p. 170.
46Booth, Letters, p. 266.
4 7 Trollope, Thackeray, p. 93.
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From the first Trollope has sensed in life things even 
darker than these depicted in The Way We Live Now. Now he 
feels free to come nearer to a full expression of this 
knowledge in his novels.. By writing in the admittedly 
satiric vein which presupposes stark and general evil, Trol­
lope is able to bring the opposing aspects of his outlook 
on reality closer together.
A number of overlapping factors work together to
push Trollope toward the depiction of a darker reality in
the novels written after 1862. A. 0. J. Cockshut mentions
various events in Trollope's life which may have disposed
him to give expression to his darker impressions. In 1867
Trollope failed to get a Post Office promotion he desired
and consequently retired from the postal service. In 1868
his desire to become a member of parliament was frustrated
by his defeat in the Beverley election. The unusual amount
of leisure he then had at his disposal was a threat to a
man who always needed to keep himself occupied. Cockshut
suggests, finally, that perhaps Trollope, like other old
men who have had unhappy, insecure youths, reverted in old
48age to his early outlook.
The Stebbinses theorize that in the early 1870's 
Trollope suffered from a disillusionment in finding that 
the goal of social position he had striven for was not good
48Cockshut, Anthony Trollope, A Critical Study, pp.
198-199.
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enough; that he came to think that after all "he might as
well have written less and written better, probed deeper
into life, and told not only truth but the whole truth, as 
49he knew it." I find that such a theory is reasonably con­
sistent with what is known of Trollope's fear of fortune 
and the unequal rewards of this life, and his use of a 
literary career as a means to success.
For in fact, after having compromised for so many 
years, Trollope in his old age was having to try to adopt 
the literary practices he avoided earlier. The reasons for 
such a change are all related to changes in the conditions 
of literary success. One such condition was Trollope1s.sen­
sitivity to his critical reputation. T. H. S. Escott 
points out that about this time Trollope became anxious to 
avoid "the charge of literary old-fogeydom," and thought it 
necessary to update his themes and manner of narration. In
this way he could give the impression that he perceived the
50trends of the times as clearly as ever.
Trollope was justified in feeling such anxieties.
As Michael Sadleir explains after analyzing the decline of 
Trollope's popularity, even the intelligentsia are influenced 
in their judgments of a writer's novels by the critical
49Lucy Poate Stebbins and Richard Poate Stebbms,
The Trollopes, pp. 282-283.
^Anthony Trollope; His Work, Associates and Literary 
Originals, p. 293.
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value an editor or publisher finds in them. Critics tend
to "lose interest in writing which has, apparently, reached
its greatest limit of development; which is now 'placed1;
which will offer no more of surprise nor opportunity of 
51discovery."
On the other hand, Trollope's efforts to adjust his 
earlier methods to the demands of new reader and publisher 
interest received some encouraging critical attention. In 
his study of theory of the novel in England from 1850 to 
1870, Richard Stang reviews the interest which a reviewer 
for the Spectator, R. H. Hutton, took in Trollope's "slow 
development toward real tragedy." At first Hutton felt that 
at best Trollope only approaches the borders of tragedy 
while avoiding the necessity for depicting the darkest as­
pects of tragic reality. After sensing unfulfilled poten­
tial for tragic depiction running through a series of such 
novels as Orley Farm, The Small House at Allington, The 
Claverinqs, The Belton Estate, Can You Forgive Her?, and 
The Last Chronicle of Barset, Hutton was finally gratified 
to find in He Knew He Was Right (1869) that a new power of
conception and a higher style was employed in the narration
52of a "tale of truly tragic jealousy."
Trollope was pleased by the appreciative comments he
^ Trollope, A Commentary, pp. 303-304.
n nRichard Stang, The Theory of the Novel in England 
1850-1870, pp. 56-58.
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received from such critics as Hutton. In his autobiography
he suggests that one who wishes to be accurately informed
about new books might well consult the literary reviews in
53the Spectator and the Saturday Review. And though Trol­
lope feels that Hutton shows "more sagacity than good na­
ture" in revealing him as the anonymous author of Nina 
Balatka, he states of Hutton that "of all the critics of my
work he has been the most observant, and generally the most 
54eulogistic."
•Earlier Trollope was somewhat influenced to try new
techniques by the praise given him by two contemporary
writers. After Elizabeth Barrett Browning praised The
Three Clerks as an especially happy combination of romance
and realism, Trollope purportedly took greater pains in
working out character-plot relationships. In 1862 George
Eliot gave similar praise to Trollope's newly sensational
5 5novel, Orley Farm.
Moreover, Trollope apparently felt that George Eliot's 
own realistic fiction subtly influenced his writing in 
several ways. Under Eliot's influence he began to treat of 
less superficial problems involving women characters. He 
turned his attention to more serious moral issues and mat­
ters of social casuistry. He learned from her that a
53 54Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 245. . Ibid., p. 186.
55Escott, Anthony Trollope; His Work, Associates and 
Literary Originals^ pT T85.
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novelist might depict ordinary characters by means of ab­
normal experiences and unusually dramatic situations.^
Such general influences helped to reinforce the new appeal 
to him of the abnormal, tragic, melodramatic, and sensa­
tional.
As noted previously, however, Trollope even earlier
realized the necessity for combining sensation and realism.
The relatively sensational elements of Orley Farm (18 62)
suggest Trollope's awareness of the need for changes of
emphasis if he was to maintain his popularity as a novelist.
Michael Sadleir states that Trollope was not aware of his
decline as a novelist until May, 1871, though the trend began
in 1869 or 1870 with the respective failures of St. Paul's
57Magazine and He Knew He Was Right. But failure as a 
writer was a fate always feared by Trollope. Thus, it 
seems reasonable to suppose that such a fear inspired Trol­
lope to adjust his methods to allow for sensationalism.
Between the publication of Orley Farm (1862) and The 
Way We Live Now (1875) there appeared nineteen other Trol­
lope novels, not to mention miscellaneous volumes of 
sketches, short stories and travel books. Although it is 
beyond the scope of this study to survey each of these 
volumes in detail, one can suggest, by means of brief refer-
56Ibid., pp. 185-188.
57Trollope, A Commentary, pp. 293-294.
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ences, Trollope's movement between 1862 and 1875 toward the 
sensational and melodramatic matter which fortune increas­
ingly demands of him. Rachel Ray (1863) involves a study of 
evangelistic fanaticism balanced by comedy of manners. The 
Small House at Allington (1864) and The Last Chronicle of 
Barset (1867) are two last Barchester novels which are 
somewhat darkened by tragic misfortune. In the first Lily 
Dale is jilted by Adolphus Crosbie. In the other the Rev­
erend Josiah Crawley suffers an agony of shame before being 
cleared of an accusation of theft. In Can You Forgive Her? 
(1864) Lady Glencora Palliser is tempted to elope with 
Burgo Fitzgerald. In The Claverings (1867) the beautiful 
widow Julia Brabazon Ongar pays by her loss of her lover 
for having sold herself into a loveless marriage. The book 
also contains a group of parasitic rogues and a drowning at 
sea. In Phineas Finn (1869) Lady Laura Standish suffers 
the tragic consequences of having made a bad choice among 
her lovers. In He Knew He Was Right (18 69) Louis Trevelyan 
gradually becomes insane through jealousy of his wife. In 
The Vicar of Bullhampton (1870) Trollope depicts a fallen 
woman, Carry Brattle. In Sir Harry Hotspur of Humblethwaite 
(1871) Emily Hotspur dies faithful to a man who is not 
worthy of her love. In The Eustace Diamonds (1873) Trollope 
presents his greatest adventuress, Lizzie Eustace. There 
is a theft of the diamonds referred to in the title, and an 
element of detective fiction, among other vivid incidents.
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Phineas Redux {1874) involves murder and fanaticism. Harry 
Heathcote of Gangoil (1874) , a dramatic story set in the 
Australian bush country, involves land strife and murder.
Within the same period there appear three novels
which result from a literary experiment Trollope undertook.
By 1860 Trollope had begun to feel that "a name once earned
carried with it too much favour"; "that aspirants coming up
below me might do work as good as mine, and probably much
better work, and yet fail to have it appreciated." In 1865
he began Nina Balatka (published in 18 67) as a means of
discovering how difficult it would be for him to attain a
5 8second literary identity.
Although Trollope did not mention it, by 1865 there 
was implicit in this stated motive for the experiment 
another, more crucial motive. In his experimental novels 
Trollope was attempting— under cover of anonymity— the more 
romantic kind of fiction to which, in any case, he might 
have to turn as a means of retaining his hold on the public.
Basic to Trollope's experiment was the attempt to 
change both his "manner of language" and his "manner of 
story-telling." The harmony of matter and manner was al­
ways one of Trollope's basic literary tenets. Also, it was 
natural for him to think that the local color of foreign 
settings, more than usual description of place, and the de-
5 RTrollope, An Autobiography, pp. 185-186.
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piction of such emotions as love, fear, and hatred were es-
5 9sential to romance proper.
Nina Balatka contains more of local color than is 
usual with Trollope. Moreover, the Prague landmarks, es­
pecially the bridge over the Moldau, are functional to the 
story. There is a degree of suspense concerning the loca­
tion of the deed to a property. Especially interesting is 
the scene of Jewish synagogue worship as viewed through the 
alien eyes of the Christian, Ziska Zamenoy. Short of the 
intensity of the Bronte sisters, Trollope exceeds ordinary 
Victorian reticence in his depiction of Nina's passionate 
love for Anton Trendellsohn. Trollope in this novel de­
picts deeper emotions than were usual for him. Only those 
who bring to a Trollope novel a. priori demands for the es­
sence of Barchester should disallow Trollope's judgment of
Nina Balatka that it is a good story and that the author in
6 0his unusual attempts "was in a measure successful." The 
extent to which this claim does not apply to Linda Tressel 
will be subsequently indicated.
To perceive how different Nina Balatka is from the 
pale Trollope heroine of earlier novels, one may note Trol­
lope's conception of her as a woman dedicated beyond reason, 
religion, or society to her beloved. "Her love had become 
her religion to Nina. It took the place of all things both
^Ibid. , p. 187. 6 0TLoc. cit.
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in heaven and earth* Mild as she was by nature, it made 
her a tigress to those who opposed it. It was all the 
world to her."*^
Linda Tressel is, like Nina Balatka, a heroine who 
defies the accustomed social order for the sake of her 
lover. She elopes with a disreputable rebel, Ludovic Val- 
carm, who has been suspected of plotting the incendiary
c 2destruction of the city of Nuremberg. His arrest pre­
cludes the possibility that marriage would be the result of 
Linda's elopement with him. Nevertheless, Linda Tressel 
continues to reject the chosen suitor she is unable to love, 
even when she thinks she may be damned for such undutiful 
behavior to her aunt. She prefers the hell of eternity to . 
the earthly hell of a loveless marriage. Thus resolved, 
she dies of an illness brought on by her last desperate at­
tempt at flight from such a fate.
In narrating Nina Balatka Trollope is unusually ob­
jective, rarely suggesting that the story is subject to his 
arbitrary manipulation, and rarely using informal expres­
sions meant to lighten the serious. He does, however, let 
Nina be saved from the suicide she contemplates. She and 
Anton are allowed the shadowed happiness of a married life 
outside their native city.
^Trollope, Nina Balatka (London, 1946), p. 189. 
^Trollope, Linda Tressel (London, 1946), p. 292.
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In telling Linda Tressel's story, however, Trollope
lapses more into his accustomed style and narrative manner.
This novel has a tragic ending, and Trollope feels he must
somehow cushion the shock of the tragedy for his reader.
Thus at one point he exclaims: "Oh, Linda, Linda! But,
indeed, had you foreseen the future, you might have truly
6 3said that you would want strength on the morrow.1
Trollope himself sensed that Linda Tressel is a
64poorer novel than N m a  Balatka, because more "lachrymose." 
Nevertheless, it is clear that he felt both works deserved 
greater success than they were accorded. About Nina Balatka 
I incline to agree with Trollope.
The Golden Lion of Granpere, not published until 
1872, may properly be discussed here because it was ori­
ginally intended to be part of Trollope's publishing ex­
periment. Though this novel has a foreign setting, the 
Vosges Mountains, Trollope uses familiar plot situations in 
•it. Michel Voss opposes his son George's love for his 
niece by marriage, Marie Bromar. Father and son become 
estranged. Because of a foolish misunderstanding between 
the lovers, Marie agrees to accept the proposal of Adrian 
Urmand. Later Michel Voss realizes that he is foolish to 
object to his son's marriage to Marie, that in fact it
Trollope, Linda Tressel, p. 319.
64Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 187.
i
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would be a pity for this fine girl to be sacrificed to such 
a husband as Monsieur Urmand. In an earlier novel such as 
Framley Parsonage unreason and misunderstanding may be re­
solved without real injury being done to anyone. But in 
this novel the complicating foolishness and vanity of the 
central characters make it difficult for the reader to sym­
pathize with them. In the latter portion of the novel 
Trollope strains to make Urmand seem such a weak person 
that his being jilted by Marie will be tolerable to the
reader. But the Vosses themselves know that an evil has
6 5been done to Urmand. The unseasonable picnic which they
stage as a means of helping the rejected Urmand save face
is slight compensation. This element of unpleasantness is
not so marked as the unpleasantness of character conflicts
and religious bigotry and fanaticism in Nina Balatka and
Linda Tressel. Nevertheless, it seems inappropriate simply
to term this novel "a sunny summer idyll of airy inconse-
6 6quentiality," as one critic has done.
Trollope's experiment led him to conclude that he 
might have succeeded in a second attempt at a writing 
career only by again showing "the same dogged perseverance." 
He was disappointed at learning "that with all the in­
creased advantages which practice in my art must have given
65Anthony Trollope, The Golden Lion of Granpere,
p . 266.
Booth, Anthony Trollope, p. 68.
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me, I could not at once induce English readers to read what
6 7I gave to them, unless I gave it with my name."
However, these novels do suggest new qualities of 
Trollope's fiction which are characteristic of the later 
novels. His heroes and heroines, those characters who are 
the central objects for the reader's sympathy, become 
harder to sympathize with. Where before Trollope has 
claimed to depict human nature as alloyed, the alloy is now 
darker. Trollope's sense of moral complexity intensifies 
as elements of suspense, melodrama, and tragedy become more 
frequent in his novels. Also, though one must be careful 
not to over-emphasize this point, his later novels tend to 
have more integrity as structural entities.
The experimental novels which appear within the 
period in which Trollope is moving toward the fuller depic­
tion of his darker outlook, allow the student of Trollope's 
novels to focus upon a problem basic to the relationship 
between Trollope's early and late fictions. Trollope seems 
to have had difficulty sustaining his effort of varying his 
style and subject matter. Nina Balatka is of the three 
novels the one least like his earlier work. If Trollope
gives himself away by the use of a characteristic expres-
6 8sion in Nina Balatka, then his authorship of the other
c nTrollope, An Autobiography, pp. 187-188.
6^Ibid., p. 186.
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two could only have been even more obvious.
Why should Trollope have failed in his attempt to 
achieve a different style and narrative manner? Trollope's 
narrative voice is so instinctively restrained and restrain­
ing that he..finds it quite difficult, beyond a certain de­
gree, to amplify it when he begins to deal with a different 
kind of subject matter. Even when he desires less to dilute 
reality, his narrative posture and certain mannerisms remain 
quite consistent. Basic to his theory of fiction is the 
concept of harmony between subject matter and style. Never­
theless, in his later works, as he treats of the romantic, 
passionate, tragic, and satiric, the norm of his style is 
not proportionately heightened except in incidental passages. 
Thus, critics who comment on the darkness or bitterness of 
Trollope's tone in his later works might well add the qua­
lifying statement that the tone is relatively so— for a 
Trollope novel. Or they might point out that the tone 
often is determined by the reader's realization of the 
nature of the reality or theme depicted, more than by the 
narrator's manner of expression.
This continuity of relatively restrained narrative 
voice and narrative convention is illustrated well enough 
by The Way We Live Now. Undoubtedly there is unusual em­
phasis upon the darker aspects of British life in this 
novel. In his autobiography Trollope admits that the in­
terest of the book derives from the evil and stupid charac-
69ters rather than from the good ones. Among these, Lord 
Alfred Grendall finds himself the dependent lackey of 
Augustus Melmotte, a man he increasingly despises. Sir 
Felix Carbury, Baronet, a thorough cad, has an affair with 
Ruby Ruggles; is beaten by her sincere lover, plain John 
Crumb; and is later denied the legacy of Carbury Manor and 
sent abroad to live on a limited allowance. Earlier, Marie, 
Melmotte's daughter, is caught in an attempt to elope with 
the same Sir Felix, who meanwhile loses his money at gam­
bling and is put to bed after stumbling home drunk. As a 
"hero" Paul Montague is tarnished by his difficulties in 
disentangling himself from a relationship with the American 
beauty of questionable reputation, Winifred Hurtle, in 
order to marry Hetta Carbury, Sir Felix's sister. The in­
cidents of scheming and dishonesty directed toward the 
gaining of money are too numerous to be mentioned here. A 
focal event in the novel is the suicide of Augustus Mel­
motte, after he has made an appearance in the House of Com­
mons in an intoxicated condition.
Hugh Walpole emphasizes that Augustus Melmotte, un­
like most Trollope characters, takes on symbolic signifi­
cance, despite his baseness as a person."^ To the extent 
that this is so, it happens because Melmotte is the organic
69Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 325.
70Walpole, Anthony Trollope, p. 166.
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center of the book. The social attitudes shown toward 
Melmotte comprise a barometer by which one can measure his 
rise and fall. Within the framework of his story the other 
stories help to fill in the outlines of a picture of the
corruptness of the age at all levels. Walpole contends
71that Melmotte "forces Trollope to impersonality."
Even here, however, it is a difference more in de­
gree than in kind. Melmotte is not "entirely independent
72of Trollope's personality." Trollope can yet make skill­
ful use of qualified assertion: "The tradesmen had learned
enough to be quite free of doubt, and in the City Mr. Mel­
motte 's name was worth any money, — though his character
73was perhaps worth but little." Nor is Trollope above 
subjecting Melmotte to ironic judgment, as when that great 
financier makes a speech: "Mr. Melmotte may have been held
to have clearly proved the genuineness of that English 
birth which he claimed by the awkwardness and incapacity 
which he showed on the occasion. He stood with his hands on
the table and with his face turned to his plate blurted out
i . 74his assurance. . . .
Moreover, Trollope asserts his narrative presence
often enough to remind the reader that the reality rendered
71Ibid., p. 170. 72Ibid., pp. 168-169.
73Trollope, The Way We Live Now, I, 33-34.
74Ibid., pp. 88-89.
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is after all a fiction: "Let the reader be introduced to
Lady Carbury, upon whose character and doings much will
75depend of whatever interest these pages may have. . . . "
"And, — let it be said with regret, for Paul Montague was
at heart honest and well-conditioned, — he took to living a
7 6good deal at the Beargarden.” Also, Trollope uses his
most quietly lightening stylistic devices, at least in
reference to matters peripheral to Melmotte: "It was in
all respects better that the waters of the fountain whould
be allowed to irrigate mildly the whole Grendall family; —
77and so Miles went into the city."
Even in his last novels, although Trollope is deal­
ing with subject matter that is for him unusually melodra­
matic or satirical, he does not aim at the poetic, fanciful, 
descriptive, or melodramatic manner which a Dickens 
achieves in such an early work as Oliver Twist. His bitter 
satire is different from the bitterness of a Jonathan Swift. 
In the late novels terrible ironies are expressed so quietly 
that they may easily be overlooked.
As noted previously, in Trollope's thought the un­
pleasant is usually connected with elements of scepticism.
As his fictional vision becomes darker Trollope is more in­
clined to question human nature and the values and institu­
tions of society. Trollope does this in his first novel.
^ I b i d . , p. 1. ^ Ibid. , p. 87. ^ Ibid. , p. 35.
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However quietly, he does it again with some consistency in
7 8his novels published between 1879 and 1883. One can no­
tice that Trollope's subject matter is increasingly sensa­
tional, melodramatic, suspenseful, tragic, and satiric.
This is appropriate both to Trollope's darker personal out­
look and to the fiction which a popular and critical audi­
ence now demands. Yet to the last it appears that Trollope 
is better able to handle the darker elements in a satirical 
manner; and that with tragedy and romance he is less com­
fortable.
The surface theme of An Eye for An Eye (18 79) is the 
conflict between family honor and personal obligation.
Fred Neville, designated heir to the aged Earl of Scroope, 
insists that he be allowed one last year as a military offi-
7 8The novels listed below will be subsequently dis­
cussed in this chapter. All references are to these edi­
tions and will be given within parentheses in the text of 
the chapter:
Trollope, Anthony. An Eye for an Eye. London: 
Anthony Blond, LtcT. , 1966.
________. John Caldigate. London: Oxford Univer­
sity Press, 1946.
 . Cousin Henry. London: Oxford Universi­
ty Press, 1929.
 _. Dr. Wortle's School. London: Oxford
University Press, 192 8.
________. The Fixed Period, A Novel. 2 vols.
Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1882.
 ______ . Mr. Scarborough's Family. London: Ox­
ford University Press, 1946.
cer in Ireland before assuming the responsibilities of the 
new way of life. With the intention of enjoying an "adven­
ture" he allows himself to fall in love with Kate O'Hara, a 
lovely Irish girl of uncertain background. The girl's mother 
and the local priest, Father Marty, do not discourage the 
lovers because they are confident that Fred will marry Kate 
and make her Countess of Scroope. However, Fred has prom­
ised his uncle that he will contract no marriage which would 
bring discredit upon his position as heir. Especially 
after his uncle dies, Fred realizes that Kate would be an 
inappropriate wife for an earl. Worst of all, he has 
learned that her father is an ex-criminal. However, the 
girl is pregnant and her mother and the priest indignantly 
reject Fred's suggestion that Kate might be kept as a mis­
tress , though he can not marry her in such a manner that her 
son would become his legal heir. Fred is relieved of his 
dilemma when Mrs. O'Hara pushes him to his death from the 
cliffs of Moher. As a consequence of her action, she be­
comes insane. Kate loses her child and then goes to live 
with her disreputable father. Fred's brother, John Neville, 
marries the approved bride, Sophie Mellerby, and becomes 
the fourteenth Earl of Scroope.
The Irish setting and characters for so melodramatic 
a story are necessarily romantic. Mrs. O'Hara is associated 
with such forces of nature as the winds which blast the 
cliff tops with ocean spray and the birds which persevere
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in flight screaming madly against the wind (p. 39). Kate 
compares herself to Mariana by way of suggesting her roman­
tic melancholy when her lover is absent (p. 66). Fred 
thinks that "there was much more of real life to be found 
on the cliffs of Moher than in the gloomy chambers of 
Scroope Manor" (p. 75). Though he later turns away from 
the role of romantic lover, he at first accepts as his 
chief duty the overcoming of the difficulties inherent in 
an adventurous way of life (p. 63). When she has even 
slight cause for suspicion, the heroine's mother looks at 
Fred Neville "with something of the ferocity of a tiger" 
and warns him, "By the living God . . .  if you injure my 
child I will have the very blood from your heart" {p. 65).
As one might expect, Trollope's interest is less in 
the melodrama as such than in its moral-sociological impli­
cations. His relatively objective tone as narrator con­
trasts with the frequently passionate tones of the charac­
ters. In a "Foreword" he prepares the reader for the dark 
fact of Mrs. O^Hara's insanity, indicating that the novel's 
story will be an account of her life up to the time madness 
leads to her confinement in an asylum. And, although her 
murder of Neville is not an action definitely premeditated 
by her, Trollope repeatedly anticipates some tragic outcome.
In his introduction to the most recent edition of the 
novel, Simon Raven suggests that Trollope has written the 
novel on two levels as "a subtle exercise in equivocation."
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On the surface it can be read as a melodramatic moral tale 
of guilt and punishment. At a more implicit level it is a 
"documentary" about an "amiable layabout" who eventually 
becomes reluctant "to ally himself with the simpering 
daughter of thoroughly tiresome parents" (pp. x, xi-xii). 
Raven thinks that Trollope has in effect so written the 
novel that either interpretative emphasis is possible, even 
if Trollope himself "preferred his melodrama with its thun­
derous moral judgments to his documentary with its cynical 
shrugging of shoulders" (p. xii).
Such apparent ambiguity of interpretation is possible 
because Trollope mainly lets the reader see things through 
the eyes of the hero, Fred Neville. Fred's attitude toward 
his dilemma changes. Eventually he thinks "more of the 
respectability of his family than of the beauty of Kate 
O'Hara" (p. 124). This is a selfish choice, rather than a 
correct one. Trollope will not allow Fred Neville to ra­
tionalize away his responsibility for getting himself into 
the difficult situation in the first place (pp. 151, 176).
However, the point which Trollope makes clear is 
that in a genuine moral dilemma there is no right solution. 
Either the honor of Scroope Manor or of Kate O'Hara is to 
be sacrificed. Either choice must result in evil.
The reactions of various characters to the moral 
dilemma reinforce this point. For example, Fred's brother 
John gives contradictory advice. On one occasion he tells
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Fred that "If I were in your place I think I should marry 
her . . . but I will not speak with certainty even of my­
self" (p. 151). Later he advises the opposite: "Believe
me, Fred, that a man is bound to submit himself to the cir­
cumstances by which he is surrounded, when it is clear that 
they are beneficial to the world at large. There must be 
an Earl of Scroope, and you at present are the man" (p. 
168).
The dowager Countess is equally confused by the di­
lemma. She first prays for the impossible, "That the young 
Earl might be saved from the damning sin and also from the 
polluting marriage" (p. 164). (Curiously, his murder in 
effect answers this prayer.) Afterwards the old lady tells 
Fred definitely to prefer the family honor to the good of 
his mistress (p. 164); and then later she ambiguously urges 
him to pray to God for guidance, because she cannot quite 
force herself to advise Fred to marry Kate O'Hara (p. 170). 
No decision can be right for her. Her last years are bur­
dened by a sense of "the sin of her own conduct in produc­
ing the catastrophe" of Fred's death. "I knew that he had 
wronged her, and yet I bade him not to make her his wife," 
she confesses (p. 200).
Finally, Fred Neville is anxious to face up to the 
worst the O'Haras can offer because "He could not endure 
to live a coward in his own esteem" (p. 166). His claim 
that his rejection of Kate is the avoidance of "that which
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he had been taught to think would be a greater fault" (p.
178) is as much a justification of his own selfish choice 
as it is the effect of the advice given him by others.
Mrs. O'Hara's action, too, raises the question of 
justification. Trollope refers to her as "the mother who had 
sacrificed everything— her very reason— in avenging the 
wrongs of her child!" (p. 199). Is it, then, only part of 
her madness that she feels her act of murder is just? "An 
Eye for an Eye. Was not that justice? And, had she not 
taken the eye herself, would any Court in the world have 
given it to her?" (p. 195). In first describing her,
Trollope points out that "the spirit of the tiger had been 
roused in the woman's bosom by neglect and ill-usage" (p.
38). Before her insanity, she has suggested that such ven­
geance would be justifiable. Also, there is at least an 
element of truth in her realization that no court would 
provide justice for her and her daughter. Thus, she is 
like other Trollope characters who conceive of a personal 
justice which runs counter to the conventional standards of 
judgment. And yet, in her raving as a maniac, the woman 
seems to desire assurance that her action was justifiable 
(p. 201). The woman who attends her repeats Mrs. O'Hara's 
own words mechanically in an attempt to calm her (pp. viii, 
201) .
In An Eye for An Eye Trollope is concerned with the 
tragic ambiguities arising from a situation of moral dilemma.
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No choice seems to offer less than tragic consequences. 
Together with the melodramatic qualities of Trollope's late 
fictive world there is such stark evil.
The plot of John Caldigate (1879) involves two es­
pecially sensational elements. Because Mrs. Bolton is ab­
normally attached to her daughter, Hester, she seizes upon 
moral precepts as a basis for objecting to John Caldigate 
as her daughter's lover. The matter is complicated by the 
fact that John Caldigate has not always acted respectably 
or morally. His imprudent liaison with Mrs. Smith provides 
the basis for the charge of bigamy which disrupts his mar­
riage and leads to his imprisonment and conviction.
This novel contains an unusually large number of 
vivid scenes, for a Trollope novel: the hardships and de­
bauchery of the gold mining camps in Australia; John Caldi- 
gate's sudden revelation of his irregular relationship with 
Mrs. Smith; the surprise appearance of Crinkett near Cam­
bridge; the presence of Crinkett and Adamson at the baptism 
of Caldigate's son; the sudden arrest of Caldigate; the 
attempt of the Boltons to imprison their daughter Hester 
within Puritan Grange, followed by the loud efforts of her 
husband to effect his wife's release; the widespread public 
interest in the trial of Caldigate for bigamy; the scenes 
between Hester and her fanatical mother; the arrest of the 
conspirators Crinkett, Smith, and Young from the ship 
Julius Vogel at Plymouth as they are fleeing from England;
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the bonfire at Twopenny Farm by means of which the inhabi­
tants of two parishes welcome the pardoned John Caldigate 
back to his estate.
The management of the structure of John Caldigate 
reflects Trollope's desire both to integrate the novel's 
various incidents and to develop suspense as to plot out­
comes. Mrs. Bolton is correct in doubting John Caldigate's 
respectability, although for the wrong reasons. John's at­
tractiveness to a variety of women characters (Polly Bab- 
' ington, Maria Shand) and his delight in winning their favors, 
helps to make credible his success in wooing the secluded 
Hester Bolton on the one hand, and his involvement with 
Euphemia Smith on the other. John meets that dangerous 
woman during a voyage to Melbourne, en route to the gold 
mining regions of Australia. At the end of chapter XII he 
has gone from the mining area at Ahalala to visit Mrs.
Smith in Melbourne. The account of this renewed relation­
ship breaks off, to be followed immediately by the chapter 
entitled "Coming Back." About nine pages later there is 
mentioned the elder Caldigate's receipt of word of John's 
intention to return home with the next month's mail (p. 123). 
Not until chapter XXIV is the threat of a bigamy charge 
first posed by Mrs. Smith's letter (pp. 222-223). When 
John consults his brother-in-law, attorney Robert Bolton, 
about this letter, the reader is startled to learn that 
Caldigate and the woman have for a time lived together—
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though he refuses to admit he married her (p. 223). By the 
beginning of chapter XXIX (p. 270) John Caldigate knows 
that his former mistress will claim him as her husband. At 
the end of that chapter he is arrested and told that he 
"must hold himself as committed to stand his trial for 
bigamy at the next Assizes for the County" (p. 280). Dur­
ing and after the trial there is suspenseful exploitation 
of differing opinion— public, legal, and reader's— up to 
the point at which Thomas Bagwax, post office clerk, ex­
plains to Mr.. Curlydown the postal evidence which eventually 
is crucial to the pardon which John Caldigate receives {pp. 
501-502).
In this novel fortune is conceived of as ambivalent 
and unmerited. When John Caldigate considers his own suc­
cess in the Australian gold diggings in contrast to the 
failure of his alcoholic friend, Richard Shand, he takes no 
credit for the self-control which has permitted him to avoid 
similar pitfalls. "It was something nature did for me 
rather than virtue. I am a rich man, and he is a shepherd, 
because something was put into my stomach capable of di­
gesting bad brandy, which was not put into his" (p. 136). 
Again, Caldigate states of his improbable success that 
"There is so much chance at it that there is nothing to be 
proud of" (p. 139).
Trollope implies that it is through equally bad for­
tune that Caldigate's disreputable behavior is later dis-
covered. Trollope does allow that such behavior is impru­
dent because it increases the risk of unfortunate exposure. 
Nevertheless, he apologizes for the earlier loose behavior 
of his hero, regretting the unfortunate consequences of 
John Caldigate's indictment: "Even though a jury should not
convict him, there was so much in his Australian life which 
would not bear the searching light of cross-examination!
The same may probably be said of most of us. In such 
trials as this that he was anticipating, there is often a 
special cruelty in the exposure of matters which are for the 
most part happily kept in the background. A man on some 
occasion inadvertently takes a little more wine than is 
good for him. It is an accident most uncommon with him, 
and nobody thinks much about it. But chance brings the 
case to the notice of the police courts, and the poor vic­
tim is published to the world as a drunkard in the columns 
of all the newspapers" (pp. 379-380).
By logical extension, Trollope's hero John Caldigate 
has been unluckily exposed after having indulged in a lit­
tle more extra-marital sex than was good for him!— although 
a few lines later Trollope adds a statement that John Cal­
digate has been both foolish and wicked (p. 380).
Such an authorial attitude is typical of the extent 
to which this novel involves not the rejection of morality, 
but the questioning of conventional morality. Anyone who 
expects to find in this novel Trollope's old sense of poetic
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justice will instead find the lines of moral implication 
quite tangled. It is the ostensibly religious characters 
who are least justified. Mrs. Bolton uses false piety to 
rationalize her objections to John Caldigate, when in fact 
her abnormal attachment to her daughter and a desire always 
to have her own way, are the reasons for her rejection of 
him. As a group the righteous Boltons are not above com­
promising their own values when it is expedient to do so. 
Thus, when they lure Hester to Puritan Grange, so that she 
may be kept there against her will, they admit that "It was 
all treachery and falsehood; — a doing of certain evil that
possible good might come from it" (p. 288). In this they
*
are scarcely better than Bollum, a lowly co-conspirator with 
Crinkett and Mrs. Smith, who suggests to Caldigate that one 
has only a "choice of evils" (p. 366).
On the other hand the Caldigates, who at first ap­
pear to be less than respectable, are in the long run jus­
tified by the novelist. Old Daniel Caldigate, the liberal- 
minded squire of Folking, is a man who rejects religion and 
criticizes the institutions of the English establishment. 
John Caldigate early mars his reputation by incurring debts 
and by becoming alienated from his father. Moreover, he 
admits that he is only nominally religious (p. 168). After 
his stay in Australia he invokes a conception of moral re­
lativism when justifying the excesses of his colonial exist­
ence to Robert Bolton: "You or any one else would be very
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much mistaken who would suppose that life out in those 
places can go on in the same regular way that it does 
here" (p. 227). Again, Trollope as narrator not only seems 
to accept Caldigate's point, but once more apologizes for 
his hero in a manner which suggests a new moral tolerance: 
"Who does not know that vices which may be treated with 
tenderness, almost with complaisance, while they are kept 
in the background, become monstrous, prodigious, awe-inspir­
ing when they are made public? A gentleman shall casually 
let slip some profane word, and even some friendly parson 
standing by will think but little of it; but let the pro­
fane word, through some, unfortunate accident, find its way 
into the newspapers, and the gentleman will be held to have 
disgraced himself almost for ever" (p. 283).
Trollope is hitting out here at the hypocrisy at­
tendant on a Puritanical Victorian morality. But at the 
same time his attitude toward his hero is much like that of 
a Fielding toward a Tom Jones who, despite moral lapses, is 
essentially a good-hearted person. Trollope does see more 
value in the Caldigates than in the Boltons of this world. 
Hester Bolton Caldigate is correct in noting that the Bol­
tons of Puritan Grange have at times hardly known what 
charity really means (p. 293). It is not surprising that 
she clings to old Squire Caldigate during the time her hus­
band is in prison. In contrast to the selfish pieties of 
the Boltons John Caldigate, despite his sinfulness— which
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is exaggerated by a hypocritically scandal-hungry public— is 
a better-hearted person. He can even feel a "pang at his 
heart" that his former mistress is convicted of conspiracy 
against him (p. 614). Also, Hester Bolton, who is defiant­
ly loyal to her husband, is a person of similar generosity. 
Despite those who have conventionally good reason for sug­
gesting that she should be separated from John Caldigate 
until their marriage be proven valid in court, she asserts: 
"If I am not his wife, then I will be his mistress" (p.
299). Although Hester's loyalty to her husband is romanti­
cally admirable, it puts a strain upon conventional moral 
respectability.
In fact, through the plot of John Caldigate Trollope 
is again showing the conflict between the ordinary civil 
law and morality and a private assurance of righteousness. 
This theme is supported by various implications of the fal­
libility of legal machinery as it is operated by fallible 
human beings. John Caldigate, like Thady Macdermot in 
Trollope's first novel, has been indiscreetly guilty of 
actions which can be viewed as incriminating circumstances. 
Nevertheless, he is no bigamist, but instead the victim of 
a conspiracy. When later strong evidence indicates that he 
has been unjustly convicted and sentenced, the only means 
of restitution possible is a Queen's pardon.
Cousin Henry (1879), like many of Trollope's other 
late novels, deals with the matter of entailed estates.
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Indefer Jones, having no son of his own, must provide for 
an heir by means of his will. Concerning this necessity 
the old man is torn between affection and duty. Following 
the urgings of his heart, he would will his estate to the 
niece he loves, Isabel Brodrick. On the other hand, if he 
is to do what he feels is "demanded of him by the estab­
lished custom of his order" (p. 14), he must will the 
estate to his nephew Henry Jones, a man who is unworthy of 
becoming master of Llanfeare. Indefer Jones's dilemma in­
volves incidentally the conflict between the private sense 
of what is right and the public prescription of duty. The 
old squire puts the matter in the following terms: "Who
was he that he should dare to say to himself that he could 
break through what he believed to be a law on his con­
science without a sin? If he might permit himself to make 
a special exemption for himself in the indulgence of his 
own affection, then why might not another, and another, and 
so on?" (p. 28). In this regard, Indefer Jones is the 
antithesis of Mr. Scarborough who, in a later novel, cir­
cumvents the law of entail to bestow his estate upon the 
son he deems most deserving.
It is Indefer Jones's hesitation which causes all the 
trouble. He initially attempts to escape the dilemma in­
herent in the choice of his heir by having Isabel Brodrick 
become the wife of Henry Jones. However, even he cannot 
reconcile himself to "the idea of sacrificing Isabel to such
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a husband" (p. 26) . With his dying breath he indicates to 
Isabel that he has left a new will, naming her the heir in 
place of his nephew Henry Jones. The complicating factor is 
that this new will is not readily found. And Henry Jones, 
who discovers it by accident, pretends to have no knowledge 
of its location in the hope that he will thereby retain his 
claim to Llanfeare.
The discovery of Jones's passive villainy allows 
both for psychological study of a cowardly, base mind and 
for suspense as to the means by which the will can be dis­
covered and Jones's villainy exposed. Henry Jones is 
driven by slander on the part of a newspaper editor to 
bring libel charges in a suit which he is afraid to press. 
Meanwhile, Lawyer Apjohn determines to expose Henry Jones. 
Jones might destroy the will which names Isabel as heiress 
and thus make good his own position. But, although "Reli­
gious thoughts had hitherto but little troubled his life," 
and "He had lived neither with the fear nor with the love 
of God at his heart" (p. 231), he now fears both hell and 
imprisonment too much to give in to the terrible tempta­
tion (pp. 232-234). As he puts off the destruction of the 
will for yet one more day, Mr. Apjohn closes in upon him. 
Apjohn has thought of the probable hiding place for the 
will. In the climax to a well-sustained situation of in­
strumental suspense, the lawyer struggles with Henry Jones 
while Mr. Brodrick, Isabel's father, discovers the crucial
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document in volume four of Jeremy Taylor's works (pp. 245- 
247) .
Cousin Henry is pervaded by the unpleasantness which 
Trollope earlier avoids by means of alloyed characteriza­
tion and poetic justice. Henry Jones is such a stupid, 
cowardly person in his dishonesty that he actually is re­
lieved when his perfidy is discovered in such a manner that 
he will not be prosecuted. In a way, the reader agrees 
with Lawyer Apjohn that Henry Jones was mistreated by his 
uncle (p. 96). Had the old man made his mind up sooner,
Henry Jones would never have been forced to endure the em­
barrassments of being scorned by Isabel and knowing that 
she was to displace him as heir. He would never have been 
in the situation which comprises his temptation toward an 
evil which can only lead to embarrassment for him, because 
he is too weak and cowardly to bring it off. As Lawyer 
Apjohn later brags, Cousin Henry's situation has been both 
weak and pitiable (pp. 258, 278).
Moreover, Apjohn's motivation in exposing Jones has 
not been purely his respect for Isabel Brodrick nor a de­
sire for seeing justice done. As he confesses, "I own to 
all the litigious pugnacity of a lawyer. I live by such 
fighting, and I like it. . . . T o  have an injustice to get 
the better of, and then to trample it well under foot, — that 
is the triumph that I desire" (p. 279). Under the circum­
stances mentioned, Apjohn1s triumph is that of a bully.
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Also, Isabel never seems to the reader that paragon 
of ladylike virtues she seems to her uncle and his lawyer. 
She is adamantly willful, perhaps too much aware of "a re­
spect for herself” (p. 2). Granted that she must resist 
the idea of a marriage which she finds extremely distaste­
ful, she is tactlessly cruel— considering her superior wit—  
in telling Henry Jones that he is "odious" to her (p. 32). 
She despises him to such an extent that she seems almost as 
intolerant and stubborn as her Uncle Indefer. She is some­
thing of a vain snob, enjoying the "pride of a martyr" as 
her prospects shift along with her uncle's vacillation of 
mind (pp. 37-38).
In a secondary plot, she and her lover, William Owen, 
are both vain to the point of silliness toward each other 
as the probability of Isabel's becoming an heiress waxes 
and wanes. Finally, however, she will have her own way in 
everything. As bold as anything in the novel is the manner 
in which she uses her sexual attractiveness to break down 
the “stupid notion" her lover has as to why he cannot marry 
her— a notion no more stupid than the stumbling blocks she 
has earlier strewn in their path. She offers herself open­
ly to his embrace. "Then he broke down, and took her in 
his arms, and pressed her to his bosom, and kissed her lips, 
and her forehead, and her cheeks, — while she, having once 
achieved her purpose, attempted in vain to escape from his 
long embrace" (p. 269) . Isabel admits that her coming thus
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to him is unconventional, that only her determination to 
have her own way has made her do it (p. 2 70).
Finding that a tincture of human meanness pervades 
this novel— witness even such a minor character as Isabel's 
stepmother— the reader may be excused at finding that his 
sympathies are somewhat confused. The villain is at least 
as sympathetic as the good characters. It is this sort of 
intensified moral ambiguity which is increasingly expressed 
in Trollope's late novels. And though Henry Jones is part­
ly rationalizing when appealing to a sense of "rough jus­
tice" in defense of his own guilty silence (p. 233) , in 
other novels Trollope slants the weight of narrative justi­
fication behind questionable heroes who, although they defy 
ordinary law or respectability, are superior beings because 
they have bold and good hearts.
Basic to Dr. Wortle1s School (1881) is a very scan­
dalous situation, the staying together of a man and woman 
who have discovered that they are not legally married be­
cause the woman's first husband is yet alive. In revealing 
this background mystery to his reader, Trollope emphasizes 
that the interest of the book will depend upon how Mr. and 
Mrs. Peacocke, the originally unwitting bigamists, and Dr. 
Wortle, in whose church and school at Bowick Mr. Peacocke 
is curate and usher respectively, bear the revelation of 
"the sin and the falsehood" to "all the world around them" 
(pp. 27-33). Significantly, although this revelation is
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consistent with Trollope's earlier policy of making his 
reader a confidant, his reference to this novel as "my ro­
mance" (p. 27) is equally consistent with the depiction of 
the irregular, passionate relationship between the Pea­
cockes, as well as with the improbable action which occurs 
in distant settings. Peacocke, a former Fellow of Trinity, 
and a classics scholar, first goes off to Mexico, land of 
strife, in an attempt to confirm the rumor of Ferdinand 
Lefroy's death; and later faces down the knife-wielding, 
villainous brother, Robert Lefroy, by drawing a pistol on 
him.
Trollope undertakes to face directly the fact that 
the crisis of this novel derives from a situation which in­
volves a violation of conventional morality. "Should they 
part? There is no one who reads this but will say that 
they should have parted. Every day passed together as man 
and wife must be a falsehood and a sin" (p. 32).
Nevertheless, critics disagree concerning Trollope's 
attitude toward the sinful Peacockes, who live a lie by re­
maining together. A. O. J. Cockshut challenges Hugh Wal­
pole's judgment that Trollope is preferring "honest common 
sense" to moral conduct and proper behavior; that "He is 
advancing now to the modern view of greater consideration 
for the individual case. . . ." Cockshut accepts Trollope's 
statement, quoted above in part, that the Peacockes are 
living in sin and should have separated. He states, "The
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first essential for the understanding of Dr. Wortle1s School 
is to realise that it was written in the conviction that 
marriage is always and everywhere binding for life." With 
this in mind, Cockshut interprets the novel as "a study of 
the clash between an unquestioned morality and the charac­
ter and circumstances of the man who is forced to act as a
■ ^  ..79■j udge.
J. C. Maxwell disagrees with Cockshut. He comments
as follows concerning Trollope's statement that Peacock
sinned in not leaving his wife: "There is an unmistakable
strain and exaggeration about it . . . and I do not think
it is merely a twentieth-century desire to find an eminent
Victorian not so 'Victorian' after all that makes one feel
that Trollope is protesting too much, that he is paying a
tribute— not indeed insincere, but decidedly perfunctory— to
a rigoristic solution of a problem of casuistry in order to
give himself a freer hand later with the specific human 
8 0situation." Also, Maxwell challenges Cockshut's attribu­
tion to Trollope of "the conviction that marriage is always 
and everywhere binding for life." Maxwell finds that the 
novel raises the question whether or not law may not be 
mitigated in unusual circumstances. He judges that "on any
79Cockshut, Anthony Trollope, A Critical Study,
p. 220.
O 0J. C. Maxwell, "Cockshut on Dr. Wortle's School," 
Nineteenth-Century Fiction, XIII (September 1958), 154.
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reasonable and balanced reading, the case in Dr. Wortle1s
School is one of the exceptions for Trollope himself, and
81not only for his hero."
There is much evidence in the novel to support Max­
well's judgment that, despite his concession to conventional 
morality, Trollope approves of Peacocke's loyalty to the 
woman he loves. Ella Peacocke is, perhaps, her own best 
advocate; and her justification of herself is premised on a 
thorough appreciation of her husband. She states with con­
viction, "There are laws in accordance with which I will 
admit that I have done wrong; but had I not broken those 
laws when he bade me, I should have hated myself through 
all my life afterwards" (p. 208). She considers her husband 
to be "one fit for heaven, because he has loved others 
better than he has loved himself, because he has done to 
others as he might have wished that they should do to him" 
(p. 211) . She will not feel ashamed of herself. "I owe it 
to him to blush for nothing that he has caused me to do. I 
have but two judges, — the Lord in heaven, and he, my hus­
band, upon earth* (p. 211). The relationship of the Pea­
cockes recalls that of the John Caldigates during the time 
that the validity of their marriage is in question.
Although his charitableness may be alloyed by his 
proud obstinacy and his appreciation for Ella Peacocke's
81Ibid., p. 158.
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beauty, Dr. Wortle genuinely believes that he is justified 
in supporting the Peacockes. "It is not often that one 
comes across events like these, so altogether out of the 
ordinary course that the common rules of life seem to be 
insufficient for guidance. To most of us it never happens; 
and it is better for us that it should not happen. But 
when it does, one is forced to go beyond the common rules.
It is that feeling which has made me give them my protec­
tion" (p. 213). Even the dutiful Mrs. Wortle reflects that 
in Ella Peacocke's situation in regard to her own husband, 
she would have done the same thing (p. 212).
Dr. Wortle's fellow cleric, Mr. Puddicombe, func­
tions as a spokesman for both common sense and moral respect­
ability. He tells Dr. Wortle quite plainly that Wortle is 
condoning immorality and deceit (pp. 142-143). Wortle sus­
pects Puddicombe of having "no softness of heart" because 
he never expresses "some grief at the unmerited sorrows to 
which that poor lady had been subjected" (p. 144). But 
even this champion of morality adds a kind of sanction to 
Wortle*s charity toward the Peacockes. "There will be 
those, like myself, who, though they could not dare to say 
that in morals you were strictly correct, will love you the 
better for what you did" (p. 258). It is surely the cautious 
Trollope who has Puddicombe add the qualifying remark that 
"There are few of us not so infirm as sometimes to love 
best that which is not best" (p. 258). The dramatic force
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of the novel supports the impression that such an infirmity 
is much preferable to a cold-hearted insistence on the 
letter of moral law.
In earlier novels, such as The Macdermots of Bally- 
cloran and Orley Farm, Trollope has shown that secular law 
does not necessarily render true judgment of a person's 
guilt or innocence. In An Eye for An Eye Mrs. O'Hara serves 
her personal sense of justice. In John Caldigate Caldigate 
is unjustly convicted of bigamy and later pardoned. In 
Cousin Henry the trouble basic to the plot arises because 
Squire Jones shows too much respect for law and tradition, 
and too little for the merit of the individual case. In 
The Fixed Period Trollope is to suggest that laws may be 
unenforceable if they fail to take human nature, even a 
single instance of it, into consideration. In Mr. Scar­
borough1 s Family he is to show how a shrewd old cynic suc­
ceeds in making his personal "abstract justice" prevail 
over conventional law and morality. In Dr. Wortle's School, 
too, Trollope indicates that sometimes application of the 
usual moral laws results in no true judgment of the indi­
vidual's moral character; that, indeed, a person may dis­
play great generosity of soul by sacrificing his reputation 
for the welfare of another person.
This point is also supported by Trollope's awareness 
of the moral complexity basic to the novel's conflict, as 
that complexity is manifested through a series of minor
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characters. The Honourable Mrs. Stantiloup is largely re­
sponsible for stirring up the scandal concerning the Pea­
cockes at Bowick School. Previously she has been forced by 
a lawsuit to pay Dr. Wortle justly for the education of her 
son at Bowick School. From a desire to ruin the school and 
thus injure Dr. Wortle she has been at pains to find a "ground 
on which calumny could found a story" successfully (pp. 17- 
18). The Bishop's cautious warning to Wortle stems from a 
consideration of prudence. Through this character Trollope 
reminds the reader that there may exist a marked discrepancy 
between reputation and actual character. "So much in this 
world depends upon character that attention has to be paid 
to bad character even when it is not deserved" (p. 25).
The destruction of the way of life in the Southern United 
States during the Civil War is offered as an extenuating 
circumstance behind the unfortunate involvement of Ella 
Beaufort Peacocke and the disreputable Lefroy brothers, who 
might otherwise have become respectable gentlemen (pp. 28- 
29; 209). Lord Bracy, despite the scandal, considers Dr. 
Wortle such a gentleman that he permits his son, Lord Car- 
stairs, to become engaged to Dr. Wortle*s daughter, Mary.
In contrast to Lord Bracy, characters such as the Mowbrays 
and Lady Anne Clifford act not out of personal conviction 
but in line with what public opinion dictates.
External evidence in support of Trollope's tolerance 
of extramarital love relationships may also be drawn from
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his personal friendship with George Eliot and George Henry 
Lewes. Unable to obtain a divorce from his wife, Lewes 
nevertheless lived as husband to George Eliot. In this re­
gard, they were much more culpable than Mr. and Mrs. Pea­
cocke, who initially marry in the understanding that Ella 
Lefroy is a widow. Trollope seems always to have appre­
ciated the friendship of Eliot and Lewes. In 1876 he wrote 
to Mary Holmes concerning George Eliot: "You perhaps know
how I love and admire her. She is to me a very dear friend 
82indeed." In 1881, writing to Kate Field, he refers to
George Eliot as "one whose private life should be left in
privacy, — as may be said of all who have achieved fame by
literary merits." But he also comments, "Then you may say
that she had lived down evil tongues before Lewes' death.
She was asked to dine with Queen Victoria's daughter, (Crown
Princess of Prussia,) when the Princess was in England. I
mention this because the English Royal family are awfully
particular as to whom they see and do not see. That at any
83rate is true, because I saw her there."
If Trollope personally felt such friendship and re­
spect for George Eliot, it would not even be surprising if 
to some extent he had her and Lewes in mind when creating 
the unmarried lovers of Dr. Wortle's School. If so, then 
not only George Eliot's fiction, but also her personal life,
O  9  O  *3Booth, Letters, p. 354. Ibid., p. 450.
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influenced Trollope to deal with more complex questions of 
social casuistry involving women. That being the case, his 
mildly iconoclastic tendencies were inspired to some extent 
by observation of contemporary life, as well as by his per­
sonally dark outlook on existence.
In The Fixed Period (1882) Trollope pleasantly tells 
a story of unpleasantness avoided. Through the leadership 
of John Neverbend, the island republic of Brittanula has 
established the institution of the Fixed Period. According 
to law, when a man reaches his sixty-seventh birthday, he 
is to withdraw to the College called Necropolis and, while 
enjoying every comfort, adjust to the idea of accepting 
death a year later. After being drugged- and bled to death, 
his body is to be cremated. By such means the republic 
will abolish "the miseries, weakness, and faineant imbeci­
lity of old age, by the prearranged ceasing to live of 
those who would otherwise become old" (I, 4). Neverbend's 
old friend, Gabriel Crasweller, is the first aging man who 
must submit to the scheme. However, Crasweller reacts in­
stinctively against the prospect. Other complications 
arise from the fact that Jack Neverbend, John’s son, has 
fallen in love with Eva, Crasweller1s daughter. If he does 
not oppose Crasweller1s execution, it will seem that he is 
too anxious to inherit Crasweller's estate, as earlier 
Abraham Grundle, Eva’s previous suitor, has been. Also, Eva 
sets as a condition for marrying Jack the requirement that
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he save her father. In this Jack is supported by many 
Brittanulans. When a British cricket team comes to Brit- 
tan ula for a match, a covert plea for help is sent back to 
England. The British warship John Bright arrives in time 
to prevent the "deposition" of Crasweller in the College. 
President Neverbend is taken away to England, so that he 
cannot arouse resistance to the takeover of the Brittanulan 
government by a British official, Sir Ferdinando Brown. As 
the price for abolishing the institution of the Fixed 
Period, Brittanula loses its sovereignty and becomes a 
Crown Colony.
The Fixed Period represents a Trollopian experiment 
with point of view that has not yet been adequately appre­
ciated. For once, Trollope never intrudes. He allows Mr. 
John Neverbend, the ousted President of Brittanula, to tell 
his own story. Two months after his deportation by the 
British, and his replacement by Sir Ferdinando Brown, Never­
bend is reflecting on the significance of what has happened. 
However, just as surely as in the Barchester novels Trol­
lope as actual narrator controls a narrative past time of 
possible misfortune by enveloping it within a period of 
present narration after such unpleasant outcome is no 
longer possible. Neverbend has been largely responsible 
for the inception and nearly complete implementation of the 
Fixed Period scheme. But he is almost the only person who 
feels regret when the system is abolished. All suspense as
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to what may happen, and all rendering of conflicting emo­
tions within Neverbend's narrative, is qualified by the 
reader's prior knowledge of his ultimate failure as pro­
ponent of the scheme, and by the fact that Neverbend him­
self is at times divided emotionally against himself.
Basic to the ironies of this novel is the nature of 
its persona-narrator. The name "Neverbend" suggests a person 
whose mind is rigidly set. As Sir Ferdinando Brown says of 
Neverbend, "Nothing can turn him from his purpose, or in­
duce him to change his inflexible will. . . . Persuasion
can never touch him . . . (II, 119). Also, Neverbend char­
acterizes himself as "an enthusiast" (I, 11). Trollope 
probably expects the reader to recall that in the eighteenth 
century Swift and other satirists who directed their satiric 
wit against projectors and reformers equated enthusiasm and 
madness. Another clue to Trollope's actual opinion of 
Neverbend's nature is the discredited innovator's willing­
ness to become a martyr to the cause (I, 12). Ironically, 
while proudly desiring to be considered by posterity another 
Socrates, Galileo, Hampden, Washington or Columbus (I, 109) , 
Neverbend admits that the first quality needed is "that 
self-negation which is able to plan new blessings, although 
certain that those blessings will be accounted as curses by 
the world at large" (I, 111). A most basic sign of his 
confusion is his inability to realize that a scheme he con­
siders the first step in a movement beyond "the prejudices
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of so-called civilisation" (I, 15} can never succeed for 
the simple reason that it runs counter to human nature.
Thus, Neverbend is angered, when the initial instance of 
Gabriel Crasweller becomes a basis for questioning the 
scheme, "that men should be so little reasonable as to draw 
deductions as to an entire system from a single instance"
(I, 41). He is not concerned about the soundness of a sys­
tem which can not stand the test of its being applied to a 
single person.
Consequently, Neverbend speaks ironically with more 
truth than he intends when he admits that he is "a worn-out 
old man, and fitted only for the glory of the college . . 
designed as a means of disposing of useless old men who are 
burdensome to society (I, 17). Even Neverbend's awareness 
that he "shall have wasted my thoughts, and in vain poured 
out my eloquence as to the Fixed Period, if, in the course 
of years, it does not again spring to the front, and prove 
itself to be necessary before man can accomplish all that 
he is destined to achieve" (I, 26), is tinctured with irony. 
The same insane obtuseness which sees validity in the 
scheme at present is the basis for the false hope that it 
may be better appreciated in the future. The extent of 
Neverbend's mental confusion is further underscored by his 
regret that he will be "doomed to linger through impotent 
imbecility," without being able himself to enjoy the fruits 
of his scheme (I, 17-18). Thus, the reader should notice
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as the central quiet irony of The Fixed Period that its nar­
rator is a madman, obsessively committed to an insanely 
fixed idea, who quietly and objectively tells the story.
In briefly discussing The Fixed Period as a "fan­
tasia" Michael Sadleir finds that Anthony Trollope's "pro­
phecies of the growth of invention and scientific ingenuity 
are not inspired." Sadleir is unimpressed by such devices 
as a steam tricycle, a cricket-match with sixteen partici­
pants per side and involving the use of a steam-bowler, and 
a mechanical speech recorder. To Sadleir, the science-
fiction aspects of The Fixed Period make for very poor H. G.
84Wells. However, such devices are more important in a 
metaphoric than in a realistic sense. Sadleir's criticism 
concerning them is not the main point to be noted. Such 
gadgets would unduly disturb only the reader who, when 
reading this novel, misses the more usual Trollopian picture 
of the small things of ordinary life.
Far more important are Trollope's prophetic insights 
of a military-political nature. They extend the signifi­
cance of Trollopian satire to an international level.
Written in 1882, and set in the year 1980, The Fixed Period 
reveals Trollope's awareness of the dark ironies of modern 
international life. It almost seems as if Trollope has lived 
through the first six decades of the twentieth century. He
8 4 *i .Trollope, A Commentary, p. 419*
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is aware, for example, of the irony of the use of force as 
a means of supporting presumably just causes. In reaction 
to the statement that the British object to the institution 
of the Fixed Period in Brittanula on the grounds that "the 
question of life and death" should be left "in the hands of 
the Almighty," the "mad" President Neverbend objects rather 
sanely: "If so, why is all Europe bristling at this moment
with arms, — prepared, as we must suppose, for shortening 
life, — and why is there a hangman attached to the throne of 
Great Britain as one of its necessary executive officers?" 
(II, 129). Similarly, Neverbend asks— aiming neatly at 
British imperialist policy— , "In those battles which have 
ravished the Northwest of India during the last half-century, 
did the Almighty wish that men should perish miserably by 
ten thousands and twenty thousands?" (II, 130). With 
equally ironic force Neverbend questions the traditional 
idea that death in battle is a glorious death for a soldier. 
"He has his leg shot off, or his arm, and is too frequently 
left to perish miserably on the ground." In contrast to 
such a death, those disposed of in the Brittanulan Necro­
polis would have died humanely I (I, 117). On another occa­
sion Neverbend manages to point out that the suppressed 
Fixed Period scheme is designed to eliminate economic dif­
ficulties which other nations have not yet learned how to 
cope with.
Elaborate preparations for a cricket match between
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the Brittanulans and a British team inspire Neverbend to 
muse that "England must be sending out another army to take 
another Sebastopol" (I, 124). This incidental remark sug­
gests that the elaborate cricket match which occupies a 
chapter of the novel has a subtly ironic significance. As 
Neverbend observes, "To such an extent had the childish 
amusements of youth been carried, as to give them all the 
importance of politics and social science" (I, 121). (This 
is not such bad prophecy, considering the political signi­
ficance of athletics in this century.) Because the game of 
cricket is taken so seriously, modern technology is applied 
to the production of "various weapons, offensive and defen­
sive," by means of which the opposition team is to be de­
feated (1, 124) .
This equation of sports and warfare prepares for 
perhaps the sharpest bit of political irony in the novel.
As President Neverbend observes, "It is an evil sign of the 
times, — of the times that are in so many respects hopeful, 
— that the greatest inventions of the day should always 
take the shape of engines of destruction!" (II, 57). To put 
an end to a Brittanulan institution of death they consider 
evil, the British use the threat of a super weapon aboard 
the gunboat John Bright, a 250-ton steam-swiveller gun.
One shot from this weapon, which is directed at Brittanula, 
would send perhaps five thousand "fellow-creatures to de­
struction before their Fixed Period" (I, 16). Before the
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genuine threat of such a destructive weapon, which can 
blast its target into "atoms" (II, 133) , the Brittanulans 
give up simultaneously the folly of the Fixed Period scheme 
and their political autonomy to the righteous British.
In fact, the international world of The Fixed Period 
is very like the modern one of unstable alliances, nuclear 
deterrents, and totalitarian governments which exalt the 
state system at the expense of the individual. Lt. Cross- 
trees explains that the gunboat John Bright, after having 
supported British policy off Brittanula, will soon be re­
quired to navigate the Baltic area: "We are very good
friends with Russia; but no dog is really respected in this 
world unless he shows that he can bite as well as bark"
(II, 201). Referring to the terrible gun aboard that ship, 
another character anticipates the psychological strategy in­
volving the modern use of nuclear weapons:. "There are 
things so terrible, that if you will only create a belief 
in them, that will suffice without anything else" (II, 62).
A state system in which babies are tattooed with their 
birth dates, in which the elderly are to be drugged, bled, 
and burned in cremation furnaces— though some people have 
complained of the odor after a test burning of four pigs—  
is uncomfortably close to the terrors of modern totalitari­
anism. Trollope also anticipates the interest in semantics 
of such satirists of tyranny as George Orwell and Aldous 
Huxley. Neverbend is repeatedly resentful that his noble
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conception of a Fixed Period scheme should be debased by the 
use of such distorting terms as "murder," "locking up," 
"making away with," "slaughter," "victim," "execution," and 
"murder in cold blood" (I, 39, 40, 66, 83r 108, 116)—  
though Neverbend1s uncomplicated wife replies simply, "Eng­
lish is English, Mr. President" (I, 116).
In its themes and narrative point o^ view The Fixed 
Period is evidence that the old novelist, Anthony Trollope, 
is experimenting with new subject matter and new methods. 
Nevertheless, there are many elements of continuity between 
The Fixed Period and Trollope's earlier fiction. Like pre­
vious Trollope characters Mr. Neverbend is dominated by an 
irrational passion. Also, his position is one of dilemma.
He is opposed not only by his society generally, but by his 
own wife and son. To carry out his scheme he will be 
forced to kill his oldest and dearest friend. In doing so, 
he risks alienating the woman who loves his son and who, as 
Neverbend is aware, would be an ideal daughter-in-law. As 
already suggested, the narrative point of view involves the 
restraint of all the novel's potentially unpleasant aspects 
as regards the Fixed Period scheme. Also, the outcome of 
British intervention is frequently anticipated, so that ul­
timately it seems a reasonable turn of events. The Fixed 
Period is certainly a political novel— one of international 
and domestic politics. And once again Trollope is question­
ing the validity of law, implying that bad laws should not
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be enforced. Mr. Neverbend, in the face of mounting oppo­
sition to the death scheme, repeats the opinion that after 
all the law must be obeyed, merely because it is the law. 
More than ever, Trollope is aware that laws and systems may 
preclude consideration for individual cases on their own 
merits, and are also subject to being used for gain by the 
unscrupulous; whether in the name of a few, or in the name 
of whole nations.
Strangely, although A. 0. J. Cockshut considers 
Trollope's late novels to be his most important ones, he 
finds that The Fixed Period is a failure as a novel and a 
puzzlement as a study of death. It bothers him that Trol­
lope, while apparently taking death as a central theme, 
lets it remain only "a vague subject for endless debates"; 
as if, by taking "elaborate precautions against a personal
confession," Trollope "deprived the subject of all its
85human implications."
In line with the preceding discussion I feel that 
Cockshut is mistaken in considering death to be the book's 
central subject. What appears to be endless debate about 
death is really a discussion about law and government which 
grinds too harshly upon human nature. Trollope is satiri­
cally rejecting any totalitarian system, whether that of 
the Fixed Periodists or that of the Communism which Never-
8 5Cockshut, Anthony Trollope, A Critical Study,
pp. 91-92.
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bend is proud the Brittanulans have never espoused. At the 
same time, while letting Neverbend expose his own madness, 
Trollope is not above using his mad reformer to point up 
the genuine shortcomings of Victorian imperialism and do­
mestic conditions in England, as well as European political 
conditions generally. Interpreted in this manner, the book 
may be judged to be both a reasonable success and a signi­
ficant fiction.
Also, the novel does quietly reflect one of Trollope's 
attitudes toward death, one which centers on the human im­
plications of the subject. Through Neverbend Trollope 
poses the question, "How best shall we prepare ourselves 
for the day which we know cannot be avoided?" Because 
death is inevitable, man must learn to face up to the pros­
pect in a calm spirit. To die obsessed by fears of death 
is not suitable to the dignity of human nature. Such death 
would be so painful as to "neutralise all the blessings of 
our existence" (I, 62). Obviously such a scheme as the Fixed 
Period is not a good answer to the question, although it 
does involve an element of the thought-control (I, 199) 
which Trollope considers necessary. However, Neverbend 
also rejects another false approach to the problem. "The 
teachers of religion have endeavoured to reconcile us to 
it [death], and have, in their vain zeal, endeavoured to 
effect it by picturing to our imaginations a hell-fire into 
which ninety-nine must fall; while one shall be allowed to
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escape to a heaven, which is hardly made more alluring to 
us! Is that the way to make a man comfortable at the pros­
pect of leaving this world?" (I, 62)
The significance to Trollope of the need for an 
answer to the question of how to face death becomes clear 
when one recalls that Trollope was himself sixty-seven 
years old in 1882, the year he composed The Fixed Period.
At just such an age the inhabitants of Brittanula were to 
be deposited. Moreover, Trollope personally found the idea 
of a helpless, idle old age as distasteful as he did a 
social system which requires the sacrifice of the individual. 
As he states in his autobiography, he hopes that God will 
take him from a joyless world "when the power of work be 
over with me."
Finally, one may note that The Fixed Period contains 
various small hints of religious scepticism. The practice 
of Sunday worship is referred to as "the old habit" of say­
ing prayers "in a special place on a special day" (I, 34). 
There is an allusion to the fact that the present Duke of 
Hatfield was elected to the Upper Chamber in England "as a 
strong anti-Church Liberal," though he “never has had the 
spirit to be a true reformer" (I, 14). Neverbend himself 
hints that among other needed reforms are the abolition of 
the throne, lords, and bishops— in other words, the aboli­
tion of the various hierarchies of the British establish­
ment (I, 13). Also, he refers to a biblical matter as an
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‘example of the way in which "prejudice can always vanquish 
truth by the mere strength of its battalions. Not till it 
had been proved and re-proved ten times over, was it under­
stood that the sun could not have stood still upon Gideon" 
(1/ 93).
Through the central character of Mr. Scarborough1s 
Family (1883) Trollope again shows up the fallibility of 
the legal system and the conventional moral judgments which 
derive from application of such laws and customd^y religion. 
Mr. Scarborough is a cynic in the sense that Shakespeare's 
Iago is one: a person who exerts his intelligence and will
to achieve the outcome which serves his own self-interest, 
in disregard for the ordinary sense of what is right and 
wrong. However, Mr. Scarborough is quite unlike Iago in 
that he wishes to manipulate conditions so as to support 
poetic justice, a purpose for which he finds the ordinary 
legal system irrelevant.
The basis of Mr. Scarborough's cynicism is presented 
in a lengthy passage of exposition. "He had a most tho­
rough contempt for the character of an honest man. He did 
not believe in honesty, but only in mock honesty." "The 
usual honesty of the world was with him all pretence, or, 
if not, assumed for the sake of the character it would 
achieve" (p. 193). "All virtue and all vice were comprised 
by him in the words 1good-nature' and 1ill-nature.1 All 
church-going propensities . . .  he scorned from the very
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bottom of his heart." "And law was hardly less absurd to 
him than religion. It consisted of a perplexed entangle­
ment of rules got together so that the few might live in 
comfort at the expense of the many. Robbery, if you could 
get to the bottom of it, was bad, as was all violence; but 
taxation was robbery, rent was robbery, prices fixed ac­
cording to the desire of the seller and not in obedience to 
justice, were robbery" (p. 194).
Mr. Scarborough in effect becomes a critic of the 
whole Victorian establishment, from the point of view of 
one who has a radical sense of justice. Ideally, he would 
like to see poetic justice prevail: he would have people
succeed or fail in proportion to the good-nature or ill- 
nature of their hearts. In this, he is much more like the 
pessimistic side of Trollope than critics have sensed. 
However, Scarborough compromises with the system to the ex­
tent of accepting the income of his estate, "allowing that 
in such a state of society he was not prepared to go out 
and live naked in the streets if he could help it" (p. 194).
By virtue of his shrewdness Mr. Scarborough does his 
best to circumvent conventions and laws, especially such a 
law as that of entailed estates. The fact that he has mar­
ried his wife twice allows him first to proclaim his eldest, 
gambling son a bastard. By this means he saves the estate 
from his son Mountjoy's creditors. But when the other son, 
Augustus, shows himself to be "a cold-blooded selfish
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brute," callous toward his dying father (p. 509), old Scar­
borough lets him repay the creditors and thereby paves the 
way for declaring first of all that Mountjoy will be given 
everything not strictly covered by the entail; and then, 
that Mountjoy is after all the true hgir, whereas Augustus 
has no right of inheritance whatsoever.
Scarborough's outlook explains why he tells Mr. Grey, 
his lawyer, "You don't understand the inner man which rules 
me, — how it has struggled to free itself from convention­
alities. Nor do I quite understand how your inner man has 
succumbed to them and encouraged them" (p. 175). Mr. Grey 
expresses well the difference in outlook of Scarborough and 
himself: "It is his utter disregard for law, — for what
the law has decided, which makes me declare him to have 
been the wickedest man the world ever produced" (p. 157).
In turn, Trollope's own ambiguity of attitude toward 
old Scarborough is expressed by Mr. Merton, the man who has 
attended him through his last illnesses. "Mr. Grey con­
demns him, and all the world must condemn him. One cannot 
make an apology for him without being ready to throw all 
truth and all morality to the dogs. But if you can imagine 
for yourself a state of things in which neither truth nor 
morality shall be thought essential, then old Mr. Scar­
borough would be your hero" (pp. 567-568).
A. 0. J. Cockshut finds that Mr. Scarborough, with 
his unconventional morality, serves as a satiric norm which
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is itself satirized. Against Scarborough's sense of what 
is honest, the honesty of such other characters as Mr. Grey 
and Mountjoy and Augustus Scarborough is evaluated. "The 
point of the book is not that Mr. Scarborough's grotesque 
morality is justified, but that it is no more vulnerable 
than the others.”^
In contrast to Scarborough's manipulation of the 
estate of Tretton Trollope sets the contrasting case of old 
Peter Prosper's concern for an heir to Buston Hall. For a 
time Squire Prosper sets his mind against his intended 
heir, Harry Annesley, because he accepts the conventional 
judgment of his nephew— who has told a lie to protect a 
lady's name— and because he resents the fact that Harry is 
true to his feelings about such things as sermon-readings, 
even to the point of tactlessness. Old Peter Prosper must 
learn by unpleasant experience the folly of a marriage pro­
posal to that crude old maid, Miss Matilda Thoroughbung, be­
fore becoming happy to reinstate his nephew in his good 
opinion.
The love plot which requires Florence Mountjoy stead­
fastly to resist the overtures of a series of rival lovers—  
Mountjoy Scarborough, Mr. Hugh Anderson, and Monsieur 
Grascour— after having pledged herself to Harry Annesley, 
is reminiscent of the attenuative subplots in Trollope's
Q  C Cockshut, Anthony Trollope, A Critical Study, p.
235.
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earlier novels. One might contend that Florence's fidelity 
to Harry, in spite of the manner in which he has been dis­
credited, is a triumph of her good nature over conventional 
respectability. In this regard Florence is like the hero­
ines of John Caldigate and Dr_. Wortle1 s School. But this 
plot, and the Peter Prosper marriage plot, are both con­
ducted in such a manner that the reader is left in little 
doubt of the ultimate outcomes. In contrast, old Mr. Scar­
borough is capable of surprising the reader and the inhabit­
ants of his world.
Cockshut judges that Mr. Scarborough, although he is
both a convincing and a consistently developed character,
8 7finally reveals himself to be a kind of maniac. If so, 
he is mad only to the extent his values are so. Once his 
values are accepted, his fixed purposes are quite coherent. 
Granted that he is guilty of "a strange dislike to conven­
tionality and to law" (p. 514). Granted that "He was one 
who could hate to distraction, and on whom no bonds of 
blood would operate to mitigate his hatred" (p. 567). In 
fact, the old man is simultaneously motivated by love for 
others rather than by selfishness (p. 567) . Before his 
death he can even request that his favored son show some 
mercy for the disinherited one (p. 566). If a maniac, he 
is remarkable for bringing about so clearly and coherently,
87Ibid., p. 234.
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through a period of very poor health, the effects of a 
scheme whose foundation had been laid twenty to thirty 
years earlier.
Whatever may seem uncertain about the character of 
Mr. Scarborough, some characteristics of this late novel 
are clear enough. In it ideas have relevance. It has a 
relatively complex plot which is definitely satirical in 
tendency. It points up Trollope's sense of the limitations 
of Victorian culture and values. In it Trollope once again 
sets an individual sense of morality in opposition to con­
ventional law and morality. Mr. Scarborough, in triumphing 
over these, is a character who manages to gain a degree of 
control over fortune. Again in this novel Trollope shows 
that the alloy of human nature and reality is darker than 
he had shown it to be in the novels of the Barsetshire 
series. Even in implementing his personal sense of justice, 
Mr. Scarborough has little to choose between the respective 
merits of his two sons. Mountjoy, who at least has a feel­
ing heart, seems destined to lose the estate he inherits 
through addiction to his vice of gambling (p. 618).
In these late novels in which Trollope again allows 
himself to give expression to his dark vision, he ignores 
most of the tenets basic to his earlier conception of the 
realistic novel. Now he emphasizes the unusual rather than 
the commonplace. He shows that in the alloy of existence 
good and evil are more darkly and more inextricably related.
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He allows more passion, melodrama, tragedy, and suspense in 
these novels. He is so aware of deficiencies in the values 
and institutions of the period that in two of his works he 
subjects these to the ironically sane scrutiny of madmen. 
And in the place of the old values Trollope repeatedly im­
plies the validity of a relativistic ethic of good-hearted­
ness which partly negates the conventional bases of moral 
j udgment.
CHAPTER IX
TOWARD A REVALUATION OF ANTHONY TROLLOPE 
AS A REALISTIC NOVELIST
In their respective books on Anthony Trollope, Hugh 
Walpole, Bradford A. Booth, and A. 0. J. Cockshut show an 
awareness of the strange disagreements in criticism of 
Trollope's novels and of the changes in his critical repu­
tation.^" Booth judges that there is "no rational explana­
tion" for the contradictory opinions concerning most Trol- 
2lope novels. Cockshut suggests that many readers have 
been like Saintsbury in their reactions to the later Trol­
lope novels. They want the characters in realistic novels 
to be not only characters they might meet in actual life, 
but also characters they might enjoy meeting. Consequently 
those who like the Trollope novels which are "crowded, gay, 
extrovert, humorous," condemn the Trollope novels which in­
volve "madness, guilt, indecision, loneliness, despair
i 3
» • • «
^Walpole, Anthony Trollope, pp. 67, 179; "The Chaos 
of Criticism," pp. 229-232 in Bradford A. Booth, Anthony 
Trollope, Aspects of His: life and Art; "The Story o± a Repu 
tation," pp. 133-145 in A. 0. J. Cockshut, Anthony Trollope 
A Critical Study. "
3Booth, pp. 229-231. 3Cockshut, pp. 137-140.
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I believe that the discrepancies in critical opinions 
of Trollope1s novels can also be accounted for by the fail­
ure to study Trollope's fiction in terms of the complexity 
of Anthony Trollope as a Victorian divided in mind and spir­
it. From the first, Trollope's outlook turns in the anti­
thetical directions of complacency and scepticism, affirma­
tion and rejection, hope and despair. Trollope's basic in­
tellectual problem is that he achieves neither in life nor 
in fiction a fusion of the dual values he perceives in 
existence.
Jerome Thale states that the attempt to reconcile the
disparate truths of aspiration and experience is common to
4nmeteenth-century novels and novelists. Trollope's prob­
lem of dual outlook is especially interesting because there 
is such a great distance between the opposite poles of 
vision as these are informed by his perception of deserved 
and undeserved fortune. Being ultimately unable to fuse 
his visions, he plays them off against one another. Though 
Trollope claims that such alloyed vision is a rendering of 
life's complexity, the techniques which express it can as 
easily be exploited so as to produce a depiction of life in 
diluted colors.
The general pattern of the vision of reality depicted 
in Trollope's novels is one of oscillation between rela-
4Jerome Thale, The Kovels of George Eliot (New York, 
1959) , p. 67.
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tively lighter and darker alloys. Within this general pat­
tern for both individual books and sequences of books, one 
can note a related pattern of Trollope's responses to 
changing public and critical tastes which are correlative 
with changes in Trollope's fortunes as a popular writer.
From about 1862 the alloy becomes consistently darker. 
Trollope makes less use of the controlling devices. He al­
lows himself to appear more sceptical and pessimistic. The 
reality he depicts is less commonplace, allowing for an in­
creased expression of the depth of evil and the complex am­
biguity of human moral experience. A relatively objective 
style demands that Trollope show less gusto in the narrative 
act. Readers who are not particularly impressed by the new
unpleasantness complain of a stale flatness and of a mechan-
5ical grinding on of the narrative mill.
To the very last, Trollope is torn between assuming 
the roles of historian and story-teller. Though he experi­
ments a bit and allows himself to use narrative procedures
5In Partial Portraits Henry James recognizes that in 
some works (He Knew He Was Right, The Last Chronicle, of 
Barset, and Orley Farm) Trollope has the courage not to 
sacrifice to "conventional optimism." James admits that 
Trollope goes "farther afield for his subjects" and thereby 
"acquired a savour of bitterness and reconciled himself 
sturdily to treating of the disagreeable" (pp. 128, 102). 
However, James does not reconcile these statements with his 
finding that Trollope becomes the captive of "a perceptibly 
mechanical process" of writing; and that Trollope's ultimate 
compositions are merely "superficially like a new inspira­
tion," whereas they actually "betray the dull, impersonal 
rumble of the mill-wheel" (p. 120).
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which were not appropriate to his earlier Barsetshire fic­
tions , he moves gingerly in the new directions. His narra­
tive voice is still a restraining one which speaks about 
the darker realities in a spirit of calm recital.
Thus arises the danger that Trollope's critics, as 
they become increasingly aware of the increased expression 
of pessimism, scepticism, and complexity of reality in the 
later Trollope novels, will assume that it necessarily af­
fords intrinsic literary merit and evidences new artistic 
ability on Trollope's part.
A. O. J. Cockshut is representative of the trend 
just alluded to. He entitles the last half of his critical 
study of Trollope "Progress to Pessimism." After dividing 
Trollope's life into three distinct periods he asserts that 
the last period--from 1868 to Trollope's death in 1882— is 
"one of retreat, questioning, and satire"; and that the im­
portant books of this period "constitute his greatest 
achievement, and reveal,, as the earlier ones do not, his 
deepest preoccupations. The change from the optimistic 
middle period, to the steadily-growing pessimism of the 
last corresponds with a decline in popularity."^
In the introduction to this dissertation I have
7cited critics who question and oppose Cockshut's thesis. 
Between these critical extremes one may fit the opinions
fi 7Cockshut, pp. 139-140. See Chapter I, pp. 7-9.
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held by Hugh Walpole. He finds that the dark mood runs 
through Trollope's work from the first. Therefore, the pat­
tern is one of suppression and reassertion of the darker 
outlook, rather than a progress to pessimism. However, 
Walpole agrees with Cockshut that there are newly empha­
sized qualities to be considered in the novels of Trollope's 
last period. In novels like The Way We Live Now, Mr. Scar­
borough^ Family, Dr. Wortle.' s School, Cousin Henry, An Eye 
for An Eye, The Land Leaguers, and Kept in the Dark, Trol­
lope is moving toward "the modern view of greater consid­
eration for the individual case.” These books give evi­
dence of possibilities which Trollope never sufficiently ex­
ploits. For this reason, they have "an aesthetic importance
gas yet, I think, recognized by no critic of his work."
Although both Cockshut and Walpole concur in placing 
emphasis upon Trollope's latest works as different and im­
portant, the fact remains that the evaluation a critic makes 
of those last books and of that last stage in Trollope's 
writing career depends on.the manner in which he relates 
them to Trollope's complex nature and earlier books. Cock­
shut, de-emphasizing continuity, finds a measure of new 
achievement. Walpole, emphasizing continuity, finds un­
realized potential. The reconciliation of these disparate 
but overlapping judgements--a curious reflection of Trol-
^Walpole, pp. 157-165.
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lope's disparate but overlapping visions— is the basic task 
that awaits Trollope criticism.
The present study has focused upon the continuity of 
the dark element in Trollope's alloyed vision. Drawing upon 
its implications, I offer the following generalizations as 
pertinent to further evaluation of Trollope's fiction.
First, the critic must be aware that Trollope's vision is 
dual and that his work generally, as well as in most indi­
vidual novels, involves the counterbalancing of the two as­
pects of outlook. Second, he must recognize that Trollope, 
motivated by a complex of factors, increasingly darkens the 
shading of the reality he depicts. Consequently, in evalu­
ating Trollope's career the critic must consider variation 
and continuity, together with evidences of the extent to 
which the full potential of Trollope's intellectual and 
imaginative powers is not realized in the composition of 
his realistic fiction. Finally the critic must not assume 
that Trollope as novelist is "honest" in the naive sense 
that his novels directly reflect, without distortion or ma­
nipulation, all of what he sees in reality— the full extent 
of either his personal optimism or pessimism— as though the 
work's are no more than just a personal expression. Though 
it is paradoxically necessary to study Trollope's work in 
relationship to the man, the divisions within the man make 
it difficult to draw up too patly the periods of his life 
as reflected in his books.
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The implications of this study have special rele­
vance to at least two other broad aspects of Trollope and 
his novels which deserve reconsideration. These are the 
quality of Anthony Trollope's mind, as thinker and artist, 
and the value of the reality he represents in his realistic 
fiction.
Anthony Trollope, judged on the basis of what is re­
flected in his novels, has usually been considered intellec­
tually a lightweight. Bradford Booth writes, "Few first- 
rate writers have been less intellectualistic. But Trollope
had an inquisitive mind, and his interests were very broad, 
g. . . "  When an earlier critic such as Paul Elmer More de­
fends Trollope against a charge that his fiction is devoid 
of ideas, he emphasizes that the thought content of Trol­
lope's fiction may be equated with the perception of those 
truths which pertain to the adjustment of character and 
circumstance, to the wisdom concerning life which is em­
bodied in Trollope's character conceptions. Although 
this consensus concerning Trollope as thinker cannot be 
completely refuted, it needs to be considered again in the 
light of an increased understanding of the divergent tend­
encies of Trollope's outlook.
John Hagan has pointed out how, in regard to the il-
^Booth, p. 25.
"*"̂ More, The Demon of the Absolute, pp. 112-113.
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lustrative problems of individual social adjustment and the 
marriage of convenience, Trollope evidences the fundamental 
ambivalence of outlook that pervades all of his fiction. 
Trollope's "instinctive or emotional conservatism contin­
ually clashes with what he felt was the more rational, uti­
litarian, and liberal bent of his temperament; and, these 
two opposing forces never being reconciled, there is often 
engendered in vital areas of his fiction uncertainty and 
ambiguity to a very high degree.
Also, Trollope's work is often both a means of keep­
ing his mind too busy to think about dark things, and a 
means of fostering the illusory depiction of reality which 
props the minds of his readers. Thus, it is not the place 
to look to find clear evidence even of Trollope's potential 
as a thinker. Rather, one does well to recall that Trol­
lope apparently had an extremely busy private intellectual
life. The voluminous reading he squeezed into otherwise
12busy schedules is marvelous to consider. Moreover, among
the friends whose discretion he trusted, he expressed
13such ideas as he excludes from his writings. The sup-
“̂ John Hagan, "The divided Mind of Anthony Trollope,"
pp. 1-2.
■^Booth, pp. 135-136.
13T. H. S. Escott, "Anthony Trollope: An Apprecia­
tion and Reminiscence," p. 1102.
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pression of those ideas has some relevance to his limita­
tions as a creative writer.
It is important to form at least a rough estimate 
of Trollope's potential power as a thinker, because we 
thus approach also a fuller awareness of the quality of
the mind of the writer. Does Trollope possess no more
14than "a jogtrot genius alloyed with mediocrity"? Does
Bradford Booth speak the definitive word when he applies
in judgment of Trollope Henry James's observation that a
fine intelligence is necessary for the production of a
15superior novel? In other twentieth-century criticism 
of Trollope there glimmers the suspicion that Trollope's 
creative mind is perhaps finer than his works show— per­
haps, even, finer than he himself realizes. Thus, with 
reference to the character of Mr. Crawley in The Last 
Chronicle of Barset, Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch asserts 
a "slowly growing conviction" that Trollope is "by 
miles a greater artist than he knows or has ever been 
reckoned . . . one is awakened in a fright and to a 
sense of shame at never having recognized the man's origi-
14W. Teignmouth Shore, "Introduction" to Anthony 
Trollope, The Three Clerks, p. xiii.
15Bradford A. Booth, "Trollope's Orley Farm: 
Artistry Manque," p. 159.
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1nality or taken the great measure of his power." Con­
ceiving of plot as the management of many details so as to 
produce purposeful cumulative effects, Walter F. Lord
claims "a very high place" for Trollope, because "Never was
17there so great a master of detail." Robert M. Polhemus
has stated of Trollope that "It is clear that he was a much
greater artist than he knew, and that he produced a good
18deal of his art unconsciously."
Bradford Booth implies that because of the limits of
Trollope's mind the "highest reaches of the novel" were de- 
19nied him. However, in an earlier chapter I have given 
some evidence of the extent to which Trollope cultivates the 
pose of being merely a craftsman. He knows that he is more 
of an artist than he is eager to admit. Moreover, Trollope 
in his theory associates the heights of poetic prose with 
the aspects of reality he wishes to avoid depicting. When 
later he allows these matters greater expression, his style 
is not proportionately heightened. Yet there is incidental 
evidence in Trollope's portrayal of the anguished states of
16Charles Dickens and Other Victorians, p. 234.
■^"The Novels of Anthony Trollope," pp. 815—
816.
18See the unpubl. diss. (University of California, 
Berkeley, 1963) by Robert Mackinlay Polhemus, "The Changing 
World of Anthony Trollope," p. iv.
1 9Booth, "Trollope's Orley Farm," pp. 158-159.
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his tragic characters that he is not incapable of sublime 
expression. Thus, it is probable that Trollope largely 
wills to deny the level of the sublime to himself. One may 
grant that the claim of being merely a craftsman does re­
sult in certain advantages as regards facile production of 
novels. But after all, Trollope's failure is not so much 
one of intellect as of heart.
It is useful, also, to apply the implications of the 
present study to another aspect of Anthony Trollope's fic­
tion which has never lacked recognition: Trollope's abili­
ty to depict society. Statements concerning the accuracy
of Trollope's social depictions and their value to histori-
20ans have become a cliche of Trollope criticism. There
has also been a similar emphasis on the value to lovers of
literature of social depiction in Trollope's novels. As
Bradford Booth puts it, Trollope is "essentially a por-
21trartrst of society."
Although there is no danger that Trollope will ever
20See, for example, Walter F. Lord, "The Novels of 
Anthony Trollope," p. 8115; Bradford A. Booth, "Form 
and Technique in the Novel," p. 81; Ernest A. Baker,
The History of the English Novel, VIII, 157-158; Leo 
Masorf^ "Die kens , T r oTTope and Jo e Whelks [II]," The 
Dickensian, XLII (September 1, 1946), 174-180; Iva 
Gwendolyn Jones, "A Study of the Literary Reputation 
of Anthony Trollope, 1847-1953," p. 37.
21Booth, "Form and Technique in the Novel,"
p. 81.
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fail to be appreciated as a portraitist of society, one 
needs to recognize that such Trollopian portraits do have 
their limitations. The most important point is not that 
Trollope, while achieving a broad panorama of Victorian so­
ciety generally, has less to show of its highest and lowest 
social levels. The fact which deserves general considera­
tion is that the reader sees those pictures as filtered 
through the attenuative consciousness of the Trollope nar­
rator, and that such distortion is not always obvious ex­
actly because it is the distortion of understatement rather 
than that of exaggeration.
For example, Gorham Munson insists during World War
II that readers are not going to Trollope's works for es-
22cape but to be refreshed by Trollope's personality. Ear­
lier, in 1927, S. M. Ellis states, "Other great contempo­
rary novelists also immortalised similar aspects of that
sound and jolly era, but their personalities were not in
2 3keepxng with the scenes they pictured."
But in fact only one side of Trollope's divided per­
sonality truly fits so neatly into his conception of Victo­
rian England as to seem "an integral part of Barsetshire." 
Actually, it is Trollope's personality as manifested in the
22 Gorham Munson, "Who Are Our Favorite Nineteenth- 
Century Authors?" College English, V (March 1944), 296.
23S. M. Ellis, "Trollope and Mid-Victorianism," The 
Fortnightly Review, CXXVIII (September 1927), 422.
narrative act which envelops a somewhat less sound and 
jolly real era so as to make it take on the appearance of 
sound, jolly Barsetshtire.
Trollope has had such a constant reputation as a 
literary mirror for Victorian society that even perceptive 
Trollope critics have had difficulty in fathoming the full 
significance of his presence in his fiction. Clara C. Park 
although she is aware of Trollope's reliance upon restrain­
ing devices appropriate to his narrative personality, com­
ments that "Trollope made ordinary upperclass life inter­'s) 24esting. Time has made it into Arcadia." Yet again the 
truth is that from the first Trollope, by his quietly manip 
ulative methods and by his restrained, nonpoetic style, 
makes ordinary life seem more Arcadian than it could ever 
be.
More recently Robert M. Polhemus has expressed a re­
lated puzzlement at the tendency on the part of Trollope's 
"casual readers" to assume that the world of Trollope's 
books is a "safe, comfortable, solid, and escapist world," 
whereas in fact "the atmosphere of tremendous insecurity 
and social flux" in most Trollope novels "obviously contra­
dicts" the logic of such an assumption. Polhemus offers, 
as a possible explanation for this phenomenon of reader re-
24"Trollope and the Modern Reader," p. 577.
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action, the fact that Trollope's threatened characters so 
obsessively strive for and desire security and stability and 
so urgently "try to create a sense of surety for themselves 
by immersing themselves in the deceptively static routines 
of everyday life, of vocations and avocations," that read­
ers fail to see that in Trollope's fiction security "is al-
25most always illusory."
Again a better means of explaining this phenomenon 
is to recall Trollope's narrative strategy, a strategy im­
plemented by means of his reliance upon stylistic and nar­
rative devices. By such means as are considered in con­
siderable detail in several earlier chapters, Trollope is
2 6able to write pleasantly about the unpleasant. Moreover, 
the later and darker novels in which Trollope attenuates 
his fate-ridden, dark outlook to a lesser extent, have 
never been so widely read as the novels of the Barchester 
series.
After both World Wars I and II, however, certain in­
cisive critics are suspicious of the basis of Trollope's 
appeal to twentieth-century readers.. In 1928 Hugh Walpole 
theorizes, "It is perhaps because our own post-war world 
knows so many elements of change and unrest that it has re-
25Polhemus, "The Changing World of Anthony Trollope,"
p. 336.
^Tinker, "Trollope," p. 431.
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mained for our own day to make the real discovery of Bar-
27Chester— Barchester, a place of escape for us." In 1946
V. S. Pritchett asserts, "Trollope's picture of normality
was a mirage; a mirage which he imposed not only on his
2 8imagination but upon his life." Other critics agree with
Pritchett. Robert M. Adams states that from one point of
view Trollope's tales are "fantastic romances of a world in
which ideas have no consequences and moral judgments are
29without significance." John Hazard Wildman observes that 
Trollope is the "writer of the greatest escape fiction in 
the English language" and that Trollope's "accustomed role" 
is that of a romanticist who appeals most strongly to the 
instinct for escape.30
At least during the earlier portion of Trollope's 
writing career, his Victorian readers did not expect to 
find sordidly naturalistic elements in fictional depictions 
of common life. Of course some contemporaries, notably 
Matthew Arnold, felt obliged to remind Englishmen as late 
as 1864— about the time that Trollope was depicting.a
3^Walpole, p. 81.
2 8V. S. Pritchett, "Trollope," The New Statesman and 
Nation, XXXI (June 8, 1946), 415.
2 9Robert M. Adams, 1 Or ley Farm and Real Fiction," 
Nineteenth-Century Fiction, VIII (June 1953), 27-41.
3 0John Hazard Wildman, "About Trollope in a Postwar 
Mood," The Trollopian, I (March 1946), 17-22; "Anthony 
Trollope Today," College English, VII (April 1946), 397-399.
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darker reality— that England, however grand in some ways, 
was nevertheless such a country as to have Wraggs in custody.
At the present time the student of literature prob­
ably assumes that the term realism denotes depiction of the 
more sordid aspects of existence. Yet readers of Trollope's 
novels may yet need to be reminded that his exclusions of 
the improbable, the terrible, and the unredeemably evil do 
result in a distortion of the reality he depicts. As the 
preceding sampling of criticism suggests, there is a need, 
in the spirit of that post-war questioning of Trollope, for 
recognition of the means by which he caters to the instinct 
of escape. The reader of Trollope's novels who becomes 
aware of his radical if varying commitment to dilution of 
fictional reality can balance the supposedly undistorted so­
cial depictions in Trollope novels against the supposedly 
distorted ones in the novels written by the sensation 
writers of the Dickens school, or even those of a bolder 
realistic novelist like George Eliot.
The fact that the Trollope narrator's attenuative 
mind is the ultimate setting for his novels helps to ex­
plain certain tendencies toward vagueness. At will Trol­
lope can be either as vivid and detailed or as general and 
curt as he arbitrarily wishes to be. When he indulges his 
instinct for the dramatic and lets the characters express 
themselves through their dialogue without interruption, his 
narrative passages take on vividness and pace. Also, Trol-
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lope is much interested in what goes on in the minds of his 
characters. His omnipresence on his narrative stage means 
that, in effect, he shares the point of view with the char­
acters, even when he is essentially giving their streams of 
consciousness by this indirect means. In such passages, 
again, the thoughts and feelings are restrained by envelop­
ment within the omnipresent narrator's consciousness; the 
characters are distanced from the "thinginess" of their en­
vironments. Thus, despite Trollope's awareness of the par-
31ticularity of persons, places, and time settings, he can 
frequently be very generalized and non-visual. He can have 
characters journey across the city of London, or across 
half of England, and give few specific details other than 
the reference points which help to effect his transitions.
Obviously, even realistic novelists exercise a right 
to select, to give some details and withhold others. But 
Trollope's arbitrariness as narrator frequently gives the 
annoying impression that he is excessively indifferent to 
some details. For example, in his first novel he resorts 
to the following indefiniteness: "Feemy descended into the
kitchen . . .  to do those offices, whatever they be, in 
performing which all Irish ladies, bred, born, and living 
in moderate country-houses, pass the first two hours after
31Brown, Anthony Trollope, pp. 69-73.
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32breakfast in the kitchen." This admission of ignorance as 
to detail is not meant as a means of conciseness, because 
the use of precise details would require fewer words. The 
effect is one of lightness, quietly supported by the syntax 
of the statement and a hint of irony. This mannerism of 
indefiniteness is too consistent throughout Trollope's 
whole career to be explained in terms of his inexperience 
when writing The Macdermots. As realistic narrator Trol­
lope simultaneously takes everything and nothing seriously; 
takes some things to be more important than others.
The interest and richness of detail which Trollope 
thus loses by default is made clearer by a more crucial in­
stance of such evasiveness. With reference to Dr. Proudie's 
installation as bishop in Barchester Towers, Trollope re­
marks, "I will not describe the ceremony, as I do not pre­
cisely understand its nature. I am ignorant whether a 
bishop be chaired like a member of parliament, or carried 
in a gilt coach like a lord mayor, or sworn in like a jus­
tice of peace, or introduced like a peer to the Upper. House, 
or led between two brethren like a knight of the garter; 
but I do know that everything was properly done, and that 
nothing fit or becoming to a young bishop was omitted on
32Trollope, The Macdermots of Ballycloran, p. 15.
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33the occasion." In these instances Trollope seems more 
indifferent than unaware. Consequently the reader may be 
pardoned for reflecting how some other novelist might make 
such incidents as this one of Bishop Proudie's installation 
a vivid and meaningful experience.
Similarly, Trollope can be very unspecific when deal­
ing with professional people among his characters. Thus, 
one can learn much about professional jealousy among physi­
cians from the rival doctors of Barsetshire; but he may get 
a much more precise impression of the ordinary routines of 
doctors, tradesmen, and intellectuals from the novels of 
George Eliot, or perhaps from the researched backgrounds of 
the sensation novelists on certain subjects.
Likewise, Trollope's political characters tend to be 
as much moral types as participants in concrete political 
institutions. Thus, as Hugh Walpole comments, "Trollope's 
House of Commons is extraordinarily real so long as one can 
persuade oneself that it is the true game of politics to be 
exceedingly busy about exactly nothing.
It is possible that the various exclusions and dilu­
tions which Trollope practices sharply reduce the amount of 
detail he can safely and consistently use.. For this reason,
33Trollope, Barchester Towers, p. 16. 
"^Walpole, p. 106.
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as well as because of the need to write facilely, he re­
peats details to the extent of setting up his personal con­
ventions. This is true in terms of both small details and
35larger situations. Thus, m  the wooing of his beloved 
the constant suitor usually schemes at the great liberty of 
placing an arm about her waist. Trollope's lovers, without 
articulating their feelings, nevertheless attain an unspoken 
agreement prior to the actual proposal of marriage. In mo­
ments of personal crisis and great emotion, characters take 
up books which, however, they never make any progress in 
reading. Servants customarily lurk outside the doors of 
masters' and mistresses' rooms to eavesdrop on the conver­
sations taking place therein. Not surprisingly, the ser­
vants always know, and spread to servant friends in other 
houses, news of important developments. Trollopian law of­
fices or other dreary interiors consistently contain yel­
lowed volumes and heavy curtains which have faded from 
scarlet to dull brown.
Some of Trollope's stylistic repetitions seem to
stem from a similar cause. There is evidence that Trollope
3 6actually had a good ear for word qualities. If as he
35For a long discussion of Trollopian repetitions of 
"literary mannerisms, devices and themes" see Dustin, 
"Anthony Trollope: A Study in Recurrence."
36In his Thackeray, pp. 194-195, Anthony Trol­
lope remarks that the use of a word in a parody "has
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claims he verbally proofread all the manuscript of one 
day's composition before continuing a novel, he should have 
been well aware of a frequent lack of variety of diction. 
Haste and carelessness alone do not seem to be adequate ex­
planations for this repetitiveness. Part of the cause for 
the repetition of words is the nature of his popular style. 
The fact that Trollope has ruled out poetic and other com­
plexity means that he must overlook the less usual and more 
highly connotative synonyms. Also, repetition of the same 
key terms with slight variation is necessitated by his nar­
rative cadence— his going back a step to the same words be­
fore going ahead again with qualifying details. One other 
relevant factor is that often fairly complex Trollopian 
ideas as to fortune or character psychology are ellipti- 
cally denoted by disproportionately simple terms. Trollope 
repeats the concept of the hero's "earning" the right to 
his loved one, or the concept of the character's "teaching 
himself" to believe a particular thing. Such deceptively 
simple terms need to be repeated with slight variation be­
cause they are the available means to give easy, concise 
reference to complexes of related ideas.
It is necessary, then, to realize, as the preceding 
discussion contends, that Trollope does have certain defi-
destroyed to my ear for ever the music of one of the sweet­
est passages in Shakespeare."
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nite limitations as a depicter of society. It is also use­
ful to suggest that undue emphasis has been placed on Trol­
lope's skill at social depiction, somewhat at the expense 
of a proper regard for his skill in dealing with conven­
tional plot situations. For example, Bradford Booth states, 
"If Trollope survives, it is not because one develops an 
interest in the progress of his romances but because one 
recognizes the truth of social fact in the Victorian pano­
rama he unrolls. The triumph of Trollope's realism is the
sense of immersion in a plausible social scene which domi-
3 7nates all but his shallowest books."
Granted that in Trollope's fiction there is usually 
an intimate relationship between social depiction and char­
acterization, Booth's observation nevertheless evokes a vi­
sion of Trollope's novels surviving as works of interest 
only among students of literature and social history. Even
if Trollope himself defines the novel as "a picture of com-
3 8mon life enlivened by humour and sweetened by pathos," he 
does not lose sight of the fact that his basic need is to 
tell an entertaining story. Professor Booth, of course, 
also knows that Trollope is a story-teller as well as a de­
picter of society. But his conception of what is lasting in
37Booth, Anthony Trollope, p. 112.
38Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 116.
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a Trollope novel emphasizes what is essentially comedy of 
manners, however serious the comedy.
Even if at times Trollope does seem somewhat impa­
tient with the necessity of providing conventional romance, 
another side of his nature agrees with the general public 
taste in finding it significant. Thus, when in writing
Miss Mackenzie Trollope fails in his attempt to avoid tell-
39m g  a love story, he fails because of his own personal 
values. He expresses one of his strongest personal convic­
tions .when he observes of novels, "They not only contain 
love stories, but they are written for the sake of the love 
stories. They have other attractions, and deal with every 
phase of life; but the other attractions hang round and de­
pend on the love story as the planets depend upon the 
40sun." The love stories are at the center of a Trollope 
novel and are essential. It is the elements of social type 
depiction which form the novel's periphery. However good 
and revealing they may be, such elements are at times quite 
expendable.
Trollope's emphasis on love situations in novels de­
rives from his sense of the novelist's role in teaching im­
portant lessons about proper love-making. Trollope places
39Ibid., p. 172.
40Trollope, Four Lectures, p. 108.
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such great emphasis on the importance of love and marriage
as to make the private family life the primary focus of a
41man's motivation for success in life. This should be re­
membered by critics who call attention to the convention­
ality of Trollope's lovers.
What appears as Trollope's lack of interest in "the
42inner, emotional life of his characters" may be largely 
explained in terms of his basic distaste for the expression 
of strong emotions. Also, Trollope may appear somewhat in­
different to the "germination" of love4  ̂because his con­
ception of love is also informed by his personal myth of 
success. As in his own life, Trollope considers that a 
man's earning the happiness of marital and family relation­
ships is one of the marks of good fortune. Because Trol­
lope regards courtship as one of those situations in which 
a man must risk the bad fortune of rejection, and because 
he views men and women in love as pawns of fortune— -since 
the course of true love never does run true— he puts empha­
sis upon the working out of the outcomes of love plots.
One can also notice that Trollope employs a funda­
mental technique which transmits this interest in his 
lovers' fates to his reader. That technique depends on
41Ibid., p. 108.
42Donovan, "Trollope's Prentice Work," pp. 184^185.
4^Ibid., p. 184.
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nothing more than Trollope's conviction that a reader will 
share in the stated of consciousness of a character he ac­
cepts as real. Thus, regardless of how conventional the 
lovers, and regardless of how repetitive the love plots in 
which he places them, if Trollope conveys to the reader 
their thoughts and feelings, then the progress of Trollopian 
romance does have an intrinsic interest for the reader. It 
is the intrinsic interest of sharing the anxious thoughts 
and feelings of a person who is confronted by some uncer-
tic
tainty of fortune.
The latter point is true of any situation in which 
Trollope lets the readers share in the anguished uncertain­
ty of characters who are subject to adverse fortune, regard­
less of the good thing they are uncertain of obtaining.
For this reason it is well to give Trollope credit for 
having a basic insight into the psychology of ordinary 
human minds and hearts, as well as for being a master of 
social fact.
In fact, Robert M. Polhemus pinpoints a central as­
pect of Trollope's achievement as novelist when he writes,
;'a>-
"He helps us to understand the battle which all men must
wage with mutability and makes us realize the quiet appre-
44hension under which common and uncommon men live."
It is in terms of the characters' confrontation of
44Polhemus, p . 338.
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the threat of adverse fortune that the social and psycho­
logical facts pertaining to Trollope's characters fuse to­
gether. Man is, of course, a social being; and basic to 
the antithetical modes of fortune is the fact that one ei­
ther enjoys or suffers fortune in public. The justice and 
injustice of fortune may or may not stem from the person's 
character as publicly known. But as Trollope shows, begin­
ning with his very first hero, Thady Macdermot, the shame 
attendant upon misfortune and guilt is a large part of what 
makes it evil. Similarly, when one is happy this amounts 
to a kind of public justification.
While emphasizing Trollope's ability to portray the 
battle of his characters against fate— most frequently in 
love relationships— one must also admit that a certain re­
strained conventionality is the price paid by a novelist 
who is more interested in simplifying life than in clearly 
emphasizing its complexity. Though Trollope may hint at 
much, he does not let his reader see and feel much that 
might be expressed about love. But neither does he give 
such full expression to his conception of society or to any 
other aspect of existence depicted in his fiction.
Ultimately, the problem of judging Trollope's real­
istic fiction may be put as a paradoxical query based upon 
an assumption of contemporary literary taste. The assump­
tion is that modern readers desire that literary depictions
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of life be somehow larger than life. Even a critic such as 
Bradford Booth, who goes as far as anyone in granting Trol­
lope his realistic premises, nevertheless desires from 
Trollope at least a concentration of focus, and an economy 
of form, which would result in a larger intensity of effect,
a tighter unity, than Trollope is usually interested in 
45achieving. Yet it is clear that Trollope, while he does 
not seem to have been incapable of achieving greater in­
tensity than he usually aims at, is variously committed to 
a style and narrative method which inevitably restrains 
whatever effects he produces. Moreover, the complex of 
factors which lead him to reject the "romantic'1 ensures 
that he will similarly reject the full possibilities of his 
own literary imagination, since his imagination is most 
powerfully stirred by gloom“*9H!^disaster.
Again one recalls the central importance to Trol­
lope's fiction of his omnipresence on his own narrative 
stage. His narrative consciousness filters the reality 
which he, as raconteur in the guise of historian, depicts. 
Whatever may be said by apologists for the validity of the
45Such an attitude pervades Booth's Anthony Trollope. 
See, for example, pp. 57, 108, 161-178, 187, 191, 194, 214- 
216, 225, 232, Booth clearly understands why Henry James, 
in objecting to Trollope's habit of authorial intrusion, is 
disposed to suspect Trollope of a certain insincerity as a 
writer (p. 175). Although Booth is reluctant to render a 
judgment against Trollope's "sincerity" (p. 176), he in ef­
fect does accuse Trollope of insincerely superficial depic­
tions of "immature adolescent romance" (p. 166).
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intrusive narrator in general, Trollope's use of this con­
vention is a mixed blessing, instrumental to both positive 
and negative artistic effects. Though the convention en­
ables Trollope to achieve an illusion of realistic social 
panorama, peopled by suffering, fate-prone human beings, it 
does so in such a manner that none of Trollope's achieve­
ments can ever quite be accepted as equal to the greatest 
fiction written either by his countrymen or by the great­
est writers of other countries.
Ideally, of course, one desires that a writer both 
evoke and control emotion through meaningful formal struc­
ture. But Trollope does not so much seek to control as to 
preclude powerful expression by a paradoxical form of form­
lessness; by the artful use of inartistic means. There­
fore, the question basic to a revaluation of Trollope which 
is posed by the present study may be expressed as follows: 
What is one to make of a writer whose artfulness is fre­
quently used to restrain the potentialities of his material 
in the act of giving it literary expression? As is so 
typical of other matters relative to the two Anthony Trol­
lopes, it will not be a simple matter to give a definite 
answer to this question. It is one which goes beyond the 
bounds of the present study.
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